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This dissertation describes the Ndengeleko language of Tanzania, in particular the phonology and
morphology in the noun and verb phrase. This Bantu language, spoken by approximately 72,000
people, has not been the subject of any previous linguistic study. The analysis is based on extensive
interviews and recordings, carried out in the Rufiji region of Tanzania with various speakers of the
language. A sociolinguistic survey is also included, based on interviews and a questionnaire used in
schools. This survey shows that the Ndengeleko language is endangered and is being transmitted to the
next generation only to a very limited extent.
Ndengeleko has seven vowels, which can be long or short, and a relatively limited consonant
inventory. In general, the inventory resembles that of the reconstructed proto-language. The language
has been affected by the historical sound change spirantisation, and has thereafter has lost consonants
in the relevant contexts. Morpho-phonological processes are important in Ndengeleko and result in
nasal consonant sequences as well as geminate nasals. It is argued that the nasal consonant
combinations are sequences rather than unit segments. Moreover, processes related to vowel
concatenation play an important role in this language.
As a fairly typical Bantu language, Ndengeleko has 18 noun classes, with singular, plural or
non-count reference. Apart from more regular pairings of singular and plural classes, there is a
tendency to accept classes 4 and 6 as the plural of almost any singular class, rendering the number of
possible combinations numerous. The division into noun classes underlies the system of agreement.
Agreement is not always formal, however, but is influenced by semantic aspects such as animacy.
Ndengeleko exhibits elaborate agglutinating morphology in the verb phrase, both derivational
and inflectional. The system of tense-aspect-mood is largely aspectual in its nature, and morphemes
are combined to form the different categories of this system. Moreover, there is a distinction between
conjoint and disjoint forms of the same tense-aspect-mood category, which is related to focus.

Keywords: Ndengeleko, Bantu, Tanzania, Rufiji, phonology, morphology, morpho-phonology,
endangered languages, grammar, linguistic description, spirantisation, animacy, conjoint, disjoint
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Abbreviations and symbols
1s
2s
1p
2p
1
3
alt.
ATR
aug
C
Cd
CJ
Cl.
COMP
COMPL
COND
DER
DST
DJ
EXT
FUT
FV
H
IAV
IFS
INF
intr
INFL
IPA
IPFV
IT
L
L1

1st person singular
2nd person singular
1st person plural
2nd person plural
prefix for class 1
prefix for class 3, etc.
alternative (plural)
advanced tongue root
augmentative
consonant
concord
conjoint
Noun class
PB compound reconstructions
completive
conditional
PB reconstructions which are derived from a basic (MAIN)
distal
disjoint
extension
future
final vowel
high tone
Immediately After Verb position
Inflectional Final Suffix
infinitive
intransitive
inflectional prefixes
International Phonetic Alphabet
imperfective
itive
low tone
The language of parents and/or community that you grow up with, and
that you can speak and understand. Not necessarily the language you
learn first or the language in which you have the best competence.
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L2
MAIN
NNC
NCP
NEG
NP
OM
PB
PFV
PL
POSS
PST
ref
REL
SG
SUBJ
SM
sp
Sw.
TAM
tr
V
VAR
VB
P10

=
*
?
[]
//

The dominating, high-status language, exerting an assimilating
influence on the speakers of L1
PB basic reconstructed etymons
homorganic nasal (prefix)
nasal consonant sequence
noun class prefix
negative
noun phrase
object marker
Proto-Bantu
perfective
plural
possessive
past
referential demonstrative
relative
singular
subjunctive
subject marker
species, used when the translation of an animate noun is not known,
i.e. ‘fish, sp’
expected to be a Swahili code-switch or borrowed word
tense aspect mood
transitive
vowel
PB reconstructions which are considered to descend from another,
more basic (MAIN) etymon
verbal base
a capital letter followed by a number refers to a Bantu language or
language zone according to the classification by Guthrie (1967/71)
morpheme boundary
clitic boundary
(asterisk): ungrammatical form, or reconstructed Proto-Bantu form
reduced grammaticality
phonetic representation
phonological representation
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Map of the Ndengeleko-speaking area1

1

Village names in bold letters indicate where the sociolinguistic questionnaire has been used (see
Chapter 2). I thank Monika Feinen at the University of Köln for producing the map following my
instructions.
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Part I: The Ndengeleko people and their language
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1. Introduction
This thesis aims to give a synchronic description of the phonology and
morphology of the previously undescribed Bantu language Ndengeleko. My goal
is to describe the language as it is actually used in the place where it is spoken,
without being prescriptive. The analysis of the linguistic structures of Ndengeleko
is intended to fall within the tradition of descriptions of Bantu (and other African)
languages, making use of typological knowledge from such descriptions and
comparative work. The thesis presents the sociolinguistic situation, the phonology
and the morphology of this language, which is spoken in the Mkuranga and Rufiji
regions of coastal Tanzania by approximately 72,000 people.2
Chapter 1 presents background information on the Ndengeleko language.
This includes information from the available literature on its classification (1.1.1)
and on previous research (1.1.2). The geographical spread (1.1.3) and dialectal
variation (1.1.4) of the language will be discussed, based on my own fieldwork.
Following this background information, the methodology applied in this thesis is
outlined in 1.2. The language consultants are presented in 1.3. An overview and
the main findings of the thesis are introduced in 1.4, including general remarks on
Bantu phonological and morphological structure.

1.1

The Ndengeleko language

1.1.1 Classification
Guthrie (1967/71) classifies Ndengeleko3 as P11. The most closely related
language is Matuumbi P13. Rufiji is classified as P12, but as will be clear in 1.1.4,
I regard this as the same language as Ndengeleko. According to Guthrie we also
find Ngindo (P14) and Mbunga (P15) in the P10 group.
It should be kept in mind that the zones in the Guthrie classification (zone P,
for example) are geographical units rather than linguistic-genetic ones (Maho

2

This estimation is based on the sociolinguistic fieldwork carried out for this thesis in 2006 and is
further explained in 2.4.
3
An alternative name is Ndengereko. The Ndengeleko language, however, does not have the
consonant /r/. Ndengereko is the Swahili pronunciation of the language name. In this work, Bantu
language names are written without the class prefix. Hence I write Ndengeleko and not
KiNdengeleko, Matuumbi and not KiMatuumbi, etc.
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1999:34), although the groups and clusters within the zones are set up with an eye
on overall similarity (Schadeberg 2003b:146). The borders with other groups,
however, are sometimes difficult to establish, as Guthrie himself points out
(Guthrie 1948:27).
Other attempts have been made to establish the relationships between the
languages of the Rufiji area and beyond. Hinnebusch (1981:37) includes Ngindo,
Matuumbi, Rufiji and Ndengeleko in the so-called Rufiji group, within the RufijiRuvuma group of languages, and excludes Mbunga.
Nurse (1988) attempts a genetic classification based on lexicostatistics and
the sharing of phonological innovations. The research is based on the word lists
collected for the Tanzania Language Survey (Nurse and Philippson 1975/99).
Nurse includes Ndengeleko, Rufiji, Matuumbi, Ngindo, Matengo (N13), Mpoto
(N14), Ngoni (N10), and Manda (N11) in the Rufiji group. He also states that
Mbunga and Ndendeule (N101)4 should probably be included in this group.
Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) adds Ndendeule and Nindi (N102) to the Guthrie P10
group.
The languages of the southwest coast of Tanzania are still poorly described.
More research into these languages is needed to establish their internal and
external classification. In any case, the inclusion of the northern languages
(Matuumbi and Ndengeleko, including ‘Rufiji’) in this cluster is not debated.

1.1.2 Previous research
The Ndengeleko language has so far not been the subject of any grammar or
grammatical sketch, judging from bibliographical surveys like Whiteley and
Gutkind (1958), Polomé (1980), and most recently Maho and Sands (2002).
Guthrie (1967/71) included four entries of Ndengeleko words in his comparative
studies: two nouns, a numeral and a demonstrative. Some wordlists have been
collected in the past, notably the Tanzania Language Survey conducted in the early
1970s (Nurse and Philippson 1975/99) and the more recent Languages of Tanzania
Project, which has resulted in a language atlas (LoT 2009). The wordlists have not
been published, however.
Some of these wordlists have been used in comparative studies, but have not
resulted in any published articles specifically on Ndengeleko. The only published
material on Ndengeleko known to me is ‘Notes on Kirufiji’ (Zhukov 1969)

4

Three digit codes are from Maho (2003).
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consisting of a small text with a glossary, a list of nouns and some notes on the
noun classes and pronunciation.5 Odden (1996) includes some fieldnotes on
Kirufiji, as does his book chapter on the Rufiji-Ruvuma group (Odden 2003).

1.1.3 Geographical area
Going south from Dar es Salaam on the road to Kilwa, on the south-eastern coastal
plains of Tanzania, one starts to encounter people from the Ndengeleko speaking
community in the Mkuranga district6, as early as the villages of Kimanzichana and
Kilimahewa. Around Njopeka and Jaribu-Mpakani close by the border between the
Mkuranga and Rufiji districts, they become more numerous. The Rufiji district is
the area where most Ndengeleko live. They live throughout the district, with the
urban centers Kibiti, Ikwiriri and Utete forming a nucleus triangle. The map on
page 9 shows the area inhabited by the majority of the people who claim
Ndgengeleko ethnic affiliation (the area is shaded), although they might not (any
more) speak the language.
The term ‘nucleus triangle’ does not in any way imply that this is the area
where ‘pure’ or more Ndengeleko is spoken. The linguistic situation in the area is
highly complex. First of all, although the Ndengeleko are in the majority, people
from many other ethnic groups live here as well. They interact with each other and
intermarriage is common. These groups include Zaramo (mostly in the Mkuranga
district), Matuumbi, Ngindo, Makonde and Pogoro. Secondly, the coastal Swahili
culture and language has been influencing this region for several centuries (see
2.2).
Immediately to the south of the river Rufiji, the situation is especially
complex, with people from many ethnic groups, but also many Ndengeleko.
In brief, Ndengeleko is spoken throughout the Rufiji district as well as in parts of
the Mkuranga district. As Chapter 2 on the sociolinguistic situation will show, the
language is currently used in a limited way.

1.1.4 Dialectal variation
In the classifications mentioned above, Ndengeleko is most closely linked with
Matuumbi and (the language) Rufiji in the literature. Concerning these three,

5
6

I thank Christopher Moseley for translation of the article from Russian.
Mkuranga and Rufiji are administrative districts within the Pwani region.
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Nurse concludes: ‘It would be safe to regard them as dialects of one language’
(Nurse 1988:45). Ndengeleko and Matuumbi are indeed closely related and for
many speakers mutually intelligible, but they are regarded as two distinct groups
and language forms by the communities. Rufiji is to the best of my knowledge not
a separate language variety. The people living along the river Rufiji have in early
records been referred to as ‘Rufiji people’ or warufiji7 in Swahili, and their
language has been referred to as kirufiji. Depending on whom you ask and under
which circumstances, a person can refer to him- or herself as Mrufiji or
Mndengereko: ‘A Rufiji or Ndengeleko person’. The term Mrufiji mostly refers to
a person who lives close by the river. But since the river has given its name to one
of the districts of the Pwani region of Tanzania in the present administration, this
term can now also be confused with a more general term ‘someone who lives in
the Rufiji district’. To confuse the situation further, kirufiji is reportedly also used
to refer to the Swahili spoken by people living in the Rufiji district; Swahili has
been spoken as a second language in the district for at least a century (cf. 2.2).
Be that as it may, since some people began being referred to as warufiji
speaking kirufiji, the language continues to be referred to as a separate variety.
And when asked about ethnic affiliation in the censuses until 1967, it was possible
to tick Rufiji from a list of ethnic groups, which a number of people did. When
comparing numbers from the censuses in 1948 and 1967 (Legère 1992), the people
choosing Rufiji as their ethnic group seem to have decreased in number much
more than the ones choosing Ndengeleko. This difference is probably due to an
uncertainty about what to call the group, sometimes Rufiji, and sometimes
Ndengeleko.
David Odden, who has worked on this subgroup of languages, has written a
phonological and morphological description of Matuumbi (Odden 1996) with
some comparative material on the language variety that he terms Rufiji, and a
survey chapter of the Rufiji-Ruvuma languages (Odden 2003). He writes that
‘Rufiji speakers identify themselves as speaking the Rufiji dialect of Ndengereko’,
and notes that ‘it is not clear that there are significant linguistic difference[s]
between Rufiji and Ndengereko’ (Odden 1996:2).
I have so far not been able to distinguish any separate dialectal forms in
Ndengeleko; rather, the differences in pronunciation seem idiolectal. Moreover,
the Ndengeleko speakers themselves turn down the idea that there is any distinct

7

Wa- is the prefix for class 2 in Swahili, therefore Warufiji means ‘people of Rufiji’, and Mrufiji
class 1 ‘person of Rufiji’. Kirufiji means ‘the Rufiji language’ and carries the Swahili class 7
prefix. Kirufiji can also means ‘the ways/manners of Rufiji people’.
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language called Rufiji, and the language name does not occur as an answer to the
open question on language in the questionnaire used in the sociolinguistic survey
carried out as part of my project (see Chapter 2). Following all this, I take Rufiji
and Ndengeleko to be the same language.
Apart from this issue, the Ndengeleko people make distinctions between
people from different parts of the Ndengeleko area. The following are the different
sub-groups of the Ndengeleko people:
Warufiji: as already mentioned above, these are the people who live in the
valley of the Rufiji river, especially in Ikwiriri and Utete. The name of the river
Rufiji is possibly related to Ndengeleko lwíi, meaning ‘river’. The district was then
named Rufiji after the river. The people inhabiting its surroundings, including
Ikwiriri and villages as Nyamwage, Chumbi and as far as Muhoro are referred to
as Warufiji. They are often fishermen.
Wamagongo are the people who live ‘up in the hills’, moving north from
Ikwiriri, away from the river and sea. They live in the area around Kibiti, Bungu
and Mchukwi. Their name refers to the Swahili word gongo, ‘height, top’, and
indicates ‘area located away from the water, dry area’ according to speaker AK.
The people there are mainly farmers.
Walwingo are the people living upriver to the west, with Mloka as the
westernmost village. Some other Ndengeleko speakers claim that the Walwingo
speak a mix of Ndengeleko and Pogolo and find them difficult to understand.
Others again say that their language only differs in certain words. Alongside
farming, the Walwingo are hunters, as wildlife is plentiful even outside the
reserve. The meaning of lwingo is unclear; according to some, it is the equivalent
of Swahili mbuga ‘steppe’. According to others, it means ‘west’.
Wanyangatwa are the people living on the immediate coast, in Mchungo,
Nyamisati and in the delta itself. Again, certain language consultants find
Kinyangatwa difficult to understand, while others claim it is just a matter of a few
different words or different sentence constructions. They are the people of the
coast and live by fishing. Kinyangatwa is the only language/dialect name
sometimes mentioned in the Rufiji region, apart from Ndengeleko. That is, some
people refer to themselves as speaking Kinyangatwa. I have, on the other hand,
never heard anyone claiming that they speak Kirufiji, Kilwingo or Kimagongo.
Interestingly, Zaramo people of the coast are also referred to as wanyangatwa
(R.Muhdar, p.c. 2008). According to the Languages of Tanzania atlas (LoT
2009:84-85), Nyagatwa is a separate language variety.
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I have not found any dialectal variation connected with this geographical
subdivision. There is some variation between speakers in certain aspects of
pronunciation and parts of the grammar. Such variation has been noted where
found, but it should be kept in mind that this might be due to other aspects than
geography, such as social status, gender and formality.
Going southwards across the Rufiji river the Ndengeleko are increasingly
mixed up with Matuumbi and other ethnic groups. People differ in their opinion on
the intelligibility of Matuumbi. Some say it is easy to understand, while others find
it more difficult. According to all persons consulted, however, the Matuumbi are
regarded as forming their own ethnic group, regardless of the interintelligibility of
the two languages. Judging from my comparisons with the work by Odden (1996)
on Matuumbi, the two are significantly different in parts of the grammatical
system. This motivates the choice made here to regard them as two languages,
although they are clearly closely related. The main differences between the
languages – e.g. the negative marker, differences in the TAM-system and the form
of the perfective – will be noted where relevant in this thesis.

1.2

Methods and fieldwork

As Ndengeleko is a previously undescribed language, there is no existing corpus of
texts to use as a starting point. This description of the Ndengeleko language is
therefore based entirely on data collected by myself directly from speakers during
fieldtrips to the Mkuranga and Rufiji regions. Six such trips, of different length,
have been carried out between 2005 and 2012, with a total of 20 weeks spent in the
field.
The investigation into Ndengeleko started by eliciting and recording words in
order to build up a lexical database and to establish the phonology of the language,
as well as the preliminaries of morphology. The elicitation was translational at first
(from Swahili), but lexical items were added in a non-translational manner as
speakers came up with additional words inspired by the word-lists. Early on the
sessions included naming objects in the surroundings – in the kitchen, parts of the
house – as well as going to the market to buy fish in order to obtain the
Ndengeleko words together with pictures. The questionnaires used as a starting
point, with words and sentences, are available in Swahili, which was used as the
interview language, and most were provided to me by the University of Dar es
Salaam, Department of Foreign Languages. With one speaker, Habiba Kiongoli
(henceforth HK) English has also been used, in order to minimize direct
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translations of Swahili structures. Swahili is a related Bantu language and
Ndengeleko speakers are fluent in Swahili as well, posing the challenge of
‘keeping this language out’ of the Ndengeleko translations. Other speakers were
not competent in English.
One of the wordlists was thematic, including sections on, for instance, the
body, sensations and emotions, tools and instruments, and consisted of 500 words.
The main wordlist of 1080 words was not thematic, and was based on the one used
in the Languages of Tanzania project (LoT 2009), in turn inspired by the
questionnaire used in the Tanzania Language Survey (Nurse and Philippson
1975/99). The wordlists were used as guidelines for the elicitation sessions, and
were not followed strictly. Entries which seemed less relevant to the Ndengeleko
speakers were left out, and others were added. I also added a wordlist with pictures
of animals, as well as a diagram for kinship terminology, which I made myself.
Phrases were formed, with words from the different lists as starting points, by
asking language consultants to form meaningful utterances, or by translating
examples which I made up myself. Moreover, a questionnaire with 244 phrases
and sentences, designed for Bantu morphosyntax and also provided by the
Univeristy of Dar es Salaam, was used. These lists have been supplemented by
numerous questionnaires with phrases and sentences developed by myself in order
to fill gaps and to elicit specific structures, including, for example, animacy
agreement and the conjoint/disjoint distinction. I also made use of the TAMquestionnaire by Dahl (1985).
In order to obtain language data in context, different spoken procedural texts
were recorded, transcribed and glossed from relatively early on in fieldwork, e.g.
of how to cook a certain dish and how to build a traditional house. I also recorded
dialogues where two speakers are encouraged to talk about a certain topic, as well
as personal narratives made up by speakers on something that happened to them,
or in reply to questions such as ‘What do you plan to do on your next visit to
Bungu?’ Moreover, traditional stories are included in the small Ndengeleko corpus
built up to form the database for this thesis, spoken as well as written. I was helped
in translating and transcribing the texts especially by HK. She provided
explanations and cultural notes to the texts, as well as additional phrases, turning
these translation sessions into additional occasions of data gathering with the
consultant in control (cf. Chelliah 2001:153).
Grammaticality judgements are not the most reliable way of getting to
grammatical competence (Chelliah 2001:160) and have been used in a limited
way. Last but maybe not least, I have gained insights in the language by attempting
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to speak Ndengeleko myself, something which seemed to please the speakers I
worked with.
A large part of the data has been recorded, first using mini-disc and later
digital recorders. For phonetic analysis, the wave-files were analyzed using SUGI
Speech Analyzer and (especially) PRAAT. Video-recordings of storytelling have
also been made.

1.3

Language consultants

This first description of Ndengeleko could not have been written without the
tireless efforts of numerous speakers of the language. They have spent hours and
hours answering questions, telling stories and explaining details of Ndengeleko life
and culture. The language consultants were those who are seen by other villagers
as fluent speakers of the language. They in turn often suggested other strong
speakers as interviewees. The first interviews were held in Kilimahewa, in
Mkuranga district. Later on I moved further south, and worked mainly with
speakers in Kibiti and Ikwiriri, although speakers sometimes originated from other
areas of the Rufiji region.
Towards the end of my fieldwork trips, I worked almost exclusively with
Amiri Kiongoli, as he turned out to be a very competent speaker with a good
amount of linguistic intuition. He also enjoys talking about his language and took a
strong interest in documenting it. A large part of the analysis in this thesis is based
on his idiolect.
However, care has been taken to involve speakers of different ages and
genders, to attempt to get a corpus that is representative of the speech community
at large (Dimmendaal 2001). All in all, I have worked with four men and four
women, of different ages. All speakers have been explicitly asked to give their
consent to the use of the data in published form.
In what follows, each speaker will be presented, and a code introduced which
will be used throughout this work.
AK
Amiri Salum Kiongoli, born 1932 in Utete. He grew up speaking Ndengeleko
only, and learnt Swahili when he entered school at the age of 12. He received basic
education for eight years and then trained as a teacher. This became his profession
until his retirement. He has lived outside the Rufiji region for short periods. He
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now speaks Ndengeleko with his wife and to a certain extent with his children, but
his grandchildren speak only Swahili.
SM
Said Musa Tawalani Rwambo, born 1954 in Ikwiriri to Ndengeleko parents. He
explains that he spoke mostly Ndengeleko when he was little, but started speaking
Swahili as well around the age of 3, as people in Ikwiriri were bilingual in those
days. Apart from Koranic school, he has not received formal education. He has
lived outside the Rufiji for twenty years, but continued to speak Ndengeleko
during that time. He currently speaks Ndengeleko as well as Swahili at home, and
is proud to have taught his children Ndengeleko.
HK
Habiba Kiongoli, the daughter of Amiri Kiongoli, born 1979 in Utete. Both her
parents are Ndengeleko speakers, but she grew up speaking Swahili and
Ndengeleko. She is a competent speaker, but the influence of Swahili can also
clearly be noticed in some parts of her language. She has received teacher training,
and in recent years took a bachelor’s degree at the University of Zanzibar. She
currently works as a head teacher in Mchukwi, Rufiji. Habiba Kiongoli has also
done independent work for this project by obtaining stories from other speakers,
recording and writing them down in a first version.
PK
Pili Mohammedi Kibambe, born 1978 in Utete by Ndengeleko parents. She also
grew up in Utete, but now lives in Ikwiriri and works as a primary school teacher.
Her husband is a Matuumbi speaker, and at home they mainly speak Swahili. She
uses Ndengeleko on a daily basis with others.
SS
Salum Salee Njopeka, born 1931 in Msenekeni, Rufiji by Ndengeleko parents. He
speaks Ndengeleko at home with his wife, and Swahili with others in the
community. They now live in Kilimahewa. He has a strong competence in
Ndengeleko.
TN
Tatuomali Nguka, born 1939 in Nyambunda, Rufiji, to a Ndengeleko father and a
Zaramo mother. She has lived in Kilimahewa since 1975 with her husband Salum
Salee (SS). She is more influenced by Swahili in her speech than her husband.
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TO
Twaha Omari Mtwiku, born 1980 in Ikwiriri, where he also lives. His mother is
Pogoro and his father Ndengeleko. He speaks Ndengeleko mainly with his
grandparents, and has a talent for storytelling.
HN
Hawa Nyakisoma, born 1957 in Muhoro, where she also grew up. Both her parents
were Ndengeleko speakers, and this is the language she used when growing up.
She started learning Swahili at the age of 9. Her children understand Ndengeleko
but cannot really speak it. Hawa has contributed several stories, procedural texts
and songs.
Coded examples
Throughout the thesis, examples are coded with the initials of the speaker,
followed (after a hyphen) by an indication of the kind of material the example is
taken from. The following letters are used for this:
E – elicitation
S – story, legend
D – procedural description, of e.g. how to cook a certain dish, how to plait a mat;
dialogue; personal narrative
Single lexical items have often been translated and pronounced by several
speakers. These lexical examples are not always coded.

1.4

Ndengeleko - a fairly typical Bantu language

This study aims at describing the Ndengeleko language as it is currently being
spoken in the place which has shaped it, by the speakers who use it. In this section,
I give an overview of the topics covered in the thesis and introduce part of the
terminology, in order to facilitate reading. Early on in fieldwork, it became
apparent that the Ndengeleko people and their language have low status, and that
the language is currently being used in an increasingly limited way. In order to
understand this and the changes the language is undergoing, I considered it of
crucial importance to understand more about the historical and sociolinguistic
background. Therefore, a sociolinguistic survey was carried out and is included in
Part 1.
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The remainder of the thesis concerns the grammar of the Ndengeleko
language. Important for understanding the phonology and morphology of this
language as well as other Bantu languages is the concept of ‘root’. Basic nouns as
well as verbs are formed around the canonical structure CVC (consonant vowel
consonant). The root is minimally followed by a final vowel, but it can also be
extended by means of suffixes of the form -V(C). Some of these are productive,
but other suffixes are fossilized and not transparent in terms of form and meaning.
The root is normally preceded by minimally one prefix of the form (C)V-. Taken
together, this accounts for the CVCVCV structure of words in the agglutinating
Bantu languages (Hyman 2003b:44). The syllable structure in Ndengeleko is also
based on these principles. It is, however, considerably extended due to different
morpho-phonological processes.
The phoneme inventory is fairly typical for a Bantu language. In fact, the
seven vowels which have been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu have been retained in
Ndengeleko. Moreover, the consonant inventory resembles the protolanguage to a
large extent. Many eastern Bantu languages have undergone an important
historical sound change called spirantization, whereby stops preceding the highest
vowels /i/ and /u/, referred to as first degree high vowels in this work, have
generally changed into fricatives or affricates. This means that the languages have
gained on the consonantal side, as the stops have remained stops preceding the so
called second degree high vowels /ɪ/ and /ʊ/. Thereafter, many of these languages
have lost the second degree high vowels. In the Ndengeleko case, the consonants
preceding the high vowels have been completely lost, and the seven vowels have
been retained. The loss of these consonants has important consequences for
syllable structure, vowel sequences and glide formation.
As is common for Bantu languages, phonology and morphology are
intertwined in Ndengeleko. Phonological processes apply to certain morphemes, so
that, for instance, a prefix mu- will surface as a nasal only, the quality of the nasal
depending on the following consonant. The prefix mu- followed by a voiced
consonant results in a geminate nasal.
The Ndengeleko language has a canonical Bantu noun class system whereby
nouns belong to one of 18 noun classes. The nominal consists of a noun class
prefix (NCP) of the relevant class, followed by a noun stem. Certain noun classes
are only used for derivational purposes, like locatives and diminutives. A
somewhat unusual trait of the Ndengeleko noun class system is the flexibility in
singular/plural pairings. Plurals of class 6, and to a lesser extent class 4, can pair
with almost any singular. Adnominals mostly follow the noun they qualify.
Adjectives are noun-like and take the same NCP as the noun. Other adnominals
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like possessives and quantifiers take a specific concord prefix in agreement with
the noun they determine. There are five demonstrative stems in Ndengeleko, which
can precede or follow the noun.
Agreement in Ndengeleko generally follows the noun class of the controller
noun. However, there is also as semantic distinction between animate and nonanimate nouns. All animates show agreement with classes 1 and 2, with some
exceptions, most importantly the derived diminutive and augmentative nouns.
There are also other instances where agreement deviates from the grammatical
agreement according to noun class.
The agglutinating structure of Bantu languages becomes most evident in the
verbal morphology, and Ndengeleko is no exception. The verb centres around a
verbal base which contains the lexical material. This base is preceded by
inflectional material, as affixes for subject, object and tense-aspect-mood (TAM),
and followed by derivational and inflectional material. The fieldwork has brought
to light a wealth of TAM-affixes. Ndengeleko makes a distinction between
conjoint and disjoint forms of the same TAM. The conjoint form is used when the
verb is immediately followed by material which is closely linked to the verb and in
focus to some extent, e.g. an object. The conjoint form can hence not be sentence
final. The disjoint form, on the other hand, is used when what follows is not
closely ‘joined’ with the verb, and indeed, this form can be sentence final. This
distinction occurs in a number of mainly eastern and southern Bantu languages. In
Ndengeleko, the conjoint and disjoint forms are morphologically distinct.
Another interesting aspect of the Ndengeleko TAM-system is the perfective,
expressed through a variety of suffixes which are phonologically conditioned. The
form used with canonical CVC-bases is -ike, which is an unusual form, analysed
here as having developed from the Proto-Bantu *-ide suffix.
Negation in Ndengeleko is symmetrical and expressed by adding the negator
kwáakʊ directly following the verb form. This negator is proposed to derive from
the locative interrogative with the same form.

1.5

Structure of the thesis

Part 1 contains the introduction to the thesis in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 gives the
historical and sociolinguistic background to the current situation of the
Ndengeleko people and language, based on a study of the literature and on
sociolinguistic fieldwork.
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Part 2 of this thesis describes the phonology of Ndengeleko: consonants in
Chapter 3 and vowels in Chapter 4, including syllable structure.The morphology of
Ndengeleko is the subject of Parts 3 and 4. Part 3 deals with morphology in the
noun phrase, with the structure of the noun and the noun classes in Chapter 5 and
the adnominals in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses animacy and other aspects
related to agreement. Morphology in the verb phrase is the topic of Part 4, starting
with verbal derivation in Chapter 8. Inflection of subject and object is discussed in
Chapter 9. Thereafter, the tense-aspect-mood system of Ndengeleko is analysed,
including the conjoint-disjoint distinction, in Chapter 10. In Chapter 11, negation
is discussed and lastly copula constructions and non-verbal predication in Chapter
12.
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2. The sociolinguistic situation of Ndengeleko
2.1

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to give some background to the historical and current
social context of the Ndengeleko language. This knowledge has proven especially
helpful in a better understanding of the apparent low collective self-esteem of the
Ndengeleko people, the linguistic interference and the rapid decrease in language
use.
The historical background is based on a literature study and is presented in
2.2. Following this, I carried out sociolinguistic research during fieldwork in
August 2006, see also Ström (2009). This consisted of a survey of language use in
the form of a questionnaire in schools, supplemented by interviews. The aim of
this research was to find out more about the area where Ndengeleko is spoken, the
number of speakers and current use of the language. The rate of endangerment is
estimated and reference is made to the criteria formulated by the UNESCO Ad
Hoc Expert Group on Endangered languages (UNESCO 2003). As we shall see,
there are strong reasons to be concerned about the future of Ndengeleko. The
methodology used for this study is presented in 2.3. The number of speakers will
be estimated in 2.4.
Two factors included in the list by UNESCO will be given special attention,
as I regard them as contributing very heavily to the question of endangerment:
language attitudes, discussed in 2.5, and intergenerational transmission, discussed
in 2.6. In 2.7 the endangered status of Ndengeleko is discussed with reference to
all UNESCO factors. They are not simply listed but discussed according to their
supposed importance to the Ndengeleko situation.

2.2

History of the Rufiji area and the Ndengeleko people

There are, to my knowledge, no publications on the history of the Rufiji delta
specifically or on the people who have inhabited this area throughout the centuries.
The bits and pieces of information had to be gathered from different sources. A
common thread does however seem apparent from the scarce details available: the
trade and mingling of peoples and languages.
According to Nurse and Spear (1985:40-41) the Rufiji-Ruvuma groups are
likely to have moved towards the area they now cover in the first millennium after
Christ. The study by Nurse (1988) suggests that the Matuumbi/Rufiji/Ndengeleko
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people at first led a rather isolated existence on the Lower Rufiji. The languages
appear ‘conservative and lexically retentive’ (Nurse 1988:71).
When this changed is not known, but it is not unlikely that the Rufiji delta
and surroundings was involved in trading networks to and from Kilwa, an
important centre of trade, from the beginning of the second millennium until 1505
when it was destroyed by the Portuguese (Nurse and Spear 1985:19).
The languages spoken in this area have become what they are today by
slowly growing apart, at the same time being influenced by migrations and
contacts with people speaking differently. The extreme south-east was the scene of
vigorous immigration around 1800, by Makonde and other groups from
Mozambique (Iliffe 1979:8). The Makonde and maybe others reached as far as the
Rufiji area in that time or later in history, contributing to the current multi-ethnic
composure.
Stories of migrations fill the history of Tanzania, but they have generally
been gradual, with people slowly spreading over the land and mingling with
existing occupants. Also, in the pre-colonial history of Tanzania it is difficult to
speak of discrete tribes with distinct territories and languages; rather, one group
imperceptibly merged into another. People throughout eastern Tanganyika were
often referred to by the environment in which they lived, or by their profession.
Ndengeleko, as well as for example Matuumbi, Kagulu and Vidunda, literally
means ‘highlanders’, according to Iliffe (1979:9). The name of the ethnic group
Makua meant above all ‘elephant hunter’, and Mwera meant ‘indigenous
agriculturalist’ (Ranger 1979).
It is not known how far the Ndengeleko people were involved in the slave
trade, but around the beginning of the 19th century, Kilwa was the largest slaveexporting harbour of the coast, just around 100 kilometers away. In historical
records, they are neither mentioned as slave-raiders, as were the Ngoni and
Mbunga, nor as victims, as were the Ngindo (Becker 2010).
From the middle of the 19th century onwards we know more about the Rufiji
delta and plains, as explorers have left written records behind. Stanley declared the
Rufiji valley the most populous area he had seen in Africa. The delta was so famed
for its rice that it was known as Little Calcutta (Iliffe 1979:71). The rice was
chiefly traded with Zanzibar. Alongside agriculture, hunting and fishing, the forest
and woodland have been of tremendous importance to the people living there and
to the traders who came there (Sunseri 2003). The forest provided trade products
such as wax, rubber, ivory, mangroves and copal. These were exchanged with
Indians and Arabs who settled on the coast, before the advent of colonialism.
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The mangrove wood industry was centuries old, according to Sunseri (2003).
The forest also provided the Rufiji people with wood for local use: buildings,
canoes and charcoal, for example. What is more, the forest was important for
religious activity. The village Mpanga, for example, seemed to have been a
spiritual centre, as well as the hot spring located close to Utete. Citing the British
officer Frederic Elton, who in 1874 visited the Rufiji delta and its surroundings,
Sunseri (2003) writes about the importance of the forest to the inhabitants in this
region in relation to the outbreak of the Maji Maji war (1905–1907). He argues
that German forest-reserve policy in the Rufiji and Kilwa regions at the end of the
19th century ‘dramatically circumscribed African access to forests and forest
products that rural people used in their commercial networks, subsistence
economies, and cultural life’ (Sunseri 2003:2).
The colonial rulers did this not only to protect the forests for environmental
and economic benefits, as was the official cause, but also to prevent forest
habitation as a means of social control. Relocating people ‘out into the open’
facilitated agricultural development as people were needed for cash-crop
production. Also, the forests in the Rufiji-Kilwa districts had for a long time been
used as havens for people in times of conflict, as they also were during the Maji
Maji war in 1905–1907.
These historical records make no mention of which ethnic or linguistic
groups are included when referring to ‘Rufiji people’. The language of a people
seems to have been of less importance in distinguishing them as a group in precolonial times. The existence of multilingualism in the region does not give reason
to assume the existence of distinct societies to correspond to the different language
groups (Becker 2010:99). With colonialism, ethnicity and ‘tribes’ became
important in imposing indirect rule. After the rebellions of the late 19th and early
20th centuries, the German colonial power became increasingly interested in the
different groups of people. Who were warlike and who not? Whom did they need
to keep an extra eye on? We therefore have descriptions of different tribes in
German records from the beginning of the 20th century (Schleinitz 1911).
The Ndengeleko are mentioned in these records primarily as inhabitants of
what is today the southern part of the district Mkuranga, around Mkamba. At that
time, this area was part of the district ‘Daressalam’. They were supposed to
number about 43,000, be a quiet but reserved people who were mainly
agriculturalists, traders and craftsmen. They also lived in the then district
‘Mohoro’, consisting of the Rufiji delta, the Rufiji plains and the Matuumbi and
Magongo highlands as well as the southern part of the Uluguru mountains. Here
the Ndengeleko numbered about 16,000. They were, together with the Swahili and
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the Zaramo, not considered as any threat to the German administration. In so far as
they took part in the Maji Maji war of 1905–07, their resistance was easily
suppressed. This is as opposed to the Matuumbi and Ngindo, who were considered
hard, warlike and sly and who were only defeated by the Germans with much
effort.
A picture of abundance, trade and a densely populated area arises from these
historical records, at least until the beginning of the 20th century. This is a different
picture from the one that is found when visiting Rufiji at present. The depopulation
is supposed to have started after the Maji Maji war, people being forced into the
labour market by tax regulations. Migration extended rapidly throughout the whole
territory of Tanganyika, including the Rufiji valley (Iliffe 1979:161). There was
also famine in the area, in 1917 (Iliffe 1979:269).
Apart from being densely populated, the records give a picture of a region
that has been ethnically heterogenic at least since mid-19th century. During the
Abushiri rebellion (1888), for example, the entire Rufiji delta was reportedly
occupied by Yao ivory and rubber traders, with Rufiji people as their allies
(Sunseri 2003). The Mbunga people also had their influence on the region,
although reportedly more as slave raiders and grain plunderers.
The language used to communicate in this ethnically and linguistically
complex situation was Swahili, a language that had been spreading along the coast
for centuries. According to the records of the German colonial rulers, Swahili is
understood by all Ndengeleko and came to be widely spoken around the beginning
of the 20th century (Schleinitz 1911). The two languages (along with others) have
thus co-existed for at least 100 years. Swahili speaking people settled around
Kilwa from the early 9th century, possibly due to it being adjacent to the trading
network that probably existed on the southern Tanzanian coast at that time (Nurse
and Spear 1985:64). It seems likely that the Rufiji area has been involved in this
trading network, with its fertile delta and mangrove forests, and not being far from
Kilwa. As the different peoples needed to communicate, bilingualism in Swahili
and other languages started to emerge and the importance of Swahili grew. The
Ndengeleko people are Muslim. Islam spread to Kilwa in the 13th century (Nurse
and Spear 1985), but it is unknown to me when the Ndengeleko people became
followers of this religion.
We do not know how widespread this bilingualism was among the
Ndengeleko. With the heavy promotion of Swahili after independence, and the
increased access to education with Swahili as the sole medium of instruction, it is
now definitely the dominating language in almost all domains. Ndengeleko has
been reduced to a language the parental and in some families only the grand27

parental generation uses, and almost exclusively at home. On top of that, in using
their language, speakers frequently code-switch between Ndengeleko and Swahili.
Ndengeleko is by no means unique in this respect. Many of the coastal languages
of Tanzania face the same situation (Batibo 1992:89).
Interestingly, the Ndengeleko people themselves do not seem to realise this.
Or rather, they realise their own linguistic behaviour, but think that it is better in
other places. In Kibiti, I am referred to places like Mahege and Mlanzi to find the
‘real’ Ndengeleko. ‘If you go to Mahege, even a 3-year old will speak Ndengeleko
to you!’ they say. In Mahege, the adults complain about the lack of knowledge of
the language that the young generation has, and tell me it is better upriver around
Mloka and other villages. In Mloka, however, the villagers refer me back to Kibiti
and say this is the place where Ndengeleko is really spoken.
In conclusion, it appears that the Ndengeleko language has been used in a
multilingual setting for centuries without being threatened. With the current strong
position of Swahili in recent decades, however, the future of the language looks
gloomy, as the following sections will show.

2.3

Methodology for the sociolinguistic survey

Two methods for collecting data have been used in this survey: open interviews
and questionnaires, both briefly described in the following subsections. Gilbert
Mworia, from the University of Dar es Salaam, helped to explain the questionnaire
to the school children, and also took part in the interviews with villagers. The
language used in the questionnaires and in the interviews was Swahili.

2.3.1 Interviews
The interviews were held with small groups of people in the same villages where
the questionnaires had been used in schools (see below), plus some additional
interviews. The survey was restricted to the Rufiji district as this is where most
Ndengeleko live. Interviewees were asked to give estimations of percentages of
Ndengeleko people and Ndengeleko speakers in their ward and neighbouring
wards. Speakers in this context are people who actually use the language in
communication with others and who are more or less fluent in their language use.
Those who do not use the language, but can on demand produce some greetings
and simple phrases, are regarded as not speaking the language. The reason for not
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including these people as speakers is that they most probably cannot be regarded
as contributing towards the survival of the language.
Questions were also asked about code switching, about how many children
learn the language at present, and the opinions of interviewees about these issues
and about the future of the language. The interviews consisted of open questions,
where one question leads to another rather than being rigidly structured. There was
ample room for discussion within the group.

2.3.2 Questionnaires
In four schools around the Rufiji district, a questionnaire consisting of 13
questions was used in grades 5 and 7. When student numbers were small grade 6
was also included. The schools were selected more or less randomly in different
parts of the district, but limitations in accessibility also influenced the choice. In
Kibiti the questionnaire was only used in grade 5, with the intention of testing the
questionnaire. As the questionnaire was not changed after this, the results are
comparable with results from other schools and have been included. In general in
the district children differ greatly in age, even in the same classroom. This is partly
because some children start school late, while others do not know their exact age.
The ages of the students in grade 5 ranges from 10 to 18 years, and in grade 7 from
11 to 19 years. Maybe because of this, answers to questions in no case showed any
significant difference between grades, and hence these answers have not been split
up according to grade or age group in the tables that follow. The villages in which
the questionnaire was used are marked (bold) on the map on page 3.
The primary aim of using a questionnaire was to find out more about how
many children of Ndengeleko parents learn the language, and what their attitudes
are towards this language. Because the study is concerned with Ndengeleko,
answers from children of other ethnic background have been omitted from the
analysis of intergenerational transmission, competence and the like. They did fill
in the questionnaire though, and their answers were very useful to the study as they
gave a picture of how mixed the schools are, and hence the population, in the
different villages of the Rufiji district.
All children in the selected classes filled the questionnaire. This means there
are 310 answers. 215 of these 310 children have at least one parent from the
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Ndengeleko community. Of these 215, 170 claim to have Ndengeleko as their L1.8
Others know only Swahili, or have another L1, for example Matuumbi, because
the other parent is Matuumbi speaking. Depending on the question to be answered,
all 215 or only the 170 with Ndengeleko as L1 are taken into consideration, as
indicated in the table titles.
The questionnaire was based on questions from similar studies in Tanzania,
but was adapted to the aims of the present survey. In summary: except name,
gender and age, children were asked about the ethnic belonging of their mother
and father respectively, their own knowledge of the L1 and of Swahili, whether
they learned Swahili before or after entering school, with whom they use the L1,
which language they prefer and what they think about the importance of the L1.
Most questions involved ticking, and the last one was open. Here the children were
asked to indicate why they think the L1 is important or why they think it is not.
Some of the questions, translated into English, are cited in the text on the results.

2.4

Estimated number of speakers

In order to assess the present situation for the Ndengeleko language, it is necessary
to know more about the number of speakers. The information available in the
literature (2.4.1) was confusing, and I decided to attempt an estimation, as outlined
in 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Figures in the literature
When it comes to the number of speakers of Ndengeleko, there are only
estimations. No questions about language use or knowledge are included in
censuses in Tanzania. Previous censuses did however include the question of
ethnic belonging, kabila in Swahili. According to the 1967 census, the
Ndengeleko9 population was 145,783 people (total mainland). Further back in
time, in 1957 there were 122,941 and in 1948 125,935. This would mean a growth
of 16% from 1948 to 1967. Compared to a population growth of 55% for the
whole country, this implies that the number of people belonging to the Ndengeleko

8

The language of parents and/or community that you grow up with, and that you can speak and
understand. Not necessarily the language you learn first or the language in which you have the
best competence.
9
Including Rufiji, see 1.1.4.
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community was on the decrease compared to the total population already in that
period (Legère 1992:104).
These numbers do not, of course, say much about competence in
Ndengeleko. They are not even very reliable when it comes to ethnic belonging.
We know that the ethnic groups along the Tanzanian coast are ambivalent about
their linguistic, cultural and ethnic affiliation. Depending on circumstances and the
question asked, they might refer to themselves as belonging to different groups
(Batibo 1992:92; Legère 1992:103).
Ethnologue lists a total of 310,000 speakers for Ndengeleko and Rufiji. If
these numbers are true, then basically the whole population of the district of Rufiji
(203,102 people) and two thirds of Mkuranga (187,428 people) would be
Ndengeleko speakers. This is clearly not the case.
The Languages of Tanzania atlas (LoT 2009) of the University of Dar es
Salaam reports 109,133 Ndengeleko speakers in Rufiji 2006, and 26,131 speakers
in the Mkuranga district. Rufiji as a language is correctly not mentioned in their
list of languages.

2.4.2 Result of estimation
The methodology chosen for the present estimation was in short: 1) the percentage
of people with Ndengeleko ethnic belonging was estimated per ward; 2) these
percentages were applied to population numbers according to the 2002 census; and
3) from this result, a percentage per age group was taken to arrive at an estimation
of actual speakers. For step 1), answers by interviewees regarding the percentage
of Ndengeleko people in their ward and neighbouring wards were used for the
estimation. Also, the questionnaire gave additional information on numbers of
Ndengeleko people, as it included the question on kabila, ethnic affiliation, of the
parents. The following information from the children does not always support the
estimations made by interviewees:
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Table 1

Ethnic background of children in the survey (N=310)

100
90
80
70
mother & father Ndengeleko

60

mother Ndengeleko

50

father Ndengeleko
other

40

both unknown

30
20
10
0
Mahege

Nyamwage

Kimbuga

Katundu

Kibiti

These five villages represent different parts of Rufiji. As we can see, only in
Mahege are the percentages of children from homogenous Ndengeleko families
more than 80%. In Kimbuga and Kibiti, Ndengeleko are also numerous, although
the families are often not homogenous. South of the river, in Nyamwage and
Katundu, the picture is truly one of a multiethnic society. Except Ndengeleko,
many belong to the Matuumbi and Ngindo, as well as (in smaller numbers) Pogoro
and Makonde. These results have been used to lower the percentages of
Ndengeleko people arrived at in step 1), in certain areas of the district. I chose not
to lower the percentages as much as the results of this questionnaire indicate, in
order to also respect the answers of interviewees. This means that if the end result
(number of speakers) is not correct, it can be suspected to be rather too high than
too low.
In step 2), the percentages arrived at were applied to the population stated for
each ward in the 2002 census (Tanzania 2003), resulting in an approximate
number of people belonging to the Ndengeleko community. Finally, in step 3), the
number of actual speakers within the ethnic community needed to be estimated, as
it has already been concluded that not all Ndengeleko speak the language. This has
been done by estimating a percentage of speakers per age group, as the 2002
census gives information on age within the district. Here, estimations by
interviewees have been combined with the answers from children who estimated
their knowledge of the language in the questionnaire. Other factors concerning age
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groups have also been taken into consideration, such as, for example, the dynamic
spread of Swahili use in the last decades.
My calculations show that the Ndengeleko community is still large in Rufiji,
roughly 155,000 people. But Ndengeleko speakers can now be estimated not to
exceed 60,000. The same kind of calculation has been applied to the district of
Mkuranga, although with much lower percentages for the ethnic community. From
the total Mkuranga population of 187,428, roughly 30,000 belong to the ethnic
community and 12,000 speak Ndengeleko. Therefore, the total Ndengeleko
community is calculated as being 185,000 people, while those assumed to be
Ndengeleko speakers number 72,000.

2.5

Language attitudes

In this section we will have a closer look at answers from interviews and
questionnaires concerning how Ndengeleko speakers regard their language and its
future. Speakers’ attitudes towards their language are decisive when it comes to
the death or survival of a language. If you grow up with the idea that the language
you learn from your parents has a low status, it is very probable that you will soon
abandon it in favor of the dominating high-status L2, i.e. Swahili in this case.
These attitudes partly have their cause in outside factors. Ndengeleko is not a
language that brings socio-economic advantages to the speakers, and many seem to
see learning or maintaining the language as a waste of time. Hence, some parents
will not make an effort to teach their children this language but encourage them to
learn the L2 instead, right from the start.
Ndengeleko is also not a language that enjoys any local or regional status,
putting it right at the bottom of the hierarchy of language prestige. This people and
their language are frequently looked down upon by other Tanzanians, as confirmed
to me in numerous personal communications. The Ndengeleko people picture
themselves as uneducated and disfavoured, not unlike other people from the south
as described by Becker (2010:111-116). This is also reflected in the fact that many
Ndengeleko cease to use the ethnonym when they move to Dar es Salaam, or when
they have succeeded in acquiring a high-status job. A contributing factor in this
‘assimilation’ is that the Ndengeleko are Muslims and often want to be included in
the coastal Swahili culture and economic life (Middleton 1992:15).
Although not reflected in their behaviour, the Ndengeleko do pay lip service
to their language. In the interviews, village people express pride in their culture
and language, and a regret that it is disappearing, as they are convinced it is. They
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say that the problem lies with the older generation, which has not made enough
effort to pass on the language to the younger one. It is regarded as not within their
power to change something about the situation, and it is accepted as a matter of
fact that Ndengeleko will die out. Some interviewees do not regret the loss but
rather indicate that it is in their interests to abandon their ‘backward’ culture and
language in favour of the national language. A majority are, however, very
positive about the documentation of the language and enthusiastic about making a
contribution as language consultants.
The children answering the questionnaire also appreciate Ndengeleko as L1,
even those who barely speak it. The question answered by the pupils read:
12. Is it important to use your L1, such as Ndengeleko?10
Here answers were given by ticking yes or no. Of the 215 respondents of the
questionnaire with at least one Ndengeleko parent, 180 or 84% answered yes. The
following and last question of the questionnaire was open:
13. If yes (to the preceding question): list three advantages of
continuing to use your L1. If no: explain why.11
The last question is rather abstract and caused difficulties for some of the children.
The pupils were asked to give three advantages instead of just an open question, in
order to avoid short answers. Many mentioned the aspect of identity, being
recognised as an Ndengeleko person, as an important advantage of speaking their
L1. They also regard the language as important for the preservation of culture and
traditions. It gives them joy to know who they are and where they originate from.
Several of the children complain about how their parents have neglected to teach
them the L1 although they would like to learn. At the same time many adults
complain about the children not knowing the language.
On the other hand, children who do not find Ndengeleko important
mentioned the fact that they cannot use it outside the area, that others do not
understand it and that Swahili is the language of the nation and should therefore be
used instead of other languages. Also interesting in this respect is question 11:
11. Which language do you prefer to speak?12

10

In Swahili: Je, kuna umuhimu wa kutumia lugha yako ya asili, kama vile Kindengereko? The
term lugha ya asili literaly means ‘language of origin/ancestry’.
11
In Swahili: Kama ndiyo; taja faida tatu ya kuendelea kutumia lugha yako ya asili. Kama
hapana, eleza kwa nini:
12
In Swahili: Je, unapendelea kuzungumza lugha gani?
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This was an open question. Of the 215 children, 186 prefer Swahili, 22 prefer
Ndengeleko and 7 prefer other languages (the language of the other parent and in
one case English).
Table 2

Importance of L1, and language preference (N=215)

210
180
150
87 %
120
84 %
90
60
30

16%
10 %

3%

0
Important

Not important

Prefer Ndengereko

Prefer Swahili

Prefer other

In conclusion, Ndengeleko is regarded by most as important and worth saving, but
in daily life Swahili is preferred as medium of communication. There is pride in
one’s own language but the usage is given up partly because of the low status
given to this group and language by others.

2.6

Intergenerational transmission

Throughout the area where Ndengeleko is spoken, children learn the language in a
very limited way. Almost all children learn Swahili at a very early age, as this is
the language of wider communication all around them. Out of all 310 respondents
of the questionnaire, only 39 learned Swahili after entering school. More than 87%
learnt Swahili before entering school. Taking into account only those children who
have at least one parent from the Ndengeleko community, this number is even
higher: 91%. In responses to the questionnaire it seems that children of, for
instance, Matuumbi parents are more inclined to pass on their language to their
children than the Ndengeleko, even though the Matuumbi in this case live outside
their core area.
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It is very rare indeed to hear children speaking anything other than Swahili to
each other. When the children grow older Swahili is absolutely dominant, and
secondary school pupils, in or out of school, abandon Ndengeleko completely in
speaking with each other. Self-estimation of competence in Swahili is high, as can
be expected under such circumstances. The table shows the answers of the 215
children who have at least one Ndengeleko parent.
Question 6: Did you start speaking Swahili: before entering school,
after entering school? (answers given by ticking)13
Question 7: Can you speak Swahili: with ease, with difficulty, with
much difficulty? (answers given by ticking)14
Table 3

Time of acquisition of Swahili by Ndengeleko children and self-estimation of L2
knowledge (N=215)

210
180
150
120
90
60

95 %

91 %

30
4%
9%

0
Swahili before
entering school

Swahili after
entering school

Speak easily

Speak with difficulty

1%
Speak with much
difficulty

Answers on competence in the L1 give a completely different picture, however. A
majority of the children who have Ndengeleko as their L1 find it hard to
communicate in this language and only 24% claim to speak it with ease. In
question 10, they were asked to estimate their competence by ticking. The table
shows only the answers of the 170 children who claim to know Ndengeleko. The

13

In Swahili: Ulianza kuzungumza Kiswahili: kabla ya kuingia shuleni, baada ya kuingia
shuleni?
14
In Swahili: Je, unaweza kuongea Kiswahili: kwa urahisi, kwa shida, kwa shida sana?
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remainder of the 215 with at least one Ndengeleko parent claim not to know the
language at all and have therefore not answered this question.
Question 10: As for now, can you speak and understand this language
(referring back to question 8, which was the open question on which L1
they speak): easily, with difficulty, with much difficulty? (answers
given by ticking)15
Table 4

Self-estimation of L1 competence: Ndengeleko (N=170)

150

120

90

63 %

60

30

24 %
13 %

0
Speak easily

Speak with difficulty

Speak with much difficulty

41 children or 24% do not experience any difficulties in speaking Ndengeleko,
while 129 do to some extent. To summarise this discussion on intergenerational
transmission: of 215 children with at least one Ndengeleko parent, 79% or 170
children learn Ndengeleko to some extent, but only 19% or 41 children learn it
well. This is a very low number, showing that the language is often not passed on
to the following generation, resulting in a rapid decline in language use.

15

In Swahili: Kwa sasa, hiyo lugha unaweza kuongea na kuelewa: kwa urahisi, kwa shida, kwa
shida sana?
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2.7

Is Ndengeleko an endangered language?

In this section the results of the survey will be linked to the criteria for language
endangerment as formulated by the UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert Group on
Endangered Languages in 2003 (UNESCO 2003) and an attempt will be made to
assess the current status of Ndengeleko. This expert group of linguists and
language advocates worked in collaboration with UNESCO in order to formulate
ways of assessing language vitality and published a set of guidelines, after
submitting and discussing these in the International Expert meeting on the
UNESCO Programme: Safeguarding of Endangered Languages, March 2003.
Their work marks the commitment of UNESCO to the survival of language
diversity, as also stressed in the Universal Declaration of Cultural Diversity from
November 2001 (UNESCO 2001).
The discussion below does not necessarily follow the ordering of criteria as
listed in the UNESCO guidelines mentioned above. I will discuss the factors that
in my view most strongly contribute to the endangerment of the Ndengeleko
language, and refer to the UNESCO criteria while doing so. All factors are listed in
Table 5.
As mentioned before in this chapter, attitudes towards a language are crucial
when it comes to the level of endangerment, both from outsiders but most of all
from the community itself. The Ndengeleko people are ambivalent when it comes
to their language and identity. It is regarded by most as important when asked, but
in reality they are rather indifferent to the future of their language. When looking
at the UNESCO Factor 8, Community members’ attitudes towards their own
language, the situation of Ndengeleko is equivalent to Degree 2: Some members
support language maintenance; others are indifferent or may even support
language loss.
A negative attitude towards one’s language inevitably causes a decline in
intergenerational transmission. This is also the case for Ndengeleko, as we have
seen. It is of course important for the survival of a language that children of a
community learn the L1, and we have seen that they do this to a very limited
extent. In some families, parents speak Ndengeleko to their children, but often they
do not: exposure to Ndengeleko is restricted to the grandparent-grandchild
communication. UNESCO has listed intergenerational language transmission as
Factor 1, and Ndengeleko can here be positioned as Degree 3: Definitely
endangered: The language is used mostly by the parental generation and up.
If language attitudes are a strongly contributing factor to language shift
because people cease to teach the L1 to the children, then what is the cause of a
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negative language attitude? It has been mentioned in the section on language
attitudes that outside factors are very important. That using Ndengeleko does not
bring any socio-economic advantages is strongly linked to the situation of minority
languages in Tanzania in general. The promotion of Swahili as a national language
has been very successful and it has put Swahili on the global map of languages of
wider communication. The flipside of the coin is that there is no room for the other
120 or so minority languages16 of Tanzania. There are no official domains in which
they are used, and they do not enjoy any official recognition. In fact, they have
been ignored as more or less non-existent until the publication of the Cultural
Policy document Sera ya Utamaduni (Tanzania 1997). In this document, the
minority languages are recognised as an asset to the country.
It is stated, for example, that these languages should be taken as sources
when one is looking for vocabulary needed for new domains in Swahili, instead of
taking such vocabulary from foreign languages (interesting to note that one of
these foreign languages, English, has official status in Tanzania and the minority
languages do not). But this policy document has so far not caused any changes in
the use of or attitudes towards L1s in Tanzania and no supportive measures have
been taken.
Nevertheless, some of the country’s minority languages are spoken by
millions of people and give their speakers socio-economic advantages in a more
local context. They tend to be learnt by people from other areas who move into the
community in question to live there. Occasionally, smaller languages also hold
such a position, for instance if the area in question is linguistically homogenous, or
if the language enjoys regional or local prestige. However, Ndengeleko is not one
of these stronger minority languages. As with several other Tanzanian coastal
languages, its position is one of low status, and people from other communities
moving into the area do not learn it, but rather cause the position of Swahili to
become even stronger.
Considering this situation in relation to UNESCO’s Factor 7, Governmental
and Institutional Language Attitudes and Policies, including Official Status and
Use’, the situation in Tanzania comes close to Degree 2. Active assimilation:
Government encourages assimilation to the dominant language. There is no
protection for minority languages.

16

Refers to a language that is used by a certain speech community and which is not, or in a
limited way, spread to other communities, as opposed to a dominating language. In the Tanzanian
context all languages are minority languages except Swahili and English. They are not used in
school, media or any other official domain and do not have any official status.
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The most important implication of this language policy in terms of language
survival is that minority languages are used nowhere in education. In parts of the
country where knowledge of Swahili among young children is limited when
entering school, it is known that L1s are often used by teachers in lower grades,
see for example Petzell (2008); Wedin (2004). This is not allowed but is seen as
necessary by the teachers as the pupils would otherwise not understand what is
being taught. It is used informally only for explanatory reasons in these cases, and
there is no language material or strategy for the transition from L1 to L2 in
education. In the Ndengeleko area the L1 is not used at all, as the children are
considered to have enough Swahili knowledge to understand what is being taught.
As discussed by (Legère 2006), the complete exclusion of L1s from education
contributes heavily to language decline. After entering school, the development of
L1 competence among the children who have learned this language in early
childhood is almost completely brought to a standstill.
As a consequence of this language policy in education, there are no materials
for language education and literacy (UNESCO’s Factor 6) in Ndengeleko. No
orthography has been developed and nothing at all has been written and published
in the language. Those who are literate can write something in their language on
request and they sometimes also use the language for written notes to each other,
although this is rare. In that case they use the Swahili orthography. The language is
therefore rated Degree 0 for this factor: No orthography available to the
community.
Not only is there no orthography, there is no grammatical sketch of this
language or any other publications about the language (cf. 1.1.2). It is therefore
reasonable to regard the documentation situation as 0 when it comes to UNESCO’s
Factor 9, Type and quality of documentation: Undocumented: No material exists.
As a result of its low status and the lack of incentives to use the language, it
is used in fewer and fewer domains. Ndengeleko is spoken mostly at home. It is
also used outside, in the marketplace and in the street, when meeting people who
also speak the language. As soon as one is unsure about which language to use, as
with someone new, Swahili is preferred. But even two Ndengeleko speakers can be
heard conversing in Swahili, although greeting and saying goodbye takes place in
Ndengeleko. When asked about this they laugh and say they do speak Ndengeleko
perfectly well, but did not think about which language they were using.
Because of the lack of knowledge among children, Swahili now also
penetrates the home domain. Many parents and certainly grandparents still use the
language but children can often be said to be so called receptive bilinguals.
Therefore the grown-ups are forced to use Swahili with them, at least partly. The
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situation comes closest to degree 3 of UNESCO’s Factor 4, Shifts in domains of
language use: Dwindling domains: The language is used in home domains and for
many functions, but the dominant language begins to penetrate even home
domains.
There is certainly no response to new domains and media (Factor 5). New
areas that continuously emerge in today’s global life require new vocabulary and
ways of expressing things from the language. If a minority language does not meet
these challenges of modernity, it becomes increasingly irrelevant and stigmatised.
This is exactly what is happening to Ndengeleko, which is not used in school, nor
in new work environments or the media. Swahili loanwords and code switching
are used instead. Without doubt the language is inactive in this respect, which is
Degree 0: Inactive: The language is not used in any new domains.
Last but not least, I would like to touch on Factors 2 (absolute number of
speakers) and 3 (proportion of speakers within the total population). Even though
this cannot be called a small speech community, with 72,000 competent speakers
of Ndengeleko, the language is by no means safe. With all the other factors taken
into account, such a relatively large community can shrink to almost zero within a
few generations.
Factor 3 takes into account the number of competent speakers in relation to
the total population of the ethno-linguistic group. That is, the number of 72,000
speakers compared to the number of 185,000 people referring to themselves as
belonging to the Ndengeleko community. This is not even 40% of the total
Ndengeleko community: a minority. In UNESCO terms this means Severely
endangered, Degree 2: A minority speaks the language.
The following table presents an overview of the situation of Ndengeleko in terms
of the UNESCO factors. There are 5 degrees for each factor (except factor 2,
which is an absolute number), 5 being the maximum grade and 0 the lowest.
Table 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Overview of factors

Factors
Intergenerational Language Transmission
Absolute Number of Speakers
Proportion of Speakers within the Total
Population
Shifts in Domains of Language Use
Response to New Domains and Media
Materials for Language Education and
Literacy
Governmental & Institutional Language
Attitudes and Policies including Official

Ndengeleko
3
72,000
2
3
0
0
2
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8
9

2.8

Status & Use
Community Members’ Attitudes toward
Their Own Language
Amount and Quality of Documentation

2
0

Summary

Ndengeleko is a language that still has a considerable number of speakers.
Nevertheless, as can be concluded when examining the language vitality factors,
the future of Ndengeleko is certainly threatened. Taking a second look at the two
factors I wanted to give special attention in this study, Intergenerational language
transmission and Community members’ attitudes toward their own language, we
can now conclude that Ndengeleko has a very low score on both. The language has
low status, and as a consequence of this, parents do not teach their children to
speak it and frequently do not use it at home. This must be seen as a very heavy
threat to the language, as there is no future for a language that is not learnt by the
children of the community. Within the foreseeable future Ndengeleko could be
lost.
The low status given to the community, in my view, contributes to low selfesteem and low confidence among the Ndengeleko on their own potential. It is not
unlikely that this is an aspect of current developmental problems in the area,
resulting in an even lower status and picture of ‘backwardness’ – a vicious circle.
Pride and interest in culture and language might strengthen a people and help them
more than attempts to assimilate them to the dominating culture, something that
has so far not helped the Ndengeleko to be less stigmatised.
When a language is used in fewer and fewer communicative domains, parts
of it are bound to die long before the language as a whole does. This can already
be noticed in Ndengeleko, with frequent use of loans and even more often codeswitching: ‘out of 20 words, 8 are Swahili’ as one speaker in Mahege put it. The
result of this is that parts of the vocabulary of this language are no longer used.
Only with much effort can people of the older generation come up with
Ndengeleko words long replaced by Swahili counterparts, and these people will
soon not be there anymore. This fact, together with a Degree 0 for Amount and
Quality of Documentation, stresses the urgency of documenting Ndengeleko.
One could argue that as Swahili and Ndengeleko have co-existed in this area
for at least two hundred years, there is no reason to believe that they could not do
so in the future. But the situation in favour of Swahili has changed dramatically
since independence in the 1960s, leaving hardly any space for the L1. The recent
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spread of education to all layers of society, with compulsory use of Swahili as the
sole medium of instruction, hinders the young generation in expanding their
language. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that this and coming young
generations will abandon Ndengeleko in favour of Swahili.
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Part II: Phonology
In Part II I analyse phonological aspects of Ndengeleko – phonemes, phonological
processes and prosody. Consonants are discussed in Chapter 3, followed by vowels
and syllable structure in Chapter 4.
Presentation of data
The examples in the phonology chapters are given in their surface
representation. In cases where (morpho-)phonological rules have applied, the
underlying form is presented between slashes //. Nouns are presented with their
Noun Class Prefix (NCP), and verbs mostly in the infinitive form. Note that zero
(ø-) is a possible realization of the NCP. Prefixes and stems are separated by a
hyphen. The number of the noun class is included following the translation, e.g.
‘(cl.1)’. Adnominals are presented in the inflected form in agreement with one of
the noun classes. This is indicated by e.g. (of cl.2) following the translation. For
each example, speaker initials of the consultant who gave the example in question
are provided. A hyphen and a capital letter following the speaker initials refer to
the kind of data this example stems from (see section 1.3). Surface representation
of tone is marked, but the analysis concentrates on segmental differences.
When reference is made to the phonological system reconstructed for ProtoBantu, this information is taken from Bantu Lexical Reconstructions, BLR3, which
is available online (Bastin and Schadeberg 2003). This database brings together the
reconstructions by Meeussen (1967) and Guthrie’s Comparative Series (1967/71).
It includes reconstructions by other authors, as listed on the webpage. All
examples of Proto-Bantu are so-called MAIN recontructions (Bastin and
Schadeberg 2003) – basic reconstructed etymons – unless otherwise noted. When
not a MAIN reconstruction, a certain lexeme in Ndengeleko can be related to a
VAR (Variant), DER (Derivation) or COMP (Compound) of the MAIN entry. This
is indicated following the example. Moreover, it will be noted if the meaning of
the Proto-Bantu (PB) item differs from the meaning in Ndengeleko.
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3. Consonants
The Ndengeleko consonant inventory shows a high resemblance with the
reconstructed Proto-Bantu system, as will be evident in 3.1. This section presents
the consonant phonemes with examples and a short discussion on the phoneme
where necessary. Possible consonant sequences in Ndengeleko consist of a
consonant followed by a glide (CG), or a nasal followed by a consonant (NC). This
may also have been the case in Proto-Bantu (Hyman 2003b:49). In Ndengeleko,
the combination NCG is also possible.
Consonant glide sequences are described in 3.2. These are followed by nasal
consonant sequences in 3.3 with arguments for their analysis as sequences and not
units in 3.3.1. The morphophonological processes which underlie NC and NN
sequences across morpheme boundaries are the subject of section 3.3.2. In 3.4, we
leave synchrony behind and delve into the diachronic processes of spirantization
and consonant loss. Section 3.5 concerns the reflexes of PB *c and *j, which are
often lost in Ndengeleko. It is important to understand the sound changes
spirantisation and consonant loss, as they have affected the phonotactics of the
language.

3.1

The consonant inventory

In Figure 1, the consonant phonemes of Ndengeleko are presented. The phonetic
value of the sounds is given in square brackets when the grapheme used in this
thesis differs from the IPA symbol.

Stop
Fricative
Nasal
Lateral
Glide
Figure 1

Bilabial

Alveolar

p

t
s
n
l

m
w

b

(Alveo-)
palatal

Velar
k

g

ɲ
y [j]

The consonant phonemes of Ndengeleko

Combinations of nasal and consonant are not included in the phoneme inventory as
they are analysed as sequences, and will be discussed in 3.3.
Figure 1 can be compared with the reconstructed inventory for Proto-Bantu
in Figure 2:
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Stop
Nasal
Prenasalized
consonants
Figure 2

Bilabial

Alveolar

p
m
mp

t
n
nt

b
mb

l/d
nd

(Alveo-)
palatal
c
y/j
ɲ
nc
nj

Velar
k

g

nk

ng

Reconstructed PB system (Schadeberg 2003b:146)

The correspondence between the two systems is striking, and for most consonants
direct; e.g. ki-bɪ́ga ‘(cooking) pot (cl.7) from PB *bɪ̀gá. The reconstructed *d/l17
appears as /l/ in Ndengeleko, as in -lóóta ‘dream’, PB *dóot; -lɪ́ɪnda /-lɪnda/ ‘wait’,
PB *dɪ̀nd; -lola ‘look’, PB *dòd; li-lʊ́ba ‘flower’ (cl.5), PB *dʊ̀bà. The PB
consonants *c and *y/j18 are often lost in stem-initial position (see section 3.4).
Otherwise, reconstructions with *c can show up as /s/ as in -sʊ́ka ‘wash’, PB *cʊk.
Reconstructions with *y/j can also correspond to /s/: -séeŋga /-senga/ ‘build’, PB
*jèng and máásɪ /maa-sɪ/ ‘water’ (cl.6), PB *jíjɪ̀. PB *y/j can also show up as /y/,
-bʊ́ya ‘come back’, PB *bʊ́j, moóyo /mu-oyo/ ‘heart’ (cl.3), *jòjò. For more on the
reflexes of PB *c and *j see section 3.5. PB *g can correspond to Ndengeleko /y/
as in -yéenda /yenda/ ‘to go’, PB *gènd. The Ndengeleko phoneme /w/ in many
cases derives from underlying PB *ʊ or *u, as for example with mwíípwa /muipwa/ ‘nephew’ (cl.1), PB *jìpʊ́á (see section 3.2). Nasals followed by consonants
are not analysed as unit consonants in Ndengeleko, but rather as nasal consonant
sequences, see section 3.3.1.
On the whole, the Ndengeleko consonant system resembles that of the
closely related language Matuumbi (P13) (see section 1.1.1 on the P10 group and
the closest relatives of Ndengeleko). The following segmental overview of
Matuumbi is presented in Odden (1996:4):

17

There is disagreement regarding the reconstruction of this phoneme as *d or *l (Hyman
2003b:42). Allophonic variation has been suggested: *[d]/_i u vs. [*l] /elsewhere (Schadeberg
2003b:146).
18
Schadeberg (2003b:147) regards *y/j as allophonic, but states that the question needs reevaluation. The reconstruction of both *c and *j is debated; [s] and [z] are also likely candidates
(Schadeberg 2003b:147)
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Stop
Sibilant
Nasal
Lateral
Glide
Figure 3

Labial

Alveolar

p
f
m

t
s
n
l, r

w

b
v

d
z

(Alveo-)
palatal

Velar
k

c
ɲ

g

j
ŋ

y

Consonant overview of Matuumbi adjusted from Odden (1996)

At first sight, Matuumbi seems to have a richer consonant inventory than
Ndengeleko. But as Odden (1996:4) remarks, ‘v, z, f, and r appear only in loans’.
Moreover, d is rare except after a nasal, and occurs primarily in loanwords. Also
the affricate j seems to appear in loans, and as an allophone of y. This is the same
in Ndengeleko, and therefore I do not regard [d] and [j] as distinct phonemes in
this work.
A difference seems to be the Matuumbi consonant c, which Odden (1996)
chooses to spell ch in the book. This consonant is realised as [ts], [s] or [č], and
corresponds to Ndengeleko s in cognates. It is not clear to me, however, whether c
contrasts with s in Matuumbi. In Ndengeleko, s does not have any allophones.
Another difference is that Matuumbi reportedly has the phoneme ŋ, which does not
have phonemic status in Ndengeleko. Moreover, b and d are realised as implosives
when not followed by a nasal in Matuumbi. In fact, b is occasionally heard as an
implosive [ɓ] in Ndengeleko as well, word-initially. This is heard in the speech of
PK, who is likely to be influenced by Matuumbi as she is married to a Matuumbi
speaker.
We will now turn to the Ndengeleko consonant phonemes, which are
presented in what follows, including any allophones. Care has been taken to
include examples with the various consonant phonemes in different positions in
the word. The consonant distribution in Proto-Bantu was not restricted by the
position within the stem and word in the same way as with vowels (Hyman
2008:328).19 However, different consonants are more or less frequently occurring
depending on position. In Bantu languages, CVC is the canonical root size of verbs
and nouns, as introduced in 1.4. Longer stems are extended, i.e. they are derived
by affixation, although the extension is not always analysable as to form and
meaning (Schadeberg 2003a:71). The stem-initial position – also referred to as C1
by Guthrie (1967:43) – is marked with (a) in the examples. Intervocalic stem-

19

In Bantu phonology, there are distributional constraints on underlying vowels depending on
their position in the word (Hyman 2003b:45).
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internal position – also referred to as C2 – is marked with (b). Occurrences beyond
C2 and in affixes are marked with (c). The distribution of consonant phonemes in
Ndengeleko is summarised in Table 6 at the end of this section.
Stops
The historical processes of spirantisation and consonant loss, which will be
discussed in section 3.4, have affected a large amount of words with reflexes of the
PB stops preceding the high vowels /i/ and /u/.20, It is possible that lexical items in
the language which do have stops followed by /i/ and /u/ have entered the language
after these processes took place, although this cannot be determined in the present
study.
/p/
1.

a

b

c

ku-pʊ́ta
lu-pɪ́lɪ́lɪ
mbaŋgápáaŋga /N-pangapanga/
li-kʊ́pa
/N-pepeta/
mbépéta
/mu-toope/
ntóópe
ŋgopékópe
pá-no
pa-mwéepe

/N-kopekope/

‘to hit’
‘net’
‘fish, sp’
‘old mat’
‘rice snack’
‘stick of
axe’
‘fish, sp’
‘here’
‘together’

(cl.11)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.3)

AK
AK
HK
AK
HK
AK

(cl.9/10) HK
(16.‘this’) HK
SS

Occurrences of /p/ after C2 or in suffixes are non-existent in my data.
There is allophonic variation [p~f]21 preceding the first degree high vowels.
Moreover, instances with [p] in this context are often aspirated. This is interesting
as the position preceding first degree vowels /i/ and /u/ is the historical context for
spirantisation and consonant loss in the language (see 3.4). Individual variation
exists in e.g. the following words.

20

The attentive reader will notice that these processes have not taken place with the NCPs which
involve a so called first degree high vowel (see section 4.1). The NCPs have been reconstructed
for PB as second degree *ɪ and *ʊ. My hypothesis is that the vowel quality of the NCPs changed
after the processes of spirantisation and consonant loss took place.
21
The speaker AK has variation between [ph] and [ɸ].
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2.

lipíiŋga~lifíiŋga

/li-pinga/

‘egg’

(cl.5)

HK/SS~
PK22

lipúuŋgu~lifúuŋgu

/li-pungu/

‘heap’

(cl.5)

AK~HK

lupyágiilo~
lufyágiilo

/lu-pyagiilo/

‘broom’

(cl.11) AK~
HK/PK

mpwálʊme~
mfwálʊme

/mu-pwalʊme/

‘king’

(cl.1)

AK~
HN

The allophone [f] also occurs in loans from Swahili. It is not replaced by [p] in the
course of borrowing.
3.

ku-fúta
u-léfi
ø-élfu

‘to sweep’
‘drunkenness’ (cl.14)
‘thousand’
(cl.9/10)

Sw. kufuta
Sw. ulevi
Sw. elfu

HK
AK
PK

/b/
4.

a

b

c

lu-bóko
ku-bɪ́ɪŋga
kibʊ́mʊʊndwa
ʊʊ́bɪ
kwóbeela
mi-gʊ́bíko
baándu
bályʊ
ku-yáŋgábana

‘arm’
(cl.11)
/ku-bɪnga/
‘to chase away’
/ki-bʊmʊndwa/ ‘lizard’
(cl.7)
/ø-ʊʊbɪ/
‘leopard’
(cl.9/10)
/ku-obeela/
‘to play’
‘covers’
(cl.4)
/ba-ndu/
‘people’
(cl.2)
(of cl.2)23
/ba-lyʊ/
‘those’
‘to mix’

SS
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
PK
AK

There is limited allophonic variation [b~β] in this phoneme, which appears to be
inter-speaker as well as intra-speaker, e.g. li-binda [liβiinda] ‘okra’ (cl.5) for

22

When variations in the pronounciation of a word are possible, the ~ sign between speaker
initials indicates which speaker uses which variation. A forward slash indicates that more than
one speaker uses the variation.
23
Meaning this is a demonstrative in agreement with noun class 2.
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speakers HK and AK, and bandu bííngi /ba-ndu ba-ingi/ ‘many people’ (AK). As
with the variation [p~f], this appears to be the case preceding first degree high
vowels only.
/t/
5.

a
b

c

ki-tʊ́lʊ
ku-tɪ́la
ntóte
yɪ́ɪ́tu
táya
táátɪ
tubii..

/mu-tote/
/i-ɪtu/

‘blind person’
‘to fear’
‘hyena’
‘our’

/tu-bii/

‘jaw’
‘father’
‘we are’
‘to cause fruit
to fall down’

ku-pʊ́gátiya

(cl.7)

AK
HK
(cl.3)
AK
(of cl.4, PK
8, 9/10)
(cl.9/10) SS
(cl.1a)
AK
1pSMHK
be.PFV
AK

/k/
6.

a
b
c

ku-kʊ́ʊnda
lu-kúu
ku-yɪ́kɪ́ta
i-kóko
ku-lʊ́ʊŋgɪ
ka-yéelo

/ku-kʊnda/

kwóbeka

/ku-obeka/

kugʊ́lwa

/ku-gʊlʊ-a/

‘to wash’

li-góoŋgo
yɪ́ɪga
ku-táaga
ga-bɪ́lɪ
gááke

/li-gongo/

‘highland’
‘body’
‘to throw away’
‘two’
‘his/her’

/ku-lʊngɪ/

‘to like, love’
‘navel’
‘to answer’
‘rats’
‘in front of’
‘small
winnowing
basket’
‘to get lost’

(cl.11)
(cl.8)
(cl.17)
(cl.12,
dim)

SM
SS
AK
AK
AK
AK

AK

/g/
7.

a
b
c

/ga-ake/
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AK
(cl.5)
AK
(cl.9/10) AK
AK
(of cl.6) AK
(of cl.6) HK

‘to kill’
‘to see each other’

ku-bʊ́laga
ku-bónágana

HK
HK

Fricatives
The only fricative phoneme in Ndengeleko is /s/. Other fricatives are allophones of
stops (i.e. [p~f]).
/s/
8.

a
b

c

ku-sútama
ma-sápu
pápasa
/mu-kolooso/
nkólooso
sí-mo
/si-angʊ/
sáaŋgʊ
ku-lómbólɪsea

‘to squat’
‘dirty’
‘day after
tomorrow’
‘cashew tree’
‘one’
‘my’
‘to bewail’

(of cl.6)

(cl.3)
(of cl.7)
(of cl.7)

AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
HK
TO

Lateral
/l/
9.

a

b

c

kulʊ́ʊmba
ku-léka
nkwélʊme
ku-tóóla
lu-kɪ́lɪ
a-lééle
lu-kóko
léélo

/ku-lʊmba/

‘to praise’
‘to let (go)’
/mu-kwelʊme/ ‘maternal uncle’
‘to take’
‘length of mat’
‘infant ones’
‘cough’
‘now’

(cl.1a)
(cl.11)
(cl.2)
(cl.11)

AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
HK

There is allophonic variation with [d] in the noun class 5 prefix, but only in the
following two lexemes:
10.

lí-íso~dí-íso

‘yesterday’

(cl.5)

lii-sána~díí-sana

‘day before
yesterday’

(cl.5)
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AK/SS/TN~
HK
AK~
HK

In loans from Swahili, [d] is either retained, or is replaced by [l].
11.

lidúuŋgu
u-lúfi~
u-dúfi
li-dalája

/li-dungu/ Sw. dungu
Sw. uduvi

‘farmhouse’ (cl.5) HK/TO
‘shrimp’
(cl.14) AK~HK/
HN
(cl.5) HK
Sw. daraja ‘bridge’

The phone [d] otherwise only occurs in the NC sequence /nd/ (see section 3.3).
Glides
The glides /y/ and /w/ in Ndengeleko resemble vowels, in their acoustic and
articulatory properties, but cannot form the nucleus of a syllable. Apart from the
phonemes /y/ and /w/, the same two sounds are the result of glide formation in the
language. Phonetically they are the same, and will be represented by the same
graphemes.
/y/
This phoneme is represented by [j] in the International Phonetic Alphabet. I have
chosen the symbol that the speakers are used to for this sound, following Swahili
orthography and the widespread Africanist usage (Clements 2000:124).
12.

a
b
c

ku-yígala
u-yʊ́mʊ
ku-báya
li-póyo
yáambɪ
yʊ́-no
ma-yɪ́gɪ́yo

/yambɪ/

‘to close’
‘drought’
‘to count’
‘hole’
‘new’
‘this’
‘words’

AK
(cl.14)
AK
SM
(cl.5)
AK
AK
(of cl.1) AK
(cl.6)
AK

/y/ has the allophone [ʤ], written as j, which seems to occur in free variation, as in
-yɪma/-jɪma ‘stand, stop’. The sound is often retained in borrowings, as in li-dalája
‘bridge’ from Swahili daraja.
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/w/
13.

a
b

‘lame person’
‘to wear’
‘women’
‘open space’

ki-wéte
ku-wála
a-lwáwa
lu-úwa

(cl.7)
(cl.2)
(cl.11)

AK
AK
HK
SM

All instances of word-initial [w] are due to glide formation, e.g. wáangu /u-angu/
‘my’ (of cl.1, 3, 14) (see also section 3.2).
Stem-internally, /w/ is often part of a consonant + glide sequence; this will be
further discussed in section 3.2.
Nasals
Ndengeleko has the nasals /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/.
/m/
14.

a

b
c

a-mélei
kaméembe
ku-lʊ́ma
ŋgɪ́mɪkɪ́mɪ
ma-úúta
máau

/ka-membe/

/N-kɪmɪkɪmɪ/

‘parents’
‘small fly’

(cl.2)
(cl.12,
dim)

AK
AK

‘to bite’
‘deaf person’
‘oil’
‘mother’

HK
(cl.9/10) AK
(cl.6)
HK
(cl.1a)
AK

/n/
15.

a
b
c

24

mwáána
lí-ína
a-nálʊ́ʊme
mu-náni24
néeŋga
nási

/mu-ana/

‘child’
‘name’
‘men’
‘on top’
‘I/me’
‘coconut’

/nenga/

(cl.1)
(cl.5)
(cl.2)
(cl.18)

HK
SS
HK
AK
AK
(cl.9/10) AK

This can also be nnáni, due to optional morpho-phonological processes (see 3.3.2).
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/ɲ/
16.

a
b
c

ku-máɲa
u-bíɲa
ku-ɲélʊka
li-ɲóka
ɲóoŋga
ɲáái

/ø-ɲonga/

‘to know’
‘sickness’
‘to sneak away’
‘big snake’
‘father’s sister’
‘who?’

AK
(cl.14)
AK
AK
(cl.5, aug) AK
(cl.1a)
AK
AK

The phoneme /ɲ/ occurs stem-initially. This can for example be seen in the plural
of ɲóoŋga /ø-ɲonga/ ‘father’s sister’ (cl.1a) in 16c, which is aká-ɲóoŋga (cl.2a).
Phonetic [ɲ] can also be the result of desyllabification and glide formation; ɲúúma
/ni-uma/ ‘I come from’. This will be written ny, i.e. nyúúma, to more easily see
that there is a subject marker involved in this case.
Table 6 summarises the consonant phones in Ndengeleko, with their
distribution. In the table, phones which are not phonemes are presented in their
phonetic representation between square brackets []. Parentheses (x) indicate
marginal occurrence.
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Table 6

p
b
[β]
t
[d]
k
g
[f]
s
[ʃ]25
[ʤ]
m
n
ɲ
[ŋ]26
l
y
w

The distribution of consonant phones in Ndengeleko

Word-initial

Stem-initial C1

x
x
x
(x)
x
x
x
loans
x
x
x
x
x
-

x
x
(x)
x
loans
x
x
(x)
x
loans
x
x
x
(x)
x
x
x

Stem-internal
C2
(x)
x
x
x
x
loans
x
loans
loans
x
x
x
(x)
x
x
x

This table shows us that all consonant phonemes can occur in C1 and C2. It also
shows which consonants are not phonemes, with their limited distribution. The
phoneme /w/ does not occur word-initially. In this position, [w] is always the result
of glide formation (see section 4.6.1). All of the consonant phonemes can also
occur beyond C2, although the use of p, b, t, g, and s is limited to a few lexemes.
This is in line with the distribution of consonants as reconstructed for Proto-Bantu
(Hyman 2008).

3.2

Consonant glide (CG) sequences

In Bantu languages the glides [y] and [w] in consonant glide sequences are
typically derived from underlying vowels (Hyman 2003b:55). This morphophonological process is called glide formation and will be further described in
4.6.1. Stem-initially and stem-internally, however, CG sequences occur which do
not alternate with a vowel. The CG sequences often stem from the reconstructed

25

The phone [ʃ] occurs in a few loans and is not an allophone.
Most instances of [ŋ] are the result of morpho-phonological processes, as in ŋŋéni ‘visitor’
(cl.1), underlyingly /mu-geni/. See section 3.3.2 for more on this.
26
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sequences of consonant plus vowels (CVV) in PB (Meeussen 1967:82). These
sequences have not been retained in Ndengeleko, although new vowel sequences
have entered the language (see section 4.5.1). Instead, the first vowel in such
sequences corresponds to a glide. The following combinations are possible. Where
the PB form is known this is included in the table.
Table 7

CG sequences, morpheme-internal

CG
py

Ndengeleko
ku-pyʊ́ya

Proto-Bantu
*pɪ́ʊ̀ ‘be hot’

pw

ku-pyágɪɪla
mpwálʊme

*pɪ́agɪd

bw
ty
tw

kw

gw
lw
mw
nw
ɲw

mbwáa
ki-ímbwi
líí-bwe
kutyáanga
kutyáamwa
ka-ŋóŋotwa
mú-twe
kukwééla
lukwɪ́ɪlɪ
lii-yágwá
kulwáala
ku-kámwa
nkánwa
ku-ɲwáa
ɲɲwɪ́ɪ́lɪ

/mu-pwalʊme/
/N-pwaa/

/ku-tyanga/
/ku-tyamwa/

/ku-kwela/
/lu-kwɪlɪ/

*bʊ́à
*jɪ̀mbʊ́í
*bʊ̀è
*tɪ́amʊd

*tʊ́è
*kʊ́éd REF

/ku-lwala/

*dʊ́ad

/mu-kanwa/

*nʊ̀à
*nyó
* júɪ́dɪ́

/mu-ɲwɪlɪ/

English
‘to heat up
(food)’
‘to sweep’
‘chief,
king’
‘dog’
‘hyena’
‘stone’
‘to walk’
‘to sneeze’
‘small
bee’
‘head’
‘to climb’
‘dwarf
mongoose’
‘lung’
‘be ill’
‘to hold’
‘mouth’
‘to drink’
‘hair’

Speaker
AK

(cl.1)

AK
AK

(cl.9/10) HK
(cl.7)
AK
(cl.5)
HK
AK
AK
(cl.12,
AK
dim)
(cl.3)
AK
AK
(cl.11)
AK
(cl.5)

(cl.3)
(cl.3)

TN
AK
AK
TN
AK
AK

CG combinations are not frequent, not more than four examples of each are found
in the data. The CG ky is also possible but appears to always stem from glide
formation. The adverb kyʊ́ʊgʊ ‘behind’ is the only example without a prefix,
although there might be an underlying class 7 prefix here as well. The sequence gy
is not found in the data.

3.3

Nasal consonant (NC) sequences

The label NC is used for combinations of a nasal and an obstruent consonant. It
should be noted that these are sequences in the surface representation. Many NC
sequences derive through morpho-phonological processes where prefixes and
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stems are involved. Other NC sequences occur morpheme-internally, as we shall
see.
The nasal part of a NC sequence is homorganic and takes on the place of
articulation of the following consonant. N+b is therefore [mb], N+g is [ŋg]. All
NC sequences in Ndengeleko are analysed here as sequences of two units, not as
pre-nasalised consonants. The analysis as one unit, with a syllable break before a
nasal cluster, is traditionally the most preferred one for Bantu languages (Hyman
2008:328). However, for reasons outlined below, the NC sequence analysis is
preferred for Ndengeleko. Nasal consonant clusters are consequently not prenasalised consonants and are thus not included as such in the consonant phoneme
inventory. This is in line with work by Downing (2005), and implies an analysis of
N in Coda position in syllables.
To illustrate the discussion below, the following table presents the
distribution of NC sequences, following the pattern of the consonants as given in
Table 6. The NC sequences that occur in the language are listed in the first
column. The following columns show their occurrence across a morpheme
boundary, and in stem-initial and stem-internal/intervocalic position.
Table 8

mp
mb
nt
nd
ŋk
ŋg
ns
nz/nj/ns

The distribution of nasal consonant sequences in Ndengeleko

Across
morpheme
boundary
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Steminitial

Steminternal

-

x
x
x
x

NC sequences do not generally occur stem-initially, in contrast with the
consonants in Table 6. As described below, this is one reason not to regard NC
sequences as unit consonants. Table 8 also shows us the difference between voiced
and voiceless NC sequences. The voiced, stem-internal NC sequences are
underived, i.e. no morpheme boundary separates these:
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mb
17.

lipéémbe
oómba
beémbe

/li-pembe/
/ø-omba/

‘horn’
‘fish’
‘they’

(cl.5)
AK
(cl.9/10) HK
HK

kyúundo
ntéende
ku-lɪ́ndɪɪla

/ki-undo/
/mu-tende/

‘joint’
(cl.7)
‘date palm’ (cl.3)
‘to guard’

nd
18.

AK
AK
AK

nz
There are two variant pronunciations to this NC sequence: [nj] and [ns].
19.

kigáanza
agóónsike
ngóonji

/ki-ganza/
/a-gonz-ike/
/N-konzi/

‘palm of hand’ (cl.7)
‘s/he has lied down’
‘fingers’
(cl.10)

TN
PK
HK

According to the informant AK, [nj] is how younger speakers pronounce the
sound. It is, however, also used by some older speakers, which might be due to
regional differences. The allophone [ns] also occurs, apparently depending on the
speaker and context. This is especially the case preceding the perfective suffix -ike,
as in -kánsike ‘have broken’.
ŋg
20.

3.3.1

kuyóoŋga
kibʊ́ʊŋgɪ
wéeŋga

/ku-yonga/
/ki-bʊngɪ/
/wenga/

‘to suck’
‘forehead’
‘you (sg)’

(cl.7)

AK
TN
AK

The analysis of NC as sequences

The following arguments underlie the analysis of NC as sequences in
Ndengeleko27:

27

There are other arguments which have been shown to hold for other Bantu languages. For
example, pre-NC compensatory lengthening has traditionally been analysed as a counter-
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1. Morpheme boundary
All NC sequences which are not stem-internal, are derived, meaning there is a
morpheme-boundary between N and C, as shown in the examples (21). Table 8
showed the limited distribution of all NC sequences. They cannot occur in steminitial position, as other consonant phonemes can.28 The morpho-phonological
processes involved for the data in 21 are described below in section 3.3.2.
21.

nkébe
mbépéta
nzápu

/mu-kebe/
/N-pepeta/
/N-sapu/

ŋŋʊ́ʊmba

/mu-gʊmba/

‘mug’
(cl.3)
‘rice snack’ (cl.9/10)
‘dirty’
(of cl.8,
9/10)
‘barren
(cl.1)
woman’

HK
AK
AK
AK

The restriction in the distribution of NC sequences was present already in ProtoBantu (Schadeberg 2003b:147). One could propose that the voiced, stem-internal
NCs are pre-nasalised consonants and that the voiceless NCs are not, based on the
fact that they are the only ones that can occur stem-internally, and based on the
fact that they are not derived. One of the problems with this is the underived nz
sequence with the allophones [nj] and [ns]. The allophone [ns] is the only NC
sequence with a voiceless obstruent which can occur stem-internally.
22.

kugóonza~kugóonja~
kugóonsa
lukóonzi~lukóonji~lukóonsi

/ku-gonza/

‘to lie down’

/lu-konzi/

‘finger’

(cl.11)

áánzu~áánju~áánsu

/ø-anzu/

‘firewood’

(cl.9/
10)

AK~SS
~SM
AK/PK~
HK~HN
AK/HK~
SM~HN

argument to the NC sequence analysis. This has effectively been argued against by Downing
(2005:186-190).
28
There are a few exceptions in the data: ki-ndángwála ‘stool’ (cl.7), ki-ndʊ́ʊ́lɪ ‘squirrel’ (cl.7),
lungʊ́ʊngʊ /lu-ngʊngʊ / ‘early morning’ (cl.11). It is likely that these nouns have been reanalysed
in class 7 and 11, and that they include a class 9/10 prefix. Moreover, there is a well-known
exception in Bantu languages and also in Ndengeleko in the noun múú-ndu /mu-ndu/ ‘person’
(cl.1), which derives from the loss of root-initial *ji in *jintu ‘person, thing, entity’, according to
Hyman (2003b:50).
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The NC sequence ns also occurs word-initially29, across a morpheme boundary.
One would have to analyse this NC as a pre-nasalised consonant stem-internally
and as a NC sequence word-initially, which is not an analysis preferred here.
2. NC blocks imbrication.
Ndengeleko has a number of perfective suffixes with the same TAM function, as
described in section 10.8.3. The selection of suffix is based on the morphophonological properties of the verb stem. Polysyllabic stems ending in a short
vowel plus consonant undergo a process known as imbrication (Bastin 1983) (see
10.8.3). In short, this means they take a suffix -iCe, whereby C is the last
consonant of the stem. This is illustrated in Table 9 (a). Polysyllabic stems which
end in a heavy syllable take a suffix -i or -ike, and there is no imbrication. The
process hence does not take place when the last vowel is long in the CVV syllable
in (b). Important for the argumentation here is that there is no imbrication when a
short vowel is followed by a NC sequence (c). This is because the nasal belongs to
the coda of the CVN syllable. Imbrication is not blocked by a CG sequence (d).
CG sequences are syllabified in the onset, in contrast with NC sequences (see
section 4.4 on syllable structure). Syllables are separated by a dot in the following
table, and heavy syllables are bolded.
Table 9

a)

b)
c)

d)

NC sequences block imbrication

Verb base
-kó.lo.g-a

English
‘stir’

Perfective
-kólw-ii-g-e30

HN

-kóm.ba.l-a
-né.ne.k-a
-lɪ́ŋ.gaa.n-a
-ká.laaŋ.ga
/-kalang-a/
-pʊ́.mʊʊn.da
/-pʊmʊnd-a/
-té.le.k-w-a

‘be thin’
‘put on fire’
‘be enough’
‘fry’

-kómb-ii-l-e
-nén-ii-k-e
-lɪ́ŋgaan-i
-káláŋg-i

AK
HN
TO
HK

‘beat’

-pʊ́mʊ́nd-ike

‘be cooked’

-tél-ii-kw-e

AK/
SM
HK

This is an argument not to consider ŋg in -kálaŋg- ‘fry’ or nd in -pʊ́mʊnd- a single

29

The ns across morpheme boundary, without allophones, contrasts with nz, which has the
allophone [nj] (see section 3.3.2).
30
The last stem vowel o in the root -kolog- glides to w when the suffix vowel i is imbricated.
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consonant, in the same way as g in -kolog- ‘stir’. If it was, the expected form after
imbrication of -iCe would be *-kaliŋge and *-pʊminde, respectively. The syllable
in CVV in (b) equals the syllable in CVN in (c) in weight.
3. NC is not always homorganic
There is further evidence from the morpho-phonology of nasal consonant
interactions. The rules which reduce mu- and N-/ni- prefixes to homorganic nasals
or geminate nasals (see section 3.3.2) sometimes fail to apply in their entirety. For
instance, the noun ŋkʊ́ʊŋgʊ /mu-kʊngʊ/ ‘pan’ has also been recorded as mkʊ́ʊŋgʊ
‘pan’ (cl.3, HK). If the NCs were to be analyzed as prenasalized consonants, the
nasal would be expected to always have the same place of articulation as the stop,
and not show this kind of variation.31

3.3.2

The morpho-phonology of NC and NN sequences across a
morpheme boundary

When prefixes including a nasal – the mu- and N-/ni-prefixes – are combined with
a stem-initial consonant, in a noun or verb form for example, different processes
take place depending on the structure of the morpheme with the nasal. Similar
processes take place in closely related Matuumbi, as described by Odden (1996).
The input to these processes is the prefix, as presented in the top row of Table 10,
combined with the stem-initial consonant, presented in the first column. The
following NC and NN sequences form the output of the processes:

31

Apart from these arguments, the Ndengeleko data suggests that a mu- prefix can only undergo
reduction preceding a single consonant, e.g. mpʊ́ngʊtɪ /mu-pʊngʊtɪ/ ‘in the bush’ (cl.18), and not
preceding a NC sequence. This would need to be further tested, however, as the data does not
include sufficient examples. The context only occurs with word-initial NCs, preceded by for
example the locative mu-. One example is múuŋgobo /mu-ngobo/ ‘in the banana (stew)’ (cl.18),
whereby ŋgóbo /N-kobo/ is a noun of cl.9/10. The reduction of mu- appears to be blocked by the
NC. This is difficult to use as an arugment, however, as reduction of the locative prefix is
optional, i.e. it often remains intact in the data even with single consonants. Another tentative
example of the blocking of mu- reduction is seen in munséémbe /mu-nsembe/ ‘boy’, which has the
NCP of class 1 mu- added to a noun (without any function in the language today) ?nsembe /musembe/, which appears to have a noun class 1 or 3 prefix. The blocking of mu-reduction in
Mozambican Ngoni (Kroeger 2009) and Matuumbi (Odden 1996:142) appears to be subject to
different conditions than in Ndengeleko. Odden includes a discussion on the cognate word
muúncheémbe in Matuumbi.
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Table 10

Steminitial
consonant
p
b
t
k
g
s
l
m
n
ɲ
w
y

Input and output to the morpho-phonological processes

mu-prefix

N-/niprefix

mp
mm
nt
ŋk
ŋŋ
ns
nn
mm
nn
ɲɲ
ŋŋw
ɲɲ

mb
mb
nd
ŋg
ŋg
nz
nd
m
n
ɲ
ngw
nj, nz

The NC and NN sequences are exemplified here with nouns:
Table 11

NC/
NN
mp
mb
mm
nt
nd
nn
ɲɲ
ŋk
ŋg
ŋŋ
ns
nz
[nz/nj]

Examples of NC and NN sequences

Noun

Underlying

English

mpʊ́ʊŋga
mbʊtɪpʊ́tɪ
mmáya
ntóte
ndáka
nnála
ɲɲááŋgo
ŋkóóŋgo
ŋgalaŋgála
ŋŋáaŋga
nséeŋgo
nsíka
nzátɪ

/mu-pʊnga/
/N-putɪputɪ/
/mu-baya/
/mu-tote/
/N-taka/
/mu-lala/
/mu-lyango/
/mu-kongo/
/N-galangala/
/mu-ganga/
/mu-sengo/
/mu-sika/
/N-satɪ/

‘rice plant’
‘bat’
‘bad person’
‘hyena’
‘filth’
‘leaf’
‘door’
‘tree’
‘cheetah’
‘healer’
‘home’
‘waist beads’
‘buffalo’

(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.1)
(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.1)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)

HK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
HK
HK
AK
HK
AK
HK

The sequence ns in the table differs from [ns] as an allophone of morphemeinternal nz (see section 3.3). The ns sequence is always found across a morphemeboundary.
Further examples of the different NC and NN sequences will be given below,
for each set of prefixes.
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The mu- prefix
The outcome of the morpho-phonological processes depends on the stem-initial
consonant. First, the processes applying when any of the mu- prefixes is followed
by a stem with an initial voiceless consonant are presented. Processes with steminitial voiced consonants are more complex and will follow.
Stem-initial voiceless consonants:
1. The vowel u of the prefix is dropped, e.g: mu-kʊ́ʊŋgu32 > m-kʊ́ʊŋgu ‘pan’
(cl.3).
2. Regressive place assimilation of the prefix m- takes place; the nasal takes the
same place of articulation as the noun stem initial consonant: m-kʊ́ʊŋgu >
ŋ-kʊ́ʊŋgu.
This is illustrated here with examples from the different mu- prefixes.
a) 1NCP + voiceless stem-initial C
The noun class prefix for class 1 is mu-, as evidenced by (very few) anomalous
lexemes where the morpho-phonological processes do not apply, e.g. muúndu
/mu-ndu/ ‘person’ (cl.1). Otherwise, the application of the processes is obligatory.
In nouns with stem-initial vowels, mu- glides to mw-, e.g. mwɪ́ɪ́nza /mu-ɪnza/ ‘girl’
(cl.1). The underlying stem of the nouns becomes evident in their plural form, with
the class 2 prefix a-.
Table 12

The prefix mu- in noun class 1 with stem-initial voiceless consonant

Ndengeleko
mpɪ́ɪndo
nkɪ́ba
nsʊ́ʊmba

Underlying
/mu-pɪndo/
/mu-kɪba/
/mu-sʊmba/

English
‘parent’
‘poor person’
‘fiancee’

(cl.1)
(cl.1)
(cl.1)

Plural
a-pɪ́ɪndo
a-kɪ́ba
a-sʊ́ʊmba

AK
SM
AK

b) 3NCP + voiceless stem-initial C
The noun class prefix of class 3 is also mu-. There is one lexeme where the
morpho-phonological processes do not apply: mú-twe ‘head’ (cl.3). As in class 1,
the processes are otherwise obligatory. In nouns with stem-initial vowels, mu-

32

The underlying form is /mu-kʊngu/ (HK). The plural in class 4 is mikʊ́ʊŋgu /mi-kʊngu/ ‘pans’.
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glides to mw-, e.g. mwáánza /mu-anza/ ‘journey’ (cl.3). The underlying stem of the
nouns is again evidenced in their plural form, with the class 4 prefix mi-.
Table 13

The prefix mu- in noun class 3 with stem-initial voiceless consonant

Ndengeleko
mpúko
ntéela
ŋkébe

Underlying
/mu-puko/
/mu-teela/
/mu-kebe/

English
‘bag’ (Sw)
‘tree’
‘mug’

nsígo
nsápwa
ŋkwáanda

/mu-sigo/
/mu-sapwa/
/mu-kwanda/

‘load’
‘corridor’
‘aardvark’

(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)

Plural
mi-púko
mi-téela
mi-kébe

AK
AK
HK

(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)

mi-sígo
mi-sápwa
mi-kwáanda

AK
AK
AK

c) 1OM + voiceless stem-initial C
When a singular animate object is coded on the verb, the noun class 1 object
marker mu- is used.33 With this morpheme, the application of the morphophonological processes is obligatory.
23. kumpála múúndu
kumu- pal
-a mu- ndu
15NCP- 1OM- look.for -FV 1- person
‘to look for a person’ (HK-E)

24. bantáŋgike
bamu- tang -ike
2SM- 1OM- know -PFV
‘They know him/her.’ (AK-E)

25. uŋkéma ɲaái?
umu- kem -a ɲaai
2sSM-1OM- call -FV who
‘Who are you calling?’ (HK-E)

d) 2pOM + voiceless stem-initial C
The object prefix marking second person plural also has the form mu-, and
morpho-phonological processes apply obligatorily.

33

This is the case even if the noun with animate referent is in a noun class other than 1 (see
Chapter 7 on animacy).
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26. bampála mwée?
bamupal
-a mwee
2SM- 2pOM- look.for -FV you (pl)
‘Are they looking for you (pl)?’ (HK-E)

27. ankéma mwée
a- mukem -a mwee
1SM-2pOM- call -FV you (pl)
‘S/he is calling you (pl).’ (HK-E)

e) 2pSM + voiceless stem-initial C
Unlike the second person plural object prefix, the second person plural subject
marker is optionally affected by the morpho-phonological changes. In the
following, the first phrase occurs with both forms (full form and reduced form).
This does not mean that the other examples are only possible in one form, just that
the variation has not been tested. The optionality for the second person plural
subject prefix and the locative prefixes (see below) is also attested in Matuumbi
(Odden 1996:79).
28. mwéénga nteenda/muteenda kɪ́ɪ́lɪ́?
mwenga mutend -a kɪɪlɪ
you (pl) 2pSM- do
-FV what
‘What are you (pl) doing?’ ( SS-E)

29. mkeekínya?
mu- keekinɪ -a
2pSM-be.fine -FV
‘How are you (pl)?’ (AK-E)

30. máná nkómiile
mana mukomiile
after
2pSM- grow.up.PFV
‘When you (pl) grow up.’ (AK-E)

f) Locative + voiceless stem-initial C
The reduction of the locative class 18 NCP as well as the class 18 subject marker
mu- is optional.
31. mpʊ́ŋgʊtɪ /mu-pʊngʊtɪ/

‘in the forest’ (cl.18)
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AK

We now turn to the mu- prefixes followed by a stem with an initial voiced
consonant. These go through the same two processes as above plus a third one:
Stem-initial voiced consonants:
1. The vowel u of the prefix is dropped, e.g: mu-lóoŋgo34 > m-lóoŋgo ‘relative,
fellow-tribe’ (cl.1).
2. Regressive place assimilation of the prefix m- takes place; the nasal takes the
same place of articulation as the stem-initial consonant: m-lóoŋgo >
n-lóoŋgo.
3. The nasal of the prefix causes nasalisation of the stem-initial consonant, if
this is not already a nasal: progressive nasalisation: n-lóoŋgo > nnóoŋgo.
The result is a geminate nasal. When the stem-initial consonant is w, the
result is ŋŋw.
This is again illustrated with examples for each prefix.
a) 1NCP + voiced stem-initial C
Table 14

The prefix mu- in noun class 1 with stem-initial voiced consonant

Ndengeleko
mmiɲé
ŋŋéni
nnʊ́ʊŋgʊ
ɲɲʊ́bɪ́ɪlai
nnálʊʊme

Underlying
/mu-biɲe/
/mu-geni/
/mu-lʊngʊ/
/mu-yʊbɪɪlai/
/mu-nalʊʊme/

English
‘sick person’
‘visitor’
‘God’
‘hunter’
‘man’

(cl.1)
(cl.1)
(cl.1)
(cl.1)
(cl.1)

Plural
a-biɲé
a-géni
a-yʊ́bɪ́lai
a-nálʊʊme

SM
AK
HK
AK
HK

b) 3NCP + voiced stem-initial C
Table 15

The prefix mu- in noun class 3 with stem-initial voiced consonant

Ndengeleko
mméleko
ŋŋʊ́ʊ́nda

Underlying
/mu-beleko/
/mu-gʊnda/

nnáka
ɲɲáaŋgo
ɲɲwɪ́ɪ́lɪ

/mu-laka/
/mu-lyango/
/mu-ɲwɪlɪ/

34

English
‘offspring’
‘cultivated
ground, field’
‘anger’
‘door’
‘hair’

(cl.3)
(cl.3)

Plural
mi-béleko
mi-gʊ́ʊ́nda

AK
AK

(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)

mi-láka
mi-lyáaŋgo
mi-ɲwɪ́ɪ́lɪ35

AK
AK
SS

Underlying form /mu-longo/, HK. The plural is alóoŋgo /a-longo/ ‘relatives’ (cl.2).
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c) 1OM + voiced stem-initial C
32. atekúmmakiya
atekumu- bakiy -a
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- tell
-FV
‘S/he told him/her.’ (TO-S)

33. tunnɪ́nda
tumu- lɪnd -a
1pSM- 1OM- wait -FV
‘We are waiting for him/her.’ (SM-E)

34. aɲɲʊ́bɪla ngʊ́le
amu- yʊbɪɪl -a N- kʊle
1SM- 1OM- hunt -FV 9/10-rat
‘S/he is chasing the rat.’ (AK-E)

35. kuɲɲíta
kumu- yit -a
15NCP- 1OM- pour -FV
‘to pour on him’ (TO-S)

36. aŋŋwalɪka mwana
amu- walɪk -a mwana
1SM- 1OM- dress -FV 1.child
‘S/he is dressing the child.’ (PK-E)

d) 2pOM + voiced stem-initial C
37. aŋŋómike
amugom -ike
1SM- 2pOM- hinder -PFV
‘S/he hindered you (pl).’ (AK-E)

e) 2pSM + voiced stem-initial C
The optionality of reduction of this prefix is illustrated in (40).

35

Plural not accepted by everyone, see section 5.5.
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38. kenéé mmʊ́ʊ́ke
kene mubʊʊk-e
NEG 2pSM- go
-SUBJ
‘don’t go’ (you, pl) (AK-E)

39. mwé ɲɲʊwa kwáa
mwee muyʊw -a kwaa
you (pl) 2pSM- hear -FV NEG
‘you (pl) don’t listen’ (AK-E)

40. kenéé ɲɲéénde/muyéénde
kene muyend -e
NEG 2pSM- go
-SUBJ
‘You (pl) shouldn't go/don't go.’ (AK-E)

f) Locative + voiced stem-initial C
The locative prefixes are optionally reduced.
Table 16

Ndengeleko
nnʊ́ʊ́ŋgɪ
mmáásɪ
munáni/
nnáni
ɲɲʊ́ʊmba

The prefix mu- in noun class 18 with stem-initial voiced consonant

Underlying
/mu-lʊngɪ/
/mu-maa-sɪ/
/mu-nani/

English
‘in front of’
‘in the water’
‘on top’

(cl.18)
(cl.18)
(cl.18)

AK
AK
AK

/mu-N-yʊmba/

‘in the house’

(cl.18)

HN

41. mpʊ́ŋgʊ́tɪ mubʊ́laga báandu
muø- pʊngʊtɪ mubʊlag -a ba- ndu
18NCP- 9/10-bush
18SM- kill -FV 2- people
‘People are killed in the forest’ (AK-E)

In conclusion, all mu- prefixes are affected, optionally or otherwise, by the same
set of morpho-phonological processes. These processes result in sequences of
nasal plus voiceless consonant, or in sequences of two identical nasals. The noun
class prefixes of class 1 and 3 are affected, as well as the object marker of class 1
(which equals 3rd person singular), the object marker of the second person plural,
the subject marker of the second person plural, and the locative prefixes. We will
now discuss the other set of nasal prefixes and the morpho-phonological processes
involved.
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The N-/ni- prefixes
The ni- prefixes of the 1st person subject and object marker, after reducing to N-, as
well as the noun class 9/10 prefix N-, undergo processes of post-nasal voicing
(Hyman 2003b:50) plus place assimilation, processes which are widespread in
Bantu languages.
The morpho-phonological processes accounting for the surface forms of the N-/niprefixes are the following:
1. The vowel of the prefix, if any, is dropped.
2. a) The remaining nasal causes voicing of a following voiceless consonant.
b) Voiced consonants remain the same, except /l/, which hardens to [d].
c) The glide /y/ becomes [z] or [j] and the glide /w/ becomes [gw]. Odden
(1996:94) calls this post-nasal hardening.
d) A nasal in stem-initial position is subject to reduction.
3. The nasal of the prefix assimilates its place of articulation to an obstruent, if
any (regressive place assimilation).
This is illustrated here with examples of the different N-/ni- prefixes.
a) 9/10NCP
All nouns in noun class 9/10 with the prefix N-36 begin with a nasal plus a voiced
consonant as the result of these morpho-phonological processes. Arguments for the
voiceless quality of the underlying consonant will be further discussed below.

36

Nouns in 9/10 can also have a ø-prefix.
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Table 17

The N- prefix of class 9/10

Ndengeleko
mbáka
mbáámba
mbʊtɪpʊ́tɪ
ndóóndwa
ndóbe
ŋgɪmɪkɪ́mɪ
ŋgɪ́lɪ
ndɪ́la
nzátɪ
nzogólo
ɲóta
ɲélwa37

Underlying
/N-paka/
/N-pamba/
/N-pʊtɪpʊtɪ/
/N-tondwa/
/N-tobe/
/N-kimikimi/
/N-kɪlɪ/
/N-lɪla/
/N-satɪ/
/N-sogolo/
/N-ɲota/
/N-ɲelwa/

English
‘cat’
‘small ants’
‘bat’
‘stars’
‘fish, sp’
‘deaf person’
‘lengths of mat’
‘path’
‘buffalo’
‘rooster’
‘thirst’
‘snake, sp’

(cl.9/10
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)

AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
AK
SM
AK
AK
AK

b) 1sSM
Reduction of the ni- prefixes is optional. This is also the case in Matuumbi (Odden
1996:89). Further examples of this optionality will be given below.
42. mbála..
nipal -a
1sSM- want -FV
‘I want’ (AK-E)

43. ndáma Ikwɪ́lɪ́lɪ
nitam -a Ikwɪlɪlɪ
1sSM- live -FV Ikwiriri
‘I live in Ikwiriri’ (AK-E)

44. (niyénda kumígʊʊnda) ŋgaʊ́me libíínda
(niyend -a kumigʊnda) nika-ʊm
-e
li-binda
(1sSM- go
-FV 17NCP- 4NCP- field) 1sSM- IT-gather -SUBJ 5-okra
‘(I go to the field) to gather okra’ (HN-D)

45. ɲwííle
niɲw
-iile
1sSM- drink -PFV
‘I drank (it)’ (AK-E)

37

Cf. the verb ɲélʊka ‘sneak away, disappear quickly’.
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46. njɪkɪtiya kwáákʊ
niyɪkɪtiy -a kwakʊ
1sSM- agree -FV NEG
‘I don’t agree’ (TO-S)

47. ngááliye
nikaaliye
1sSM- be.angry.PFV
‘I am angry.’ (AK-E)

48. ngwi páai
niw -ii
paai
1sSM- fall -PFV down
‘I fell down.’ (AK-E)

c) 1sOM
49. andóŋgema
aandonikem -a
1SM- PRES.DJ- 1sOM- call -FV
‘S/he is calling me.’(HK-E)

50. bambííle kyɪ́ɪ́mbe
banip- iile ki- ɪmbe
2SM- 1sOM- give- PFV 7- knife
‘They gave me the knife.’ (HN-D)

51. nzólokeya máásɪ
niyolokey -a maa- sɪ
1sOM- add
-FV 6- water
‘Give me some more water’ (AK-E)

52. kumbákíya
kunibakiy -a
15NCP- 1sOM- tell
-FV
‘to tell me’ (TO-S)

53. ndéka
nilek
-a
1sOM- leave -FV
‘Leave me (alone).’ (TO-S)
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Noun class 9/10 nouns have singular as well as plural reference, which means that
there is no alternation in prefixes with these stems, as for example with class 3
nouns. The underlying consonant can show up with other prefixes, however. For
example, some speakers accept an alternate plural in class 6 or 4 for these nouns
(a). It is also possible to derive a diminutive noun in class 12 with the prefix ka(b). Moreover, certain class 9/10 nouns are reduplicated (c). In all these cases, the
noun stem initial consonants are voiceless in the consonant types where there is a
voiced/voiceless opposition.
Table 18

The underlying consonant in class 9/10

a

Ndengeleko
mbéyʊ
ndómóondo

Underlying
/N-peyʊ/
/N-tomondo/

b

mbésa

/N-pesa/

c

mbaŋgápaaŋga
nzwɪ́swɪ

/N-pangapanga/
/N-swɪswɪ/

English
‘seed’
‘hippopotamus’
‘hare’

Plural
mi-péyʊ
ma-tómóondo

‘fish, sp’
‘cherry
tomatoes’

-

ka-pésa

English
‘seeds’ (cl.4)
‘hippopotamus’
(cl.6)
‘small hare’
(cl.12, dim)

HK/SS
SM
AK
HK
AK

Because of this, I propose that a reanalysis of these consonants has taken place in
Ndengeleko, compared with PB, and that the noun stem initial consonant of a noun
in 9/10 is underlyingly voiceless.38 This means, for example, mbéyʊ ‘seed’ has the
underlying form /N-peyʊ/, although this noun has been reconstructed as *mbégʊ́ or
*mbéjʊ́ for PB. Therefore, when there is no counter-evidence, the stem-initial
consonant of class 9/10 will be assumed to be underlyingly voiceless.39 This of
course only holds when there is a voiced/voiceless opposition, i.e. with the stops
and the fricative.
The lateral /l/, on the other hand, is subject to another process and becomes a
stop [d] following a nasal. This is called delateralization by Odden (1996), and is
illustrated with the following example, where the noun in 9/10 is compared to a
noun in class 11 which reveals the underlying form of the stem.
54.

ndéu

/N-leu/

‘beard’

(cl.9/10) lu-léu

38

‘one hair’ (cl.11)

AK

This has also been attested in Matuumbi (Odden 1996:93).
There are some exceptions to this, e.g. ka-bʊlɪbʊ́lɪ, from mbʊlɪbʊ́lɪ ‘spider’ (cl.9/10), AK, (PB
*bʊ̀bɪ̀), mbáu ‘ribs’ (cl.10), singular lu-báu ‘rib’ (cl.11), SS, (PB *bàdù).

39
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A stem-initial nasal, preceded by a N-/ni- prefix, surfaces as a single nasal. Odden
(1996:95) calls this ‘Nasal Deletion’. We see this with ɲwííle /ni-ɲw-ile/ ‘I drank
(it)’ in example 45, and with the nouns in class 9/10 with stem-initial nasal in
Table 17, i.e. the last two examples.
There are not many examples of nasal deletion in the data. This is explained
by the optionality of the morpho-phonological changes for the ni- prefixes, as will
be further illustrated below. Apparently, speakers avoid reduction of the first
person singular subject marker when a verb with a stem initial nasal is used, as in
the following example:
55. ninéniike
nineniike
1sSM- put.on.fire.PFV
‘I have put on the fire.’ (HN-D)

I expect that speakers avoid this as there would otherwise be no distinction
between the stem without prefix and the stem with the 1sSM prefix.
There are exceptions to the application of the morpho-phonological processes
with N-/ni- prefixes. In certain contexts, there is reduction of the prefix and
assimilation of the nasal to the stem-initial consonant, but no voicing. This only
concerns the velar NC sequence ŋg, followed by a nasal in the next syllable.
Instead of the expected ŋg, the outcome is a velar nasal ŋ only.
56. ŋóónzike
nigonz -ike
1sSM- sleep -PFV
‘I have slept.’ (AK-E)

57. muŋómike néeŋga
munigom
-ike nenga
2pSM- 1sOM- hinder -PFV I/me
‘You (pl) hindered me.’ (AK-E)

Moreover, this appears only to be the case when the stem-initial consonant is a
voiced velar /g/. The voiceless velar, on the other hand, undergoes the expected
processes:
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58. ŋgáánzike..
nikanz -ike
1sSM- break -PFV
‘I have broken..’ (AK-E)

These examples show that Ndengeleko is affected by a variant of Meinhof’s rule.
In general, Meinhof’s rule affects NC sequences so that they are reduced to a
single or geminate nasal, when followed by a nasal or NC in the next syllable
(Hyman 2003b:56; Schadeberg 2003b:148). Meinhof’s rule exists in different
forms, however. In Ndengeleko, the rule only affects NC where the underlying
stem-initial consonant is the voiced velar, as with the following lexemes in class
9/10.
59.

ŋóŋótwa
ŋóma
ŋáámbʊ
ŋóonda
ŋóómbe

/N-goŋotwa/
/N-goma/
/N-gambʊ/
/N-gonda/
/N-gombe/

‘bee’
‘drum, dance’
‘other side’
‘split dried fish’
‘cattle’

(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)

AK
AK
AK
HK
AK

The realisation of several of these nouns follows Meinhof’s law in many other
Bantu languages, as in Bukusu è:ŋòmà ‘drum’; Saamia eŋoombe ‘cow’ (Bastin
2003:512). I propose that the nouns in example 59 have an underlying voiced g in
Ndengeleko. This in contrast to most stems in this noun class, which have an
underlying voiceless stem-initial consonant, as argued above.
There are numerous nouns in noun class 9/10 which do not follow Meinhof’s
rule, e.g. ŋgáamba /N-kamba/ ‘prawn’ (cl.9/10) and ŋgɪ́mɪkɪ́mɪ /N-kɪ́mɪkɪ́mɪ/ ‘deaf
person’ (cl.9/10).40 These nouns are analysed as having a voiceless velar. It is
proposed that Meinhof’s rule also underlies the anomalous verb ku-ŋánaŋana ‘to
be astonished’, which is the only stem in Ndengeleko with initial [ŋ].
As already mentioned, the reduction of the ni- prefixes is optional. This will
be illustrated here. In example 60, the prefix does not reduce in combination with a
verb stem with an initial /p/. In the same text with the same speaker, the prefix is
reduced with the same verb stem (example 61), hence the stem-initial consonant
becomes voiced.

40

It is interesting to note that many of these ‘exceptions’ are loans or reduplications.
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60. Basʊ́kíke nipákwiile.
basʊk -ike nipakʊ
-iile
2SM- wash -PFV 1sSM- serve.food -PFV
‘They have washed (their plates) and I have served.’ (HN- D)

61. Ni

bokóbókó

yáŋgʊ

mbákwiile

ni ø- bokoboko
iangʊ
nipakʊ
-iile
and 9/10-banana.stew 9/10Cd- 1sPOSS 1sSM- serve.food -PFV
‘And I have served my banana stew.’ (HN-D)

In the following two examples, we see the same with a verb with an initial /t/,
which is voiced to [d] in the second example.
62. Nitwéti nási

ŋgúníke.

nitweti
ø- nasi
nikun -ike
1sSM- take.PFV 9/10-coconut 1sSM- grate -PFV
‘I have taken the coconut and grated it.’ (HN-D)

63. Ndwéti mwííɲo upáaya.
nitweti
mu- iɲo upaaya
1sSM- take.PFV 3- salt to.taste
‘I have taken salt to taste.’ (HN-D)

The optional reduction of the ni- object marker is exemplified here:
64. Apala unibákiya ɲaái
apal -a unibakiy -a ɲaai
1SM- want -FV 15NCP- 1sOM- tell
-FV who
‘Who would tell me?’ (HK-D)

65. kumbákiya
kunibakiy -a
15NCP- 1sOM- tell
-FV
‘to tell me’ (TO-S)

The ni- subject marker does not reduce when followed by an object marker, in the
examples available in the data. In the case of a vowel-initial object marker (67),
there is glide formation, see section 4.6.1.
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66. nigabwééni
nigabweni
1sSM- 6OM- see.PFV
‘I saw them (of cl.6).’ (HK-E)

67. nyaabwéni nzátɪ kuMuhólo
niabweni
N- satɪ
kuMuholo
1sSM- 2OM- see.PFV 9- buffalo 17NCP- Muhoro
‘I saw buffalos at Muhoro (village).’ (HK-E)

In conclusion, the N-prefix and the subject and object prefixes of class 1 (i.e. 3rd
person singular) are affected by the same set of processes, yielding sequences of
nasal plus voiced consonant, or a single consonant in the case of nasal deletion and
Meinhof’s rule.
As we have seen, the morpho-phonological processes concerning the mu- and
N-/ni- prefixes are rather complex in Ndengeleko. However, to distinguish them
from each other in the output is not a problem. A NC sequence with a voiced
consonant is always from a N- or ni- prefix. In other words, if it is a noun it is
always class 9/10. A nasal followed by a voiceless consonant always involves a
mu- prefix, and must in the case of a noun be a class 1 or class 3 noun. Likewise, a
geminate nasal always involves a mu- prefix. In this way, important morphological
distinctions of the input are retained in the output.

3.4

Spirantisation and consonant loss

We will now investigate a diachronic process which has had a significant impact
on the Ndengeleko phonology. Stops in many Bantu languages, and certainly in
Eastern Bantu, undergo a phonological change referred to as spirantisation
preceding reflexes of the Proto-Bantu high vowels *i and *u.41 The change is
diachronic and stem-internal as well as synchronic and morpho-phonological, and
in most cases involves the expansion of the consonant inventory of a given
language by adding fricatives and/or affricates, which were not reconstructed for
Proto-Bantu, as shown in Figure 2. For example, in Jita (Downing 2007:56), the

41

Spirantisation may not be an appropriate term, as the sound change may affect place as well as
the manner of articulation (Maddieson 2003:19), and may cover diverse processes such as
palatalisation, assibilation and others (Bostoen 2005:232). It is used here as it is well established
(Janson 2007).
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Proto-Bantu word *-bú is -fu ‘ash’ and PB *-dìtò is -sito ‘heavy’. Spirantisation in
the Jita language is a source of the fricative phonemes /f/ and /s/.
In the remainder of this section, I will take the following factors into account
in the analysis of spirantisation in Ndengeleko:
1. The phonetic output of the change: this varies significantly across Bantu
languages, involving both mode and place of articulation (Bostoen
2008:306; Janson 2007), section 3.4.1.
2. The number of vowels: most spirantising languages have reduced the vowel
inventory from seven to five vowels, but not all (Schadeberg 1995), section
3.4.2.
3. The contexts which are affected: there is historical, morpheme internal
spirantisation as well as synchronic spirantisation across morpheme
boundaries (Labroussi 1999), section 3.4.3.
4. The sounds affected: in some languages only a subset of consonants is
spirantised. Also, all consonants may be affected in one morphological
context, fewer in another (Bostoen 2005). For example, coronal and velar
consonants are fricated in all four morphological contexts as described
below (section 3.4.3) in Ganda, while labials are fricated only
tautomorphemically (Hyman 2003a:58).

3.4.1 The phonetic output
It is not often mentioned in the literature on spirantisation that there is a small
group of languages with nothing in the place where most spirantising Bantu
languages have replaced their stops with e.g. fricatives. In a number of languages
in the N and P group, the output of the sound change is mainly /h/ or ø. The PB
word *-bú ‘ash’ mentioned above, with the reflex -fu in Jita, is simply -u in
Ndengeleko: líí-uu ‘ash’ (cl.5).42 Based on evidence from lexical variation in
certain of the N and P group languages, the following stages have been suggested
by Hinnebusch (1981:38):

42

The noun class prefix lii- is long in certain cases in Ndengeleko (see section 4.2).
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Figure 4

Stages of spirantization and consonant loss

PB: *p, t, k, B, l, G/_HV43
Stage 1: Spirantisation yields /f, s, v, z/
Stage 2: Spirant-devoicing gives /f, s/
Stage 3: Spirant-weakening; /f, s/ become /h/
Stage 4: /h/ > ø
In Hinnebusch’s study of spirantisation as an areal change, including an appendix
with reflexes of stops and high vowels in 185 Bantu languages, Ndengeleko
(Rufiji) is the only of these languages which fully attests stage 4, which means that
the PB consonants are completely lost in the environment before *i and *u (Janson
2007:114). Matuumbi has also gone through stage 4, but with a few exceptions
(Janson 2007:114). Compare these languages with Nyakusa, for example, where
*d has become /f/ before a high back vowel in ɪɪndefu ‘beard’, from *-dèdu ‘beard,
chin’ (Labroussi 1999:340). The same lexical item in Ndengeleko has dropped the
consonant altogether: ndéu /N-leu/ ‘beard’.

3.4.2

Interaction with the vowel system

The spirantisation sound change is known to go hand in hand with the reduction
from seven to five vowels in many Bantu languages. In such languages the PB
vowels *i and *ɪ, and *u and *ʊ, respectively, have merged, thus resulting in a
five-vowel system. According to Schadeberg (1995) no language has been found
to undergo vowel reduction without also undergoing spirantisation. The other way
around – spirantisation without vowel reduction – is attested but rather
exceptional. According to Hinnebusch (1981:72) it is found in several languages in
the Southern Highlands cluster, some in the Lake Corridor area, Ngoni, and the
Rufiji languages (including Ndengeleko).
The languages that have reduced their vowel inventory to five vowels have
developed a larger consonant inventory through spirantisation. For example, PB
*ki may be realised as [si] and *ku as [fu] in a given language, while *kʊ and *kɪ
are realised as [ki] and [ku]. In the words of Hyman (2003a:56) ‘what started out

43

The reconstructed PB consonant inventory of Hinnebusch differs from the reconstruction
followed in this work (Bastin and Schadeberg 2003).
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as an opposition between [+/-ATR] high vowels is transphonologized to a
consonantal opposition’. The larger consonant inventory ‘compensates’ for the
reduced number of vowels.
Ndengeleko retains seven vowel phonemes. Not only is Ndengeleko one of
the few languages which has undergone spirantisation but no vowel reduction; the
language has gone through all the 4 stages listed in Figure 4. This has left the
language with ø in the place where other affected Bantu languages have
fricatives/affricates.

3.4.3

Morphological contexts and sounds affected

As described by Bastin (1983:25), Labroussi (1999) and Hyman (2003a), not all
relevant consonants necessarily undergo the process in all environments preceding
*i and *u in a given Bantu language with spirantisation. Certain morphological
contexts are more or less universally affected by spirantisation while others are
less frequently affected (Labroussi 1999:337). There is a hierarchy44 of these
contexts, from more frequent to less frequent:
Figure 5

Hierarchy of spirantizing contexts

1. morpheme-internal
2. adjectival *-u and causative *-i3. agentive *-i
4. past/perfect tense *-ide.
Moreover, spirantisation might be optional or affect only certain consonants,
especially in contexts lower in the hierarchy in Figure 5. Hyman postulates that
there is also a phonological hierarchy of spirantisation, whereby coronals are more
readily spirantised than velars, which are more easily spirantised than labials
(Hyman 1997).
We shall now consider the four contexts in the hierarchy in Figure 5 for
Ndengeleko. The first, morpheme-internal context, concerns a historical and

44

Attempts have been made to explain the weaker or stronger tendencies to spirantization
depending on morphological context (Bastin 1983; Hyman 2003a; Downing 2007). The hierarchy
is debated, but at least it seems clear that there exist more and less conducive environments for
spirantization (Bostoen 2005:245).
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lexicalised sound shift. In the latter three contexts, spirantisation is a synchronic
morphophonemic alternation between stops and spirantised consonants (Bostoen
2005:232). In fact, even though there is an alternation, the synchronic
representations of spirantisation are often not phonological and productive, but
morphologised and lexicalised to different degrees in different Bantu languages
(Bostoen 2008). This also holds for Ndengeleko, as we shall see.
Morpheme-internal
Spirantisation and consonant loss have affected all Proto-Bantu stops *b, p, d, t, k
in the tautomorphemic, historical sound shift in Ndengeleko, whereby C > ø _i/u.
So far, there are no examples in my data regarding reflexes of *gi and *gu.
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Table 19

Ndengeleko
*p
ø-ígo
kwííka
*b
kwíína
ma-íílo
líí-uu45
kwíimba
ø-úliya
mwíi
ø-úla
*t
úúngo
mwiítʊ
*l/d
kw-ímíya
ku-úba
lu-báu
ndéu
ku-wála
*k
iíŋgo
ly-óói
ma-úta
ku-táúna
ku-úma
kyúúba
kyúúpa
kyúundo

Spirantisation and consonant loss: morpheme-internal

/ku-ika/
/ku-ina/

/ku-imba/

/mu-ii/

/ ø-ungo/
/mu-itʊ/

/N-leu/

/ø-ingo/
/li-oi/

/ki-uba/
/ki-upa/
/ki-undo/

PB

English

*pígò
*pìk

‘kidney’
‘to arrive’

*bín
*bídò
*bú
*bímb
*búɪ̀ or bùdì
‘hair on body’
*jíbì DER
*búdà

‘to dance’
‘soot’
‘ashes’
‘to swell’
‘white hair’

(cl.9/10)

AK
AK

(cl.9/10)

SS
HK
SM
AK
HK

‘thief’
‘rain’

(cl.1)
(cl.9/10)

AK
AK

*tùngò
*títʊ̀

‘civet’
‘forest’

(cl.9/10)
(cl.3)

AK
AK

*dím
*dùb
*bàdù
*dèdù
*dúad

‘to extinguish’
‘to fish’
‘rib’
‘beard’
‘to wear’

*kíngó
* jókì VAR
*kútà
*tákun
*kúm VAR
*kúbà
*kúpà
*kúndò DER

‘neck’
‘smoke’
‘oil’
‘to chew’
‘to come from’
‘chest’
‘bone’
‘joint’

(cl.6)
(cl.5)

(cl.11)
(cl.9/10)

(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)
(cl.6)

(cl.7)
(cl.7)
(cl.7)

SM
HK
SS
AK
AK
HK
SM
HK
TO
AK
AK
AK
AK

The table shows that morpheme internal vowel sequences in the language are a
result of this sound change, as in -táúna ‘chew’ from PB *tákun.
Stops have generally not been lost before non-high vowels in Ndengeleko,
and here we clearly see the difference between the first degree high vowel i and
the second degree vowel ɪ, even though they are auditorally close. Therefore, *d
has been lost in -ímíya ‘extinguish’, but not in -lɪ́ma ‘cultivate’, in the following
table:

45

In this word, the prefix is long, as with a number of class 5 nouns, see section 4.2.
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Table 20

Sound change preceding *i and *u, not preceding *ɪ and *ʊ

Ndengeleko
-ína
ʊʊ́bɪ

PB
*bín
*cʊ́bɪ̀

English
‘dance’
‘leopard’ (cl.9/10)

-ímíya
-lɪ́ma

*dim
*dɪ̀m

‘extinguish’
‘cultivate’

-taúna
-kʊ́ʊnda

*tákun
*kʊ́nd

‘chew’
‘like, agree’

/-kʊnda/

Adjectival *-u and causative *-iAccording to Labroussi (1999:338), spirantisation occurs in all languages which
have reflexes of the adjectival derivation suffix *-u and the causative extension
*-i-. There is an active morphophonemic process of spirant/stop alternations in
these languages, as exemplified here by Kinga (Labroussi 1999:344), citing
Schadeberg (1973). The first example shows the alternation between a stop in the
verb stem and a fricative in the adjective, preceding *-u. The second example
shows alternation between a verb stem and its causative counterpart.
Table 21

Kinga
Verb stem
-ɣolok-a
-homb-a

Spirant/stop alternation in Kinga (Schadeberg 1973)

English

Kinga

English

‘be straight’
‘pay’

-ɣolos-u
-hos-a

‘straight’
‘make s.o. pay’

(adjective)
(causative)

In Ndengeleko, the adjectival derivation suffix -u does not appear to be productive;
there are only a few examples in the data.46 In those cases, spirantisation and
consonant loss have taken place:
Table 22

Spirantisation and consonant loss with adjectival *-u

Adjective English Verb stem
‘rotten’ -bóla
-bóóu
‘cold’
-póóu
-póla

PB
*bòd
*pód

English
‘rot’
‘cool down’

The causative in Ndengeleko is formed by means of the suffix -i-, as in -bʊ́k-iy-a
‘return something’ (‘cause to go’), related to -bʊ́ʊ́ka ‘go’. As will be further

46

Adjectives are few in general in Ndengeleko (see 6.3). Property concepts are often expressed by
verbs or nouns instead.
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discussed in section 8.3 on causative formation, the suffix in -bʊ́k-iy-a consists of
the applicative plus the causative: -ɪl-i. The causative -i glides to -y and causes
spirantisation and consonant loss of -l-. Moreover, it passes on its vowel quality to
preceding non-low vowels, a process which has been attested for Nande (Hyman
2003a:59).
Agentive
So far, languages which show evidence of the processes in 1) the interior of
morphemes, and 2), adjectival *-u, can be said to have ‘limited spirantisation’. A
language is said to have ‘extensive spirantisation’ if the stops preceding the
agentive (or nominalising) suffix *-i are affected by the process. The reflexes of
agentive *-i have been shown to have importance for the internal classification of
Bantu (Bostoen 2008), as the sound shift of spirantisation has been morphologised
to different degrees in different languages: ‘Within individual Bantu languages,
earlier derived agent nouns often behave differently as regards BS [Bantu
Spirantisation] than more recently derived agent nouns’ (Bostoen 2008:302).
Agentives are typically human and hence assigned to classes 1/2, but other classes
may also be used (Schadeberg 2003a), which is why they might more properly be
referred to as ‘nominalising suffixes’. In this table, the Ndengeleko agentives are
compared with a corresponding verb, either in Ndengeleko or in Proto-Bantu. PB
forms are starred (*):
Table 23

Spirantisation and consonant loss with nominalising *-i

Agentive
/mu-belei/47
mmélei
/mu-ii/
mwíi
/mu-ei/
mwéei

English
‘parent’
‘thief’
‘moon’

(cl.1)
(cl.1)
(cl.3)

Verb
-béleka

PB
*bèdɪk DER
*jíbì DER
*jédi DER

English
‘give birth’
‘thief’
‘moonlight’

It has been suggested (Bostoen 2005) that the nominalising suffix -i should not be
included in a hierarchy of synchronic spirantisation contexts, but seen as the
fossilised result of a derivational process, as its use is rather limited in many Bantu
languages and has been replaced by other means of creating nouns. This applies to

47

The noun stem-initial consonant is assumed to be /b/, as in the verb stem. In the noun mmélei
‘parent’, this becomes a nasal, according to morpho-phonological rules. However, the plural of
this noun is amélei (cl.2), which points to an underlying nasal /m/, instead of the expected *abelei.
Presumably the stem-initial m is an innovation.
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Ndengeleko as well, given the limited occurrence of such nouns. As we will see in
section 5.6.3, more recent derivational forms are used to form agentives.
Matuumbi does not appear to have spirantisation preceding nominalising -i ,
as for example in ntélekí ‘cook’ (cl.1) from -téleka ‘cook’ (Odden 1996:25).
Past/perfect tense *-ide
The last context in which spirantisation typically occurs, preceding the past/perfect
morph *-ide, is the least commonly affected in Bantu languages and is restricted to
a very limited number of languages (Bostoen 2005:246). Languages which have
spirantisation in this context are said to have ‘full spirantisation’. Ndengeleko has
several perfective suffixes which are supposedly reflexes of PB *-ide (see section
10.8.3, and Table 25 for examples). The short form -i triggers spirantisation and
consonant loss. This is not a productive suffix, however.
Table 24

Spirantisation and consonant loss preceding perfective -i

Perfective
-bóó-i
-póó-i
-pʊ́ʊ́-i
-bɪ́ɪ́-i
-lʊ́ʊ́-i
-kʊ́ʊ́-i
-kwé-i
-bɪ́ɪ-i
-léé-i
-bʊ́ʊ́-i
-bʊ́ʊ́-i
-téé-i
-yéé-i

Verb stem
-bóla
-póla
-pʊ́ʊ́la
-bɪ́la
-lʊ́la
-kʊ́la
-kwéla
-bɪ́ɪ́ka
-léka
-bʊ́ʊ́ka
-bʊ́ya
-téenda
-yéenda

Proto-Bantu
*bòd
*pód
*pʊ́ʊd
*kʊ́d
*kʊ́ed REF
*bɪ́ɪk DER
*dèk

*tend
*gènd

English
‘rot’
‘cool down’
‘pound’
‘boil’
‘rise’
‘grow’
‘climb’
‘put’
‘let;cease’
‘go (away)’
‘return’
‘do,act’
‘go’

An interesting aspect is that certain of these verbs have more than one way of
forming the short perfective. For example, it is possible to say -ból-i ‘-rot-PFV’
instead of -bóó-i ‘-rot-PFV’. Presumably, -bóó-i is the older form which has
becomed lexicalised, and the doublet -ból-i, which is based on the root morpheme
-ból- and therefore more transparent, is introduced. This alternation is evidence of
domain retraction (Downing 2007). Other examples are -bɪl-i ‘boil-PFV’ instead of
-bɪ́ɪ́-i, -pʊ́l-ike48, ‘pound’ instead of -pʊ́ʊ́-i, and -bɪ́k-ike ‘put-PFV’ instead of -bɪ́ɪ́-i.

48

The suffix -ike is a newer perfective suffix in my analysis, see section 10.8.3.
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Pre-nasalisation may in some languages be a blocker of spirantisation
(Bostoen 2005:248), but at least for nd, this is not the case in Ndengeleko, as is
evident from the last two examples in the table.
The suffix -i does not always cause spirantisation. None of the other
perfective suffixes -ile, -ike or imbricated -iCe, with a high first vowel, causes
spirantisation.
Table 25

Absence of spirantisation/consonant loss with -ike, -iile and -iCe

Verb stem
-yák-a
-pɪ́t-a
-kólya /-kol-ɪ-a/
-bʊ́lag-a

Perfective
-yak-i/-yakike
-pɪ́t-ike
-kól-iile
-bʊ́l-ii-g-e

Proto-Bantu
*bàk
*pɪ́t
*b́ ʊ́dag DER

English
‘burn’
‘pass’
‘be enough’
‘kill’

The perfective stems with -i involving spirantisation are limited in number and
lexicalised. This is not a productive pattern, and can therefore not be considered ‘a
central element of the inflectional morphology’ (Labroussi 1999:365).
In conclusion, Ndengeleko has been affected by spirantisation and consonant
loss in all the morphological contexts listed at the beginning of this subsection.
However, for the agentive, causative, adjective and reflexes of *-ide the effects are
limited. The forms concerned are presumed to be older lexicalised forms, and in
the modern language there are other productive means of forming words of these
categories.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a few other languages behave
in a similar way to Ndengeleko when it comes to spirantisation and consonant loss.
Matuumbi, for example, has ø or /h/ as a reflex of *p in the PB context *pi,
according to Hinnebusch (1981:39). Odden does not mention spirantisation, and
Matuumbi agentives in *-i do not affect the preceding consonant, as mentioned
above. Also the perfective context does not cause spirantisation. But ‘monosyllabic
stative stems ending in a short stem vowel plus l optionally delete l and reduce the
perfective suffix to i’, as for example in yaabói ‘it rotted’, alternatively yaabólite
(Odden 1996:53).49
In line with Hinnebusch (1981) and Janson (2007:91), the loss of consonants
in Ndengeleko is here taken to be a sound change following from spirantisation.
Voiceless fricatives shifted to /h/, which in turn shifted to ø – such changes are

49

Odden (1996) does not contain a wordlist, which makes it difficult to conclude anything about
spirantisation in that language.
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well attested in the languages of the world. This analysis is supported by lexical
variation in some languages, i.e. /s ~ h/ variation in Ngoni and /h ~ ø/ variation in
Ngindo (Hinnebusch 1981:38). Ndengeleko has therefore gone through the full
development of spirantisation, followed by weakening and consonant loss.
Moreover, it has done so in all contexts affected by spirantisation, although this is
not a productive process in the modern language.
Ndengeleko has not reduced its vowel inventory, and the language has also
not gained consonants, because these are lost in the relevant environments. I
propose that the reason that Ndengeleko has not reduced its vowel inventory, is
precisely the lack of new fricative/affricate consonants resulting from
spirantisation. I can think of two scenarios to explain this. Either the spirantisation
and consequent consonant loss took place within a rather limited time frame, so
that there was not enough time with the added consonants to lose the vowels, or
the line of development was not via fricatives. There is no evidence for this,
however, which makes the first explanation much more likely. Janson (2007:99)
points out that the extensive secondary developments which have taken place in
the south-east of Tanzania may mean that full changes were completed very early
and homogeneously there. My findings are in line with this.

3.5

Reflexes of PB consonants *c and *j

The previous section concerned the Ndengeleko reflexes of the reconstructed
Proto-Bantu stops. Although Guthrie also reconstructed *c and *j as stops, it is
known from other Bantu languages that these behave differently from other
reconstructed stops, e.g. in Ganda *c is realised as [s] before all vowels, not only
before *i (Hyman 2003a:57). The reconstruction of the phonetic values of *c and
*j is therefore disputed; it has also been argued that the reconstruction of *s and *z
should be reconsidered (Hyman 2003b:42; Schadeberg 2003b).
In Ndengeleko, the PB consonants *c and *j have been lost in many lexemes,
even before vowels other than the highest ones:
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Table 26

Loss of PB *c and *y/j in Ndengeleko

Ndengeleko
*c before *i
/ø-imba/
iímba
lí-ío
*c before other vowels
/ku-ɪmba/
kw-ɪ́ɪ́mba
-bɪ́ɪ
/mu-abɪ/
mwáábɪ
/ku-eka/
kwééka
ø-ʊʊ́bɪ
*j before *i
lí-íno
lí-íyo
/lu-iko/
lwííko
lí-ína
/mu-ii/
mwíi
/mu-ii/
mwíi
-ípi50
/mu-ipwa/
mwíípwa
/ku-isa/
kwíísa
*j before other vowels
/mu-alɪ/
mwáálɪ
/mu-ei/
mwéei
/bu-oga/
bwóóga
/mu-oyo/
moóyo
/mu-oto/
móóto
/mu-ana/
mwáána
/N-kwapa/
ŋgwáápa

PB

English

(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)

*címbá
*jícò

‘lion’
‘eye’

HK
AK

(cl.1)

*cɪ̀mb
*bɪ́cɪ̀
*cábɪ́ DER
*cèk
*cʊ́bɪ̀

‘to dig’
‘unripe, hard’
‘trad. healer’
‘to laugh’
‘leopard’

AK
AK
AK
AK
HK

*jínò
*jícò
*jìkò
*jínà
*jíbì DER
*jìcɪ̀
*jípɪ́
*jìpʊ́á
*jìj

‘tooth’
‘eye’
‘spoon, ladle’
‘name’
‘thief’
‘pestle’
‘short’
‘nephew’
‘come’

HK
AK
HN
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

*jàdɪ́
*jédì DER
*jógà
*jòjò
*jótò
*jánà
*jápà

‘young woman’
‘moon’
‘fear’
‘heart’
‘fire’
‘child’
‘armpit’

AK
AK
AK
SS
SM
HK
SM

(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)
(cl.5)
(cl.11)
(cl.5)
(cl.1)
(cl.3)
(cl.1)

(cl.1)
(cl.3)
(cl.14)
(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.1)
(cl.9/10)

These consonants are not always lost in present day Ndengeleko, however, even
preceding *i.51 As also seen in section 3.1 on the consonant inventory, *c can
represent ø or [s], and *j can, apart from ø, represent [y], [s] and also [g]:

50

The reconstructed last vowel *ɪ́ has, maybe through vowel harmony, developed into a first
degree i in Ndengeleko. This is expected to have taken place after spirantization and consonant
loss, as we would otherwise expect the consonant p to be lost under influence of the high vowel.
51
So far, I have not come across any example preceding *u.
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Table 27

Ndengeleko
ku-sʊ́k-a
máásɪ
kusééŋga
lii-sána
líí-sʊba
kwíísa
moóyo
ku-yíta
kuyɪ́ɪ́mba
ku-bʊ́ya
mbéyʊ
ligéémbe

Other reflexes of PB *c and *j in Ndengeleko

/maa-sɪ/
/ku-senga/

(cl.6)
(cl.5)

PB
*cʊ̀k
*jíjɪ́
*jèng
*jàná

(cl.5)

/ku-isa/
/mu-oyo/
/ku-yɪmba/
/N-peyʊ/
/li-gembe/

*jʊ́bà ‘sun’
*jìj
(cl.3)
*jòjò
*jít
*jɪ́mb
*bʊ́j
(cl.9/10) *-béjʊ́ VAR
(cl.5)
*gèmbè

English
‘to wash’
‘water’
‘to build’
‘day bf
yesterday’
‘day’
‘to come’
‘heart’
‘to pour’
‘to sing’
‘to come back’
‘seed’
‘hoe’

HN
AK
SS
AK
SM
AK
SS
TO
AK
AK
HK
HK

In conclusion, the reflexes of PB *c and *j are often ø in Ndengeleko, as with the
other obstruents. However, other reflexes are possible, which sets them aside from
the stops.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter we have seen the high resemblance of the Ndengeleko consonant
inventory to the system reconstructed for Proto-Bantu. The language has been
affected by the historical process of spirantisation, and this has been followed by
consonant loss. Therefore, in the contexts relevant for spirantisation, Ndengeleko
is left with ø where many other Bantu languages have fricatives or affricates.
We have also seen that the language allows for combinations of consonant
plus glide, nasal plus obstruent, as well as nasal plus nasal (geminates). Nasal plus
voiced obstruent combinations are underived stem-internally. Word-initially,
however, they are the result of morpho-phonological processes, as are all the nasal
plus voiceless obstruent and nasal plus nasal sequences. All of these possible
outcomes are analysed as sequences in this work, not as unit segments.
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4.

Vowels and syllables

The Ndengeleko vowel system resembles the reconstructed system of Proto-Bantu,
with seven vowels. This chapter discusses the following topics centred around the
vowels. The vowel inventory is presented in 4.1, with examples of words
containing each of the vowels. Phonologically long vowels are the subject of
section 4.2. There is also vowel harmony in Ndengeleko, certain extensions
harmonising their vowels to the vowel of the stem, as discussed in section 4.3. The
syllable structure of Ndengeleko is outlined in 4.4 with examples of the different
possible syllables. Vowel concatenation (4.5) at morpheme boundaries has a
number of different outputs in Ndengeleko, one of which is a vowel sequence
(4.5.1). The result is a long vowel when the two vowels are identical (4.5.2) or the
result of assimilation (4.5.3). The third possible output is glide formation (4.6.1),
which involves lengthening of the vowel and is therefore included in the section on
lengthening (4.6). Other contexts where a length distinction cannot be established
(because all vowels are long in such contexts) are pre-NC sequences (4.6.2) and
monosyllabic stems (4.6.3). Long vowels are shortened in certain contexts, which
are discussed in section 4.7.

4.1

The vowel inventory

Ndengeleko retains the seven vowel phonemes, long and short, that have been
reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (Meeussen 1967): the three front vowels /i/, /ɪ/ and
/e/, the three back vowels /u/, /ʊ/ and /o/, and central low /a/.
Figure 6

The vowels of Ndengeleko

i
ɪ
e

u
ʊ
o
a

ii
ɪɪ
ee

uu
ʊʊ
oo
aa

Distinctive vowels in Bantu appear in the first root vowel -V1, in the terminology
of Guthrie (1967:43). Therefore, occurrences of the vowels in canonical CVC
roots52 are listed first in this presentation of vowels. It will also be noted whether
the vowel can occur elsewhere, i.e. in V2 and beyond, as well as in affixes.

52

CVC roots are always followed by a final vowel, resulting in two-syllable stems.
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In this section the vowels are presented one by one. The vowel /a/ is clearly
distinguished from the other vowels and will be treated first. Thereafter, the
sometimes hard to distinguish front vowels, and the equally clustered group of
back vowels, are presented.
/a/
This is a low, central vowel.
68.

ku-bába
ku-bása
ŋkála
ku-kána
táya

/mu-kala/

‘to be bitter’
‘to sharpen’
‘charcoal’
‘to refuse’
‘jaw’

(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)

AK
HK
SM
HK
SS

The vowel occurs in many prefixes, in the final vowel (FV) of verbs and in final
position in noun stems. It also occurs stem-internally in longer verb stems.
69.

mwáálo
ku-péngala
ka-tééla

/mu-alo/

kwáka-a

/ku-akala/

‘reason, choice’
‘to get wet’
‘small stick or
tree’
‘to be bad’

(cl.3)
(cl.12, dim)

AK
AK
AK
HK

We now turn to the front vowels and back vowels. The two highest vowels are [i]
and [u]. The second highest vowels [ɪ] and [ʊ] are auditorilly close to the highest
vowels. They are referred to as ‘first degree’ and ‘second degree’ high vowels
respectively, following recent Bantu tradition (Bastin 1983; Schadeberg 1995,
2003b; Mpiranya 1997). Certain speakers do not distinguish between seven vowels
and appear to lower the second-degree high vowels [ɪ] and [ʊ] to mid-vowels [e]
and [o]. This is an indication that the language is in the middle of an ongoing
change from a seven towards a five vowel system. However, some speakers
distinguish between seven vowels and minimal pairs can be found in the data.
For each group of vowels, minimal pairs are presented. Following this, the
vowels are discussed one by one, in the environments in which they occur.
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The front vowels
The following are some of the minimal pairs which can be found for the front
vowels.
70.

a

b
c
d

-píta
-pɪ́ta
-péta
bííŋgi
bɪ́ɪ́ŋgɪ
-íimba
-ɪ́ɪmba
li-bíí
li-bɪ́ɪ

/ba-ingi/
/ba-ɪngɪ/
/-imba/
/-ɪmba/

‘grow, come out’
‘pass’
‘winnow’
‘many’
‘other’
‘swell’
‘dig’
‘it is/was’
‘unripe’

(of cl.2)
(of cl.2)

(of. cl.5)
(of. cl.5)

HK
AK
HN
AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK

/i/
Because of the historical processes of spirantisation and consonant loss described
in 3.4, VC roots with i (a) are common in the language. However, CVC53 roots (b)
are found as well.
71.

a

b

mwiítʊ
kwííka
ígo
mwííɲo
mpípu
ku-bíɲa

/mu-itʊ/
/ku-ika/
/mu-iɲo/
/mu-pipu/

‘forest’
‘to arrive’
‘kidney’
‘salt’
‘lazy person’
‘to be sick’

(cl.3)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.3)
(cl.1)

AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

/i/ occurs in affixes, at the end of words and in V2:
72.

ku-kálángɪka
ku-kémi
ku-líbíya

‘to be fried’
‘to have called’
‘to draw water’

53

HK
HK
SM

One might expect spirantisation and consonant loss to have taken place with these CVC roots as
well. Although more research is needed to substantiate this, I hypothesise that the words in CVC
have entered the language at a later stage, after spirantisation and consonant loss took place.
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/ɪ/
The second-degree vowel /ɪ/ occurs in canonical CVC roots.
73.

ki-bɪ́ga
mbɪ́tʊ
ku-lɪ́la
ku-pɪ́ma
ku-yɪ́ya

‘cooking pot’
‘snake, sp’
‘to cry’
‘to buy’
‘to pour’

/N-pɪtʊ/

(cl.7)
(cl.9/10)

AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

The vowel also occurs in V2 position, in mono-syllabic stems, word-finally and in
the concord prefix of demonstratives.
74.

nsɪ́kɪsɪ
ki-pɪlɪlɪ
máásɪ
yɪ́-no
ki-bʊ́lɪ

/mu-sɪkɪsɪ/
/maa-sɪ/

‘oil palm’
‘scorpion’
‘water’
‘this’
‘ratel’

(cl.3)
(cl.3)
(cl.6)
(of cl.4, 8, 9/10)
(cl.7)

AK
AK
AK
HK
AK

/e/
The mid vowel /e/ occurs in CVC roots.
75.

ku-léka
mbésa
ku-téma
kyéélo
nkéya

/N-pesa/
/ki-yeelo/
/mu-keya/

‘to let, cease’
‘hare’
‘to cut’
‘winnowing
basket’
‘left (side)’

(cl.7)

AK
AK
SM
AK

(cl.3)

AK

(cl.9/10)

The vowel occurs in V2 position and in certain TAM affixes, as in the completive
and the subjunctive.
76.

kulééndéma

/ku-lendema/

‘to shiver’
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(cl.3)

AK

77. kutépéngile
kutepengile
17SM- COMPL- get.wet.PFV
‘It has become wet.’ (AK-E)

78. kene úyigalé
kene uyigal -e
NEG 2sSM- close -SUBJ
‘Don’t close!’ (AK-E)

The back vowels
The following minimal pairs are examples which can be found in the data:
79.

a

b

c
d
e
f
g
h

i

-tóla
-púla
-pʊ́la
-póla
-úma
-ʊ́ma
-kúunda
-kʊ́ʊnda
ŋkʊ́lʊ
ŋkólo
nnóoŋgo
nnʊ́ʊ́ŋgʊ
mbúgúsu
mbʊ́gʊ́sʊ
wááko

/-kunda/
/-kʊnda/
/mu-kʊlʊ/
/mu-kolo/
/mu-longo/
/mu-lʊngʊ/
/N-pugusu/
/N-pʊgʊsʊ/
/u-ako/

‘chase away’
‘take away/down
(of weight)’
‘take, marry’
‘wash clothes’
‘pound’
‘cool down’
‘come from’
‘gather, pick’
‘brush, polish’
‘like, agree’
‘big brother’
‘hen’
‘brother, fellow’
‘God’
‘small firewood’
‘deaf person’
‘your’

wáákʊ

/u-akʊ/

‘which?’

ŋkúúŋgu
ŋkʊ́ʊŋgʊ
ŋkóóŋgo

/mu-kungu/
/mu-kʊngʊ/
/mu-kongo/

‘earthenware pot’
‘small pan’
‘tree’

-túla
-tʊ́la
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HK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
SM
(cl.1)
AK
(cl.3)
AK
(cl.1)
HK
(cl.1)
HK
(cl.9/10) SM
(cl.9/10) SM
(of cl. 1, AK
3, 14)
(of cl.3, AK
14)
(cl.3)
AK
(cl.3)
HK
(cl.3)
HK

/u/
As with the first degree front vowel /i/, many stops have been lost preceding the
reflex of Proto-Bantu first degree *u, resulting in VC roots (a). CVC roots (b) do
occur with u as well.
80.

a

b

kyúúba
ku-úba
ka-úpa
ki-búbu
li-púsi
ku-púma

/ki-uba/

‘chest’
‘to fish’
‘small bone’
‘mute person’
‘big goat’
‘to swim’

(cl.7)
(cl.12, dim)
(cl.7)
(cl.5, aug)

AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

The vowel also occurs in V(C) roots as well as beyond V1, and in several affixes,
e.g. the infinitive prefix:
81.

a

b

líí-uu
ku-úna
úla
ku-lʊ́mya

‘ashes’
‘harvest’
‘rain’
‘to get hurt’

(cl.5)

SM
HK
(cl.9/10) AK
AK

/ʊ/
The second-degree vowel /ʊ/ occurs in canonical CVC roots. It can also occur at
the end of a word.
82.

ku-pʊ́ga
ki-tʊ́lʊ
ku-lʊ́ma
ki-yʊ́ni
ku-lʊ́wa
ku-bʊ́ya

‘to bath, play in water’
‘blind person’
‘to bite’
‘bird’
‘to tell’
‘to return’

(cl.7)
(cl.7)

AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
AK

The second degree back vowel also occurs in VC roots, beyond V1, at the end of
words. Just as with the front second degree vowel, /ʊ/ occurs in the demonstrative
concord.
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a

83.

b

‘leopard’
‘to rinse the mouth’
‘to run’
‘drought’
‘that’

ʊʊ́bɪ
ku-sʊ́kʊtwa
ku-bʊ́tʊka
u-yʊ́mʊ
lʊ́-lyʊ

(cl.9/10)

(cl.14)
(of cl.11)

AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

/o/
The mid back vowel occurs in CVC roots.
84.

ŋgóbo
ku-yósa
li-kólo
ku-bóna
ku-kóya

/N-kobo/

‘banana’
‘to roast’
‘leaf vegetable’
‘to see’
‘to tell’

(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)

HN
SM
AK
AK
AK

The vowel also occurs in VC roots as well as beyond V1.
85.

a
b

bwóóga
li-kolomélo
ukaando

/bu-oga/
/u-kando/

‘fear’
‘throat’
‘soil’

(cl.14)
(cl.5)
(cl.14)

AK
AK
SM

It does not occur in many affixes, e.g. in the present disjoint TAM-marker -n(d)ó,
where I hypothesize it is the result of coalescence of a+u, see section 10.6.1.
86. pandónuuŋga
paandonung -a
16SM- PRES.DJ- stink -FV
‘It stinks here.’ (HK-E)

To sum up, the following table gives an overview of the distribution of the
different vowels in Ndengeleko. As is common in Bantu and is also reconstructed
for PB (Schadeberg 2003b:147; Hyman 2003b:45), noun class markers and verbal
extensions have a reduced vowel system lacking the third degree vowels /e/ and
/o/. As already mentioned, these vowels occur in a limited set of other affixes. The
second degree vowels occur in a limited way in prefixes, namely in the
demonstrative concord.
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Table 28

Distribution of vowels in Ndengeleko

1st stem syll
final stem V
elsewhere

i
x
x
x

ɪ
x
x
(x)

e
x
x
(x)

a
x
x
x

o
x
x
(x)

ʊ
x
x
(x)

u
x
x
x

‘Elsewhere’ in the table refers to prefixes, extensions or stem-internal position
(Hyman 2003b:45), and it is interesting to note that the vowels /i/, /a/ and and /u/
can occur everywhere in the word while the other have a more limited distribution.

4.2

Long vowels

Ndengeleko vowels can be short or long. The sources of vowel length in
Ndengeleko are the same as those that have been established in a Bantu
comparative perspective (Hyman 2003b:48). Phonemically long vowels are
discussed in this section. Long vowels can also be one of the results of vowel
concatenation, when two identical vowels meet across morpheme boundaries
(4.5.2) or in the case of assimilation (4.5.3). Processes of vowel lengthening are
discussed in 4.6: from gliding and compensatory lengthening (4.6.1), from
lengthening preceding a NC sequence (4.6.2), and from lengthening of
monosyllabic stems (4.6.3). All long vowels are represented orthographically by
two short vowels in this work, e.g. aa for a long, low central vowel.
A potential source of vowel length (Hyman 2003b:48), penultimate vowel
lengthening, is not relevant for Ndengeleko. It occurs in most eastern and southern
Bantu languages which have lost the vowel length contrast, but Ndengeleko still
retains this vowel length contrast.
The Ndengeleko language distinguishes between long and short vowels, as
evidenced by the following minimal pair.
87.

-bɪ́ka
-bɪ́ɪ́ka

‘crow (cock)’
‘put’

*bɪ́k DER
*bɪ́ɪk DER

AK
AK

The following figures show the difference in length between the two vowels in the
minimal pair. According to my measurements of vowels in many words, short
vowels in Ndengeleko measure around 50-70 ms, and long and lengthened vowels
measure from 100 ms. The long vowels can be much longer than that, however, up
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to around 300ms, which is very long in a Bantu comparative perspective, cf.
Hubbard (1995).54

Figure 7

Spectogram of kubɪ́ka ’to crow’; vowel duration is 70ms

Figure 8

Spectogram of kubɪ́ɪ́ka ’to put’; vowel duration is 170ms

It is not unlikely that there are more minimal pairs, although these have not been
established in the data.55

54

More details of vowel length are not included in this work but will have to await a more
balanced phonetic study.
55
Minimal pairs are not easily elicited, and it can be tricky to know if a speaker is eager to make
you hear a difference, where there is actually only a semantic distinction. For example, AK claims
a difference between kene undole ‘don't look at me’ from the verb -lola ‘look’ and kene undoole
‘don't take me’ from the verb -tola ‘take’. I cannot hear the difference myself. Both vowels
measure around 200 ms and the words have exactly the same pitch curve. Vowels differ a bit in
formant measurements. Both are instances of /o/, however, considering their stems.
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The distinction between long and short vowels was present in Proto-Bantu.
Many of the stems with long vowels in Ndengeleko can be traced back to
reconstructed stems with long vowels in the proto-language.
88.

ma-béele
-lóóta
-bʊ́ʊ́ka
-pʊ́ʊ́la
-lééta
lɪ́ɪ́no
nkólooso
lu-tééla
ntóópe
-sʊ́ʊ́ya
táátɪ
-tóola

/mu-kolooso/
/mu-toope/

‘breasts’
‘dream’
‘go’
‘pound’
‘bring’
‘today’
‘cashew tree’
‘stick’
‘stick of axe’
‘strain’
‘father’
‘take’

(cl.6)

*béèdè
*dóot
*bʊ́ʊk
*pʊ́ʊd
*déet

(cl.3)
(cl.11)
(cl.3)
(cl.1a)

*cʊ̀ʊc
*tààtá

HK
AK
AK
HK
TO
HK
AK
AK
AK
HN
AK
AK

A further illustration of the underlying long vowels is given here with the example
ku-lóóta ‘to dream’.

k u l

Figure 9

oo

t

a

Spectogram of ku-loota ‘to dream’, vowel duration is 200ms. 56

56

On top of this, there is also a silence or pre-aspiration of 106 msec before the stop [t] sets in,
which adds to the perception of length. Such silence preceding voiceless stops has been noted
elsewhere and would be an interesting topic for further phonetic research.
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Monosyllables
Monosyllabic stems are typically long in Ndengeleko. For certain of these stems,
the source of their length comes from the historical processes of spirantisation and
consonant loss (see section 3.4). This becomes evident when we compare these
stems with their PB counterparts:
89.

mwíi
li-bɪ́ɪ
lwíi
mwíi

/mu-ii/
/lu-ii/
/mu-ii/

‘thief’
‘unripe’
‘river’
‘pestle’

(cl.1)
(cl.11)
(cl.3)

AK
AK
AK
AK

*jíbì
*bɪ́cɪ̀
*jíjɪ̀
*jìcɪ̀

These long vowels thus originate from PB two syllable stems, wherein consonants
have been lost in Ndengeleko.
Other instances of long vowels
A group of class 5 nouns have a long prefix lii-. A two-syllable stem is HH. In
case of a monosyllabic stem, the prefix is high.
90.

lii-sʊ́bá
líí-uu

‘sun, day’
‘ashes’

(cl.5)
(cl.5)
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SM
SM

l

Figure 10

ii

uu

Spectogram of líí-uu ’ashes’, vowel duration is 300ms

See section 5.4 on noun class 5 for further examples. There are a few other
examples of long prefix vowels in Ndengeleko, for example in máá-sɪ ‘water’
(cl.6), but this does not appear to be regular for a group of nouns as in class 5.
The first vowel in the perfective suffixes in -iile and -iiCe is long.
91. nnʊ́ʊ́ngʊ abíile
mu- lʊngʊ ab- iile
1- God
1SM- be- PFV
‘God exists’ (HK-E)

92.

-tʊ́liike57

/-tʊl-ii-k-e/ ‘break’ (intr)

PK

Moreover, the perfective suffix in -i is also analysed as underlyingly long, just like
the vowel i in -iile.
93. aabíi múundu…
aab- ii
mu- ndu
1SM- PST- be-PFV 1- person
‘there was a man…’ (TO-S)

57

This is an imbricated form, from the verb -tʊ́lɪka ‘break’.
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The consonant in the imbricated perfective suffix -iiCe can be k, resulting in -iike.
This makes the suffix similar to the perfective -ike. The imbricated suffix is long,
however, and -ike is not.
94. koloóso

ikálángiike

ø- kolooso ikalangike
9/10-cashew 9/10SM- be.fried.PFV
‘The cashew is (ready) roasted.’ (HK-E)
(cf. -kálángɪka ‘be fried’)

95. Nitweti niléengike.
nitweti
nileng -ike
1sSM- take.PFV 1sSM- peel -PFV
‘I take it and peel it.’ (HN-D)
(cf. -lenga ‘peel)

4.3

Vowel harmony

As is common in Bantu languages (Hyman 1999), the vowels in certain verbal
extensions in Ndengeleko harmonise with the vowel of the stem.
The applicative extension -ɪ(l)- appears as -e(l)- following a syllable with the mid
vowels e or o (examples in 96a). The causative -iy-/-ey-, which is analysed as a
combination of the applicative and the causative suffixes, shows vowel harmony,
(b) as well as the suffix -ɪk- (c). See chapter 8 for extensions.
96.

a
b

c

4.4

-yogéelya
-tópea
-bʊ́kiya
-yɪ́kɪ́tiya
-yólokeya
-gʊ́bɪka
-téleka
-béleka

/-yog-ɪl-ɪ-a/
/-top-ɪ-a/
/-bʊk-ɪ-i-a/
/-yɪkɪt-ɪ-i-a/
/-yolok-ɪ-i-a/
/-gʊb-ɪk-a/
/-tel-ɪk-a/
/-bel-ɪk-a/

‘swim’
‘burden, annoy’
‘return’ (tr)
‘agree’
‘add’
‘cover’
‘cook’
‘give birth’

AK
HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
SM
AK

Syllable structure

The syllable can be defined as the unit in the word that is capable of receiving
stress or tone (Batibo 2000:175). In Ndengeleko, the nucleus of the syllable can
consist of a vowel or a nasal. If there is an onset, it consists of a consonant (C) or a
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consonant + glide sequence (CG). The consonant in CV and CG can be a nasal. In
CG it can also be another glide, in the combination yw. Onset-less syllables
consisting of only a long or short vowel are common, due to historical processes of
consonant loss as explained in section 3.4. In Ndengeleko, a coda is also possible
in CVN syllables. This gives the following possibilities:
N

syllables with moraic nasal

(C)V(V)

open syllables

(C)V(V)N

closed syllables

(C)GV(V)(N) syllables with onset G
The different syllables are exemplified in Table 29. Syllables are separated by a
dot.
Table 29

Possible syllables in Ndengeleko

Syllable

Example

N

ŋ.kán.wa
ni.ḿ.mwee.ni

V

á.ga
í.go
ii.kʊ́. ɲʊ.lʊ
ka.úu
-pɪ́.ta
bó.ko.bó.ko
-yí.gii.lwe58
líí.o
-án.di.ke
ííŋ.ga.no
-té.peŋ.ga.la
-lóŋ.gee.la
kííŋ.ga.no
lu.tóón.dwa
tu.yó.mwii.le
ki.wóo
waa.bwéé.ni

VV
CV
CVV
VN
VVN
CVN
CVVN
GV
GVV

-yóóŋ.ge.ya

58

Morpheme
structure
/mu-kanwa/
/ni-mu-bweni/
1sSM-1OM-see.PFV
/a-ga/
/ø-igo/
/ii-kʊɲʊlʊ/
/ka-uu/
/-pɪt-a/
/ ø-bokoboko/
/-yig-ii-l-ʊ-e/
/li-io/
/-and-i-k-e/
/i-ingano/
/-tepengal-a/
/-longeel-a/
/ki-ingano/
/lu-tondwa/
/ni-yomo-iile/
/ki-wo/
/u-a-a-bweni/
2sSM-PST-2OMsee.PFV
/-yongey-a/

Translation
‘mouth’
‘I have seen him/her’

(cl.3)

AK
SS

‘these’
‘kidney’
‘elbows’
‘white’
‘pass’
‘banana stew’
‘has been closed’
‘eye’
‘has written’
‘heels’
‘get wet’
‘speak’
‘heel’
‘star’
‘I am finished’
‘death’
‘you have seen them’

(of cl.6)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.8)
(of cl.12)

HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
HN
AK
AK
AK
SM
AK
TO
SS
AK
HN
AK
SS

‘increase’

(cl.9/10)
(cl.5)
(cl.8)

(cl.7)
(cl.11)
(cl.7)

AK

This is a passive imbricated perfective of -yígala ‘close’. For imbrication see section 10.8.3.
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GVVN
CGV
GGV
GGVV
GGVVN
CGVV
CGVVN
NV

NVVN
NGV
NGVV

yɪ́ɪ́m.ba
-pyʊ́.ya
li.súúŋ.gwa
ku.ím.í.ywa
ywáá.kʊ
ywáa
ywéem.be
bwɪ́ɪ
m.bwáa
ŋ.kwáan.da
lyɪɪ́m.bwa
ma.gééŋ.ge
-bí.ɲa
ŋó.ŋó.twa
ki.nééŋ.gwe
n.nwá.wa
-lʊ́.mya
-ɲwáa
u.yó.mwii.ke

/-yɪmb-a/
/-pyʊy-a/
/li-sungwa/
/ku-imiy-ʊ-a/
/yu-akʊ/
/yʊ-aa/
/bu-ɪɪ/
/N-pwaa/
/mu-kwanda/
/li-ɪmbwa/
/ma-genge/
/-biɲ-a/
/N-goŋotwa/
/ki-nengwe/
/mu-lwawa/
/-lʊmya/
/-ɲwaa/
/u-yomo-ii-k-e /

‘sing’
‘heat up’
‘orange’
‘to be put out (fire)’
‘which’
‘that’
‘s/he’
‘earth, land’
‘dog’
‘aardvark’
‘hole’
‘pumpkin
‘hurt, be ill’
‘big bee’
‘crocodile’
‘woman’
‘get hurt, feel pain’
‘drink’
‘is finished’

(cl.5)
(of cl.1)
(of cl.1)
(cl.14)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.3)
(cl.5)
(cl.6)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.7)
(cl.1)

(of cl.14)

AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
HK
AK
SM
HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
SM
HK
AK
AK
AK

As mentioned in section 1.4, Ndengeleko follows the general Bantu pattern of
building its words around a CVC root, resulting in a frequent occurence of CV
syllables. However, due to the historical processes of spirantisation and consonant
loss, as discussed in section 3.4, vowel-initial syllables are also common. This
leads to vowel concatenation across morpheme boundaries. Moreover, the
possibility of NC and CG sequences adds to the variety of the Ndengeleko syllable
structure.
N is a homorganic nasal reduced from mu- or ni-, as shown in section 3.3.2.
In nouns, these are word-initial, deriving from class 1, 3 and 18 prefixes. Syllabic
nasals also occur pre-stem for verbs, where they derive from the object marker mu(cl.1) or the subject marker ni- (1s).
In section 3.3.1, I argued for the sequence analysis of NC. The nasal in NC
sequences belongs to the coda of the CVN syllable.
Sequences of consonant and glide (CG) are syllabified in the onset, as seen in
Table 29. Other sequences of consonants are disallowed. We see this for example
in the loan nsílaamu /mu-silamu/ ‘moslim’ (cl.1) from Swahili mw-islamu. The
fricative s and the vowel i have changed position in order to maintain Ndengeleko
phonotactics.
In Bantu languages, divergences in surface pitch can be understood in terms
of the distribution of ‘primary’ High tones and their surface modifications
(Kisseberth and Odden 2003:59). There is as yet no analysis of the distribution of
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tones in Ndengeleko. Partial reduction of tonal distinctions for the whole of the
P10 group was indicated by Guthrie (1967 p.56, p.69). Odden (1996:3) includes a
brief analysis of Ndengeleko tone and concludes that possible contrasts in the
position of H tone are highly limited. Surface high pitched syllables have been
marked with an acute accent in this work. Following the definition by Hyman
(2001): ‘A language with tone is one in which an indication of pitch enters into the
lexical realisation of at least some morphemes’, I conclude that this holds for
Ndengeleko. Due to time constraints, however, it has not been possible to provide
a complete analysis of the Ndengeleko tonal system in this work. Therefore, any
conclusions about the regularities of tone realisations will have to await further
research.

4.5

Vowel concatenation

Due to the historical sound changes spirantisation and consonant loss, vowel-initial
stems are not uncommon in Ndengeleko. When morphemes meet and such vowelinitial stems are preceded by (C)V- prefixes, or stems ending in vowels are
followed by -V(C) suffixes, we see the following results:
 A vowel sequence: when the quality of the vowels differs and the first
vowel is not i, ɪ, ʊ or u, e.g. atéʊma /a-te-ʊma/ ‘he has gathered’ (see
section 4.5.1).
 Desyllabification, glide formation and lengthening: when the quality of
the vowels differ and the first vowel is one of the high vowels i, ɪ, ʊ and u
e.g. kwáándikwa /ku-andik-u-a/ ‘to be written’ (see section 4.6.1).
Moreover, the first vowel should not be long, see section 4.7.2.
 A long vowel: when the vowels are identical, e.g. máámbi /ma-ambi/
‘mat’ (cl.5) (see section 4.5.2).
 Assimilation: when a concord prefix in Ca- (consonant + a) is followed
by a vowel-initial adnominal, e.g. bóóte /ba-ote/ ‘all’ (of cl.2), and in
some other contexts (see section 4.5.3).
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4.5.1

Sequences of vowels

Vowel concatenation results in a vowel sequence when the quality of the vowels
differ and the first vowel is not i, ɪ, ʊ or u, e.g. a-úu ‘white’ (of cl.1). For further
examples see Table 30.
Vowel sequences also occur stem-internally. These sequences are the result
of consonant loss, as for example ndéu /N-leu/ ‘beard’, PB *-dèdù.
97.

mwéei59
ma-ɲéi
ki-léu
aííma
baaɪ
máaʊ
aláu
lu-báu
-táúna
maúkaúka
lyóói
ki-ndʊ́ʊ́ɪ

/mu-ei/

*jédi

*bàdù
*tákun
/li-oi/

*jókì VAR

‘moon’
(cl.3)
‘grass’
(cl.6)
‘chin’
(cl.7)
‘easily’
‘only’
‘mother’
(cl.1a)
‘ant’
(cl.9/10)
‘rib’
(cl.11)
‘chew’
‘early morning’
‘smoke’
(cl.5)
‘squirrel’
(cl.7)

AK
HK
AK
HK
HK
AK
AK
SS
TO
SM
SM
HK

The historical processes causing consonant loss were discussed in section 3.4.

4.5.2

Long vowels across morpheme boundaries

At morpheme boundaries, where the vowel of the prefix and the vowel of a vowelinitial stem are identical, a long vowel is the result.
98.

lí-ína
kí-iŋgáno
i-íti
káána
bá-áli
bá-ábɪ

/ka-ana/

‘name’
‘heel’
‘chairs’
‘small child’
‘young girls’
‘trad. healers’

59

(cl.5)
(cl.7)
(cl.8)
(cl.12, dim)
(cl.2)
(cl.2)

AK
SM
HK
PK
AK
AK

Synchronically the vowel sequence in mwéei is morpheme-internal, although diachronically
there is a nominalising suffix -i, already present in PB. See section 3.4.3.
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mi-ípi
múu
káakʊ
bá-áke

/mu-uu/
/ka-akʊ/

‘short’
‘white’
‘which’
‘his’

(of cl.4)
(of cl.1)
(of cl.12)
(of cl.2)

AK
AK
AK
PK

As an illustration, Figure 11 shows the length of the vowel ii in lí-ína ‘name’. The
length of the vowel is approximately 240 msec. Vertical lines in the picture
indicate the start and the end of the vowel.

l

Figure 11

ii

n

a

Spectogram of li-ina ’name’

One of the contexts where vowel concatenation takes place is where a subject or an
object marker is followed by a vowel of the same quality. This vowel can belong
to a vowel-initial stem, but can also be another affix.
99. aándika balúa
aandik -a ø- balua
1SM- write -FV 9/10-letter(Sw)
‘S/he is writing letter(s).’ (AK-E)

100. u-úma kwáákʊ?
uuma
kwakʊ
2sSM- come.from where
‘Where do you come from?’ (HK-E)
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101. u-ni-índíkiy-e
uniindikiy
-e
2sSM- 1sOM- accompany -SUBJ
‘You should accompany me.’ (TO-S)

102. paawí íímba
paaw -ii
ø- imba
16SM- PST- die-PFV 9/10-lion
‘Here died a lion.’ (AK-E)

103. aampáya ngʊkʊ Salíma
aamu- pay
-a N- kʊkʊ
1SM- FUT- 1OM- give.to -FV 9/10-hen
‘S/he will give Salima a hen.’ (AK-E)

Salima
Salima

See below for contexts where the vowel of the SM assimilates to the vowel of a
following affix.

4.5.3

Vowels across morpheme boundaries + assimilation

In certain specific contexts in the language, concatenation of vowels with different
quality does not lead to vowel sequences or glide formation, rather there is
regressive assimilation of the prefix vowel.
One of these contexts is when a concord prefix ending in the low vowel (i.e.
cl.2 ba-, cl.6 ga-, cl.12 ka-, cl.16 pa-) precedes a vowel-initial adnominal. The
result is a long vowel of the same quality as the stem-initial vowel:
104.

péene
gɪ́ɪ́ŋgɪ
bííŋgi

/pa-ene/
/ga-ɪngɪ/
/ba-ingi/

‘the place itself’
‘other’
‘many’

(of cl.16)
(of cl.6)
(of cl.2)

SM
AK
AK

kéene
pɪ́ɪ́nʊ

/ka-ene/
/pa-ɪnʊ/

‘itself’
‘your (pl)’

(of cl.12)
(of cl.16)

AK
AK

Following the fricative s in the concord of class 7, the vowel of the concord prefix
assimilates to the initial vowel of the modifier. In the terminology of Hyman
(2003b:48), the prefixed vowel is being ‘absorbed’ by certain consonants, instead
of turning into the expected glide.
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105.

sááŋgʊ
sáákʊ

/si-angʊ/
/si-akʊ/

‘my’
‘which’

(of cl.7)
(of cl.7)

HN
AK

Vowel concatenation and assimilation across morpheme boundaries also takes
place when the 1st person subject marker ni- or the 3rd person60 subject marker aare followed by a V affix (consisting of a vowel only).
106. eeándika balúa
aeandik -a ø- balua
1SM- FUT- write -FV 9/10-letter(Sw)
‘S/he will write letter(s).’ (AK-E)

107. naabángike báána
niaabang -ike ba -ana
1sSM- PST- 2OM- hit
-PFV 2 -children
‘I beat the children.’ (AK-E)

108. naakááliya
niakaaliy
-a
1sSM- FUT- be.angry -FV
‘I will become angry.’ (AK-E)

109. neempá nkéka
niemu- p
-a mukeka
1sSM- FUT- 1OM- give -FV 3NCP- mat
‘I will give him/her a mat.’ (AK-E)

A noun class prefix does not assimilate to the vowel of a vowel-initial stem, as a
rule. However, there are some exceptions to this with a NCP ending in a. This is
an exhaustive list of examples in the data:
110.

míío61
bíi62
móóli

/ma-io/
/ba-ii/
/ma-oli/

‘eyes’
‘thieves’
‘tears’

(cl.6)
(cl.2)
(cl.6)

60

*jícò
*jíbì
*códì COMP

SS
AK
HK

I.e. the subject marker of noun class 1, glossed as 1SM.
The plural of this example has an alternative form [miiɲo]. In fact, 3 out of 4 speakers in the
recordings of this plural say [miiɲo]. It is at this point unclear why there is a nasal in this word.
There is no such alternation in the singular.
62
Compare bii ‘thieves’ with the same plural in Matuumbi, where this assimilation has not taken
place: ba-í ‘thieves’ (Odden 1996:25).
61
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mííno
bíípwa

/ma-ino/
/ba-ipwa/

‘teeth’
‘nephews’

(cl.6)
(cl.2)

*jínò
*jìpʊ́á

HK
AK

A mu- NCP followed by a vowel-initial stem usually results in glide formation, as
in mwáánza /mu-anza/ ‘journey’ (cl.3). In the following two examples, however,
vowel assimilation takes place:
111.

móóto
moóyo

/mu-oto/
/mu-oyo/

‘fire’
‘heart’

(cl.3)
(cl.3)

*jótò
*jojo

SM
SS

Assimilation appears to be restricted to the stem-initial vowel o. We see the same
in other Bantu languages, such as Swahili (Ashton 1944:23) and Makonde, where
it is also restricted to stem-initial o (Kraal 2005:84).
In a verb stem ending in a front vowel63, followed by any suffix with an
initial -i (i.e. the perfective -ii, -iiCe, -ike or -iile), the vowel of the verb stem
assimilates to the high vowel of the suffix.
112. ba-líi swáala
balɪ
-i
ø- swaala
2SM- eat -PFV 9/10-gazelle(Sw)
‘They have eaten gazelle.’ (HK-E)

113. undópiile
unitope -iile
2sSM- 1sOM- annoy -PFV
‘You are annoying me.’ (HK-E)

114. niyíngii ɲɲʊ́mba
niyingɪ -i
muNyʊmba
1sSM- enter -PFV 18NCP- 9/10NCP- house
‘I have entered the house.’ (HN-D)

Following the applicative -ɪ-, the form of the subjunctive is -i, and the result is a
high vowel.

63

In the case of a verb stem ending in a back vowel, glide formation takes place, and in the case
of a low vowel a, a vowel sequence is the result.
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115. uɲɲíti
umuyitɪ
-i
2sSM- 1OM- pour.onto -SUBJ
‘Pour (it) onto him/her.’ (TO-S)

Table 30 summarises the results of vowel concatenation in Ndengeleko. The first
vowel of the sequence is listed vertically, and the second vowel of the sequence
horizontally. Glide formation is discussed in 4.6.1.
A hypen (-) in a table cell indicates that this combination is not possible or
unlikely. A (x), on the other hand, indicates that this combination is not found in
the data, but is assumed to exist. For example, any vowel-initial verb stem can
potentially be preceded by the TAM andó- or the TAM té-, resulting in vowel
sequences. On the other hand, second degree vowels do not occur in prefixes,
except in demonstratives. Therefore, combinations with these vowels as the first in
the sequence are not always possible or likely.
Note also that in some cases the outcome depends on the prefix involved, as
described in this section on assimilation. Not all possible outcomes are listed in the
table.
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Table 30

i

Sequences of vowels across morpheme boundaries

i
ki-ímbwi
‘hyena’
(cl.7)64

ɪ

-bɪ́ɪ́-i
‘put-PFV’

e

n-e-imiy-a
mooto
‘I will put
out the fire’
(pandu)
pá-ípi
‘nearby
(place)’

a

ɪ
lyɪ́ɪnza
‘big girl’
(cl.5, der)
/li-ɪnza/
uyógeeli
‘you should
swim’
/u-yogeelɪ i/
atéɪɪmba
‘s/he has
dug’
/a-te-ɪmb-a/
aɪ́ɪ́mba
‘s/he digs’
/a-ɪmb-a/

e
lyéémbe
‘mango fruit’
(cl.5)
/li-embe/
-

-yógeelya
‘swim’
/yogeel-ɪ-a/

o
lyóói
‘smoke’
(cl.5)
/li-oi/
-

ʊ
lyʊ́gʊlʊ
‘ant-hill’
(cl.5)
/li-ʊgʊlʊ/
-

u
nyúúma
‘I come
from’
/ni-um-a/
-

x

x

ne-óbey-a
‘I will
lose (sth)’

a-te-ʊ́m-a
‘he has
picked’

x

a-ék-a
lwáála
‘she laughs
(a laugh)’

ma-átʊ ‘big
pythons
(aug)’
(cl.6)

ka-ʊ́lo
‘small
waterpot’
(cl.12, dim)

ma-úu
‘white’
(of cl.6)

lwáága
‘headboard’
(cl.11)
/lu-aga/
-pʊlwa
‘strip off’
/-pʊlʊ-a/

kene
bá-obeele ‘they
should
not play’
kwóóba
‘to
disappear’
/ku-ob-a/

ku-ʊ́mb-a65
’to jump’

lú-úwa
‘open
space’
(cl.11)

-

-

-

x

x

li-bóó-u
‘rotten’
(of cl.5)

u

wííke
‘you have
arrived’
/u-iike/

kwɪ́ɪ́mba
‘to dig’
/ku-ɪmb-a/

kwééka
‘to laugh’
/ku-ek-a/

ʊ

ni-bʊ́ʊ́-i
‘I have
returned’

-

o

ki-bóó-i
‘it has
rotted’ (of
cl.7)

x

nigʊ́lwe
‘I should
wash’
/ni-gʊlʊ-e/
andó-ek-a
‘she is
laughing’

4.6

a
lyáambi
‘mat’ (cl.5)
/li-ambi/

andóákala
‘s/he is
bad’
/a-andoakal-a/

Lengthening

As a general rule, a vowel quantity opposition cannot be established preceding a
NC and after CG sequences, as vowels are always long in those positions (unless

64

We know that this vowel is long, and not just pre-NC lengthened. The stem is evident in the
derived class 12 noun ka-ímbwi ‘small hyena’.
65
There is no glide formation in this word. Maybe the two vowels are assimilated, but this is
difficult to hear.
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they undergo shortening) in Ndengeleko and in many Bantu languages (Meeussen
1979).

4.6.1

Gliding and compensatory lengthening

Apart from the consonant glide combinations (CG) which stem from the
reconstructed sequences of consonant plus vowels (CVV) in PB (see section 3.2),
there are CG sequences in the language which are derived through the synchronic
process of glide formation. This process involves optional desyllabification of a
high vowel i, ɪ, ʊ or u, followed by another vowel, so that the first vowel becomes
a glide. There is also compensatory lengthening of the following vowel – a wellknown Bantu phenomenon (Hyman 2003b:48). This lengthening does not take
place at the end of polysyllabic words. The compensatory lengthening is generally
analysed as the mora of the first vowel disconnecting and being transferred to the
second vowel; see for example Hyman (1985) and Odden (1996:119).
116.

ywɪ́ɪ́ŋgɪ
yéene

/yu-ɪngɪ/
/i-ene/

‘another’
‘it(self)’

yúu
ulyáa
mwaábɪ

/i-uu/
/u-lɪ-a/
/mu-abɪ/

mwáámbo
myáanza
myúúpa
lyáána

/mu-ambo/
/mi-anza/
/mi-upa/
/li-ana/

‘white’
‘to eat’
‘sorcerer/bad
person’
‘song’
‘journeys’
‘bones’
‘big child’

kyúúba
kyúúpa66
yúúba
lwáala
bwóóga

/ki-uba/
/ki-upa/
/i-uba/
/lu-ala/
/bu-oga/

‘chest’
‘bone’
‘chests’
‘laugh’
‘fear’

66

(of cl.1)
(of cl.4,
8, 9/10)
(of cl.8)
(cl.1)
(cl.3)
(cl.4)
(cl.4)
(cl.5,
aug)
(cl.7)
(cl.7)
(cl.8)
(cl.11)
(cl.14)

AK
HK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
AK
SM
AK
AK
AK
AK

That the resulting vowel is long due to compensatory lengthening can be seen when we
compare with the alternative plural of this noun, which is ma-upa ‘bones’ (cl.6), with a short
vowel.
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kwíísa
kubélékwa
kugálaambwa

/ku-isa/
/ku-belek-u-a/
/ku-galamb-u-a/

‘to come’
‘to be born’
‘to turn (inside out),
change your mind’

AK
AK
HN

The morphological process of imbrication also provides a context for glide
formation, in the case where the perfective suffix -iCe is preceded by a back
vowel. Imbrication is discussed in more detail in section 10.8.3. In the following
example, the stem of the verb is -tʊ́mbʊka ‘fall’.
117. mitééla ya ŋŋéni itʊ́mbwiike
mi-teela ia mu- geni
itʊmbwiike
4- tree 4Cd- of 1- visitor 4SM- fall.PFV
‘The trees of the visitor fell.’ (PK-E)

Glide formation does not take place when the first vowel is long, as in líío’eye’.
Vowels are not lengthened after all glides, but only when there is post-consonantal
glide formation. For instance, in ki-yʊ́ni ‘bird’ (cl.7), the vowel ʊ is not long.

4.6.2

Lengthening preceding nasal consonant (NC)

Vowels are lengthened preceding NC sequences, one of the other sources of vowel
length in Bantu languages, as discussed by Hyman (2003b:48). Also, for PB, ‘no
contrastive vowel length is reconstructable preceding pre-nasalized consonants’
(Schadeberg 2003b:147). This is a very productive process in Ndengeleko. The
length of the pre-NC lengthened vowels measures in the range 170-200ms.
118.

iíngo
iímba
ugɪ́ɪ́mbɪ
kubɪ́ɪŋga
ndéembo
magéénge
páandu
matómóondo
kukʊ́ʊmbwa
úúngo
kibʊ́mʊʊndwa

/ø-ingo/
/ø-imba/
/u-gɪmbɪ/
/ku-bɪnga/
/N-tembo/
/ma-genge/
/pa-ndu/
/ma-tomondo/
/ku-kʊmbwa/
/ø-ungo/
/ki-bʊmʊndwa/

‘neck’
‘lion’
‘beer’
‘to chase away’
‘elephant’
‘pumpkins’
‘place’
‘hippopotamus’
‘to hit’
‘civet’
‘lizard’
113

(cl.9/10) HK
(cl.9/10) HK
(cl.14)
AK
AK
(cl.9/10) SM
(cl.6)
AK
(cl.16)
AK
(cl.6)
SM
AK
(cl.9/10) AK
(cl.7)
AK

Post-lexical lengthening takes place when a vowel at the end of a word is followed
by an initial NC in the next word.67
119. ŋgalabáa ŋgʊ́lʊ
N- kalaba Nkʊlʊ
9/10-canoe 9/10NCP- big
‘big canoe’

120. ndɪláa mbána
N- lɪla Npana
9/10-path 9/10NCP- broad
‘a broad path’

Lengthening also takes place when a NC-initial noun takes a locative prefix.
121.

/mu-sapwa/
/pa-nsapwa/

nsápwa
páansápwá

‘corridor’
‘in the corridor’

(cl.3)
(cl.16)

AK
AK

122. Niyɪ́yiile múuŋgóbó
niyɪɪy -iile muN- kobo
1sSM- put -PFV 18NCP- 9/10-banana
‘I have put (it) in the banana (stew).’ (HN-D)

4.6.3

Monosyllabic stems

Monosyllabic stems are long in words where consonant loss has taken place, as
seen in 4.2. Other monosyllables, where there is no indication of consonant loss,
are also long.68 These vowels will be represented as long.
123.

li-úu
ki-wóo
mbáa
mbwáa
u-myáa

/N-paa/
/N-pwaa/

‘white’
‘death’
‘rice’
‘dog’
‘termite’

67

(of cl.5)
(cl.7)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.9/10)
(cl.14)

AK
AK
HK
HK
AK

Not only is the vowel lengthened, but the long vowel is falling. The stem-initial H in the first
word is lowered.
68
And in some examples like mbwáa ‘dog’, we know that there was no consonant in PB: *bʊ́à.
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u-káa
bwɪ́ɪ
ubáa
abíi
ma-táa
ba-líi

/bu-ɪɪ/
/u-b-aa/
/a-b-ii/
/ba-lɪ-i/

4.7

Vowel shortening

4.7.1

Word-internal

‘homeplace’
‘earth, land’
‘to be’
‘s/he has been’
‘saliva’
‘they have eaten’

(cl.14)
(cl.14)

(cl.6)

HK
SM
HK
HK
SS
HK

Vowels cannot be long in certain contexts. We see this with pre-NC vowels, when
the syllable with the vowel is followed by two or more syllables in the word69, as
in the word for the language/ethnic group ndengeleko.
124.

ku-lɪ́ŋgaana
ku-yáŋgábana
ŋkumbʊ́lʊ
ki-pʊ́mbʊ́́gʊ
ki-ndáŋgwáála
ku-pʊ́ŋgʊ́tɪ

/mu-kumbʊlʊ/

‘to be enough’
‘to mix’
‘baboon’
‘crocodile’
‘stool, chair’
‘in the bush’

(cl.3)
(cl.7)
(cl.7)
(cl.17)

TO
AK
AK
SM
AK
AK

The same positional restriction accounts for short vowels following glide
formation, a process which otherwise causes long vowels (see 4.6).
125. kwóbeela
kwóbeka
kwákala
kwímíya
kwikwɪ́lɪɪlɪ

/ku-obeela/
/ku-obeka/
/ku-akala/
/ku-imiya/
/ku-ikwɪlɪɪlɪ/

‘to play’
‘to get lost’
‘to be bad’
‘to extinguish’
‘in/at Ikwiriri’

(cl.17)

AK
AK
HK
SM
HK

This is also why a vowel resulting from assimilation across morpheme-boundaries,
a context otherwise resulting in a long vowel (see section 4.5.3), is short in the

69

There are several exceptions to this in the data, for example liséenzema /li-senzema/ ‘big
mosquito’ (cl.5 aug), and the details of vowel shortening remain still to be more thoroughly
analysed.
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following example. The class 16 prefix pa- precedes the NCP of class 8 (igóóŋgo
means ‘small hills, dry land’):
126.

pigóóŋgo

/pa-i-gongo/

‘on the shore’

AK

We have seen in the section on lengthening (4.6) that monosyllabic stems are
always long in Ndengeleko. In the case of the associative marker Cd-a, however,
the vowel is always shortened as it can never be phrase-final.
127. igóombo ya ulɪ́mya
i- gombo ia
ulɪmɪa
8-tools 8Cd- of to.cultivate.with
‘cultivating tools’ (TN-E)

When a subject marker (SM) precedes the present disjoint TAM ando-/endo/ondo- or ano-,70 the expected pre-NC lengthening is optionally neutralised.
128. andóandika balúa
aandoandika ø- balua
1SM- PRES.DJ- write 9/10-letter(Sw)
‘S/he is writing letters.’ (AK-E)

129. báána bendólyaa
ba-ana
baendolɪ -a
2- children 2SM- PRES.DJ- eat -FV
‘The children are eating.’ (AK-E)

130. nandótóola..
niandotool -a
1sSM- PRES.DJ- take -FV
‘I am taking..’ (HK-E)

Even when there is lengthening from glide formation as well as pre-NC, the first
vowel in andó- is not long in the following example.

70

The underlying first vowel of this TAM is so far unclear. See for details 10.9.
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131. likólo lyandótɪ́nɪka
li- kolo
liandotɪnɪk
-a
5- leaf.veg 5SM- PRES.DJ - be.burnt -FV
‘The vegetables are burning.’ (HK-E)

There are other examples where the vowel is long, see the following example and
also in section 10.6.1.
132. aanóólyaa
aanolɪ -a
1SM- PRES.DJ- eat -FV
‘He is eating.’ (AK-E)

4.7.2

Across word boundaries

A vowel in a noun or verb stem is shortened when the word is in a close syntactic
relationship with what follows e.g. a noun followed by a modifier. The following
are examples of words which have a long vowel when spoken in isolation or
phrase-finally:
133. ku-bʊ́ʊ́ka
134. gabʊka kwáa

‘to go’ (AK-E)

gabʊk -a kwaa
6SM- go
-FV NEG
‘It (i.e. ‘soot’) doesn’t go away.’ (HK-E)

135. máaʊ
136. maʊ bááŋgʊ

/ø-maaʊ/ ‘mother’

(cl.1a) (AK-E)

ø- maaʊ baangʊ
1a- mother 2Cd- 1sPOSS
‘my mother’ (HK-E)

137. amíséembe
/a-misembe/ ‘boys’
138. amísembe ába bíi
a-misembe aba
ba- ii
2-boys
2.these 2- thieves
‘These boys are thieves.’ (AK-E)
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(cl.2) (AK-E)

139. páandu
140. pandu péene

/pa-ndu/

‘place’

(cl.16) (AK-E)

pa- ndu paene
16- place 16Cd- it(self)
‘the place (itself)’ (SM-E)

141. atépʊ́ʊla
atepʊʊl -a
1SM- COMPL- pound -FV
‘she pounded’ (HK-E)

142. apʊ́la mpʊ́ʊ́ŋga
apʊʊl -a mu- pʊnga
1SM- pound -FV 3- unhusked.rice
‘She's pounding rice.’ (HK-E)

143. migʊ́ʊnda
144. migʊ́nda yɪ́ɪ́tʊ

/mi-gʊnda/ ‘fields’

(cl.4) (AK-E)

mi-gʊnda iɪtʊ
4- field
4Cd-1pPOSS
‘our fields’ (PK-E)

An adjective, being a nominal in Bantu languages, has a less strong relationship
with the preceding noun. Vowel shortening does take place, but is not as strong.
For example, the vowel /e/ in katéela ‘small stick’ (cl.12, dim) is shortened from
200ms to 110ms, which is longer than an ordinary short vowel. The vowels in the
examples above are shortened much more, for example the verb ku-bʊ́ʊ́ka (134) is
shortened from 190 to 80ms when followed by the negator.
145. ka-téela
146. katééla kaípi

‘small stick’

(cl.12, dim) (AK-E)

kateela
kaipi
12NCP- small.stick 12NCP- short
‘short small stick’ (AK-E)

A noun followed by the associative marker (see section 6.4) is also not shortened.
The length of the vowel in the noun nsééngo ‘building’ (cl.3) in example (119) is
maintained followed by an associative construction.
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147. nsééŋgo wa kwákala
musengo
ua kuakala
3NCP- building 3Cd- of 15NCP- be.bad
‘bad house’ (HK-E)

This is illustrated in the following figure:

n

Figure 12

s

éé

ŋ

g o

w a

k w á ka l a

nsééŋgo wa kwákala: the vowel ee of nsééngo is 150ms

Compare this with the same noun followed by a demonstrative:
148. nseŋgo wáa kwákala
mu- sengo
uaa kuakala
3NCP- building 3Cd- that 15NCP- be.bad
‘that bad house’ (HK-E)
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n s

Figure 13

e

ŋ g o w áa

k w á

k a l a

nseŋgo waa kwákala: the vowel e of nsengo is 90 ms

We also see a difference in pitch, whereby the demonstrative wáa is long and
falling, and causes the tone of the preceding noun to be lowered. Also the negative
counterpart of the associative construction does not cause shortening, see (149).
With a following quantifier, however, panáani is shortened as in (150).
149. panáani paŋgé kilɪbe
pa- ø- naani paa ngé
ki- lɪbe
16- 9/10-top
16Cd- of without 7- thing
‘There is nothing on top/up there.’71 (AK-E)

150. panani pɪ́ɪ́tʊ
paø- naani paɪtʊ
16NCP- 9/10- top
16Cd- 1p.POSS
‘our on top’ (AK-E)

Perfective stems are shortened when followed by, for example, an adverb.
151. tubonagine diíso
tubonagine lii- so
1pSM- meet.PFV 5- yesterday
‘We met him yesterday.’ (HK-E)

71

Literally: ‘The place on top without a thing.’
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152. paa páno tubónagiine
paaa pano
tubonagine
16Cd- that 16.here 1pSM- meet.PFV
‘See you again.’72 (HK-E)

Long vowels do not desyllabify. Therefore, the result of the vowel ʊʊ followed by
i in (153) is a vowel sequence. Shortening of this long vowel across a wordboundary can in turn have the consequence that the vowel is desyllabified with
glide formation and lengthening of i as a result (154), see section 4.6.1. This
explains the different realizations of the perfective -bʊ́ʊ́i, from -bʊ́ya ‘return’.
153. úla abʊ́ʊi
ø- ula abʊʊi
9/10-rain 1SM- return.PFV
‘The rains have returned.’ (AK-E)

154. Nibwíi utéma ŋgóbo.
nibʊʊi
utema N- kobo
1sSM- return.PFV to.cut 9/10-banana
‘I return and cut the banana.’ (HN-E)

4.8

Summary

Ndengeleko retains the seven vowel system reconstructed for Proto-Bantu,
although reduction in the vowel inventory is common for Bantu languages which
have undergone the historical process of spirantisation. This historical process has
resulted in many vowel-initial stems in Ndengeleko. This leads to onsetless
syllables, as we have seen in the overview of possible syllables. When such vowelinitial stems are combined with prefixes of different kinds, the results are long
vowels, vowel sequences and gliding, as well as assimilation in some cases.
Ndengeleko also retains phonological vowel length. Long vowels of different
kinds can again be shortened, depending on the context. In the verbal extensions,
we find vowel harmony.

72

Literally: ‘right here we have met’.
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Part III: Morphology in the noun phrase
The following chapters deal with the noun phrase in Ndengeleko. The noun class
system is introduced and analysed in Chapter 5. This is the system which governs
all agreement in Ndengeleko, within the noun phrase and the verb phrase. In
Chapter 6, adnominals are analysed, including their morpho-syntactic behaviour,
meaning and function. As mentioned, the noun class membership of a noun
determines the agreement. This is called grammatical agreement. However, there
are deviations from this, where semantic considerations take over, e.g. the role
played by animacy. Such specifics of agreement are the subject of Chapter 7.
Presentation of data
As the rest of the thesis concerns morphological aspects of Ndengeleko, the
homorganicity of the nasal preceding a velar is not marked (i.e. [ŋg] will be written
ng). The underlying form in the lists of nouns is only presented when (morpho-)
phonological processes have applied and caused a difference between underlying
and surface forms.
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5.

The noun

5.1

Introduction

This chapter analyses the Ndengeleko nominal. The morphological structure of the
noun is presented in section 5.2. In 5.3, an overview of the 18 noun classes is
given, followed by a separate presentation of each noun class in 5.4. The possible
combinations of classes into singular/plural pairings is the subject of 5.5. As we
shall see in that section, some speakers of Ndengeleko accept a plural in noun class
4 or 6 for virtually any singular noun. As these plurals are not accepted by all
speakers, they are called ‘alternative’ in this work. Section 5.6 gives specifics of
how noun stems can be used in different noun classes for secondary classification.
In 5.7, the personal pronouns are presented, and in 5.8 uninflected interrogatives.

5.2

Form of the noun

The noun in Ndengeleko has the following morphological structure, exemplified in
(155) with a noun of class 7:
Noun Class Prefix (NCP) + Noun stem
155.

ki-kúúmbi

/ki-kumbi/

‘wall’ (cl.7)

AK

‘python’ (cl.9/10)

AK

The NCP can be ø in class 9/10:
156.

átʊ

/ø-atʊ/

The most common shape of the NCP is CV. The exception to this is the class 9/10
NCP, which is a homorganic nasal or ø. Furthermore, the NCP’s of noun class 2,
14 and 15 show an alternation between CV and V: ba- or a-, bu- or u-, and ku- or
u-, respectively.
In many Bantu languages, the prefix is preceded by a so called pre-prefix.
This prefix, also called an augment or initial vowel, occurs before the NCP, as for
example in Kagulu (Petzell 2008:63-70). There is no such pre-prefix in
Ndengeleko.
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5.3

Overview of the noun classes

Ndengeleko nouns belong to one of 18 noun classes. In the Bantuist tradition,
originating in the work of Bleek (1851) and Meinhof (1906), the numbering of the
noun classes follows a system according to which, for example, noun class 14 in
Ndengeleko can be traced back to Proto-Bantu noun class 14, and is referred to
with this number in any other study of a Bantu language. This is useful for
comparisons. See Katamba (2003) and Maho (1999:2-7) for concise overviews. No
Bantu language retains the approximately 24 noun classes that have been
reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (Katamba 2003:108). A system with 18 noun classes
such as in Ndengeleko is somewhat reduced but is still referred to as a canonical
system in Bantu comparisons (Katamba 2003:108).
In Table 31, the noun classes of Ndengeleko are presented. Uneven numbers
represent singular classes, and even numbers represent plural classes. This holds
true up to class 11. Because class 11 takes its plural from class 10, the number 12
is then used for the next singular class. The table presents each noun class with the
prefix and a few typical examples from each class. All forms with one of the muprefixes or the N- prefix undergo morphophonologial changes, as seen in section
3.3.2. Although the noun classes are either singular or plural, most singular noun
classes may contain mass nouns, or other nouns which are not paired with a plural.
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Table 31

Noun classes of Ndengeleko

Noun class
1

Prefix
mu-

1a
2
3

øabamu-

4

mi-

5

li-

6

ma-

7

ki-

8

i-

9
10

N-73
øN-

11

lu-

12
14

ka(b)u-

15
16
17
18

(k)upakumu-

Example
nnwáawa
muúndu
ø-táatɪ
a-lwáawa
baándu
nkóongo
nkumbʊ́lʊ
mwííɲo
mi-kóongo
mi-kumbʊ́lʊ
li-páámba
lyóói
ma-píinga
ma-gʊ́lʊ
ma-táa
ki-bɪ́ga
ki-ímbwi
i-bɪ́ga
i-ímbwi
i-kwɪ́lɪ
ngóbo
ø-ʊʊ́bi
ngóbo
ø-ʊʊ́bi
mbáu
lu-gʊ́lʊ
lu-báu
lu-kwɪ́lɪ
ka-séenzema
u-bíɲa
bwóóga
kutyáanga
páandu
kúundu
mpʊ́ngʊ́tɪ

Underlying form
/mu-lwawa/
/mu-ndu/
/a-lwawa/
/ba-ndu/
/mu-kongo/
/mu-kumbʊlʊ/
/mu-iɲo/
/mi-kongo/
/li-pamba/
/li-oi/
/ma-pinga/

/N-gobo/
/N-gobo/
/N-bau/

/ka-senzema/
/bu-oga/
/ku-tyanga/
/pa-ndu/
/ku-ndu/
/mu-pʊngʊtɪ/

English
‘woman’
‘person’
‘father’
‘women’
‘persons’
‘tree’
‘baboon’
‘salt’
‘trees’
‘baboons’
‘shoulder’
‘smoke’
‘eggs’
‘legs’
‘saliva’
‘cooking pot’
‘hyena’
‘cooking pots’
‘hyenas’
‘dwarf mongooses’
‘banana’
‘leopard’
‘bananas’
‘leopards’
‘ribs’
‘leg’
‘rib’
‘dwarf mongoose’
‘small mosquito (dim)’
‘sickness’
‘fear’
‘to walk’
‘(on the) place’
‘(at the) place’
‘in the bush’

As Corbett (1991:8) points out, all gender systems are in a sense semantic in that
there is always a semantic core to the assignment system. Furthermore, the noun
classes of Bantu languages are known to exhibit a certain degree of semantic

73

N refers to a homorganic nasal, which causes an initial voiceless stem consonant to be voiced.
See section 3.3.2.
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coherence. For example, in Ndengeleko, noun class 7 contains a large number of
instruments, such as kyɪ́ɪ́mbe ‘knife’.
It is also well-known, however, that semantic coherence is often difficult to
establish when taking all lexical items of a noun class into account. Noun class 7 in
Ndengeleko for example also contains kigáanza ‘palm of hand’, kiláályo ‘food’
and kikóko ‘rat’, to name but a few. Attempts have been made for other languages
to make sense of this system in terms of schematic networks with prototypes, for
example for Setswana (Selvik 2001). Another approach explains the noun class
systems in terms of cultural scenarios to which nouns in a class are related by
means of semantic extensions, schematisations, and metaphorical and metonymical
links. This is exemplified for Shona by Palmer and Woodman (2000). Spitulnik
(1989) analyses the semantic content of noun classes not in terms of the objects
included in each noun class, but rather in terms of sets of properties.
Although these analyses give insightful information about the noun class
systems in question, there is a lot of ‘guesswork’ involved and claims are made
which are difficult to test. In line with Dingemanse (2006), I find it plausible that
this difficulty stems from the gradual development of the noun class system over a
long time in history. I quote: ‘The allocation of new members to the class will
change the internal dynamics of the semantic network of that class, enabling new
conceptual links and abstractions to be made, and old ones to be changed or
weakened’ (Dingemanse 2006:18). In the present work, grammatical aspects of the
noun class system are in focus and a semantic analysis will not be attempted.

5.4

Noun classes

In what follows, each noun class is presented separately. The form of the noun
class prefix is given and exceptions are discussed. The boundary between prefix
and stem is indicated with a hyphen (-) in either the underlying or (if there is no
underlying form given) the surface form. The morphophonological rules are
explained in section 3.3.2.
Noun class 1
This noun class consists solely of nouns referring to human beings, making it the
most semantically coherent class. The class 1 prefix is mu-, although it is
exceptional that a noun has this form of the prefix on the surface. The noun for
‘person’ is such an exception.
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157.

muúndu

/mu-ndu/

‘person’

HK

In combination with vowel-initial stems there is glide formation, as is explained in
section 4.6.1. Glide formation causes predictable lengthening.
158.

mwáána

/mu-ana/

‘child’

HK

With consonant-initial stems, a series of assimilations takes place. These result in
(5a) a homorganic nasal in the case of voiceless stem-initial consonants, and (5b) a
geminate nasal in the case of voiced stem-initial consonants. These morphophonological processes are analysed in 3.3.2. Further examples of vowel-initial
stems are given in (5c).
159.

a

b

c

mpɪ́ɪ́ndo
nkʊ́lʊ́ʊngwa
nkɪ́ba
nkʊ́lʊ
nsímaana
nnóongo
nnálʊʊme
ŋŋóoi
mmélei
mwaábɪ
mwáálɪ

/mu-pɪndo/
/mu-kʊlʊngwa/
/mu-kɪba/
/mu-kʊlʊ/
/mu-simaana/
/mu-longo/
/mu-nalʊʊme/
/mu-gooi/
/mu-melei/
/mu-abɪ/
/mu-alɪ/

‘parent’
‘man, fellow’
‘poor person’
‘elder brother’
‘small one’
‘brother, relative’
‘man’
‘old person’
‘pregnant woman’
‘sorcerer, bad person’
‘young woman’

AK
AK
SM
AK
SS
HK
HK
HK
HK
AK
AK

Noun class 1a
Nouns in this class refer to humans, mostly kinship terms. They allhave a ø-prefix.
It is common in Bantu linguistic studies to refer to this kind of nouns as belonging
to 1a (Meeussen 1967:100), as they are similar to class 1 (they denote humans and
take class 1 agreement marking) but they lack a typical class 1 prefix. Often this
class includes kinship terms, proper names and anthropomorphic animals, in fables
(Maho 1999:74). These nouns often induce class 2 agreement for honorific
reasons, see section 7.2.
160.

máaʊ
táátɪ
ɲóonga

‘mother’
‘father’
‘father’s sister’

/ø-ɲonga/
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AK
AK
AK

kʊ́lʊ
nkwélʊme74
mbúya
mbwíiga
maníítu
ʊ́kʊlʊ

‘elder’
‘maternal uncle’
‘grandmother’
‘friend’
‘younger brother’
‘grandfather’

/ø-mbwiga/

AK
AK
AK
SM
AK
AK

Noun class 2
This noun class contains the plurals of noun class 1. The class 2 prefix is ba- for
vowel-initial noun stems (a) and for the noun baándu /ba-ndu/, ‘persons, human
beings’. In other instances, it is a- (b).
161.

a

b

baándu
bá-ána
ba-ábɪ
bá-álɪ
akʊ́lʊ́ʊngwa
a-góoi
a-kʊ́lʊ
a-símaana
apɪ́ɪ́ndo
alóongo
a-nálʊʊme
a-kɪ́ba
a-mélei

/ba-ndu/

‘persons’
‘children’
‘sorcerers, bad persons’
‘young women’
‘fellows’
‘old persons’
‘elder brothers’
‘small ones’
‘parents’
‘relatives’
‘men’
‘poor persons’
‘parents’

/a-kʊlʊngwa/

/a-pɪndo/
/a-longo/

HK
HK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
SS
AK
HK
HK
SM
HK

A noun derived from a verb takes -a, even when the stem is vowel initial. This has
also been found in Matuumbi (Odden 1996).
162.

aúba oómba

/a-uba omba/

‘fishermen’

AK

The noun mwɪ́ɪ́nza /mu-ɪnza/ ‘girl’ can take either of the plural prefixes, although it
is vowel-initial.

74

This resembles a class 1 noun with the underlying form ?/mu-kwelʊme/. Based on the plural
a-ká-nkwélʊme, with prefixes added to the full form nkwélʊme, this noun is analysed here as
having a ø-prefix.
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163.

aɪ́ɪ́nza
baɪ́ɪ́nza

/a-ɪnza/
/ba-ɪnza/

‘girls’
‘girls’

HK
HK/TN

There is a formative ka- in Ndengeleko, preceded by the plural suffix a-. It is
especially common with kinship terminology, as a plural of class 1a. The addition
of the prefix ka- is optional in some cases. Therefore ‘grandmothers’ occurs both
as ambúya and as akáambuya in the data.
164.

/a-ka-mbuya/
akáambuya
/a-ka-nkwelʊme/
akáankwélʊme
akámámbwiiga75 /a-ka-ma-mbwiga/

‘grandmothers’
‘maternal uncles’
‘friends’

AK
AK
AK

Several Bantu languages have (presumably) derivational prefixes of the form ka-,
occurring in different noun classes, and especially in class 1a (Maho 1999:74). As
Guthrie (1970b:245) writes, it does not seem possible to relate this element to the
class 12 prefix *ka. Their meaning is in most cases unclear.
Several kinship terms with singular reference are in class 2 and have a prefix
a-, for honorific reasons. When there is a form in another class, this has a more
general meaning: mbúya ‘grandmother’ (cl. 1a), nsééngo /mu-sengo/ (cl.3) ‘home,
marriage, husband’.
165.

asééngo
a-mbúya
a-ɲóme

/a-sengo/

‘husband’
‘grandmother’
‘uncle’

HK
HK
HK

A noun with plural reference is formed with ka- in these cases, i.e. akáséengo
‘husbands’. Both singular and plural forms take class 2 agreement, which is the
respectful form.
Noun class 3
The class 3 prefix is mu-. It undergoes exactly the same morphophonological
processes as the noun class 1 mu- prefix (see also section 3.3.2). Exceptions to
these morphophonological processes are also discussed there.

75

This form includes a class 6 plural prefix ma-. The plural mambwíiga /ma-mbwiga/ is also
possible (for speaker SM).
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166.

a

b

c

ntéela
ntóte
nkánwa
nkólo
nkwáanda
nkóta
ɲɲáángo
ŋŋóongo
ŋŋʊ́ʊ́nda
mméleko
mwíi
mwáánza
mwéei
mwíítʊ

/mu-tela/
/mu-tote/
/mu-kanwa/
/mu-kolo/
/mu-kwanda/
/mu-kota/
/mu-lyango/
/mu-gongo/
/mu-gʊnda/
/mu-beleko/
/mu-ii/
/mu-anza/
/mu-ei/
/mu-itʊ/

‘tree, twig; medicine’
‘hyena’
‘mouth’
‘hen’
‘aardvark’
‘sugercane’
‘door’
‘back of body’
‘field’
‘offspring’
‘pestle’
‘journey’
‘moon’
‘forest’

AK
AK
SS
AK
AK
AK
AK
SS
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

There are several lexical items denoting animals in this class. For Matuumbi,
Odden (1996:28) writes that there are no animals in class 3. However, he is unsure
about the word for ‘hyena’, in Matuumbi ntoté, plural matoté. In Ndengeleko the
equivalent ntóte ‘hyena’, plural mitóte, is in class 3, based on its phonology,
agreement and singular/plural pairing. It therefore seems likely that the noun is in
class 3 in Matuumbi as well. This example also shows that Matuumbi has similar
flexibility to Ndengeleko in the use of noun class 6 plurals (see 5.5).
Abstract or mass nouns are not uncommon in class 3, for example the
following:
167.

nnɪ́ma
nnáka
mwííɲo
mwáalo
mwáangi

/mu-lɪma/
/mu-laka/
/mu-iɲo/
/mu-alo/
/mu-angi/

‘land, country’
‘anger’
‘salt’
‘reason’
‘sand’

SS
AK
AK
AK
SS

The nouns for ‘left’ and ‘right’ seem to belong to this class as well. Noun class
membership is however difficult to establish, as no examples with agreement have
been possible to elicit; there are also no examples of singular/plural pairing.
168.

nkéya
múlyo

‘left’
‘right’
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AK
AK

Noun class 4
Class 4 is regularly used to form the plurals of class 3. The noun class 4 prefix is
mi-.
169.

mi-téela
mi-tóte
mi-kánwa
mi-kólo
mi-kwáanda
mi-kóta
mi-lyáango
migóongo
mi-gʊ́ʊnda
mi-béleko
míi
myáánza
mi-itʊ
mi-lɪ́ma
mi-láka
myáalo

/mi-kwanda/
/mi-lyango/
/mi-gongo/
/mi-gʊnda/
/mi-ii/
/mi-anza/
/mi-lɪma/
/mi-alo/

‘trees, twigs’
‘hyenas’
‘mouths’
‘hens’
‘aardvarks’
‘sugar canes’
‘doors’
‘backs of body’
‘fields’
‘offsprings’
‘pestles’
‘journeys’
‘forests’
‘lands, countries’
‘angers’
‘reasons’

AK
AK
SS
AK
AK
AK
AK
SS
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

Class 4 can also be used for plurals of singular nouns from other classes (see
section 5.5).
Noun class 5
The prefix of the singular class 5 is li-.
170.

lipáámba
lyɪɪ́mbwa
ligéembe
ligóongo
li-béele

/li-pamba/
/li-ɪmbwa/
/li-gembe/
/li-gongo/

‘shoulder’
‘hole’
‘hoe’
‘dry land, shore’
‘breast’

SS
AK
HK
AK
TN

Some nouns are abstract or mass nouns, and do not pair with a plural:
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171.

libɪ́ɪndʊ
li-kóló
liláangʊ
lyóói
liyéengo

/li-bɪndʊ/
/li-langʊ/
/li-oi/
/li-yengo/

‘darkness’
‘vegetable side dish’
‘brain, intelligence’
‘smoke’
‘work’

AK
AK
SM
SM
SM

There is some interesting variation to the class 5 prefix. Certain nouns in this class
have a long prefix lii-.
172.

‘grass’
‘ear’
‘knee’
‘lung’
‘sun, day’
‘cheek’
‘crazy person’
‘yesterday’
‘day before yesterday’

lii-kóló
lii-kʊ́tʊ́
lii-yúgwá
lii-yágwá
lii-sʊ́bá
lii-gómó
lii-lálú
líí-so
lii-sána

AK
SS
SS
TN
SM
AK
SM
AK
AK

These nouns mostly have a HH tone pattern on the stem, although there is some
variation to this: AK says lii-kʊ́tʊ ‘ear’, for example.
There are also other nouns with initial long lii, but these are caused by a
sequence of prefix and vowel-initial stem (see vowel concatenation, section 4.5.2).
173.

‘eye’
‘name’
‘tooth’

lí-ío
lí-ína
lí-íno

AK
AK
HK

Although most loans in Ndengeleko are in noun class 9/10, a few are in class 5.
These are common noun classes for loans in Bantu languages (Maho 1999:87).
174.

li-sufulíya
li-kalatási
li-gáli

Sw. sufuria
Sw. karatasi
Sw. gari

‘pan’
‘paper’
‘car’

HN
TO
HK

An important secondary function of class 5 is the derived augmentative/derogatory
meaning (see section 5.6).
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Noun class 6
This class typically contains the plurals of class 5. The prefix has the form ma-.
175.

mapáamba
maɪ́ɪmbwa
magéembe
magóongo76
ma-béele

/ma-pamba/
/ma-ɪmbwa/
/ma-gembe/
/ma-gongo/

‘shoulders’
‘holes’
‘hoes’
‘dry lands, shores’
‘breasts’

TN
AK
HK
AK
TN

The nouns in class 5 with a long lii- prefix have the same HH tonal pattern in the
corresponding class 6 plurals, but with a short prefix ma-, when there is such a
plural.
176.

ma-yúgwá
ma-sʊ́bá
ma-yágwá
ma-gómó
ma-kʊ́tʊ́

‘knees’
‘days’
‘lungs’
‘cheeks’
‘ears’

SS
SM
TN
SS
AK

The prefix ma- precedes consonant- as well as vowel-initial stems without
phonological changes. Exceptions to this are, for example, the nouns mííno /maino/ ‘teeth’ and míío /ma-io/ ‘eyes’, in which the prefix vowel is subject to
assimilation (see section 4.5.3).
In the word lííbwe /lii-bwe/ ‘stone’, the prefix li- is not dropped when the
plural prefix ma- is added: malííbwe (AK). There are no other examples of this.
Class 6 also contains liquids and other mass nouns, which do not have a
singular counterpart.
177.

máá-sɪ
ma-íílo
ma-kéɲa
má-ɲi
ma-kóóso
ma-úta

‘water’
‘soot’
‘sand fleas’
‘excrement, dung’
‘urine’
‘oil’

76

AK
HK
HK
HK
SS
HK

The plural is also used as a place name, to indicate the area around Kibiti, away from the river
and sea.
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mayʊ́ʊnzʊ

/ma-yʊnzʊ/

‘rough, dirty hair’

AK

The label ‘6a’ has been proposed for these nouns, to show the distinction from the
plural class 6 (Welmers 1973). I agree with Maho (1999:78) that this is not
necessary as they are phonologically, morphologically and syntactically
indistinguishable from class 6. Moreover, in Ndengeleko, these nouns have a
connection with class 5 just as most ‘ordinary’ class 6 plurals do. Speakers can
sometimes produce a singular item in class 5 when needed: makáando /ma-kando/
‘soil’, likáando /li-kando/ ‘particle of soil’; ma-kóóso ‘urine’, li-kóóso ‘drop of
urine’.
Noun class 7
The prefix of noun class 7 is ki-. The vowel of the prefix desyllabifies and causes
glide formation before a noun stem initial vowel (see section 4.6.1).
178.

ki-lɪ́be
kigóombo
kigáanza
ki-kóko
ki-yʊ́ni
kyúundo

/ki-gombo/
/ki-ganza/

/ki-undo/

‘thing’
‘pot, tool’
‘palm of hand’
‘rat, sp’
‘bird’
‘joint’

AK
HK
TN
AK
AK
AK

Nouns denoting humans in class 7 mostly refer to people with certain
(unfavourable) characteristics.
179.

ki-tʊ́lʊ
kilʊ́ʊmbʊ
ki-búbu

/ki-lʊmbʊ/

‘blind person’
‘lover’
‘mute person’

AK
AK
AK

Noun class 8
Class 8 is regularly the plural of class 7, but can also be the plural of classes 11
and 12. The prefix for this class is i-. The prefix vowel undergoes glide formation
when followed by a stem-initial vowel.
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180.

i-lɪ́be
igóombo
igáanza
i-kóko
i-yʊ́ni
yúundo
i-tʊ́lʊ
ilʊ́ʊmbʊ
i-búbu
i-kwɪ́ɪlɪ
i-bʊ́lɪbʊ́lɪ

/i-gombo/
/i-ganza/

/i-undo/
/i-lʊmbʊ/

‘things’
‘pots, tools’
‘palm of hand’
‘rats, sp’
‘birds’
‘joints’
‘blind persons’
‘lovers’
‘mute persons’
‘dwarf mongooses’
‘small spiders’

AK
HK
TN
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

Noun class 9/10
The class 9/10 prefix is a homorganic nasal represented as N-. A zero prefix is also
possible. The class 9/10 nouns are mostly not distinguished as having singular or
plural reference – they are both.
181.

mbɪ́tʊ
ngopékópe
mbʊtɪpʊ́tɪ
ngálába
ndáka
ndóbe
eémbe
aláu
bókobóko
ngʊ́kʊ
ndʊ́ngʊ́lʊ
ndʊmbɪ́lɪ
ngʊ́bo
ŋáambʊ

/N-pɪtʊ/
/N-kopekope/
/N-pʊtɪpʊtɪ/
/N-kalaba/
/N-taka/
/N-tobe/
/ ø-embe/

‘snake, sp’
‘fish, sp’
‘bat’
‘canoe’
‘filth’
‘fish, sp’
‘mango (tree)’
‘ant’
‘banana stew’
‘hen’
‘snake, sp’
‘vervet monkey’
‘clothes’
‘other side’

/N-kʊkʊ/
/N-tʊngʊlʊ/
/N-tʊmbɪlɪ/
/N-kʊbo/
/ø-ŋambʊ/

AK
HK
AK
AK
HK
HK
HK
AK
HN
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK

Nouns with human referents in this class often refer to people with disabilities,
although not always.
182.

ngɪ́mɪkɪ́mɪ
ngángali

‘deaf person’
‘stubborn person’

/N-kɪmɪkɪmɪ/
/N-gangali/
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AK
SM

mbʊ́gʊ́sʊ

/N-pʊgʊsʊ/

‘deaf person’

SM

This is the class where most borrowings enter the language. These do not have a
prefix.
183.

‘police’
‘gift’
‘church’

ø-polísi
ø-sawádi
ø-kanísa

TO
AK
SS

Noun class 10
Noun class 9 is formally identical to noun class 10. The two classes also have
identical concord prefixes (see Table 35). Class 10 nouns are always plural in
reference, however. In many other Bantu languages, the singular in class 9 takes a
plural in class 10 which is often identical in form but governs noun class 10
agreement. Because there is no difference in agreement, one might argue that
classes 9 and 10 have merged in Ndengeleko. This is the analysis chosen for
Matuumbi (Odden 1996:21), where the situation is similar. However, in
Ndengeleko, many noun class 1177 nouns take a plural with the same prefix N- (as
is also the case in Matuumbi). Because these forms are always plural in meaning,
they are clearly distinguished as noun class 10. The nouns in class 9 which have
the same form in the singular and the plural, are taken as belonging to class 10
when plural in reference. When number is ambiguous, they are labelled as 9/10.
184.

77

ngói
mbáu
ngóonji
mbába
ngóko
ndáambɪ
mbágálʊ
ndóóto

/N-goi/
/N-bau/
/N-konzi/
/N-paba/
/N-koko/
/N-tambɪ/
/N-pagalʊ/
/N-looto/

‘strings’
‘ribs’
‘fingers’
‘spoons’
‘coughs’
‘twigs’
‘thin poles’
‘dreams’

AK
SS
HK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK

The last noun in the table, ndóóto ‘dreams’ is the plural of a class 14 noun u-lóóto ‘dream’.
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Noun class 11
The prefix is lu-.
185.

lu-gói
lu-báu
lukóonji
lu-pába
lu-kóko
lutáambɪ
lu-kwɪ́ɪlɪ
lu-págálʊ
lwíi
lungʊ́ʊngʊ
lu-kólo

/lu-konzi/

/lu-tambɪ/

/lu-ii/
/lu-ngʊngʊ/

‘string’
‘rib’
‘finger’
‘spoon’
‘cough’
‘twig’
‘dwarf mongoose’
‘thin pole’
‘river’
‘early morning’
‘clan’

AK
SS
HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
HK
AK
AK
SM

In a few examples, lu- has apparently become part of the stem, as the plural prefix
is added to the singular form including lu-:
186.

lwáala
ndwáala
lu-kúu
ma-lukúu
lú-úwa
ka-lúúwa

/lu-ala/
/N-lwaala/

‘laugh’
‘laughs’ (cl.10)
‘navel’
‘navels’ (cl.6)
‘open space’
‘small open space’ (cl.12, dim)

AK
AK
SS
SS
AK
AK

Noun class 12
Noun class 12 is the regular class for diminutives in Ndengeleko. It is productive;
in principle any noun can take the ka- prefix of class 12 for a diminutive meaning.
No nouns belong to this class inherently. It is always used to derive the meaning of
smallness from nouns also assigned to other classes. The prefix ka- is added to the
noun stem, although certain speakers retain the prefix of the original noun class; in
the case of class 9:
187.

ka-ana
kanséembe
ka-bʊ́lɪbʊ́lɪ

/ka-nsembe/

‘small child’
‘small boy’
‘small spider’
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PK
AK
AK

‘small nail’
‘small tree’
‘small container’

ka-yʊ́ʊbo
ka-téela
ka-kákaasi

AK
AK
AK

Noun class 14
Noun class 14 contains abstract and mass nouns rather than singulars, although
some of these mass nouns can be pluralised. There is phonologically determined
allomorphy, not unlike that which occurs in class 2. The prefix is u- before
consonant-initial stems, and bu-, which glides to bw-, before vowel-initial stems.
188.

bwáápu
bwaábɪ
bwóóga
u-kɪba
u-yʊ́mʊ
ugɪ́ɪmbɪ
bwípi
u-lóóto

/bu-apu/
/bu-abɪ/
/bu-oga/

/u-gɪmbɪ/
/bu-ipi/

‘teasing, dirty things’
‘witchcraft’
‘fear’
‘poverty’
‘drought’
‘beer’
‘shortness’
‘dream’

HK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK
AK

A few nouns in the data occur with the noun class 14 prefix u- for some speakers,
and with the noun class 11 prefix lu- for other speakers. Mergers and near-mergers
of classes 11 and 14 occur in the northern parts of the eastern Bantu area and also
in Swahili (Maho 1999:184).
189.

ukáando
lukáando
u-lóoi
lu-lóoi

/u-kando/
/lu-kando/

‘soil’
‘soil’
‘brain’
‘brain’

SS/SM
HK
HK/SS
HK

Noun class 15
This class consists solely of infinitive forms of verbs. The prefix is either u- or ku-;
this variation is discussed in section 10.3. In citation form, the prefix ku- is
generally used.
190.

kulɪ́ɪnda
ku-ɲwáa

/ku-lɪnda/

‘to wait’
‘to drink’
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AK
AK

ku-pʊ́mʊʊnda

/kupʊmʊnda/

‘to hit’

AK

The infinitives are verbal nouns and make use of the nominal morphology of class
15, as nouns do in any other noun class. However, they also have verbal
characteristics such as the possibility of including an object marker (Schadeberg
2003a:80).
In neighbouring Matuumbi, the infinitive prefix is only used when there is
also an object prefix present (Odden 1996:55). Otherwise, the bare stem is used as
infinitive. This is not the case in Ndengeleko, where the infinitive prefix is always
present.
Ndengeleko has no nouns other than infinitives assigned to noun class 15.
Nouns that are commonly in this class in many Bantu languages (Maho 1999:82)
are found in other classes in Ndengeleko, for example lu-bóko ‘arm’ (cl.11),
lu-gʊ́lʊ ‘leg’ (cl.11) and lipáamba /li-pamba/ ‘shoulder’ (cl.5). Certain nouns do
show traces of the PB *ku- prefix, but they have been reassigned to other classes
and the former prefix has been reanalysed as part of the noun stem, a process quite
common in Bantu languages (Maho 1999:82-83): one example is lii-kʊ́tʊ́ ‘ear’
(cl.5). In ngwáápa /N-kwapa/ ‘armpit’ (cl.9/10), the proto-Bantu form *jápà has
lost the consonant j, due to the consonant loss described in section 3.4. The prefix
ku-, of class 15, has undergone glide formation preceding this vowel-initial stem,
and the prefix of class 9/10 has been added. This means that the underlying form
of this noun is N-ku-apa. An alternative plural can be formed in class 6: makwáápa
/ma-ku-apa/. None of these nouns or any other non-infinitives show agreement
with noun class 15.
The locative noun classes 16, 17 and 18
A noun can be preceded by any of the locative prefixes pa-, ku- and mu-, to derive
a place or time meaning. The added meaning of these prefixes resembles their
usage in other Bantu languages: pa- indicates specific location, ku- a more remote
or general location and mu- indicates location inside (Welmers 1973:167). The
prefixes are added to the noun, including the inherent noun class prefix of that
noun. For example, móóto ‘fire’ /mu-oto/ (cl.3) and kí-inza ‘stove’ (cl.7):
191.

pakíinza
pamóóto

/pa-ki-inza/
/pa-mu-oto/

‘in the kitchen’
‘on the fire’
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HN
HN

kulwíi
mpʊ́ngʊ́tɪ
mulitáanda

/ku-lu-ii/
/mu-ø-pʊngʊtɪ/78
/mu-li-tanda/

‘in the Rufiji region’
‘in the bush’
‘in the lake’

AK
AK
SM

The nouns páandu /pa-ndu/ and kúu-ndu /ku-ndu/, both meaning ‘place’, with the
former indicating more specific place than the latter, belong to classes 16 and 17,
respectively. For a discussion on derived locative nouns, see section 5.6.2.

5.5

Singular/plural pairings

In Bantu studies, singular and plural classes are considered together and referred to
as a gender by some scholars. Corbett (1991), for example, argues that the
traditional numbering of noun classes in Bantu studies gives insufficient weight to
the link between singular and plural classes: ‘In fact, the majority of nouns take
agreement of one singular class and one plural class and the number of such
combinations is limited in a given language’ (Corbett 1991:45). Although this
statement might have held also for Ndengeleko in the past, in the present-day
language there are several good reasons for considering the noun classes
separately.
First, the fieldwork carried out for this thesis shows a striking flexibility in
pairings of singular and plural classes, as will be shown in this section. The more
traditional pairing of classes in Bantu, e.g. class 3 singular with class 4 plural, still
forms the basis of the system. On top of this, however, comes the use of classes 4
and 6 as the plurals of virtually any singular noun, at least for some speakers. This
would make it necessary to establish a great number of genders, if one took the
more traditional view of singular/plural pairs as genders. Moreover, many noun
classes contain nouns which, because of their meanings, are not paired and only
occur in one noun class. Therefore, I propose that the noun classes have primary
status and that the singular/plural pairings are secondary, following Schadeberg
(2001).
The term ‘noun class pairing’ is used in this work when referring to a
singular and plural class together. The following figure illustrates the possible
pairings and will be further explained below.

78

The noun pʊ́ngʊ́tɪ does not occur without a locative prefix in the data, but is analysed as a class
9/10 noun with a zero prefix. The prefix mu- is optionally reduced to m-, see section 3.3.2.
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plural in class 4 in Vidunda, class 4 has ‘a negative connotation, implying that the
fruits or seeds are not valuable, held in low esteem or likewise’ (Legère 2009).
Class 4 is also reported to be the plural of the augmentative 5a in Giryama E72a
(Guthrie 1970a:47). The augmentatives in Ndengeleko are often also derogatory.
This means a combination of class 5 with a plural in 4 has a specific semantic
function in these three languages of different language groups, namely an
augmentative and derogative one. To find out whether this phenomenon is more
widespread in Bantu languages, and happens to be lacking from grammatical
descriptions, would be an interesting topic for further research.
On the diminutive side, pairing (12,8) is the regular pairing for class 12. A
plural is not always possible for class 12, but when it is, it is always in class 8.
There are no traces of noun class 13, which is the plural of noun class 12 in other
Bantu languages and also in Matuumbi (Odden 1996:22).
192.

kaséenzema /ka-senzema/
ka-ŋóŋótwa
ka-úpa

i-séenzema
i-ŋóŋótwa
yúúpa /i-upa/

‘small mosquito’
‘small bee’
‘small bone’

AK
AK
AK

The less common pairings, indicated with a dotted line in Figure 14 and presented
further below, show a (presumably) more recent development in the language.
Ndengeleko has a relatively high number of such alternative pairings, when
compared to the noun class systems of six other Bantu languages as presented in
Maho (1999:53). This flexibility in Ndengeleko is to a great extent a sign of
individual variation. It is however not the case that young people are more flexible
than older ones in combining singulars and plurals. Certain younger speakers are
very ‘strict’, while some from the older generation are more liberal in their
combinations of singulars and plurals. It is possible that the individual variation
combines with a regional variation, but with the high mobility of speakers in the
region, this is difficult to attest. This variation is not found in the work on
Matuumbi by Odden (1996:23), who writes that the singular/plural pairing is a
more reliable indicator of class membership than prefix and agreement patterns.
The complexity in the singular-plural pairing system is mainly caused by the
acceptance of noun classes 4 and 6 as alternative plurals to virtually any singular
noun except the human nouns of noun class 1. As already mentioned, this
acceptance is high with certain speakers. These ‘liberal’ speakers also accept the
more typical or regular plural. Some speakers, however, consistently reject the
alternative plurals.
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The (partial) loss of noun class 10 might be one reason for the flexibility in
the system. Nouns in 9/10 have singular or plural reference without a difference in
form. Moreover, they are not distinguished in the agreement system. This is often
not a problem, as many nouns in class 9/10 are mass nouns and not normally
spoken of in the singular, such as koloóso ‘cashew’ or mbéyʊ ‘seed’. Moreover,
many other nouns in class 9/10 refer to animals and they take the agreement of
noun class 1 when singular and noun class 2 when plural, so no ambiguity arises.
But in some cases, as in the following example, there is no way to know if the
speaker means one or more houses:
193. ɲʊ́mba itɪ́niike79
ɲʊmba
itɪniike
9/10.house 9/10SM- be.burnt.PFV
‘The house has burnt.’ (HK-E)

Presumably to solve this ambiguity, another plural class may be turned to, in this
case 6, and one gets mayʊ́ʊmba /ma-yʊmba/. Another case is with noun class 11.
This noun class typically takes its plural in noun class 10, which is identical in
form to class 9. Probably as a consequence of this, noun classes which are more
clearly plural than 10 are increasingly chosen as plurals of class 11. For example,
the plural of lukóonzi /lu-konzi/ ‘finger’ is ngóonzi /N-konzi/, which is the more
typical form, but makóonzi /ma-konzi/ is also heard.
Noun classes 4 and 6 are also used when one wants to express a plural of
what is normally a mass noun in 14, so ma-bíɲa can be used as a plural of u-bíɲa,
‘sickness’. The use of class 6 as a plural of class 14 is not exceptional but is rather
common in Bantu languages (Maho 1999:190).
The following are the less common pairings found in the data.
(1a/6)
For noun class 1a, there is often no plural, or there is a plural in class 2, mostly
involving the formative ka-. This has been discussed in the section on class 2. A
plural in class 6 is accepted by some speakers, as in kʊ́lʊ ‘elder’, plural ma-kʊ́lʊ.

79

In glossed phrases, nouns are represented without separating prefix and noun stem in the
chapters concerning morphology in this thesis, as the morpheme boundary is often blurred by
morphophonological processes, see 3.3.2. For instance, ɲʊ́mba is underlyingly /N-yʊmba/. The
noun nséengo ‘building’ (cl.3) in (220) is given as nsengo, abstracting from the predictable vowel
length, but without the underlying form /mu-sengo/.
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There are three such examples. In fact, in one example, a-ka-ma-ʊ́kʊlʊ
‘grandfathers’, the plural is formed with the noun class 6 prefix ma-, preceded by
the class 2 prefix a- and the formative ka-.
(3/6)
Exceptions to the pairing (3/4) are few, about four in the database, and only in
class 6. One example is nkála /mu-kala/ ‘charcoal’, plural ma-kála (cl.6).
(5/4)
In a few examples, class 5 takes a plural in class 4, without any augmentative or
derogatory semantics involved. This is rare, and is an alternative plural that occurs
in addition to another, more regular one. Examples are li-kólómélo ‘throat’ (cl.5),
plural ma-kólómélo (cl.6) alt. mi-kólómélo (cl.4), and lipáamba /li-pamba/
‘shoulder’ (cl.5), plural ma-páamba alt. mi-páamba.
(7/4)
Class 4 can be an alternative plural of noun class 7 in a few cases, as for example
ki-bʊ́ʊngɪ /ki-bʊngɪ/ ‘forehead’, plural i-bʊ́ʊngɪ (cl.8), alt. mi-bʊ́ʊngɪ (cl.4), and
ki-léu ‘beard’, plural i-léu, alt. mi-léu.
(7/6)
A plural in class 6 is also possible for class 7 nouns, mostly next to other plurals:
ki-wéte ‘lame person’, plural i-wéte (cl.8) or ma-wéte (cl.6), ki-lóonda /ki-londa/
‘small wound’, plural i-lóonda (cl.8) or ma-lóonda (cl.6). It is interesting to note
that this is a semantically coherent group.
194.

ki-gúgu
kyúúpa
kyúundo
kí-íngano

/ki-upa/

ma-gúgu
myúúpa, ma-úpa

‘elbow’
‘bone’

/ki-undo/

yúundo, ma-úundo

‘joint’

ííngano, ma-ííngano

‘heel’
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TN
AK~
SS
AK~
SS
SM~
SS

Several of these nouns can take class 4 as well as class 6 plurals, as well as the
regular plural in class 8: ki-yʊ́ʊbo /ki-yʊbo/ ‘fingernail’, plural yʊ́ʊbo /i-yʊbo/
(cl.8), alternatively ma-yʊ́ʊbo (cl.6), mi-yʊ́ʊbo (cl.4). As far as is known, there is
no difference in meaning between these different plurals.
In the noun ki-tʊ́ʊmbɪ ‘hill’, the plural ma-tʊ́ʊmbɪ (cl.6), which is the only
possible plural for this noun, does not only refer to ‘hills’, but also to the ethnic
group living in the hills to the south of the Ndengeleko people, namely the
Matuumbi.
(9/4)
195.

mbʊ́lo
mbéyʊ
mbúbu
ndéu

/N-pʊlo/
/N-peyʊ/
/N-bubu/
/N-leu/

mi-pʊ́lo
mi-péyʊ
mi-búbu
mi-léu

‘nose’
‘seed’
‘mute person’
‘beard’

TN
SS
SS
TN

(9/6)
Nouns from class 9/10 quite frequently take a class 6 plural. These plurals are
alternatives and are not accepted by all speakers (who only accept the same noun
as singular as well as plural). One speaker (AK) did not reject the plural in the
following example, but said ‘it’s like expressing plural twice’.
196. ngʊ́le

/N-kʊle/

ma-kʊ́le

‘rat’

AK

As we can see, almost all examples are animate or body-parts.
197.

nzéénzéma
ígo
láámu
láwa
ndéembo
ngʊ́bo
ɲáma
ɲóka
ɲʊ́mba
táya
yɪ́ɪga

/N-senzema/

/N-tembo/
/N-gʊbo/
/N-yoka/
/N-yʊmba/
/ø-yɪga/

ma-séenzema
ma-ígo
ma-láámu
ma-láwa
ma-téembo
ma-gʊ́bo
ma-ɲáma
ma-yóka
ma-yʊ́mba
ma-táya
ma-yɪ́ɪga
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‘mosquito’
‘kidney’
‘blood’
‘medicine’
‘elephant’
‘clothes’
‘meat’
‘snake’
‘house’
‘jaw’
‘body’

HK/SS
AK/SS
AK/SS
AK
SM/SS
HK
TN
AK
HK/PK
TN
AK/HK

(9/4, 9/6)
The following nouns have been recorded with alternative plurals in class 4 as well
as class 6.
198.

ndʊ́ʊmbo
íingo
ngwáápa

/N-tumbo/
/ø-ingo/
/N-kwapa/

ma-tʊ́ʊmbo, mi-tʊ́ʊmbo
ma-íingo, mi-íngo
ma-kwáápa, mi-kwáápa

‘abdomen’
‘neck’
‘shoulder’

TN
SS
SS

(11/9/10)
A noun which is singular and plural in reference, such as áánzu /ø-anzu/
‘firewood’ (cl.9/10), can take a singular form in class 11, lwáánzu /lu-anzu/. Here,
áánzu is not a plural form of lwáánzu, as with pairing (11/10) below. The same
appears to be the case with ága ‘headboard’, lwáaga /lu-aga/.
(11/4)
A class 4 plural occurs for a class 11 noun in one case in the data.
199.

lu-fyágiilo

mi-fyágiilo

‘broom’

SS

(11/6)
The body parts in class 11, in particular, take a plural in noun class 6. The
following nouns take this as their regular plural, and do not have a plural in class
10. ‘Legs’ is expressed by a plural in class 6, although several speakers accept a
plural in class 4 as well. This could be the plural of li-gʊ́lʊ, and therefore be an
augmentative, although this was not indicated in the translation.
200.

lu-bóko
lu-gʊ́lʊ
lu-kólo
lu-kúta

ma-bóko
ma-gʊ́lʊ, mi-gʊ́lʊ
ma-kólo, mi-kólo
ma-kúta
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‘arm’
‘leg’
‘clan’
‘wall’

HK
HK
SM
SS

(11/8)
Certain class 11 nouns take a plural in class 8, as their only plural.
201.

lukwɪ́ɪlɪ
lusóonga
lubáanja

/lu-kwɪlɪ/
/lu-songa/
/lu-banza/

i-kwɪ́ɪlɪ
i-sóonga
i-báanza

‘dwarf mongoose’
‘stick’
‘plot’

AK
HK
HK

One class 11 noun takes a plural in class 8, as well as alternative plurals in 6 and 4.
202.

lu-lɪ́mɪ

i-lɪ́mɪ, ma-lɪ́mɪ,
mi-lɪ́mɪ

‘tongue’

AK~SS

The following noun has a regular plural in 10, as well as alternative plurals in 8
and 6.
203.

lu-kóonzi

/lu-konzi/

ngóonzi, i-kóonzi,
ma-kóonzi

‘finger’

HK~PK
~TN

(14/6)
Because of the semantics of class 14, plurals cannot always be formed. If there is a
plural, then it is likely to be of noun class 6.
204.

u-bíɲa
u-líingo

/u-lingo/

ma-bíɲa
ma-líingo

‘sickness’
‘farmhouse’

AK
AK

There are some patterns revealed in the less common pairings. Nouns from the
different singular classes which refer to animates or body parts, in particular, take
these additional plurals in noun class 4 and 6. This is a very strong tendency
indeed, and might be explained by the need to pluralify these nouns, more so than
with other kinds of nouns.
Another observation is that plural marking is a substitutive process, whereby
the plural prefix replaces the singular one. There are very few exceptions to this in
the data, see the section on class 11. In Bantu languages, the use of class 6 as a
plural of other nouns than class 5 nouns, is more often than not an additive process
(Maho 1999:58). For Ndengeleko, this is not the case, not even for noun class 9/10
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which very often keeps its NCP when a plural is added in other Bantu languages
(Maho 1999:59).

5.6

Nominal derivation

This section gives an overview of derivation types found in the data.

5.6.1 Noun-to-noun
As in other Bantu languages (Schadeberg 2003a:82), nouns can be derived from
nouns by shifting them from one class to another.
Productive derivations include augmentatives, diminutives and locatives.
Here we can speak of secondary classification. In other cases, no direction of
derivation can be established:
205.

ntéela
mi-téela
lu-téela
ndéela

/mu-teela/

‘tree’
‘trees’
‘stick’
‘sticks’

/N-teela/

(cl.3)
(cl.4)
(cl.11)
(cl.10)

AK
AK
HK
AK

These are separate nouns which share the same stem, but the prefix is required to
establish the meaning of the particular lexical item as well as its number (Corbett
1991:44). The same stem can be used in one of the following derived senses:
206.

li-téela
mi-téela
ka-téela
i-téela

‘big tree’
‘big trees’
‘small stick, tree’
‘small sticks, trees’

(cl.5, aug)
(cl.4, aug)
(cl.12, dim)
(cl.8, dim)

AK
AK
AK
AK

Nouns can be derived from adjectives by assigning them to a specific class, a very
productive form of derivation.
207. -kóto ‘fine’

li-kóto ‘the fine one’ (of cl.5)

(AK)

A stem can be used in class 1 to refer to people from a certain area. The plural
noun matʊ́ʊmbɪ /ma-tʊmbɪ/ (cl.6) ‘hills’ (singular kitʊ́ʊmbɪ in class 7), including
prefix, is used to form nouns denoting the Matuumbi people, ‘people of the hills’:
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208.

mmatʊ́ʊmbɪ
wamatʊ́ʊmbɪ

/mu-matʊmbɪ/
/wa-matʊmbɪ/

‘Matuumbi person’
‘Matuumbi people’

(cl.1)
(cl.2)

SM
SM

Class 7 can derive manner, including manner of speech. Thus, the noun lwíi /lu-ii/
‘river’ (cl.11), which is also used to denote the Rufiji river, can be used in class 7
(in this case, the NCP of class 7 is added to the noun including NCP of class 11):
ki-lwíi. This noun means ‘the manner of speech along the Rufiji, i.e. the
Ndengeleko language’, and, more generally ‘vernacular’. For the Matuumbi
language, the class 7 prefix is added to the plural matʊ́ʊmbɪ ‘hills’ (cl.6)
209.

ki-matʊ́ʊmbɪ

‘Matuumbi language’

(cl.7)

(SM)

Class 11 can in some cases be used to derive singularity, ‘one’ of a certain object:
210.

lu-léu
luɲwɪ́ɪ́lɪ

/lu-ɲwɪlɪ/

‘one hair of beard,
goatee’ (cl.11)
‘one hair’

cf. ndéu ‘beard’
/N-leu/ (cl.9/10)
cf. ɲɲwɪ́ɪ́lɪ
/mu-ɲwɪlɪ/ ‘hair’ (cl.3)

AK
AK

Nouns of quality are derived by the addition of the prefix u- of class 14.
211.

u-kɪ́ba

‘poverty’

u-yʊ́mʊ

‘drought’

cf. nkɪ́ba /mu-kɪba/
‘poor person’ (cl.1)
cf. -yʊ́mʊ ‘dry’

AK
AK

A less productive process of nominal derivation is compounding. For
example, the noun nsímaana /mu-simaana/ means ‘one whose being is small’. If
referring to a specific infant, one adds mwana ‘child’ to form mwanansímaana,
with plural banasímaana in class 2. Here, the plural is formed by combining báána
with the plural of nsímaana, which is asímaana. There are very few examples of
this in the data, but another one is mwanannééle /mu-ana mu-leele/, plural
banalééle /ba-ana a-leele/ ‘infant’ from nnééle, plural alééle ‘infant one’. The
semantic aspect of this derivational process is an interesting point for further
research. Language consultant AK says that nnééle refers to ‘the state (of being
infant)’, and that mwanannééle is ‘the child him/herself’. As nnééle/alééle are
clearly in classes 1/2, they are expected to refer to a human, and not to a state.
There are also some examples of compounding in class 7.
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212.

kilíbwaɲéenje
líí-bwe
ɲéenje

/ki-libwaɲenje/
/ø-ɲenje/

‘coccyx’
‘stone’
‘particle, splinter’

(cl.7)
SM
(cl.5)
AK
(cl.9/10) SM

Augmentatives
Nouns in class 5 can be non-derived, like li-lʊ́ba ‘flower’. They can also be
derived, like lyɪ́ɪ́mbe /li-ɪmbe/ ‘big knife’ from kyɪ́ɪ́mbe /ki-ɪmbe/ ‘knife’ in class 7.
In the latter case, the meaning is augmentative and/or derogatory.
In case of humans, the meaning is always derogatory.
213.

lii-lálú
lyáána

/li-ana/

‘crazy person’(der)
‘big child’ (der)

SM
AK

The noun lii-lálú ‘crazy person’ is always in class 5; this noun stem does not occur
with another prefix in the data. A noun stem like -ana, however, occurs in class 1
mwáána /mu-ana/ ‘child’ and class 12 ká-ána ‘small child’.
In class 5, some kind of ‘uselessness’ is implied, next to the ‘largeness’.
Language consultant AK explains that, for example, lyɪ́ɪnza /li-ɪnza/ ‘big girl’ (cf.
mwɪ́ɪnza /mu-ɪnza/ ‘girl’) implies that this girl ‘doesn’t even know how to cook!’
An animal or thing, however, is just big, out of the ordinary.
214.

li-yéelo
li-gʊ́lʊ
li-séenzema

/li-senzema/

‘big winnowing basket’
‘fat/big leg’
‘big mosquito’

AK
AK
AK

The augmentative/derogatory meaning is expressed through the use of class 5 in
combination with a plural in class 4 (see section 5.5).
Diminutives
In Bantu languages, diminutives are widely formed by assigning nouns to class 12
(Schadeberg 2003a:83). This is also a very productive way of expressing
‘smallness’ in Ndengeleko.
215.

kaíimbwi
ka-úpa

/ka-imbwi/

‘small hyena’
‘small bone’
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AK
AK

kaméembe

/ka-membe/

‘small fly’

AK

For further examples see the section on class 12 in 5.4.

5.6.2 Locatives
A noun can be preceded by the NCP of one of the locative classes 16, 17 and 18, to
derive a locative noun. The NCP of the noun is retained when the locative NCP is
added, as also reconstructed for PB (Meeussen 1967:99), and contrary to other
forms of derivation as described above. In the following example, kitélééko ‘pot’
(cl.7) is preceded by the class 18 prefix mu-, which indicates location inside.
216. mu-ki-télééko

‘in the pot’ (cl.18)

(HN)

Many of these locative nouns are used frequently in fixed expressions, as is the
case with kumigʊ́ʊnda ‘to/at the farmgrounds’. The plural of ŋŋʊ́ʊnda /mu-gʊnda/
‘cultivated ground, field’ (cl.3) is migʊ́ʊnda in class 4. People have small plots of
farmground next to each other in areas outside the villages, and these areas are
referred to as kumigʊ́ʊnda.
Certain locative nouns are formed with a locative NCP added to a noun,
which is not, or rarely, used as an independent noun. This is the case with pʊ́ngʊ́tɪ
‘bush’ (cl.9/10), which normally occurs with one of the locative prefixes.
217. papʊngʊtɪ péene
papʊngʊtɪ paene
16NCP- 9/10.bush 16Cd- self
‘in the forest itself’ (AK-E)

The noun u-kááya (or u-káa) ‘homeplace’ in class 14, from PB *kááyà, appears in
pa-kááya (cl.16) and ku-kááya (cl.17). The stem -kááya is not used
independently.80 When the ‘home’ is unspecified, the prefix ku- can be used:

80

According to AK, ukááya is used when speaking of a homeplace in general, you are not
necessarily there. On the other hand, pakááya is used when speaking of home when you are at
home.
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218. Tupala utáma kukááya, si kuhotéli
tupala utama kukaaya si
kuhoteli
1pSM- want to.sit
17NCP- home not(Sw) 17NCP- 9/10.hotel(Sw)
‘We will stay with someone (at home), not in a hotel’ (HK-E)

The language consultant (AK) indicates that pakíinza ‘in/at the kitchen’ can be
used without the locative prefix, but it does not occur as such in the data.
219. ngʊ́le abʊ́tʊ́ki pakíinza
ngʊle abʊtʊk -i
pakinza
9/10.rat 1SM- run -PFV 16NCP- stove
‘The rat ran into the kitchen’ (HK-E)

Locative nouns behave syntactically much like ordinary nouns and can control
agreement (Schadeberg 2003a:82) (see also 7.5).
220. pansengo ápa panógike
pansengo
apa
panog
-ike
16NCP- 3.building 16.here 16SM- be.beautiful -PFV
‘This place is nice.’ (PK-E)

5.6.3 Verb-to-noun
A nominal stem can be related to a verbal base, in which case we speak of verb-tonoun derivation. An example of this is the class 7 noun ki-wóo ‘death’, related to
the verb -wa ‘die’, with the nominal derivation final -o as reconstructed by
Meeussen (Meeussen 1967:94). Several such derivational processes are
widespread in Bantu languages. They involve the addition of a final vowel to a
verbal base, and the assignment of the derived nominal to a noun class
(Schadeberg 2003a:79).
In class 1, nouns can be derived from roots also used in other words. This is
especially the case with professions, physical characteristics and the like:
221.

/mu-pelemba/ apeléemba
mpeléemba
cf. the verb -péléemba ‘hunt’
/mu-yʊbɪɪlai/
ɲɲʊ́bɪ́ɪlai
cf. the verb -yʊ́bɪɪla ‘investigate’
/mu-telekai/
ntélékai
cf. the verb -téleka ‘cook’
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‘hunter’

SS

‘investigator’

AK

‘cook’

SM

/mu-biɲe/
‘sick person’
mmíɲe
a-bíɲe
cf. u-biɲe ‘sickness’ (cl.14)
/mu-abɪ/
‘bad person’
mwáábɪ
bá-ábɪ
cf. bwáábɪ /bu-abɪ/ (cl.14) ‘bad things, badness’
‘fisherman’
mú-úba oómba
cf. the verb -úba ‘fish’ (oómba ‘fish’ cl.9/10)

HK
AK
AK

Agentive nouns can also take the suffix -ji/-yi, as in nnɪ́maaji /mu-lɪma-ji/ ‘farmer’.
This is a suffix borrowed from Swahili, where it is a productive suffix added to the
verb stem including FV -a, to indicate habituality or repetition (Mohammed
2001:30). In Ndengeleko -j only occurs in loans.
Noun class 7 can derive objects from verbs, as in ki-láályo ‘food’ related to
the verb -lyáa /lɪ-a/ ‘eat’. This example presumably includes the final -o,
mentioned above. Another example is kɪɪ́mbwa ‘well’, related to the verb -ɪ́ɪ́mba
/-ɪmba/ ‘dig’, with the passive -ʊ-. The same noun stem occurs in class 5,
lyɪɪ́mbwa, but then means ‘hole’ in general.

5.7

Personal pronouns

Personal pronouns are regarded as nominals, and belong to noun classes 1 and 2.
They are used to refer to persons. In the literature, they are also referred to as
substitutives.
Table 32

Personal pronouns

Person
1st
2nd
3rd

Singular
néenga
wéenga
ywéembe

Short form
nee
wee
(ywee)

Plural
twéenga
mwéenga
béembe

Short form
twee
mwee
(bee)

The personal pronouns occur in a long and a short form, as the table shows. The
forms are the same in subject and object position. The short form is not accepted in
the third person, unless it is used in the emphatic construction as described below.
Because of this variation, these forms are included in parentheses in the table.
When the personal pronouns are used, this always implies a certain degree of
emphasis on the person in question.
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222. andómbétuka néenga
aandonibetuk -a nenga
1SM- PRES.DJ- 1sOM- avoid -FV I/me
‘S/he is avoiding ME.’ (HK-E)

Otherwise the personal pronoun is dropped:
223. andómbétuka
aandonibetuk -a
1SM- PRES.DJ- 1sOM- avoid -FV
‘S/he is avoiding me.’ (HK-E)

The personal pronoun can be given further emphasis by using the short form,
preceded by ene. It is unknown to me if this uninflected word has any relatedness
to the element -ene, described in section 6.9 below. Here, the third person can also
be used in a short form. The 1st person singular differs from the other forms. These
constructions are translated as ‘really it’s …’.
Table 33

Emphatic constructions with personal pronouns

Person
1st
2nd
3rd

Singular
né yee
ené wee
ené ywee

Plural
ené twee
ené mwee
ené bee

The clitic ngi= can precede a personal pronoun as a conjunction, to mean ‘and’:
224. ngí=neenga

‘yes, it’s me’ (AK-E)

This clitic can also be used with the short form of the personal pronoun:
225. ngí=mwee

‘yes, it’s you (pl.)’ (AK-E)

But preceded by ngi, the third person singular form is yee rather than the form ywe
presented in Table 32:
226. ngí=yee

‘yes, it’s him’ (AK-E)

This emphatic construction can also be negated, with the negator kwáakʊ. The
short form of the pronoun is preferred here. In the third person, on the other hand,
the short form is not accepted in the negative construction.
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227. ne kwáakʊ/neenga kwáakʊ
228. yweembe kwáakʊ
229. *be kwakʊ

5.8

‘it’s not me’
‘it’s not him’
‘it’s not them’

Interrogatives

Interrogatives in Ndengleko are expressed by uninflected nominals which function
as question words. There are two inflected interrogatives (see section 6.10).
Table 34

Interrogatives in Ndengeleko

Interrogative
ɲáái
líníki
búli
kɪ́ɪ́lɪ

Translation
‘who’
‘when’
‘how’
‘what’

230. angéma ɲaái?
anikem -a ɲaai
1SM- 1sOM- call -FV who
‘Who is calling me?’ (HK-E)

231. atúmbwi líníki kasi ɪ́yo?
atumbu -i
liniki kasi
ɪyo
1SM- start -PFV when 9/10.work(Sw) 9/10.that(ref)
‘When did he start that work?’ (AK-E)

232. upála kɪ́ɪ́lɪ́?
upal
-a kɪɪlɪ
2sSM- look.for -FV what
‘What are you looking for?’ (HK-E)

‘Why’ is also expressed by using kɪ́ɪ́lɪ:
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233. ukáni kɪ́lɪ kumbákíya, kanítúmbwa kulɪ́ma?
ukan -i
kɪɪlɪ kunibakiy-a
2sSM- refuse -PFV what 15NCP- 1sOM-tell -FV
kanitumbu -a kulɪma
DST- 1sSM- begin -FV to.cultivate
‘Why didn't you tell me before I started cultivating?’ (TO-S)

The word kɪɪlɪ appears to belong to class 7, as we can see in the agreement of the
demonstrative in the following example. The prefix ki- has presumably assimilated
to a stem ɪlɪ, which is not used elsewhere in the data.
234. kɪ́lɪ ɪso utenda katí mwánansimaana?
kɪɪlɪ ɪso
utend -a kati mwanansimaana
what 7.that(ref) 2sSM- act -FV like 1.small.child
‘Why are you acting like a small child?’ (HK-E)

5.9

Summary

The Ndengeleko nouns are divided across 18 noun classes which can be singular
or plural. Specific meanings of these noun classes are in line with those found for
other Bantu languages. As these specific meanings have been blurred by numerous
exceptions in each class, semantic generalisations are not considered meaningful
and have been avoided in this work.
There are regular pairings of a singular noun class with a plural noun class in
Ndengeleko. However, certain plural noun classes, especially noun class 6, can be
used as a plural for virtually any singular class. This renders the number of
possible singular-plural pairings numerous.
There are also noun classes which have the function of deriving nouns from
stems used in other classes. This is the case with the diminutive class 12 and the
locative classes 16-18. Other noun classes, such as class 5, have a regular as well
as a derived meaning. Augmentatives in class 5 take a plural in class 4, which is
rare in a Bantu comparative perspective.
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6. Adnominals
6.1

Introduction

The meaning of a head noun can be modified by noun phrase constituents such as
adjectives, possessives, quantifiers and other nouns in the associative construction.
For the convenience of referring to all these different modifying constituents with
a single term, I follow Maho (1999:100) here and label them adnominals. In this
chapter these adnominals are presented. In 6.2, agreement within the noun phrase
is discussed and the different prefixes for each class are listed. Thereafter, the
adnominals are treated one by one, starting with the adjectives (6.3). Adjectives
differ from the other adnominals in agreement behaviour: they take the NCP81 as
the agreement prefix and not the concord (see Table 35). Adnominals which take
the concord follow, starting with the associative construction (6.4) and proceeding
with possessives (6.5), demonstratives (6.6), numerals (6.7), quantifiers (6.8) and
inflected interrogatives (6.10).

6.2

Agreement within the noun phrase

The adnominals in Bantu languages are often presented in groups according to
which set of agreement prefixes they use. Meeussen (1967:96) distinguishes
between the nominal prefix (NP, called NCP in this work) in nouns, locatives and
adjectives; the numeral (enumerative) prefix (EP) in words for the numbers ‘one’
to ‘five’ and ‘how many’; and the pronominal prefix (PP) in all other categories.
This table aims at showing the variation in concord marking, although minor,
between the different adnominal categories. These concords are however not
analysed as separate categories, and are all labelled ‘concord’ (Cd) in glossed
examples. The NCP is the agreement marker on adjectives. It is also used in
locatives (see section 5.6.2). Other categories take the concord.
Table 35

The noun class prefixes and concords of Ndengeleko

Cl.

NCP

Cd demonstratives

1
2

mʊb(a)-

yʊba-

81

Cd associative
/possessive
uba-

As introduced in section 5.2.
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Cd numerals

Cd quantifiers

yu(b)a-

yuba-

3
4
5
6
7
8
9/10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

mʊmɪlimakɪiNlʊka(b)ʊ(k)ʊpakʊmʊ-

gʊ-/ wʊyɪlɪgasɪ- /kɪyɪyɪlʊka(g)ʊkʊpakʊ mʊ-

uiligasiiiluka(g)ukupakumu-

guilima-/gasi-/kii(y)ilukagukupakumu-

uiligasi-/kiiilukaukupakumu-

The concords used in different categories of adnominals are rather similar in form.
Differences mainly concern noun classes 1 and 3. However, there is also some
variation in the forms of other concord markers, and for all classes, the quality of
the vowel in the demonstrative prefix is lower than in the other concord markers.
For noun classes 3 and 14, the prefix is gu- or gʊ-, but the g is optional and may be
in the process of being lost. The concord of noun class 7 displays variation
between s- and k-. Preceding a vowel-initial stem, the form with s- is used, and the
vowel of the class 7 concord assimilates to the stem-initial vowel (see section
4.5.3).82 The NCP is always ki-. Further exemplification is given in the section on
each different adnominal.
Within the NP, adnominals normally follow the noun they modify.
235. malómbé mabɪ́ɪ
malombe mabɪɪ
6.maize 6NCP- unripe
‘unripe maize’ (AK-E)

The demonstratives can precede the noun, however.
236. Sása utóole ɪyɪ dáwa..
sasa
utool -e
ɪyɪ
lawa
now (Sw) 2sSM- take -SUBJ 9/10.this 9/10.medicine
‘Now you take this medicine..’ (TO-S)

82

The same is true for the subject marker of class 7.
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When more than one adnominal is used, demonstratives occur first.
237. ipɪlɪlɪ ába abɪ́lɪ akʊ́lʊ akʊ́lʊ báangʊ
ipɪlɪlɪ
aba a- bɪlɪ
akʊlʊ akʊlʊ b- aangʊ
8.scorpions 2.these 2Cd-two 2NCP- big 2NCP- big 2Cd-1sPOSS
‘These two big spiders are mine.’ (AK-E)

A quantifier can precede the demonstrative however:
238. Utóóle lawa yɪ́ngɪne ɪyɪ́..
utol -e
lawa
iɪngɪne ɪyɪ
2sSM- take -SUBJ 9/10.medicine 9/10Cd- another 9/10.this
‘Take this other medicine..’ (TO-S)

The adnominals enter into a syntactically dependent relationship with the noun to
be modified. This relationship is evident through agreement morphology on the
adnominals, governed by the head noun. Agreement is exemplified here with a
demonstrative and an adjective:
239. mwana yʊ́no nsíni
mwana yʊ- no musini
1.child 1Cd- this 1NCP- small
‘this child is small’ (PK-E)

240. mafinga gáno masíni
mapinga gano masini
6.egg
6Cd- this 6NCP- small
‘these eggs are small’ (PK-E)

The head noun in example 239, mwáána /mu-ana/ ‘child’, is a noun of noun class
1. The demonstrative takes the concord prefix of noun class 1, which is yʊ-. The
adjective also agrees with noun class 1. The adjective takes the same prefix as the
noun itself, the Noun Class Prefix (NCP), which is reduced to n- in this case (see
section 3.3.2).
In example 240, the head noun is a plural of noun class 6, mafíinga /mapinga/ ‘eggs’. The demonstrative takes the concord ga- of class 6, and the
adjective takes the NCP ma- of class 6.
The examples show grammatical agreement – agreement according to the
noun class of the head noun. There are other cases, however, in which semantic
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principles govern the choice of agreement markers. These cases include animacy
considerations, and will be the topic of chapter 7.
Although the label ‘adnominal’ is used here, the adnominals can also be used
independently without the nominal. In these cases, agreement of the omitted noun
is maintained.
241. kibɪga saákó?
kibɪga
siako
7.cooking pot 7Cd- 2sPOSS
‘(is this) your pot?’ (HK-E)

242. sáángu
siangu
7Cd- 1sPOSS
‘(it is) mine’ (HK-E)

243. ntʊ́pʊ
mutʊpʊ
1NCP- without
‘a person without (s/he doesn't have)’ (AK-E)

6.3

Adjectives

In their function as adnominals, adjectives are used in a noun phrase to specify
some property of the head noun of the phrase (Payne 1997:63). Bantu languages
are known to have a rather minor class of Adjective (Dixon 1982:4), with
membership ranging from less than ten items to forty or fifty. This holds for
Ndengeleko as well, where property concepts are often expressed by verbs or
nouns. Because adjectives take the same prefix as the noun itself, they are
sometimes referred to as (dependent) nominals (Schadeberg 1992:16); (Seidel
2008:101).
244. kyɪ́mbwa kiyʊ́mʊ
kiɪmbwa kiyʊmʊ
7.well
7NCP- dry
‘dry well’ (AK-E)

Adjectives can in principle be associated with any noun class by means of an NCP.
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245. malómbé mayʊ́mʊ
malombe ma- yʊmʊ
6.maize 6NCP- dry
‘dry maize’ (AK-E)

6.3.1 Semantic properties
Dixon (1982) presents a taxonomy of adjectives along semantic lines, derived from
universal semantic types that apply to all parts-of-speech. Seven such semantic
types are relevant for adjectives (Dixon 1982:16).
These are dimension (e.g. big, small, wide), physical property (e.g. hard, soft,
smooth), colour (e.g. black, red), human propensity (e.g. happy, clever, wicked),
age (e.g. new, young, old), value (e.g. good, bad, proper) and speed (e.g. quick,
slow).
The table presents the 18 Ndengeleko adjectives which have been elicited or
which appear in narratives. This is not to say that these are the only adjectives in
the language; there might of course be others that I have missed. However, it is not
likely that the word class is much bigger than this.
Table 36

1.Dimension

2. Physical
property

3.Colour

4.Human
propensity
5. Age

Adjective stems in Ndengeleko

-kʊ́lʊ
-síni
-sʊ́nʊ
-láásʊ
-ípi
-pána
-tálu
-bɪ́ɪ
-bóóu
-yʊ́mʊ
-póóu
-tóondwa
/-tondwa/
-tʊ́pʊ
-sápu
-píili
-úu
-kéele
-pána
-kʊ́lʊ
-bɪ́ɪ

‘big’
‘small’
‘small’
‘long, high’
‘short’
‘broad’
‘far’
‘unripe,
hard’
‘rotten’
‘dry’
‘cool’
‘found’
‘without’
‘dirty’
‘black’
‘white’
‘red’
‘wealthy’
‘old’
‘young’
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6. Value
7. Speed

-kóto

‘fine’

Not all semantic types are filled. Type 7 ‘speed’ is empty, for more on this see
below. There are a few antonyms, big vs. small (see example 257), and long vs.
short.
246. lubáánja lukʊ́lʊ
lubanza lukʊlʊ
11.plot 11NCP- big
‘a big plot’ (HK-E)

247. áanzu ndáásʊ
anzu
Nlaasʊ
9/10.firewood 9/10NCP- long
‘long firewood’ (AK-E)

248. nkʊ́lʊngwa mwíípi
nkʊlʊngwa muipi
1.man
1NCP- short
‘a short man’ (AK-E)

There is also an adjective -pána ‘broad’ without the opposite ‘narrow’. The
adjective -síni ‘small’ is used instead.
Several of the adjectives have a broader semantic range than their translation
suggests, and can cover the other semantic types as well. They are therefore
written more than once in the table. For example, -pána ‘broad’ means ‘wealthy’
when referring to a human being. Likewise, the adjective -bɪ́ɪ ‘unripe, hard’ can
also be used with reference to humans, with the meaning ‘young and strong’.
249. baandu abɪ́ɪ
bandu
abɪɪ
2.people 2NCP- unripe
‘young, strong people’ (AK-E)

However, it appears that these ‘secondary’ uses of the adjectives are limited to
certain expressions, and not entirely productive.
The table shows us that the first three semantic types are covered to some
extent by adjectives in Ndengeleko. Colour terms are limited to the three basic
concepts ‘white’ (or rather ‘light’), ‘black’ (or rather ‘dark’) and ‘red’. The
‘blackness’ in example (250) is reinforced by the ideophone píi:
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250. ywaa múundu mpíili píi
yʊ- aa
mundu mu- piili pii
1Cd- that 1.person 1NCP- black very
‘That person is very black.’ HK-E)

For other colour terms, speakers code switch to Swahili. For the other semantic
concepts, adjectives are very few or non-existent. Adjectival concepts are in many
cases expressed by nouns in the associative construction, and especially by verbs.
Value is expressed by verbs such as ‘be good’ and ‘be bad’, for example. Some
physical properties like ‘bitter’, ‘sick’, ‘angry’ and others are expressed by verbs
as well. The constructions with nouns are described in section 6.4 on the
associative construction, for example yáambɪ ‘new’ in example (267). The
constructions with verbs appear in the sections on the infinitive (10.3), the present
(10.6.1) and the perfective (10.8.3). ‘Speed’ is expressed by means of verbal
constructions with adverbs, e.g. kandénde ‘slowly’.
There are two adjectival stems with the meaning ‘small, few’; -síni and
-sʊ́nʊ. Any difference between the two has not been established. Both forms have
been given with the translation ‘small’, as well as ‘few’.

6.3.2 Form
The NCP as used with adjectives shows some formal differences from the NCP as
used with nouns. Nouns in class 2 take the NCP ba- preceding vowel-initial stems.
The NCP of noun class 2 which is used with adjectives, however, is always a-,
even with vowel-initial stems, as in mbésa a-úu ‘white hares’.
For class 8, the NCP used with nouns is i-. With adjectives, the NCP is a
homorganic nasal N-, just as with class 9/10. However, i- may be heard as a NCP
with adjectives as well. For example, indángwála nzápu is accepted, as well as
indángwála isápu, both meaning ‘dirty chairs’.
Furthermore, the adjectival NCP used with noun class 14 is mu-, and not the
(b)u- prefix used with nouns. The prefix mu- undergoes the relevant
morphophonological processes, which means the adjectival form of class 14 (251)
is the same as that of class 1 (252) and 3 (253).
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251. ulíngo nsápu
ulingo
musapu
14.farmhouse 14NCP- dirty
‘dirty farmhouse’ (AK-E)

252. mwana nsápu
mwana musapu
1.child 1NCP- dirty
‘dirty child’ (AK-E)

253. nkákaasi nsápu
nkakasi musapu
3.mug 3NCP- dirty
‘dirty mug’(AK-E)

A few examples in Table 36 are the result of derivation from verbs by means of a
suffix -u, which has also been reconstructed for PB (Meeussen 1967:95). The
consonant in adjectival stems preceding this high vowel is subject to the processes
of spirantisation and consonant loss (see section 3.4 for an analysis of this). A
phrase like ‘the orange is rotten’, can be expressed in two ways in Ndengeleko,
with roughly the same meaning; with an adjective in (254) and with a verb in
(255). Note that the verb stem in (255) has also undergone spirantization and
consonant loss under the influence of perfective -i.
254. lisúúngwa libóóu
lisungwa libou
5.orange 5NCP- rotten
‘rotten orange’ (HK-E)

255. lisúúngwa libóói
lisungwa liboi
5.orange 5SM- rot.PFV
‘the orange has/is rotten’ (HK-E)

The productive patterns for forming deverbal adjectives in -a as reported for
Matuumbi (Odden 1996:55), e.g. temáá ‘chopped’ from téma ‘to chop’, have not
been encountered in Ndengeleko.
The adjective -úu ‘white’ might also involve the adjectival suffix -u. The
adjective consists of the NCP and the stem in a long vowel. In class 9/10, there is
no NCP, and only the vowel remains.
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256. mbaa úu
mbaa
uu
9/10.rice white
‘white rice’ (AK-E)

Certain speakers use the class 5 form with all noun classes, as in lupába lyúu (HK)
instead of lupába lúu (AK).
In Matuumbi, adjectives agreeing with plural heads reduplicate the entire
adjective, as for example in a-télekí a-kúlu a-kúlu ba-wíile ‘The large cooks are
dead’ (Odden 1996:22). This is possible also in Ndengeleko, see example 237, but
not compulsory.

6.3.3 Function
There appears to be no difference, either segmental or prosodic, between the
attributive and predicative functions of adjectives in Ndengeleko (see section
12.1). The example in 257 therefore has the meaning ‘small cups’ or ‘the cups are
small’.
257. makópó masʊ́nʊ
makopo
ma- sʊnʊ
6.metal.pot 6NCP- small
‘small cups’ (HK-E)

Some further examples of the Ndengeleko adjectives are the following:
The adjective -tálu means ‘far’.
258. Kibɪ́tɪ kutálu
Kibɪtɪ kutalu
Kibiti 17NCP- far
‘Kibiti is far.’ (AK-E)

The adjective -láásʊ ‘long’ can also be used for distance, with the prefix of the
locative noun class 17:
259. Kibɪ́tɪ kulaásʊ
Kibɪtɪ kulaasʊ
Kibiti 17NCP- long
‘Kibiti is far.’ (AK-E)
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The adjective -tóondwa is used for something or someone that is found.
260. lusási lutóondwa
lusasi lutondwa
11.bed 11NCP- found
‘found bed’ (AK-E)

261. mwánaa ntóondwa
mwana mu- tondwa
1.child 1NCP- found
‘foundling’ (AK-E)

There are no comparative forms of the adjectives in Ndengeleko.

6.4

The associative construction

The associative -a, preceded by the concord, is used in many constructions in
which the head noun is modified in some way by another noun, including the
infinitive, which has the form of a noun, in noun class 15. The associative
construction is often used to indicate a possessive relationship. Like other
adnominals, the associative follows the head noun, and is in turn followed by the
modifying noun.
262. maɲéi ga mpʊ́ʊnga
maɲei gaa mpʊnga
6.grass 6Cd- of 3.rice.plant
‘leaves of rice’ (HK-E)

6.4.1 Form
In the following table the forms of the associative marker used for the different
noun classes are listed.
Table 37

cl.

Cd

1
2
3
4

ubaui-

The associative

Associative
stem
a
a
a
a

Full form
wa
ba
wa
ya
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5
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

ligasiiiluka(g)ukupakumu-

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

lya
ga
sa
ya
ya
lwa
ka
(g)wa
kwa
pa
kwa
mwa

The associative (as well as the possessive) is not used with the full form of the
concord of noun class 1, yu-. Rather, the concord is u-, which turns into a glide
followed by the associative. In noun class 2 on the other hand, the short form a- is
never used; the concord is always ba-. In noun class 14, the form is gwa or wa.
The vowel of the associative is always short (see section 4.7.1).

6.4.2 Function
Different kinds of association can be expressed with this construction, including
possession, quantity and prepositional constructions.
263. mwana wa ʊ́ʊbɪ akosa kwá maléembele
mwana ua ʊʊbɪ
akos -a kwa malembele
1.child 1Cd- of 9/10.leopard 1SM- lack -FV NEG 6.spot
‘The child of a leopard doesn't lack spots.’ (HK-E)
(= ‘like father, like son’)

264. mayɪ́gɪyo ga ɲánsima
mayɪgɪyo gaa ɲansima
6.words
6Cd- of a.lot
‘many words’ (AK-E)

265. pái pa nkóongo
paai paa nkongo
down 16Cd- of 3.tree
‘under the tree’ (HK-E)
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266. igóombo ya kukási
igombo ia kukasi
8.tools 8Cd- of 17NCP- work
‘working tools’ (TN-E)
(=tools used at working place)

Adjectival concepts can also be expressed with an associative marker and a noun,
including a verbal noun. The prefix of the verbal noun (noun class 15) in such
constructions is u- (example 268) or ku- (269).
267. kilɪ́be sa yáambɪ
kilɪbe sa yambɪ
7.thing 7Cd- of 9/10.new
‘new thing’ (AK-E)

268. igóombo ya ulɪ́mya
igombo ia ulɪmɪa
8.tools
8Cd- of to.cultivate.with
‘cultivating tools’ (TN-E)

269. nsééngo wa kwákála
nsengo
ua
3.building 3Cd- of
‘a bad house’ (HK-E)

kuakala
to.be.bad

In Ndengeleko, there is also a negative construction formed with the copula ngée:
270. ŋŋóoi ngéé ɲʊʊmba
ŋŋoi
ngee
ɲʊmba
1.old .person without 9/10.house
‘an old man who doesn't have a house’ (AK-E)

271. ŋóombe ngée lipeembe
ŋombe
ngee
lipembe
9/10.cattle without 5.horn
‘cow without horns’ (AK-E)

In other classes than noun class 1, ngée is preceded by a concord, followed by the
vowel a. It seems plausible that this is the associative construction.
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272. magéembe ga ngée mitoope
magembe gaa ngee
mitoope
6.hoes
6Cd- of without 4.sticks (of axe)
‘hoes without mud’ (AK-E)

273. kindángwáála sa ngéé lwaaga
kindangwala sa ngee
luaga
7.stool
7Cd- of without 11.headboard
‘a chair without headboard’ (AK-E)

274. bokobóko ya ngéé mwiiɲo
bokoboko
ia ngee
mwiɲo
9/10.banana.stew 9/10Cd- of without 3.salt
‘banana stew without salt’ (AK-E)

6.5

Possessives

As well as with the associative construction, possession can be expressed by the
possessive adnominal.
275. nnɪma wɪ́ɪtʊ
nnɪma uɪtu
3.land 3Cd- 1p.POSS
‘our country, homeland’ (SS-E)

6.5.1 Form
The possessive stem takes the same concord as the associative.83 The concords
ending in -a, followed by the vowel-initial stem, result in a long vowel (see section
4.5.3). This is also the case with the 1st and 2nd person plural of class 5, e.g. lɪ́ɪ́tʊ
/li-ɪtʊ/ ‘our’. Due to glide formation and compensatory lengthening (section 4.6.1)
after concords ending in -i and -u, as well as lengthening preceding NC-sequences
(section 4.6.2), all possessives have long vowels.

83

For this reason, the possessive pronouns are sometimes analyzed as consisting of the associative
followed by the possessive stem (Maganga and Schadeberg 1992:92).
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Table 38

Possessee
cl.
Cd

Stem
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9/10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

ubauiligasiiilukaukupakumu-

The possessives

Possessor
1st
person
sg.
-angʊ
wáángʊ
báángʊ
wáángʊ
yáángʊ
lyáángʊ
gáángʊ
sáángʊ
yáángʊ
yáángʊ
lwáángʊ
káángʊ
wáángʊ
kwáángʊ
páángʊ
kwáángʊ
mwáángʊ

2nd person
sg.

3d person
sg.

-ako
wááko
bááko
wááko
yááko
lyááko
gááko
sááko
yááko
yááko
lwááko
kááko
wááko
kwááko
pááko
kwááko
mwááko

-ake
wááke
bááke
wááke
yááke
lyááke
gááke
sááke
yááke
yááke
lwááke
kááke
wááke
kwáábe
pááke
kwáábe
mwááke

1st
person
pl.
-ɪtʊ
wɪ́ɪ́tʊ
bɪ́ɪ́tʊ
wɪ́ɪ́tʊ
yɪ́ɪ́tʊ
lɪ́ɪ́tʊ
gɪ́ɪ́tʊ
sɪ́ɪ́tʊ
yɪ́ɪ́tʊ
yɪ́ɪ́tʊ
lwɪ́ɪ́tʊ
kɪ́ɪ́tʊ
wɪ́ɪ́tʊ
kwɪ́ɪ́tʊ
pɪ́ɪ́tʊ
kwɪ́ɪ́tʊ
mwɪ́ɪ́tʊ

2nd
person
pl.
-ɪnʊ
wɪ́ɪ́nʊ
bɪ́ɪ́nʊ
wɪ́ɪ́nʊ
yɪ́ɪ́nʊ
lɪ́ɪ́nʊ
gɪ́ɪ́nʊ
sɪ́ɪ́nʊ
yɪ́ɪ́nʊ
yɪ́ɪ́nʊ
lwɪ́ɪ́nʊ
kɪ́ɪ́nʊ
wɪ́ɪ́nʊ
kwɪ́ɪ́nʊ
pɪ́ɪ́nʊ
kwɪ́ɪ́nʊ
mwɪ́ɪ́nʊ

3d
person
pl.
-abe
wáábe
báábe
wáábe
yáábe
lyáábe
gáábe
sáábe
yáábe
yáábe
lwáábe
káábe
wáábe
kwáábe
páábe
kwáábe
mwáábe

6.5.2 Function
The following are some examples of the possessive construction.
276. nkebe wáangʊ utéalibika
nkebe uangʊ
utealibik
-a
3.mug 3Cd- 1sPOSS 3SM- COMPL- break(Sw) -FV
‘My mug broke.’ (HK-E)

277. ywaa ngʊ́kʊ akáánsike mapinga gááke
yʊ- aa ngʊkʊ
akanz -ike mapinga gaake
1Cd- that 9/10.hen 1SM- break -PFV 6.egg
6Cd- 3sPOSS
‘That hen broke her eggs.’ (to help the chicken come out) (HK-E)

Kinship terms behave differently in terms of expressing possession. It is possible
to use an enclitic -gwe (sometimes -ge) meaning ‘his/her’, which occurs on the
possessed noun.
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278. Atekúntola mwanagé nsíni ...
atekumu- tol -a mwana -ge
musini
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- take -FV 1.child -his/her 1NCP- small
‘He took his small child ...’ (TO-S)

279. Atekúmmakiya ɲɲʊ́mbógwe, …
atekumu- bakiy -a ɲɲumbo -gwe
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- tell
-FV 1.wife -his/her
‘He told his wife, …’ (TO-S)

The noun mwáána ‘child’ or báána ‘children’ can also take a possessive directly
on the noun in a contracted form. The last vowel of the noun is dropped and the
vowel of the noun stem shortens:
280. Banáangʊ batwéti lisíníya usʊka.
baana
angʊ
batweti
lisiniya
usʊka
2.children 1sPOSS 2SM- take.PFV 5.plate(Sw) to.wash
‘My children have taken the plates to wash.’ (HN-D)

6.6

Demonstratives

There are numerous demonstratives in Ndengeleko. This section starts with an
overview of the different demonstratives in 6.6.1, followed by a discussion of the
use of these demonstratives in 6.6.2, in terms of syntax and pragmatics. After that,
the form, semantics and special usages of each demonstrative will be analysed.

6.6.1 Form
In Table 39 the different demonstratives are listed, with the corresponding form for
each noun class. The demonstrative concord takes the second degree high vowels,
rather than the first degree high vowels used in other concords.84 This is also the
case in Matuumbi (Odden 1996:34). As will be apparent later, the exact semantic
distinction between the different demonstratives translated with ‘this’, and the ones
translated with ‘that’ is not known.

84

For some speakers, the vowel is even lower; e.g. they say eye ‘this’ rather than ɪyɪ.
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Table 39

Demonstratives in Ndengeleko

cl.

Cd

Cd-no
‘this’

V-Cd
‘this’

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

yʊba(g)ʊɪlɪgasɪɪɪlʊka(g)ʊʊpakʊmʊ-

yʊ́no
báno
gʊ́no
yɪ́no
lɪ́no
gáno
sɪ́no
yɪ́no
yɪ́no
lʊ́no
káno
gʊ́no
kʊ́no
páno
kʊ́no
mʊ́no

ʊ́yʊ
ába
ʊ́gʊ
ɪ́yɪ
ɪ́lɪ
ága
ɪ́sɪ
ɪ́yɪ
ɪ́yɪ
ʊ́lʊ
áka
ʊ́gʊ
ʊ́kʊ
ápa
ʊ́kʊ
ʊ́mʊ

V-Cdo ‘this’
(ref)85
ʊ́yo
ábo
ʊ́go
ɪ́yo
ɪ́lo
ágo
ɪ́so
ɪ́yo
ɪ́yo
ʊ́lo
áko
ʊ́go
ʊ́ko
ápo
ʊ́ko
ʊ́mo

Cd-aa
‘that’

Cd-lyʊ ‘that’

ywáa
báa
wáa
yáa
lyáa
gáa
sáa
yáa
yáa
lwáa
káa
wáa
kwáa
páa
kwáa
mwáa

yʊ́lyʊ
bályʊ
gʊ́lyʊ
yɪ́lyʊ
lɪ́lyʊ
gályʊ
sɪ́lyʊ
yɪ́lyʊ
yɪ́lyʊ
lʊ́lyʊ
kályʊ
gʊ́lyʊ
kʊ́lyʊ
pályʊ
kʊ́lyʊ
mʊ́lyʊ

6.6.2 Function
In the exophoric use, demonstratives always follow the noun they modify in
Ndengeleko, although there seem to be some exceptions to this, as we will see
later.
281. nkongo gʊ́no nnáásʊ
nkongo gʊ- no mulaasʊ
3.tree 3Cd- this 3NCP- long
‘This tree is tall.’ (PK-E)

Exophoric demonstratives focus the hearer’s attention on entities in the situation
surrounding the interlocutors (they are ‘pointers’, as in ‘this finger hurts’).
In the anaphoric use, however, the Ndengeleko demonstratives appear to
always precede the noun and are mostly used adnominally:

85

I.e. the referential demonstrative, see below.
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282. atekúmmakiya ɲɲʊ́mbógwe, ʊyo ɲɲʊ́mbógwe atekúmmakiya…
atekumu- bakiy -a ɲɲʊmbo -gwe
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- tell
-FV 1.wife
-his/her
ʊyo
ɲɲʊmbo -gwe atekumu- bakiy -a
1.that (ref) 1.wife -his/her 1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- tell
-FV
‘He told his wife, and then that wife told him,’ (TO, story)

Anaphoric demonstratives are used to track participants of the preceding discourse,
referring back to a noun or noun phrase. They are often used in the second mention
of a referent, establishing this referent as the new topic of the discourse.
The man, who is the topic of the first part of the sentence in example 282
(and of the preceding discourse), tells (something to) his wife, who is mentioned
for the first time. In the second mention of the wife, the demonstrative is used
anaphorically and establishes the wife as the new topic. This kind of use of
demonstratives is especially common in languages that do not have a definite
article (Diessel 1999:98).
The demonstrative can occur without the head noun, especially if it refers to
a place, as the demonstratives of noun classes 16-18 do, e.g. the demonstrative
kʊ́lyʊ ‘there’ in the following example, which refers back to mahakamani ‘to the
court’.86
283. Baa akʊ́lʊ́ngwa kuyénda mpaka mahákámaani. Kwika kʊ́lyʊ́, batélóngeela,
baaa akʊlʊngwa
2Cd- that 2.men
kuika
kʊlyʊ
to.arrive 17.there

kuyenda mpaka
mahakamani
to.go
until(Sw) court (Sw)

batelongeel -a
2SM- COMPL- talk
-FV

‘Those men went to the court. When they arrived there, they talked.’ (TO-S)

Diessel (1999) has identified a number of other functions of demonstratives, some
of which occur in Ndengeleko as well. Discourse deictic demonstratives refer to
elements of the surrounding discourse, but are not co-referential with a prior NP
like the anaphoric ones. They focus the hearer’s attention on aspects of meaning,
expressed by a clause, a sentence, a paragraph or an entire story, and establish a
link between two propositions. The discourse they refer to can precede or follow

86

This Swahili word includes a locative suffix -ni, ‘at/in/to the court’. In Ndengeleko, this is
expressed with the NCP of classes 16-18.
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the demonstrative (Diessel 1999:101-103). In surrounding Bantu languages, the
demonstrative of noun class 8, which can be used as a manner demonstrative, also
functions as a discourse deictic. For example, in Swahili, amesema hivi ‘he said
this’ anticipates upcoming information expressed in the subsequent clause. The
following is a Ndengeleko example with the referential demonstrative used for this
purpse, in bold, linking the two clauses with each other:
284. Shauli yááko leelo mana uyééi polísi mana uyéi kwáákʊ, ɪyó lélo utanga
mwéene
shauli
iako
leelo mana uyeei
polisi
problem(Sw) 9/10Cd- 2sPOSS now if
2sSM- go.PFV 9/10.police(Sw)
mana uyeei
kwakʊ ɪyo
leelo utang -a muene
if
2sSM- go.PFV NEG 9/10.that(ref) now 2sSM- know -FV 1NCP- self
‘Well, it's your problem if you're going to the police or not, that you have to know
yourself.’ (TO-S)

Recognitional demonstratives are only used adnominally and are used to activate
specific shared knowledge that is not mentioned in the preceding discourse. An
example is the following:
285. aabwíi ayééi kumatʊ́mbɪ úko,
abʊʊi
ayeei
kumatʊmbɪ uko
1SM- return.PFV 1SM- go.PFV 17NCP- 6.hills
17.there (ref)
‘He returned and went to the hills over there,’ (TO-S)

The hills in this example were not mentioned earlier in discourse and did not have
to be, as they express information that is familiar to the hearer. The only hilly area
around the Rufiji is to the south, where the Matuumbi people live.
The demonstratives of noun classes 16-18, which are the locative classes, are
used as place and/or time deictics. They are mostly used independently but can
also occur adnominally in an exophoric way:
286. panséngo ápa panógike
pansengo
apa
panog
-ike
16NCP- 3.building 16.here 16SM- be.beautiful -PFV
‘This place is nice.’ (PK-E)

Distal and referential demonstratives are also used in what resembles a relative
clause construction, as illustrated in (287) to (291).
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287. Ámedi yʊlyʊ́ nnaasʊ ywáa ayɪ́mi kyʊ́ʊgʊ
Amedi yʊ- lyʊ mulaasʊ yʊ- aa ayɪm -i
kyʊʊgʊ
Ahmed 1Cd- that 1NCP- long 1Cd- that 1SM- stand -PFV behind
‘Ahmed is that tall one who stands in the back.’ (AK-E)

288. baa báandu baísi kuɲɲópa Habibu amishééni
ba- aa baandu bais -i
kumu- yop
-a
2Cd-that 2.people 2SM- come-PFV NCP15- 1OM- ask.for -FV
Habibu amisheeni
Habibu 2.christians/missionaries
‘The people who came to ask for Habibu were Christians’ (HK-E)

289. kwaa

kúundu nibéliikwe kunógike

kʊ- aa kundu
nibeliikwe
kunog
-ike
17Cd- that 17.place 1sSM- be.born.PFV 17SM- be.beautiful -PFV
‘The place where I grew up is beautiful.’ (HK-E)

290. úwi ywaa aisi páno, bammʊlige báándu
uwi
yʊ- aa aisi
pano
9/10.civet.cat 1Cd- that 1SM- come.PFV 16.here
bamu- bʊlige
bandu
2SM- 1OM- kill.PFV 2.people
‘The civet cat that came here was killed by people.’ (HK-E)

291. Mana ayʊ́kike íímba wénga upala ulómbólɪsea yóóte agó ugapaala.
mana ayʊk
-ike imba
wenga upala ulombolɪse-a
after 1SM- turn.into -PFV 9/10.lion you
2sSM- want bewail
-FV
iote ago
ugapal
-a
6Cd- all 6.that(ref) 2sSM- 6OM- want -FV
‘When he has turned into a lion you can bewail all what you want.’ (TO-S)

In relative constructions referring to time, the class 3 demonstrative waa is used
(although this might also be class 14 as they have identical forms). Such
constructions are also formed with the proximal demonstrative, as in 293.
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292. waa wáabi wa mwalímu, uyɪganage búli?
ʊ- aa ua- bii
u- a mwalimu
uyɪgan -age
buli
3Cd- that 2sSM- PST- be.PFV 1Cd-of 1.teacher(Sw) 2sSM-teach -PST.IPFV how
‘When you were a teacher, how did you teach?’ AK-E

293. nilɪ́mage

ŋŋʊnda wáángʊ

ʊgʊ aísi

nilɪm
-age
ŋŋʊnda uangʊ
ʊgʊ ais
1sSM- cultivate -PST.IPFV 3.field 3Cd- 1sPOSS 3.this 1SM- come
‘I was cultivating my farm when he arrived.’ (PK-E)

-i
-PFV

Proximal demonstrative Cd-no
This proximal demonstrative is formed with the concord, followed by the stem no.
The semantic difference between the two proximal demonstratives, if any, is
unclear. One speaker, in elicitation, claimed that the proximal demonstrative with
the form V-Cd is used when simply pointing out an object, for example, and Cd-no
when pointing out one of several objects, when there is a choice of more than one.
294. mundu yʊ́no nnáásʊ
mundu yʊ- no mulaasʊ
1.person 1Cd- this 1NCP- long
‘This person is tall.’ (PK-E)

295. ŋŋʊbiko gʊ́no

waálibika

ŋŋʊbiko gʊ- no uaalibik
-a
3.cover 3Cd- this 3SM- FUT- break(Sw) -FV
‘This cover will break.’ (AK-E)

There are no examples in my data of anaphorical or relative use of this
demonstrative.
Proximal demonstrative V-Cd
The second proximal demonstrative in Table 39 is often used exophorically in the
data. It is formed in the following way: the concord, when this has the CV form, is
preceded by a vowel of the same quality as in the concord itself. In noun class 11,
for example, the concord lʊ- forms the demonstrative ʊ-lʊ.
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296. lutela ʊ́lʊ luláásʊ
luteela ʊlʊ
lulaasʊ
11.tree 11.this 11NCP- long
‘this twig (of tree) is long’ (PK-E)

In the case of concords with the form V, this V is doubled and a glide is inserted
between the two vowels. In noun classes 4, 8 and 9/10 for example, the
demonstrative is ɪ-y-ɪ.
297. mitela ɪ́yɪ miláásʊ
miteela ɪyɪ
milaasʊ
4.tree 4.this 4NCP- long
‘These trees are tall.’ (PK-E)

This demonstrative can also precede the noun in the exophorical use, but this is
rare.
298. ʊyʊ mwáana ammʊ́lige kindʊ́ʊ́lɪ
ʊyʊ mwana amubʊlige
kindʊʊlɪ
1.this 1.child 1SM- 1OM- kill.PFV 7.squirrel
‘This child killed the squirrel.’ (AK-E)

The demonstrative V-Cd also occurs with anaphoric reference, before the noun, as
expected with anaphorical reference (see ɪyɪ lawa in example 301 below).
Referential demonstrative V-Cd-o
This demonstrative, ending in -o has an anaphoric function in most cases. As such,
it precedes the noun it modifies (if any) in most examples in my data (but see
example 285 above, a recognitional use, and also example 300 below). It has the
same form as the demonstrative V-Cd, but replaces the last vowel with -o in all
noun classes.
299. ʊgo ŋŋʊ́ʊnda, kuna nkʊ́lʊngwa ywɪ́ngɪ́ne abíi
ʊgo
ŋŋʊnda kuna
nkʊlʊngwa yu- ɪngɪne ab- ii
3.that(ref) 3.field
there.is(Sw) 1.man
1Cd- another 1SM- be-PFV
‘There was another man (cultivating) in that field.’ (TO-S)
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300. atúmbwi líníki kasi ɪ́yo?
atumbu -i
liniki kasi
ɪyo
1SM- start -PFV when 9/10.work(Sw) 9/10.that(ref)
‘When did he start that work?’ (AK-E)

The locative demonstratives of this set can be used adnominally, and then may
either precede or follow the locative noun they modify:
301. ɪyɪ láwa, uyénde mpaka apo pandɪ́la uɲɲíti.
ɪyɪ
lawa
uyend -e
mpaka apo
9/10.this 9/10.medicine 2sSM- go
-SUBJ until
16.here(ref)
pandɪla
umu- yit -i
16NCP- 9/10.path 2sSM- 1OM- pour -SUBJ
‘This medicine, go to that road and pour it over him’ (TO-S)

Distal demonstrative Cd-aa
A very commonly used demonstrative is the distal demonstrative formed from the
concord plus the stem aa. It is often used anaphorically and therefore precedes the
noun in most cases. As such it resembles the usage of a definite article. It can
follow the noun when used exophorically but this is much less common.
The following is an example of anaphorical use, adnominal and preceding the
noun:
302. Ywaa nkʊ́lʊngwa kaabʊ́ya mpaka ukááya
yʊ- aa nkʊlʊngwa kaabʊy -a mpaka ukaaya
1Cd- that 1.man
DST- 1SM- return -FV until
14NCP- 9/10.home
‘That/The man returned home.’ (TO-S)

In this example the demonstrative is used independently with an anaphorical
function:
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303. mbwáa anlʊ́mike ywáa
mbwaa amu- lʊm -ike yʊ- aa
9/10.dog 1SM- 1OM- bite -PFV 1Cd- that
‘The dog bit that (person).’ (HK-E)87

The demonstrative with aa is rarely used exophorically. In the following example
saa was translated with a proximal demonstrative in Swahili.
304. saa kyúlo kitétʊ́lɪka
sɪaa kiulo
kitetulɪk -a
7Cd- that 7.water.pot 7SM- COMPL- break -FV
‘This pot broke.’ (HK-E)

Not surprisingly, because of its frequent use as an anaphoric demonstrative, Cd-aa
occurs abundantly in narratives.
Distal demonstrative Cd-lyʊ
Another distal demonstrative is composed of the concord followed by the stem lyʊ.
This demonstrative is frequently used with the locative noun classes 16 and 17:
palyʊ and kʊlyʊ respectively, which are place deictics. I have no examples so far
of this set of locative demonstratives occuring adnominally, but they occur without
the noun or NP they refer to, exophorically as in the following example, or
anaphorically as in example 283 above.
305. ywaa múundu tummwéni pályʊ, kilʊmbʊ sááke Ása
yʊ- aa mundu tumu- bweni
palyʊ kilʊmbʊ
1Cd- that 1.person 1pSM- 1OM- see.PFV 16.there 7.lover
siake
Asa
7Cd- 3sPOSS Aisha
‘The man we just met there is Aisha's boyfriend.’ (HK-E)

The relative use of the distal demonstrative Cd-aa is also exemplified in the above
example (ywaa mundu).

87

As we have seen in section 3.3, the morpho-phonological processes which derive NC and NN
sequences sometimes fail to apply in their entirety; the expected verb form here is annʊ́mike.
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6.7

Numerals

Numerals 1-5 and 8, the forms of which can be traced back to Proto-Bantu, agree
with the noun class of the head noun. Other numerals are independent nominals,
borrowed from Swahili, in turn borrowed from Arabic.
306. abíi ni mabeleko mabɪ́ɪlɪ
abii
ni mabeleko mabɪɪlɪ
1SM- be.PFV with 6.offspring 6NCP- two
‘she has two children’ (offsprings) (HK-E)
Table 40

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
100
1000

The numerals in Ndengeleko

-mo
-bɪ́ɪ́lɪ
-tátu
-ne
-táno
síta
sába
-náne
tísa
kʊ́mi
kʊmi na ímo
kʊmi na íbɪɪlɪ
mia ímo
elfu yímo

In the following table, the concords used with the numerals are shown, together
with an example from each noun class.
Table 41

The numeral concords

cl.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cd
yu(b)a(g)uilima-/gasii-

9

(y)i-

Ndengeleko
mundu yúmo
bandu ábɪɪlɪ
mwaambo gúmo
mikongo íbɪɪlɪ
ligeenge limo
mageenge gábɪɪlɪ
kilɪbe símo
ilɪbe íbɪɪlɪ
saa yímo
bandu elfu yímo
bandu mia ímo
bandu mia íbɪɪlɪ

English
‘one person’
‘two persons’
‘one song’
‘two trees
‘one pumpkin’
‘two pumpkins’
‘one thing’
‘two things’
‘one hour’
‘one thousand persons’
‘one hundred persons’
‘two hundred persons’
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PK
PK
AK
PK
AK
AK
PK
PK
HK
PK
PK
PK

10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

iluka(g)ukupakumu-

ngoonzi íbɪɪlɪ
lukonzi lúmo
kana kámo
ubíɲa gúmo
pabɪ́ɪ́lɪ
-

‘two fingers’
‘one finger’
‘one small child’
‘one sickness’

PK
PK
PK
AK

‘two places’

AK

The following examples illustrate the use of a numeral with the locative class. For
classes 15, 17 and 18, no examples could be elicited, as they did not make sense to
the language consultant (AK).
307. ngonzike pabɪ́ɪ́lɪ
nigonz -ike
pabɪlɪ
1sSM- sleep -PFV 16NCP- two
‘I slept in two places (during one night).’ (AK-E)

308. natami pabɪ́ɪ́lɪ
niatam -i
pabɪlɪ
1sSM- PST- sit -PFV 16NCP- two
‘I sat in two places, here and there.’ (AK-E)

6.8

Quantifiers

In many Bantu languages there is a separate, small category of inflected
adnominals, usually called quantifiers or quantificational modifiers, because of
their semantic content. In Ndengeleko, the quantifiers are the following:
Table 42

Quantifier
-ɪngɪ
-ote
-ingi

Quantifiers in Ndengeleko

Translation
‘another’
‘all’
‘many’

Example
kiikúɲulu sɪ́ɪngɪ
lisʊba lóote
mikólo mííngi

Translation
‘another elbow’
‘the whole day’
‘many hens’

The quantifiers -ɪngɪ and -ote make use of the concord.
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309. mwaalo wɪ́ɪngɪ
mualo
uɪngɪ
3.reason 3Cd- another
‘another reason’ (AK-E)

310. myaalo yɪ́ɪngɪ
mialo
iɪngɪ
4.reasons 4Cd- another
‘other reasons’ (AK-E)

311. tupala uyénda boóte ni yweémbe
tupala
uyenda baote ni yweembe
1pSM- want
to.go
2Cd- all and s/he
‘We will go together (all) with her.’ (HK-E)

312. apétike malóombe lisʊba lóote
apet -ike malombe liisʊba liote
1SM- cut -PFV 6.maize 5.day 5Cd- all
‘She has cut maize all day long.’ (HK-E)

The quantifier stem -ingi ‘many’ takes the NCP as agreement marker.88
313. bándu bííngi
bandu
baingi
2.people 2NCP- many
‘many people’ (AK-E)

314. miláka mííngi
milaka
miingi
4.angers 4NCP- many
'a lot of angers, repeated anger'

There is no quantifier ‘few’ in Ndengeleko. This is rather expressed by the
adjective ‘small/few’ (see section 6.3 on adjectives).

6.9

-ene

A frequently used element in Ndengeleko is -ene, roughly translated as ‘(it)self’
and involving a certain degree of emphasis. It uses the same concord as the

88

Language consultant AK claims that the use of -ingi is influenced by Swahili and that the
construction with associative -a nyansima, cf. example 264, is ‘more proper Ndengeleko’.
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possessive, which means class 1 takes u- and not yu-, as for other categories like
quantifiers. The use of the element -ene is extensive and worthy of further study.
Firstly, -ene occurs as an adnominal. As such it is always post-nominal.
Table 43

Noun class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

-ene in all classes

Ndengeleko
nkʊlʊngwa wéene
akʊlʊngwa béene
ntope wéene
mitope yéene
lipamba lyéene
makolo géene
kiganza séene
iikuɲulu yéene
ngwapa yéene
lukolo lwéene
kakakasi kéene
ukando wéene
kutyanga kwéene
pandu péene
kupʊngʊtɪ kwéene
mpʊngʊtɪ mwéene

English
‘the man (himself)
‘the men (themselves)
‘the stick (itself)’
‘the sticks (themselves)’
‘the shoulder (itself)’
‘the clans (themselves)’
‘the palm of the hand (itself)’
‘the elbows (themselves)’
‘the armpit (itself)’
‘the clan (itself)’
‘the small container (itself)’
‘the soil (itself)’
‘the walking (itself)’
‘the place (itself)’
‘at the forest (itself)’
‘in the forest (itself)’

-ene
u-ene
ba-ene
u-ene
i-ene
li-ene
ga-ene
si-ene
i-ene
i-ene
lu-ene
ka-ene
u-ene
ku-ene
pa-ene
ku-ene
mu-ene

In this construction, -ene cannot be used without the noun it refers to, as in *wene
ubii yɪka ‘it is on its own’, referring to ntópe ‘stick’ (cl.3). It is possible to say kibíi
yɪka ‘it is on its own’, referring to for example kigóombo /ki-gombo/ ‘tool’ (cl.7),
but not *kene kibii yɪka. -ene can also not be used as a pronoun to replace an
object, as in ‘give IT to me’. The phrase nimáɲi kuyógeelya ‘I can swim’, can not
be paraphrased into *nimaɲi kwene. In these cases, a demonstrative has to be used.
A few examples illustrate the use of -ene. According to speakers, the
meaning is the same in all these examples if you leave out -ene. I propose that the
element contributes a certain degree of emphasis:
315. mbwigá wééne mwíi
mbwiga uene mwii
1a.friend 1Cd- self 1.thief
‘The friend himself is a thief.’ (AK-E)
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316. langi yééne itébʊʊka
langi
iene itebʊʊk -a
9/10.colour(Sw) 9/10Cd- self 9/10SM- COMPL- go
-FV
‘The colour is gone.’ (HK-E)

317. Habibu wéene
Habibu uene
Habibu 1Cd- self
‘Habibu himself’ (AK-E)

A similar construction can be used preceding the noun or independently, to mean
‘oneself’ (himself, yourself etc). This is only used with persons. Contrary to the
other construction with -ene, this element, if used as an adnominal, has to precede
the noun. Moreover, the form is different for the first person and is not wene, but
mwene.
318. mwene Salimá aatéleka
muene Salima aatelek -a
1NCP- self Salima 1SM- FUT- cook -FV
‘Salima herself will cook.’ (AK-E)

319. mwene nkʊ́lʊ́ngwa
mu- ene nkʊlʊngwa
1NCP- self 1.man
‘the man (himself)’ (AK-E)

320. ɪyó lélo utanga wée wa mwéene.
ɪyo
leelo utang -a wee w- a muene
9/10.that(ref) now 2sSM- know -FV you 1Cd- of 1NCP- self
‘It’s up to you.’ (TO-S)

321.

nitanga na mwéene
utanga wa mwéene
atanga mwéene
tutanga twa béene
m(u)tanga mwa béene
batanga béene

‘I know myself’
‘you know yourself’
‘s/he knows her/himself’
‘we know ourselves’
‘you (pl.) know yourselves’
‘they know themselves’
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6.10

Inflected interrogatives

There are two inflected interrogatives in the data, -akʊ ‘which’ and -lɪnga, ‘how
many’. The question word -akʊ uses the concord, as with the quantifiers.
Table 44

Noun
class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

- akʊ in all classes

-akʊ

Ndengeleko

English

yu-akʊ
ba-akʊ
u-akʊ
i-akʊ
li-akʊ
ga-akʊ
si-akʊ
i-akʊ
i-akʊ
lu-akʊ
ka-akʊ
u-akʊ
ku-akʊ
pa-akʊ
ku-akʊ
mu-akʊ

ywáakʊ
agéni báakʊ
nkóngo wáakʊ
mikóngo yáakʊ
lyáambi lyáakʊ
máambi gáakʊ
kíingano sáakʊ
iíngano yáakʊ
mbúgúsu yáakʊ
lukálángo lwáakʊ
kaɪ́nza káakʊ
bwábɪ́ wáakʊ
kwíina kwáakʊ
pananí páakʊ
kwáakʊ
munáni mwáakʊ

‘which one (person)?’
‘which guests?’
‘which tree?’
‘which trees?’
‘which mat?’
‘which mats?’
‘which heel?’
‘which heels?’
‘which small firewood?’
‘which sidedish?’
‘which little girl?’
‘which witchcraft’
‘which dancing?’
‘which on top?’
‘which place’
‘which on top?’

The form ku-akʊ ‘which place’ is the regularly used question-word meaning
‘where?’ (i.e. ‘which place’).
322. uuma kwaákʊ?
uum
-a kwakʊ
2sSM- come.from -FV where
‘where do you come from?’ (HK-E)

This word has developed into a negation marker in Ndengeleko, see 11.1.1.
The interrogative -lɪnga, ‘how many’, takes the same concord as the
numerals. This is common in a Bantu comparative perspective and was also the
case in Proto-Bantu (Meeussen 1967:96). Example (323) shows that -lɪnga follows
the pattern of the numerals rather than taking the NCP in all classes as with the
adjectives (which would have given mitope milɪnga).
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323. ibíí mitope ilɪɪ́nga?
ibii
mitoope
ilɪnga
4SM- be.PFV 4.sticks (of axe) 4Cd- how.many
‘how many sticks (of axe) are there?’ (HK-E)

324. gabíi mabago malɪɪ́nga?
gabii
mabago malɪnga
6SM- be.PFV 6.axes 6NCP- how.many
‘how many axes are there?’ (HK-E)

325. una bána alɪ́ɪnga?
una
baana
alɪnga
you.have(Sw) 2.children 2Cd- how many
‘How many children do you have?’ (TN-E)

326. mikákási ilɪ́ɪnga
mikakasi ilɪnga
4.mugs 4Cd- how many
‘how many mugs?’ (AK-E)

6.11

Summary

In this chapter, different constituents which modify nouns – the so-called
adnominals – have been presented. These divide into adjectives, which agree with
the head noun by means of the Noun Class Prefix, and other adnominals, which
agree with the head noun by means of a Concord. These include the associative
construction, possessives, demonstratives, numerals and quantifiers. The concord
shows some differences depending on the category of the adnominal.
Adjectives are few in Ndengeleko, and mainly from the semantic types
‘dimension’ and ‘physical property’. There are three adjectives for colour: black,
white and red.
All adnominals follow the noun they modify, although the demonstrative can
also precede the noun.
There are five different demonstrative stems in Ndengeleko; two proximal,
two distal, and one which refers back to information previously mentioned.
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7. Patterns of agreement
In general in Ndengeleko, as in other Bantu languages, agreement in a phrase is
governed by the noun class of the controller noun, see also section 6.2. However,
semantic considerations, specifically related to animacy, also play a role in the
choice of agreement in Ndengeleko.
In this chapter, the concepts of grammatical agreement and animacy
agreement are introduced in 7.1. Thereafter, the specifics of agreement involving
nouns with human referents are discussed in 7.2, and nouns with animal referents
in 7.3. A discussion of the distinction between the two forms of agreement is
presented in 7.4. In 7.5, other aspects than animacy, of importance for agreement,
are presented.

7.1

Introduction

In a noun class language like Ndengeleko, the noun class manifests itself by the
use of a noun class prefix, and by the use of Class Concord (CC).89 Each noun class
triggers a set of concord markers on agreement targets.
327. di-bwa

di-swanu di-ku-dia
5-dog
5-good
5-pres-eat.FV
‘The good dog eats.’
(Kagulu, Petzell 2008:48)

In the above example from Kagulu, the head noun dibwa ‘dog’ is a noun of class 5.
Therefore, agreement on the adjective and verb is of class 5, as expected. Animate
Concord (AC), on the other hand, refers to the use of concords of noun classes 1
(singular) and 2 (plural) for nouns with animate referents, even when these nouns
inherently belong to another noun class. This can be viewed as a secondary,
semantically based nominal classification, cutting across and taking precedence
over the first nominal classification based on noun classes (Schadeberg 2001).
In Ndengeleko and other languages with AC, the semantics of the noun
plays a more important role than the noun class membership when the head noun
refers to a human being or an animal, as in the following example. The head noun,

89

I use the terminology AC (animate concord) and CC (class concord) following Wald (1975).
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of class 7 with a prefix ki-, refers to an animal. Therefore, the subject agreement
marker on the verb is of class 1:
328. kipʊ́mbʊ́gʊ ayingii múlyɪ́ɪmbwa
kipʊmbʊgʊ ayingɪ -i
muliɪmbwa
7.crocodile 1SM- enter -PFV 18NCP- 5.hole
‘The crocodile (has) entered into the hole.’ (AK-E)

AC occurs in several Bantu languages, mainly along the east coast of central
Africa (Wald 1975:296). The languages closest to the coast exhibit the highest
percentage of AC, while in areas further inland the percentage is much lower or
non-existent.
Apart from being of areal character, AC manifests itself in different ways in
the languages concerned. Very few languages make use of it throughout, AC for
all animate nouns in all contexts requiring concord. In Matuumbi, for example,
animate nouns in class 9 (which can have singular or plural reference) use the
concord of class 1 in the singular, but the concord of class 9 when plural (Odden
1996:31).
Swahili, the most well-known language which exhibits AC, uses concords of
classes 1 and 2 with all animate nouns, unless these are human relationship terms
in attributive possessive constructions (Contini-Morava 2008). For each Bantu
language that uses AC, there appears to be a specific set of rules for its application.
Wald (1975) made a significant contribution in describing this phenomenon for the
so-called North East Coastal Bantu languages (NECB).
For the languages spoken in the coastal area to the south of Dar es Salaam,
we know little about the specific rules of CC/AC concord. See Ström (2011) for a
brief overview. Maho (1999:124) labels the phenomenon General Animate
Concord (GAC), and includes Matuumbi in his study (as well as languages in
completely different geographical areas such as Angola). He also notes (Maho
1999:123), that the attested distribution is most probably an underestimation, as
many grammars make no mention of the use of animate concord, possibly because
it has been considered too colloquial or ‘irregular’ for mention.

7.2

Agreement with human referents

In this section we will have a closer look at the agreement behaviour of nouns with
human referents. Apart from classes 1/2 and 1a, we find such nouns in classes 5/4,
7/8, 9/10 and 12(/8). For more on these noun classes, see 5.4.
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Nouns in classes 1/2
As seen in section 5.4, class 1 singular, paired with class 2 plural, exclusively
contains nouns with human referents. The nouns with human referents all take
concords of classes 1 and 2, as expected:
329. mwana wá ŋŋéni agóonsike
mwana ua ŋŋeni
agonz
-ike
1.child 1Cd- of 1.visitor 1SM- lie.down -PFV
‘The child of the visitor is sleeping (has fallen asleep).’ (PK-E)

Nouns in class 1a
The nouns in class 1a, mainly kinship terms, take their agreement in class 1/2. The
singular nouns ‘mother’ and ‘father’ take the concords of noun class 2, which is
honorific agreement.
330. tatɪ bááke
taatɪ
baake
1a.father 2Cd- 3sPOSS
‘his/her father’ (SS-E)

If there is a plural in class 6, agreement is with class 2 (for the speakers who accept
such plurals).
331. matatɪ báángʊ
mataatɪ baangʊ
6.fathers 2Cd- 1sPOSS
‘my fathers’ (SS-E)

Human referents in other classes
Apart from derived diminutive and augmentative nouns, human referents can be
found in class 7 (332) and 9/10 (333), although these are few. As we have seen in
section 5.4, nouns with human referents in these classes mainly refer to persons
with a handicap, or unfavourable characteristics, such as ngángali ‘stubborn
person’ (cl.9/10). It also includes the noun for ‘lover’ (in class 7) and the noun for
‘friend’ (in class 9/10). These all take class 1/2 agreement.
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332. kiwéte nnáásʊ
kiwete
mulaasʊ
7.lame.person 1NCP- long
‘tall lame person’ (AK-E)

333. mbʊ́gʊsʊ awi páái
mbʊgʊsʊ
aw -ii
paai
9/10.deaf.person 1SM- fall -PFV down
‘the deaf person fell down’ (AK-E)

Certain of these nouns with human referents can be used in the plural. Class 7
nouns in that case take a plural in class 8, and sometimes an alternative plural in 6.
Some class 9/10 nouns, which have singular as well as plural reference, can take
an alternative plural in class 6. For all these nouns with human referents, singular
as well as plural, AC is compulsory:
334. mabwigá béene
mabwiga baene
6.friends 2Cd- self
‘the friends (themselves)’ (SM-E)

Derived nouns
When noun stems with human referents are used in class 5 for an augmentative
meaning, or class 12 for a diminutive meaning, agreement is of the class to which
this derived noun belongs (CC), and forms the only case in which agreement of
humans is not with classes 1 and 2. The following is an example with the noun
stem -ana, as in mwáána /mu-ana/ ‘child’ (cl.1), with the augmentative meaning in
noun class 5 ‘big child’:
335. lyana lyááke likʊ́lʊ
liana
liake
likʊlʊ
5.child (aug) 5Cd- 3sPOSS 5NCP- big
‘her big child’ (PK-E)

The same noun stem seen in (335), -ana, can be used in noun class 12 for a
diminutive meaning:
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336. kaána ka ŋŋéni kandólɪ́la
kaana
kaa ŋŋeni
kaandolɪl -a
12.small.child 12Cd- of 1.visitor 12SM- PRES.DJ- cry -FV
‘The small child of the visitor is crying.’ (PK-E)

In sum, all nouns with human referents in classes 1/2, in class 1a, and in classes
7/8 and 9/10 induce class 1/2 agreement. Derived nouns with human referents in
classes 5/4 and 12(/8) with augmentative or diminutive semantics, on the other
hand, induce grammatical agreement.

7.3

Agreement with animal referents

Nouns with animal referents differ from nouns with human referents in their
agreement behaviour. There are no nouns with animal referents in classes 1/2.
Rather, they occur in classes 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9, 11, 12 and 14. In whichever class
these nouns are, they typically make use of Animate Concord. There are some
exceptions to this, however.
Underived nouns
AC is illustrated in (337) for class 3, with a subject marker of class 1.
337. nkwánda aɪ́mba lyɪ́ɪ́mbwa
nkwanda aɪmb -a liɪmbwa
3.aardvark 1SM- dig
-FV 5.hole
‘The aardvark digs a hole.’ (AK-E)

There are quite a number of animals in class 7, with a plural in class 8. Animate
concord is again the rule, as can be seen with the quantifier in a noun phrase (338),
a demonstrative in (339), and a nominal object in class 7 with an object agreement
marker of class 1 (1OM) on the verb (340):
338. kikóko ywɪ́ɪngɪ
kikoko yu- ɪngɪ
7.rat
1Cd- another
‘another rat’ (AK-E)
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339. ikoko ába
ikoko aba
8.rats 2.these
‘these rats’ (HK-E)

340. ʊyʊ mwáana ammʊ́lige kindʊ́ʊ́lɪ
ʊyʊ mwana amu- bʊlige
kindʊʊlɪ
1.this 1.child 1SM- 1OM- kill.PFV 7.squirrel
‘This child killed the squirrel.’ (AK-E)

Class 9/10 contains more nouns with animal referents than all the other classes
taken together. Here too, AC is the rule, as we can see with the object marker in
(341).
341. ammʊ́lige ɲóka
amu- bʊlige
ɲoka
1SM- 1OM- kill.PFV 9/10.snake
‘He has killed the snake.’ (AK-E)

Among other languages with AC, there are syntactic constraints on the use of AC.
For example, AC is said to be more favoured when it is not in the same noun
phrase as the controlling noun (Wald 1975:299). When there is a concordial
element before and outside of the NP of the controlling noun, AC is favoured e.g.
in Swahili hawa ni ng’ombe wangu ‘these are my cows’ (Wald 1975). This is also
the case in Ndengeleko:
342. ába ŋombe báángʊ
aba
ŋombe
baangʊ
2Cd.these 9/10.cows 2Cd- 1SPOSS
‘These are my cows.’ (AK-E)

Other languages favour CC inside the NP, e.g. Kami ng’ombe dzangu
nhulu/wakulu ‘my big cows’ (Wald 1975). In Ndengeleko, AC is used both inside
the NP (ŋombe biingi) and outside (object prefix in baabweni).
343. baabwéni ng’ombe bííngi
baabweni
ng’ombe baingi
2SM- 2OM- see.PFV 9/10.cattle 2Cd- many
‘They saw a lot of cows.’ (AK-E)
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344. mbusi yúmo abii kʊ́lyʊ wáangʊ
mbusi
yu- mo ab -ii
kʊ- lyʊ uangʊ
9/10.goat 1Cd- one 1SM- be -PFV 17Cd- that 1Cd- 1sPOSS
‘The one goat which is yonder is mine.’ (PK-E)

AC does not occur throughout with underived animate nouns, however. For plurals
in noun class 6,90 AC is used in some examples and CC in others. In 345, object
agreement on the verb is AC, but agreement on the demonstrative, within the NP,
is CC:
345. nyaabʊ́lige gaa makʊ́le
niabʊlige
gaaa makʊle
1sSM- 2OM- kill.PFV 6Cd- that 6.rats
‘I have killed those rats.’ (HK-E)

In the following example, the subject agreement on the verb is CC.
346. makʊ́le gabʊtʊki pakíinza
makʊle gabʊtʊk -i
pakinza
6.rats
6SM- run -PFV 16NCP- 7.kitchen
‘The rats ran into the kitchen.’ (HK-E)

When trying to find out exactly which rules are at play in this variation, I found
that CC and AC are in free variation (347-348).91
347. abʊ́lage makʊle ába
abʊlag -e
makʊle
2OM- kill -SUBJ 6.rats
‘Kill these rats!’ (AK-E)

aba
2.these

90

This is the regular plural of class 5, but as we have seen in 5.5, class 6 pairs with almost any
class as an alternative plural. Animals in noun class 9/10 normally do not have a separate plural
form.
91
It should be mentioned that sentence (347) represents the spontaneous translation of the
speaker, while sentence (348) was produced when asked if agreement with class 6 was possible.
The judgement of the speaker in retrospect is that (348) is the correct Ndengeleko sentence, but
that (347) is also possible. Together with the fact that AC is more frequent in the data, this may be
an indication that the use of AC is increasing.
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348. gabʊ́lage makʊle ága
gabʊlag -e
makʊle
6OM- kill -SUBJ 6.rats
‘Kill these rats!’ (AK-E)

aga
6.these

Mass nouns in class 14 with animate referents also take CC in certain cases. One
might think that this is when they are considered too small to be animates. Equally
small animals and insects in other classes are treated as animates however, as with
the class 9/10 noun ‘grasshopper(s)’ (350).
349. udúfi uuma lwíi kwikwɪ́lɪɪlɪ
ulufi
uum
-a lwii
kuIkwɪlɪɪlɪ
14.shrimps 14SM- come.from -FV 11.river 17NCP- Ikwiriri
‘The shrimps come from the river at Ikwiriri.’ (HK-E)

350. ngóongo baísi kumigʊ́nda lɪɪno
ngongo
bais -i
kumigʊnda
9/10.grasshopper 2SM- come-PFV 17NCP- 4.field
‘Grasshoppers came to the field today.’ (HK-E)

lɪɪno
today

In fact, the speaker accepts, but disprefers, class 2 agreement for ‘shrimps’ in
(352). However, the noun for ‘prawns’ in class 9/10 always take class 2 agreement
(353).
351. ulúfi nkʊ́lʊ nkʊ́lʊ92
ulufi
nkʊlʊ
nkʊlʊ
14.shrimps 14NCP.big 14NCP.big
‘big shrimps’ (AK-E)

352. ? ulúfi akʊ́lʊ akʊ́lʊ
ulufi
akʊlʊ
akʊlʊ
14.shrimps 2 NCP.big 2 NCP.big
‘big shrimps’ (AK-E)

353. ngáamba akʊ́lʊ akʊ́lʊ
ngamba
akʊlʊ
akʊlʊ
14.prawns 2 NCP.big 2NCP.big
‘big prawns’ (AK-E)

92

As mentioned in section 6.3.2, adjectives can be doubled when a noun has plural reference.
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This points to a conclusion that agreement depends on which class is used, rather
than semantic distinctions as small/big or perhaps food/non-food.
Class 14 can take CC or AC, but a class 9/10 noun always induces AC. Class
6 can also take CC or AC. As evidenced by the following example, CC is not used
because the referent is small or otherwise non-animate:
354. makénya gandóyuguya
makenya
gaandoyuguy -a
6.sand.fleas 6SM- PRES.DJ- itch -FV
‘The sand fleas are itching.’ (HK-E)

CC as well as AC is also possible in class 4:
355. mikólo mííngi
mikolo miingi
4.hens 4NCP- many
‘many hens’ (AK-E)

356. mikólo bííngi
mikolo baingi
4.hens 2NCP- many
‘many hens’ (AK-E)

Derived nouns
As we have seen, derived diminutive and augmentative nouns with human
referents induce CC. This is the same with animal referents, without exceptions.
The noun for ‘hare’ in Ndengeleko is mbésa /N-pesa/ (cl.9/10); ‘small hare’ is
ka-pésa:93
357. kapésa kaúu
kapesa kauu
12.hare 12NCP- white
‘white little hare’ (AK-E)

Wald (1975) points out for Swahili that AC comes into effect when the noun class
of the controlling noun is felt to be arbitrary, rather than semantically motivated. In
the case of diminutives and augmentatives, there is a strong semantic motivation

93

The noun stem is -pesa. Preceded by the homorganic nasal prefix of noun class 9/10 (N-), the
voiceless consonant becomes voiced (see section 3.3.2).
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for noun class assignment, therefore CC applies. When there is no transparent
semantic motivation for noun class assignment, the semantic content of the noun
itself (not the possible diminutive meaning of the class) is the basis for agreement,
and because these nouns are animates, they take the agreement of noun classes 1
and 2 (Wald 1975:273).
This strong semantic motivation also holds when the diminutiveness (in this
case) is borrowed from another language: class 7 is sometimes used for
diminutives in Ndengeleko, which is analysed here as Swahili influence. Class 7 is
the regular class for diminutives in Swahili. Next to a regular diminutive kapúsi
‘small goat’ in class 12, we also find a derived noun kipúsi (cl.7)94 in the data. This
noun takes agreement of the class it has been derived in, 7 in this case: kipusi ɪ́sɪ
kinógike ‘this small goat is beautiful’. This is the case even though other animate
nouns in class 7 must show AC; see for instance kindʊ́ʊ́li ‘squirrel’ (340) and
kikóko ‘rat’ (338). Such nouns have not been moved to class 7 for semantic
reasons, and are not necessarily small, as evidenced by the noun for ‘very large
crocodile’ kipʊ́mbʊ́gʊ, which is also in noun class 7.

7.4

The CC/AC distinction

For Ndengeleko, we can now conclude that there is a hierarchy of environments
where animacy agreement can be expected, from CC only on the left to AC only
on the right.
Figure 15

aug/dim

CC > AC

>

animals in
4, 6 & 14

>

animals in
> humans
other classes

Hence, when variation between AC and CC is an option, there is a humanness
hierarchy: nouns with human referents take AC to a greater extent than nouns with
animal referents. For human nouns there are no other exceptions than the derived
nouns with augmentative or diminutive meanings.

94

The derived sense of class 7 is borrowed from Swahili, not the noun itself.
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7.5

Other agreement considerations

Noun class 1 only contains nouns with human referents. As we have seen, most
nouns with animate referents trigger agreement in class 1, although they belong to
other classes. Apart from this, the noun úla ‘rain’ takes agreement in noun class 1.
The noun itself belongs to noun class 9/10 and does not have a prefix.95 I do not
know of any other Bantu language using animacy agreement for ‘rain’.
358. ulá aní lɪ́ɪ́no
ula
anii
lɪɪno
9/10.rain 1SM- rain.PFV today
‘It rained today.’96 (HK-E)

One speaker (SM) uses class 9/10 agreement for this noun. In all other examples
with different speakers, agreement is in class 1.
359. ukaa sɪ́ɪ́nu aíké?
ukaa
siɪnu
aiike
14.homeplace 7Cd- 2pPOSS 1SM- arrive.PFV
‘Did it arrive at your place (the rain)?’ (HK-E)

360. úla abʊ́ʊi
ula
abʊʊi
9/10.rain 1SM- return.PFV
‘The rains have returned.’ (AK-E)

361. úla mwííngi
ula
muingi
9/10.rain 1NCP- many
‘a lot of rain’ (AK-E)

A mass noun or other noun without a singular/plural distinction can show
agreement with noun class 5 or 11 with the numeral ‘one’ to show singularity.

95

For Proto-Bantu, the noun has been reconstructed as *búdà. The initial consonant b has been
lost in Ndengeleko due to spirantisation and consonant loss (see 3.4).
96
Literally: ‘s/he rained today’.
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362. nipala ulɪ́ɪ́a udufi límo
nipal
-a ulɪɪa ulufi
limo
1sSM- want -FV to.eat 14.shrimps 5Cd- one
‘I will eat one shrimp.’ (HK-E)

363. mwaa lúmo
mwaa lumo
3.leaf 11Cd- one
‘one leaf’ (HK-E)

Lastly, a note on the agreement with locative nouns in noun classes 16-18:
adnominals do not show agreement with the locative class, but with the noun class
of the noun to which the locative prefix is added. This is common across Bantu
(see e.g. Setswana (Demuth and Mmusi 1997)).
364. apandike bíinda kuŋŋʊnda wááke.
apand -ike binda kuŋŋʊnda uake
1SM- plant -PFV 6.okra 17NCP- 3.field
3Cd- 3sPOSS
‘S/he planted okra in his/her field/garden.’ (HK-E)

365. tutáma kunnɪ́ma wɪ́ɪ́tʊ
tutam -a kunnɪma
1pSM- sit -FV 17NCP- 3.land
‘We live in our country.’ (HK-E)

wɪtʊ
3Cd- 1p.POSS

366. ndɪmɪ́nɪ atama múlyɪ́ɪmbwa lɪ́no
ndɪmɪnɪ
atam -a muliɪmbwa lɪno
9/10.warthog 1SM- sit -FV 18NCP- 5.hole
5Cd- this
‘There’s a warthog in this hole.’ (AK-E)

Agreement with the locative class is rejected:
367. mumpuko wááke
mumpuko uake
18NCP- 3.bag 3Cd- 3sPOSS
‘in his pocket’ (AK-E)

368. *mumpuko mwaake
mumpuko mu- ake
18NCP- 3.bag 18Cd- 3sPOSS
‘in his pocket’ (AK-E)
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As in many other Bantu languages, the locative can be the preposed subject of the
phrase, and the logical subject is postposed. This is commonly referred to as
locative inversion (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989; Demuth and Mmusi 1997).
369. pigóongo patama agói angé ɲʊ́ʊmba
paigongo patam -a agoi
ange
ɲʊmba
16NCP- 8.shore 16SM- sit -FV 2.old.people2Cd- without 9/10.house
‘At the shore sit old men without houses/who don't have a house.’ (AK-E)

370. pandu páno paawi íímba
pandu
pano
paaw -ii
16.place 16.here 16SM- PST- die -PFV
‘A lion died at this place.’ (AK-E)

371. kupʊ́ngʊ́tɪ

kubʊ́laga

imba
9/10.lion

báandu

kupʊngʊtɪ
kubʊlag -a bandu
17SM- 9/10.bush 17SM- kill -FV 2.people
‘People are killed in the forest.’ (AK-E)

7.6

Summary

This chapter has shown the distinction between grammatical agreement according
to the noun class of the head noun (CC), and semantic agreement in classes 1/2 for
most nouns with animate referents, called animacy agreement (AC). CC for nouns
with animate referents is only regular for derived nouns: diminutives in class 12
and augmentatives in class 5. Nouns with human referents in other classes must
induce AC. For nouns with animal referents in other classes there is variation
between AC and CC in the plural classes 4 and 6, as well as in class 14.
Furthermore, we have seen that the noun úla ‘rain’ shows agreement in class
1. For mass nouns, singularity can sometimes be expressed by using agreement in
class 5 or 11.
As for locative nouns in classes 16-18, adnominals do not show agreement
with the locative class, but with the noun class of the noun to which the locative
prefix is added. On the other hand, locatives can be the preposed subject of the
phrase. This is called locative inversion.
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Part IV: Morphology in the verb phrase
As pointed out by Nurse (2008:21), the agglutinating Bantu languages are ‘verby’;
they express by verbal derivation and inflection what other languages may express
lexically or syntactically. The following chapters deal with morphology in the verb
phrase. Below in this introduction, the structure of the verbal form is described as a
background to the terminology used in the rest of the chapters. Thereafter,
derivation of verbal items by means of extensions is the subject of Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 discusses inflection of subject and object. The inflectional category of
tense, aspect and mood forms the bulk of this part of the thesis, in Chapter 10. This
is followed by negation in Chapter 11 and copula constructions and non-verbal
predication in Chapter 12.
Terminology
As background to the analysis of the Ndengeleko verb, I here introduce
terminology commonly used in studies of Bantu languages, e.g. (Meeussen 1967;
Schadeberg 2003a). The following figure illustrates the structure of the verb in
Ndengeleko (as in other Bantu languages):
Verb
INFL

MacroStem
OM

Stem
Inflectional Final
Suffix

Verbal base
Root
Figure 16

Extensions

The structure of the verb, adapted from Downing (2001)

In this terminology, the nucleus of the verb, which cannot be further separated, is
referred to as the radical or root.
372. -tɪl-

‘fear’
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The root has the structure CVC or CVVC. This root can be extended with suffixes
– extensions – which contribute further lexical meaning to the root, for instance
causatives.
The root, with or without optional extensions, is referred to as a (verbal)
base.
Inflection is expressed by affixing to this base, by means of an inflectional
final suffix, resulting in a stem. Inflection also involves marking of the object
(OM). The stem including the OM is referred to as the macrostem. Inflection of
subject, as well as tense-aspect-mood (TAM), is prefixed to this macrostem, in
INFL (inflectional prefixes) in Figure 16.
The linear ordering of such inflectional and derivational morphemes is
comparable across Bantu languages. This morphological template is referred to as
a slot system (Nurse 2003:90). For the analysis of Ndengeleko inflection I use the
labels introduced by Meeussen (1967:108-111). Meeussen refers to the position
between formative and infix as limitative.
In the following table, the names of the slots are given in the first row. The
slots ‘Root’ and ‘Extension’ form the verbal base. Other slots are involved in
inflection; the OM in the macrostem and all other prefixes in INFL (cf. Figure 1).
The final slots merge together in the IFS.97 The examples are parsed morpheme by
morpheme, in order to illustrate the slot system:

97

In the examples in this thesis, these have normally not been segmented, which means -age (see
example 205) is glossed PST.IPFV and not segmented into -ag-e.
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Table 45

The slots in Ndengeleko

INFL
PreInitial, Post- FormLimiinitial SM
initial ative,
tative
TAM
373. aatekúnnʊma ‘(The dog) bit him.’ (AK-E)
a
a
te
ku
1SM

PST

COMPL

15NCP

OM Verbal base
Infix, Root ExtOM
ension

mu

lʊm

a

1OM

bite

FV

374. twandakwáalekelya ‘We are throwing at them.’ (AK-E)
tu
anda
ku
a
lek
1pSM

PRES.DJ

15NCP

IFS
Pre- Final
final,
TAM

2OM

ɪl-ɪ

a

throw at
(applicative)

FV

375. (nimmweni múundu) kaapɪ́ta ‘I saw someone passing there.’ (HK-E)
ka
a
pɪt
DST

1SM

a

pass

376. ammʊlagage ɲaái? ‘Whom was s/he (busy) killing?’
a
mu
bʊlag
1SM

1OM

kill

FV

ag

e

PST.
IPFV

FV

The minimal form of a verb in discourse, namely the imperative, consists of a base
and the IFS, which often consists of the final vowel (FV) only.
377. lok -a
cross -FV
‘Cross!’ (the road, river)

However, the most common minimal form consists of a subject marker (SM), a
verbal base and a final vowel. This is the present (see section 10.6.1), in the
conjoint form in (378).
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378. atéleka kiláalyo pakíinza
atelek -a kilaalyo pakinza
1SM- cook -FV 7.food 16NCP- kitchen
‘She is cooking food in the kitchen.’ (SS-E)

In these chapters on verbal morphology, use has to some extent been made of
contexts, guided by the questionnaire in Dahl (1985). An example from this
questionnaire is indicated by ‘Dahl’ and the question number following the
glossing. The full context of the example from the questionnaire is given in a
footnote. In these contexts, capitals indicate that the speaker is presented with the
uninflected form of the verb.
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8. Verbal derivation
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the structure of the verbal base. The verbal
base is the domain of derivational verbal morphology in Bantu languages
(Schadeberg 2003a). Verbal derivation is introduced in 8.1. Thereafter, the
extensions which are productive in Ndengeleko are presented: the applicative in
8.2, the causative in 8.3, the passive in 8.4 and the reciprocal in 8.5.
Other extensions common to Bantu languages and reconstructed for ProtoBantu (Schadeberg 2003a) are not productive in Ndengeleko. Such extensions can
be recognised in many verbal bases, for example the verbal bases which include
-ɪk. Examples with -ɪk are given in 8.6. Other fossilised extensions are less
transparent and are not discussed in separate sections.

8.1

Introduction

Canonical roots have the structure CV(V)C. These lexical roots can be extended
with suffixes to form other lexical meanings related to the meaning of the root.
In Ndengeleko, verbs longer than CV(V)C are basically all the result of a
derivational process, as in other Bantu languages (Schadeberg 2003a:72). The
suffixes are commonly referred to as extensions, when analysable as to form and
meaning.98 The canonical extension has the shape -V(C). The following are
examples of the morphological structure of an applicative and a passive.
Table 46

Examples of extensions

Example

Root

EXT

Final

-yítya

-yit‘pour’
-kem‘call’

-ɪ
-ʊ

-kémwa

-a

Extended
meaning
‘pour onto’

Kind of
extension
Applicative

-a

‘be called’

Passive

It is not uncommon that an extended verb no longer has an unextended
counterpart.

98

In other cases, when this is not transparent, segmentation may be purely formal and we can
refer to the base as consisting of a root and an expansion (Schadeberg 2003a).
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8.2

Applicative

Applicative verbs are transitive. The object of the applicative verb is mostly a
beneficiary (example 379). It can also fulfil semantic roles such as instrument
(example 380) and place99 (example 381). The beneficiary function is the most
common in Ndengeleko as well as in other Bantu languages (Schadeberg 2003a).
The applicative in Ndengeleko is -ɪ- or -ɪl-. The short form glides to -y-. The PB
form of the applicative was *-ɪl- (Schadeberg 2003a:74)100. The meaning of the
applicative can be specialised and lexicalised, or fully transparent.
379. mana ápátíke pwéela aampɪ́mya sawádi mwɪɪnza
mana
if

apat -ike pwela
1SM- get -PFV 9/10.money

aamu- pɪmɪ
-a sawadi mwɪnza
1SM- FUT- 1OM- buy.for -FV present 1.girl
‘If he gets money he will buy a present for the girl.’ (AK-E, Dahl 104.101)

380. alɪ́mya ligéembe
alɪmɪ
-a ligembe
1SM- cultivate.with -FV 5.hoe
‘He is farming with the hoe.’ (PK-E)

381. kwika kʊ́lyʊ, mpaka uyógeeli máásɪ102
kuika kʊ- lyʊ mpaka
uyogeelɪ -i
maasɪ
to.arrive 17Cd- that until(Sw) 2sSM- swim -SUBJ 6.water
‘When you come there, you should swim.’ (SM-E)

99

Also time, cause and reason.
Other names are dative, prepositional, or directive extensions.
101
(The boy thinks that he will perhaps get a sum of money) If the boy GET the money, he BUY a
present for the girl.
102
Following the applicative -ɪ-, the form of the subjunctive is -i, and the results is a high vowel.
See section 4.5.3.
100
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Table 47

Applicative

Examples of applicatives in Ndengeleko

-páya
-lʊ́mya
-pɪ́mya
-yítya
-yípʊlya

Underlying
form
/-pa-ɪ-a/
/-lʊm-ɪ-a/
/-pɪm-ɪ-a/
/-yit-ɪ-a/
/-yipʊl-ɪ-a/

English
‘give to’
‘get hurt’
‘buy for’
‘pour onto’
‘dish up’

-pɪ́kanya
-yʊ́mɪlya103
-lékeleya

/-pɪkan-ɪ-a/
/-yʊm-ɪl-ɪ-a/
/-lek-ɪl-ɪ-a/

‘listen to’
‘dry up’
‘throw at’

Related
verb
-p-a
-lʊ́m-a
-pɪ́m-a
-yít-a
-yípwa
/-yipʊ-a/

-yʊ́m-a

English
‘give’
‘bite’
‘buy’
‘pour’
‘take (food or
pot) off the fire,
dish up’
‘dry’

The following phrases further exemplify the applicative construction:
382. akátya kamba na kyɪ́ɪmbe
akatɪ
-a kamba
na kiɪmbe
1SM- cut.with -FV 9/10.rope with 7.knife
‘S/he is cutting the rope with a knife.’ (PK-E)

383. umpʊ́tʊlya ɲaái uu nsigo wééne?
umu- pʊtʊlɪ
-a ɲaai uu
nsigo uene
2sSM- 1OM- bring.for.s.o -FV who 3.this 3.load 3Cd- self
‘For whom did you bring this load?’ (HK-E)

384. nendokúntelekya kiláályo
niendokumutelekɪ
-a kilaalyo
1sSM- PRES.DJ- 15NCP- 1OM- cook.for -FV 7.food
‘I am cooking food for him/her.’ (SM-E)

385. upɪkánye mayɪ́gɪ́yo
upɪkany -e
mayɪgɪyo
2sSM- listen -SUBJ 6.words
‘Listen carefully.’ (SM-E)

103

Several forms in the data appear to have two applicative extensions, -ɪl- followed by -ɪ-.
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8.3

Causative

The causative extension can be added to transitive as well as intransitive verbs, and
in both cases a new argument is added to the syntactic frame of the simple verb
(Schadeberg 2003a:73). The new argument has the semantic function of agentcauser. For example, -bʊ́ʊ́ka means ‘go’. With the causative extension, -bʊ́kiya
means ‘cause to go = return (something)’.
386. nekúbʊ́kiya pwela yááko
niekubʊkiy
-a pwela
iako
1sSM- FUT- 2sOM- return(tr) -FV 9/10.money 9/10Cd- 2sPOSS
‘I will return (you) your money.’ (AK-E)

387. ukóléye
ukoley
-e
2sSM- kindle(fire) -SUBJ
‘Turn on (the engine/fire)!’ (AK-E)

The causative extension in Ndengeleko is -iy-. The suffix shows vowel harmony,
so that it appears as -ey- following a mid vowel in the verb root.
Adopting the analysis of Hyman (2003a:59) for Nande104, I propose that the
causative in Ndengeleko consists of the applicative extension followed by the
causative extension:
Causative -iyCausative -i-

Applicative -ɪ-

Figure 17

The structure of the causative in Ndengeleko

I propose that the causative vowel -i-, which is thought to be related to PB *-i(Schadeberg 2003a), has caused consonant loss in the applicative. The applicative
vowel harmonizes with the vowel of the verb stem. Followed by the final vowel,
the causative -i- glides to -y-. As in Nande, it has caused the preceding high vowel
-ɪ- to be raised to -i-. The harmonized -ey- remains a mid vowel.

104

In Nande, the causative -i- glides to y before -a, as well as passing on its [+ATR] to preceding
non-low vowels. For example the ɪ of the preceding applicative, as in -búl-ɪr-i-, becomes [búl-iry-a] ‘ask (s.o.) for (s.o.; reason)/at (place)’ (Hyman 2003a).
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The analysis of the causative as a combination of suffixes accounts for the
fact that this extension (actually a combination of extensions) shows vowel
harmony, as vowel harmony is typical for the applicative extension. This is also
the reason that consonants preceding this suffix -iy- have not undergone
spirantisation and consonant loss, as would otherwise be expected (see section
3.4). In this analysis, for instance -bɪ́giya ‘hinder s.o’ has the underlying structure
/-bɪg-ɪ-i-a /. Therefore, the consonant g is not lost. If there was no intervening
second degree vowel ɪ, the consonant is expected to be lost preceding a high vowel
i. Further examples of the causative verbs are the following:
Table 48

Examples of causatives in Ndengeleko

Causative
-lʊ́miya

Underlying form
/-lʊm-ɪ-i-a/

English
‘hurt’ (tr)

-bɪ́ngiya

/-bɪng-ɪ-i-a/

‘follow’

-tɪ́níya
-ímíya
-bʊ́kiya
-twɪ́lɪkiya

/-tin-ɪ-i-a/
/-im-ɪ-i-a/
/-bʊk-ɪ-i-a/
/-twɪlɪk-ɪ-i-a/

‘burn’ (tr)
‘extinguish’
‘return’ (tr)
‘fill’

-yɪ́kɪ́tiya

/-yɪkɪt-ɪ-i-a/

‘agree’

-pyʊ́ya

/-pyʊ-ɪ-i-a/

‘heat up’

-píya
-óbeya
-kóleya
-yóóngeya

/-p-ɪ-i-a/
/-ob-ɪ-i-a/
/-kol-ɪ-i-a/
/-yong-ɪ-i-a/

‘take away’
‘lose sth’
‘light fire’
‘increase’

-yólokeya
-tótokeya
-pʊ́gátiya

/-yolok-ɪ-i-a/
/-totok-ɪ-i-a/
/-pʊgat-ɪ-i-a/

‘add’
‘tire’
‘to cause
fruit to fall
down’

Related verb
-lʊ́mya
/-lʊm-ɪ-a/
-bɪ́ɪnga
/-bɪng-a/
-tɪ́nɪk-a

English
‘get hurt’
‘chase away’
‘be burnt’

-bʊ́ʊ́k-a
-twɪ́lya
/-twɪlɪ-a/
-yɪ́kɪ́t-a

‘go’
‘be full’

-pya
/-pɪ-a/
-p-a
-ób-a

‘be cooked’

-yóngekek-a

‘be(come)
increased’
‘be increased’
‘be tired’

-yólok-a
-tótok-el-w-a

‘answer’

‘give’
‘disappear’

The same suffix -iy- occurs in Matuumbi where it can reportedly have a causative
or an intensive reading (Odden 1996:45). In Matuumbi the causative suffix shows
an alternation between -ey- when preceded by the vowels e and o, -ɪy- when
preceded by ɪ and ʊ, and -iy- when preceded by i, u and a, according to general
rules of vowel harmony in Matuumbi (Odden 1996:46).
In a few lexical items in the data, a causative form -s- is likely to stem from
PB *-ici-, or they might be borrowed.
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Table 49

Causatives in -s- in Ndengeleko

Causative

Related
verb

English

-yósa

Underlying English
form
/-yo-s-a/
‘roast’ (tr)

-lɪ́sa

/-lɪ-s-a/

‘eat’

-bása

/-ba-s-a/

-lyáa
/-lɪ-a/
-báb-a

‘feed, cause to
eat’ (cattle)
‘sharpen, chop’
(cause to be
sharp)

‘be bitter, sharp’

A few examples of these causatives are the following:
388. maɲéi golɪ́sa ŋóombe
maɲei golɪs
-a ŋombe
6.grass 6.REL- feed.cattle -FV 9/10.cattle
‘The grass which feeds the cattle.’ (AK-E)

389. nendóyosa kólooso
niendoyos -a kolooso
1sSM- PRES.DJ- roast -FV 9/10.cashew
‘I am roasting cashew.’ (HK-E)

390. abása lusóonga apala upíya makéɲa
abas
-a lusonga apal
-a upiya
makeɲa
1SM- sharpen -FV 11.stick 1SM- want -FV take.away 6.sand.fleas
‘He sharpens the stick to take away sand fleas.’ (HK-E)

8.4

Passive

The passive in Ndengeleko is expressed with the very productive and semantically
regular suffix -ʊ, which glides to -w. This suffix is reconstructed for Proto-Bantu
as *-ʊ- occurring after a consonant and *-ibʊ- after a vowel and immediately
preceding the final vowel (Schadeberg 2003a:78). If there is more than one
extension, the passive is in the last position. A few examples of passive forms are
the following:
Table 50

Passive
-ándikwa
-bákiywa

Examples of passives in Ndengeleko

Underlying
form
/-andik-ʊ-a/
/-bakiy-ʊ-a/

English
‘be written’
‘be told’

Related
verb
-ándik-a
-bákiy-a
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English
‘write’
‘tell’

-bélékwa
-kémwa
-ímíywa
-máɲwa
-súluuswa
-yígálwa

/-belek-ʊ-a/
/-kem-ʊ-a/
/-imiy-ʊ-a/
/-maɲ-ʊ-a/
/-suluus-ʊ-a/
/-yigal-ʊ-a/

‘be born’
‘be called’
‘be put out (of fire)’
‘be known’
‘be sold’
‘be closed’

-bélek-a
-kém-a
-ímíy-a
-máɲ-a
-súluus-a
-yíigal-a

‘give birth’
‘call’
‘put out (fire)’
‘know’
‘sell’
‘close’

Some example sentences with other verbs are the following:
391. libíínda litéliikwe ni likólo lya magéénge
libinda litelikwe
ni likolo lia magenge
5.okra 5SM- be.cooked.PFV with 5.leaf 5Cd- of 6.pumpkins
‘The okra is prepared with pumpkin leaves.’ (HK-E)

392. andólɪwa
aandolɪw
-a
1SM- PRES.DJ- be.eaten -FV
‘He is being eaten.’ (AK-E)

393. ɲɲáango uyígiilwe
ɲɲango uyigiilwe
3.door
3SM- be.closed.PFV
‘The door has been closed.’ (AK-E)

394. apíywa láámu
apiyw
-a laamu
1SM- be.taken.out -FV 9/10.blood
‘He is taken blood from.’ (AK-E)

395. ayɪ́ywa masɪ gá ntéela
ayɪyw
-a maasɪ gaa nteela
1SM- be.poured -FV 6.water 6Cd- of 3.medicine
‘He is given intravenous drip.’ (AK-E)

8.5

Reciprocal

The reciprocal, also called associative in the literature (Schadeberg 2003a), has
more than one agent, and the action is carried out by the agents together or against
each other. In Ndengeleko, the extension is -gan- or -an-. The PB reconstruction
for the reciprocal is *-an-. Double extensions with non-compositional meanings
built on the reciprocal -an-, for example with the form -a(n)gan-, have been shown
to exist in many Bantu languages (Bostoen and Nzang-Bie 2010).
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Reciprocal
-bónágana
-sángana
-pʊ́mʊndana

Underlying
form
/-bon-agan-a/
/-sang-an-a/
/-pʊmʊnd-an-a/

English

Related to

English

‘see each other’
‘frustrate each other’
‘beat each other’

-bón-a

‘see’

-pʊ́mʊʊnda
/-pʊmʊnda/

‘beat’

396. tubonagana kwáákʊ?
tubonagan -a kwakʊ
1pSM- meet
-FV where
‘Where shall we meet?’ (HK-E)

397. tupala ubónagana kunʊ́ʊngɪ
tupal
-a ubonagana kunʊngɪ
1pSM- want -FV to.meet
17NCP- front
‘We will/want to meet in the front.’ (HK-E)

398. báána bendopʊ́mʊndana
baana
baendopʊmʊndan
-a
2.children 2SM- PRES.DJ- beat eachother -FV
‘The children are fighting.’ (PK-E)

8.6

Neuter and impositive -ɪk

There were two extensions *-ɪk in Proto-Bantu (Schadeberg 2003a:74-75). Verbs
with the neuter (stative) extension ‘indicate that the subject is potentially or
factually affected by the action expressed by the verb’ (Schadeberg 2003a:75) and
is represented in verbs of destruction and experiencer verbs. One example in
Ndengeleko is -tʊ́lɪka ‘break’.
The impositive *-ɪk, with the implication ‘to put (sth.) into some position’
(Schadeberg 2003a:74), is homophonous with the neuter. In Ndengeleko, -gʊ́bɪka
‘cover (e.g. a pan)’ is a likely candidate for the impositive.
Neither of the extensions appears to be productive in Ndengeleko. The vowel
in the extension is subject to vowel harmony, which means it will surface as -ek
following the mid-vowels e or o in the stem (see section 4.3). The following forms
are examples in the data with these extensions.
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Table 51

Examples of -ɪk in Ndengeleko

Applicative Underlying
form
/-kalang-ɪk-a/
-kálángɪka
-tɪ́nɪka
-tʊ́lɪka
-gʊ́bɪka
-wálɪka
-téleka
-béleka
-kúsánɪka

/-tɪn-ɪk-a/
/-tʊl-ɪk-a/
/-gʊb-ɪk-a/
/-wal-ɪk-a/
/-tel-ek-a/
/-bel-ek-a/
/-kusan-ɪk-a/

English

Related to

English

‘be fried’

-kálaanga
/-kalang-a/
-tíníy-a

‘fry’

-wal-a

‘wear’

‘be burnt’
‘break’ (intr)
‘cover’
‘dress’
‘cook’
‘give birth’
‘gather’( intr)

‘burn’
‘pierce’

The following are some examples with the -ɪk extension. In (401), the verb
-kúsánɪka ‘gather’ appears in the imbricated perfective form (see section 10.8.3).
399. likólo lyandótɪ́nɪka
likolo
liandotɪnɪk
-a
5.leaf veg 5SM- PRES.DJ- be.burnt -FV
‘The vegetables are burning.’ (HK-E)

400. mafíinga ga ŋŋééni gatétʊlɪka
mapinga gaa ŋŋeni gatetʊlɪk -a
6.egg
6Cd- of 1.visitor 6SM- COMPL- break -FV
‘The eggs of the visitor broke.’ (PK-E)

401. baándu bakúsánike
bandu
bakusanike
2.people 2SM- be.gathered.PFV
‘People have gathered.’ (HK-E)

8.7

Summary

This chapter has shown how a verb root in Ndengeleko can be extended by means
of suffixes to form new verbs. Many derivational processes are common to Bantu
languages and can be traced back to Proto-Bantu. In modern Ndengeleko,
however, they are no longer productive, such as the suffix -ɪk. Some occur in many
verbal bases, like the applicative and causative. Others, such as the passive, are
totally productive and can be used, in principle, with any verb. The causative
extension is analysed here as a combination of the applicative and the causative.
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9. Subject and Object
This chapter describes how subjects and object are marked inflectionally in the
Ndengeleko verb. The chapter is introduced in 9.1. The forms of the subject and
object markers for each noun class are given in 9.2. Thereafter, subject marking is
analysed in 9.3 and object marking in 9.4.

9.1

Introduction

Ndengeleko is a pro-drop language, as are nearly all Bantu languages (Nurse and
Philippson 2003:8). A subject noun phrase, or a personal pronoun, can be included
but this is optional. The subject of a verb phrase is obligatorily marked on the verb
form in any inflected verb by means of a subject marker. Subjects are marked in
the initial slot, preceding any TAM marking in the formative slot. The following
example has a subject marker of noun class 9, referring to ɲʊ́ʊmba ‘house’:
402. iyáki
iyak -i
9/10SM- burn -PFV
‘It has burnt.’ (HK-E)

Objects are marked in the so-called infix slot, immediately preceding the root. The
object marker in the following example refers to lupába ‘spoon’, a noun of class
11:
403. alukánsike lupaba lwáangʊ
alukanz -ike lupaba
luangʊ
1SM- 11OM- break -PFV 11.spoon 11Cd- 1sPOSS
‘He broke the serving spoon’ (HK-E)

9.2

Subject and object forms

The subject and object markers in Bantu languages are generally listed with first
and second person (singular and plural) on the one hand, as there is only one form
for each person, and third person on the other hand, the form of the third person
SM and OM being dependent on the noun class to which the subject or object
belongs. In the following tables, the Ndengeleko forms are presented.
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Table 52

Person
1sg
2sg
1pl
2pl

Subject and object markers for 1st and 2nd person

SM
niutumu-

Table 53

Noun
class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
17
18

OM
nikutumu-

Subject and object markers for noun classes (3rd person)

SM

OM

abauiligaki-/siiilukaukupakumu-

mu(b)auiligaki-105
iilukaukupakumu-

The subject and object markers differ very little from each other, except in noun
class 1. In class 2, the most common form of the object marker is a-. It can also be
ba-, in free variation.
404. nabákiya banáangʊ106
niabakiy -a ban
angʊ
1sSM- 2OM- tell
-FV 2.children 1sPOSS
‘I tell my children.’ (HN-D)

105

There are no examples in the data of the class 7 object marker preceding a vowel-initial stem.
báána /ba-ana/ ‘children’ (cl.2) is here contracted with the first person possessive stem angʊ,
see section 6.5.2.
106
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405. nnwáwa abatélékya bana bááke kiláályo
nnwawa abatelekɪ
-a baana
baake
kilaalyo
1.woman 1SM- 2OM- cook.for -FV 2.children 2Cd- 3sPOSS 7.food
‘The woman is cooking food for her children.’ (PK-E)

The subject marker of class 7 is ki- preceding a consonant, and s(i)- preceding a
vowel.
406. kyʊlo sááke kitʊ́like diísana
kiʊlo
siake
kitʊlike
liisana
7.water.pot 7Cd- 3sPOSS 7SM- break.PFV 5.day.bef.yesterday
‘Her pot broke the day before yesterday.’ (HK-E)

407. kiláályo sandónúungya
kilaalyo siandonungɪ
-a
7.food 7SM- PRES.DJ- smell.nicely -FV
‘The food smells nicely.’ (HK-E)

This alternation between ki- and si- is also seen in the concord marking (see
section 6.2 on nominal morphology).
With disjoint verbal forms, the infinitive prefix ku- (15NCP) is inserted
preceding a vowel-initial OM. In the case of a consonant-initial OM, ku- is
optional. This is also reported for Matuumbi (Odden 1996:64-65).
408. twandókwalúsiya malíibwe
tuandokualusiy
-a maliibwe
1pSM- PRES.DJ- 15NCP- 2OM- throw.at -FV 6NCP- 5.stone
‘We are throwing stones at them.’ (HK-E)

409. atékummɪ́ɪnga
atekumu- bɪng
-a
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- chase.away -FV
‘S/he chased him/her away.’ (HK-E)

410. aténiyángatiya múno
ateniyangatiy -a muno
1SM- COMPL- 1sOM- help
-FV very
‘He has helped me a lot'.’ (SM-E)

I propose that the use of ku- in these contexts is evidence of grammaticalisation
from auxiliary constructions with the infinitive. This will be further discussed in
10.9.
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9.3

Subject marking

The following examples illustrate the use of the subject marker for first and second
person, plus (the human) noun class 1 and 2.
411. nímmweni
nimu- bweni
1sSM- 1OM- see.PFV
‘I see/have seen her’ (SS-E)

412. ubii kwáákʊ?
ub -ii
kwakʊ
2sSM- be -PFV where
‘Where are you?’ (HK-E)

413. andópéta maálage
aandopet -a maalage
1SM- PRES.DJ- cut -FV 9/10.beans
‘She is cutting beans.’ (HK-E)

414. Tuyómwiile.
tuyomo -iile
1pSM- finish -PFV
‘We have finished.’ (HN-D)

415. mwéénga ntenda kɪ́ɪ́lɪ́?
mwenga mutend -a kɪɪlɪ
you(pl) 18SM- do
-FV what
‘What are you (pl) doing?’ (TN-E)

416. banilʊ́míke nzéénzema
banilʊm -ike nzenzema
2SM- 1sOM- bite -PFV 9/10.mosquito
‘The mosquitos have bitten me.’ (HK-E)

As already mentioned, subject marking in Ndengeleko is obligatory, for all persons
and classes. The personal pronoun is optionally included, as in the following
example:
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417. Néé njɪkɪtiya kwáákʊ.
neenga niyɪkɪtiy -a kwakʊ
I/me
1sSM- agree -FV NEG
‘I do not agree!’ (TO-S)

When the personal pronoun is included as above, the first person singular is in
focus: ‘it’s me that does not agree’. Such pronouns are otherwise omitted, as the
SM gives enough information regarding the subject:
418. nikálángi koloóso
nikalang -i
kolooso
1sSM- fry
-PFV 9/10.cashew
‘I have roasted cashew.’ (HK-E)

Subject noun (phrases) are also normally omitted, unless the person(s) or thing(s)
talked about is new information or in focus.
419. mbúya baatélike maálage
mbuya
baatelike
maalage
1a.grandmother 2SM- PST- cook.PFV 9/10.beans
‘Grandmother cooked the beans.’

9.4

Object marking

Objects can be marked on the verb by means of an object marker, occurring in the
object slot.
420. anilʊmike mbwáa
anilʊm -ike mbwaa
1SM- 1sOM- bite -PFV 9/10.dog
‘The dog bit me.’ (HK-E)

Object marking on the verb is optional in Ndengeleko. The following is an
example with a human object, marked on the verb. In the second example, the
human object is not marked on the verb.
421. baantángike ʊyʊ nnwáwa
bamu- tang -ike ʊyʊ nnwawa
2SM- 1OM- know -PFV 1.this 1.woman
‘They know the woman.’ (SS-E)
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422. abélike mwana nnwáwa
abelike
mwana nnwawa
1SM- give.birth.PFV 1.child 1.woman
‘She gave birth to a girl.’ (HK-E)

The same is the case when the object is animate. In the first example the object is
marked on the verb, in the second example not:
423. nyaabwéni nzátɪ kuMuhólo
niabweni
nzatɪ
kuMuholo
1sSM- 2OM- see.PFV 9/10.buffalo 17NCP- Muhoro
‘I have seen buffalos at Muhoro (village).’

424. atwéti indʊ́ʊ́i ayéenda usúluusa
atweti
indʊʊi
ayend -a usuluusa
1SM- take.PFV 8.squirrels 1SM- go
-FV to.sell
‘He took the squirrels and went to sell them.’ (HK-E)

For inanimate objects, object marking is mostly omitted on the verb when the
object noun phrase follows. In the following verb forms in the same description of
how to prepare a certain dish, object marking is present because it is needed to
refer back to the okra specified in the first clause:
425. Mana niʊ́mike libinda lyáangʊ niísi pakááyá. Nondólitóla nondólisʊ́ka
máasɪ.
mana ni- ʊm
-ike libinda liangʊ
niis -i
pakaaya
after 1sSM-gather -PFV 5.okra 5Cd- 1sPOSS 1sSM- come-PFV 16NCP- 9/10.home
niondoli- tool -a
ni- ondolisʊk -a maasɪ
1sSM- PRES.DJ- 5OM-take -FV 1sSM- PRES.DJ- 5OM- wash -FV 6.water
‘When I have gathered my okra I have come home. I take it (the okra) and wash it
in water.’ (HN-D)

Object marking does not have to be left out, however, when the object noun phrase
is included, as we can see in the following examples:
426. ʊyʊ mwana akikánsike kibɪga sáangʊ
ʊyʊ mwana akikanz -ike kibɪga
siangʊ
1.this 1.child 1SM- 7OM- break -PFV 7.cooking.pot 7Cd- 1sPOSS
‘This child has broken my cooking pot.’ (HK-E)
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427. neeɲɲɪ́gana kíla kilɪ́be nikitángike
niemu- yɪgan -a kila kilɪbe nikitang -ike
1sSM- FUT- 1OM- teach -FV each 7.thing 1sSM- 7OM- know -PFV
‘I will teach him everything I know.’ (AK-E)

In double object constructions, it is the human object that is marked with an OM
on the verb, or no object at all. The following sentence is provided by one speaker
without the OM and by another speaker with the OM:
428. nnwáwa atélékya banáábe kiláályo107
nnwawa a- telekɪ
-a ban
abe
kilaalyo
1.woman 1SM-cook.for -FV 2.children 3pPOSS 7.food
‘The woman is cooking food for their children.’ (PK-E)

429. nnwáwa abatélékya bana bááke kiláályo
nnwawa abatelekɪ
-a baana
baake
7.food
1.woman 1SM- 2OM- cook.for -FV 2.children 2Cd- 3sPOSS kilaalyo
‘the woman is cooking food for her children.’ (HK-E)

In case of two animate objects, it is the human object which is prefixed to the verb
stem, and it is not possible to code more than one object on the verb.
430. Aísha aampáya ngʊ́kʊ Salíma
Aisha aamu- paɪ
-a ngʊkʊ
Salima
Aisha 1SM- FUT- 1OM- give.to -FV 9/10.hen Salima
‘Aisha will give Salima a hen.’ (AK-E)

9.5

Summary

As a pro-drop language, subject and object NPs or pronouns are mostly omitted in
Ndengeleko. The subject is obligatorily marked on all inflected verb forms, in the
initial slot. The object is optionally marked, in the infix slot. The optional marking
of objects on the verb, and its implications for definiteness, focus etc., is an
interesting topic for further research.

107

báána /ba-ana/ ‘children’ (cl.2) is here contracted with the third person plural possessive stem
abe, see section 6.5.2.
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10.

Tense, Aspect and Mood

In this chapter the tense, aspect and mood (TAM) categories of Ndengeleko are
presented. An overview of the categories of TAM presented in this chapter is given
in 10.1. The distinction between conjoint and disjoint TAM forms will be
introduced in 10.2. Thereafter, the various TAM categories are presented
according to mood: infinitive in 10.3, imperative in 10.4, subjunctive in 10.5 and
indicative in the sections that follow. We will then come back to the
conjoint/disjoint distinction and its interaction with TAM in 10.9. The conditional
is analysed in 10.10, and the itive/distal markers in 10.11.

10.1

Introduction

The Ndengeleko language makes use of a wealth of inflectionally marked TAM
categories. Periphrastic constructions are used to a limited extent. An exception is
the future construction with -pala. Apart from this construction, several of the
affixes have a transparent build-up of several morphemes, showing traces of
grammaticalisation (see 10.9).
The following table gives an overview of the TAM categories which occur in
the data, with their name, followed by their morphological structure in the second
column. Certain forms are conjoint (CJ), other disjoint (DJ). This will be further
explained in 10.2. In the second column, variable morphemes such as subject
marker (SM) and verbal base (VB) are in capitals, and the TAM morphemes are in
italics.
The IFS, which is obligatory in each verb form, carries TAM-information.
This means that any given TAM category consists of a combination of pre-root
TAM-information in the formative slot (which can also be ø), or post-root TAMinformation in the pre-final slot, together with the obligatory final vowel in the
final slot. The perfective has a number of different forms (see section 10.8).
Table 54

TAM
INFINITIVE
IMPERATIVE
SUBJUNCTIVE
INDICATIVE
Present CJ

Overview of TAM categories in Ndengeleko

Form
(k)u-VB-a
VB-a
SM-VB-e
SM-Ø-VB-a

Example

English

lɪ́m-a
ni-lɪ́m-e

‘Cultivate!’
‘I should cultivate.’

aɪ́ɪ́mba lyɪ́ɪ́mbwa
/a-ɪmb-a li-ɪmbwa/

‘S/he digs holes.’
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Present DJ

SM-ando-VB-a
SM-endo-VB-a
SM-ondo-VB-a

Habitual CJ

SM-VB-aa

nondólɪma (ŋŋʊnda
wáangʊ)
/ni-ondo-lɪm-a (ŋŋʊnda
u-angʊ)/
a-lɪ́m-aa (ŋŋʊnda wááke)

Habitual DJ

SM-and-aa-VB-a

andaálɪ́ma /a-and-aa-lɪm-a/

Imperfective CJ

SM-VB-aga

a-lɪ́m-aga (ŋŋʊnda wááke)

Imperfective DJ

SM-and-aga-VB

Future

SM-pal-a INF

Future

SM-a-VB-a

Future

SM-e-VB-a

Completive

SM-te-VB-a

Past completive

SM-a-te-VB-a

Past completive

SM-e-te-VB-a

Perfective

SM-VB.PFV108

Past

SM-a-VB.PFV

Past

SM-e-VB.PFV

Past Imperfective
CJ
Past Imperfective
DJ
CONDITIONAL
ITIVE

SM-VB-age
SM-end-age-VB-a

andagálɪ́ma
/a-and-aga-lɪm-a/
mbala ukékéta
/ni-pal-a u-keket-a/
waatáng-a
/u-aa-tang-a/
neɲɲɪ́gana
/ni-e-mu-yɪgan-a/
atélɪ́ma
/a-te-lɪm-a/
aaténnʊma
/a-a-te-ni-lʊma/
setétɪkʊka
/si-e-te-tɪkʊk-a/
tulɪ́mike
/tu-lɪm-ike/
aalíile
/a-a-l-iile/
twebíi..
/tu-e-b-ii/
ni-lɪ́m-age (ŋŋʊnda
wáangʊ)
neendagélɪ́ma

SM-ka-STEM
SM-ka-VB-e

ni-ka-bíi..
tu-ka-lól-é

DISTAL

ka-SM-VB-a

ka-a-lɪ́m-a

‘I am cultivating my
field.’

‘S/he usually
cultivates his/her
field.’
‘S/he usually
cultivates.’
‘S/he cultivates
his/her field.’
‘S/he cultivates.’
‘I will cut.’
‘You will know.’
‘I will teach him.’
‘S/e has cultivated.’
‘S/he bit me.’
‘(The hoe) broke.’
‘we have cultivated’
‘S/he ate.’
‘We were...’
‘I was cultivating my
field.’
‘I was cultivating.’
‘..when I was’
‘let’s (go and) have a
look’
‘he cultivated there’

The TAM terminology in this chapter is, apart from the translations, based on
Bantu comparative work rather than on than a fine-grained semantic analysis of the
TAM system. This means that, for instance, the imperfective in -aga/-andaga has

108

With variations in the form of the suffix.
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this name because the translations indicate imperfective use, and the suffix
resembles the imperfective in other Bantu languages, where it is overwhelmingly
encoded by the suffix -a(n)g- (Nurse 2008:138). There are, however, some
important observations regarding the Ndengeleko TAM system, which will be
discussed in 10.9.

10.2

The conjoint/disjoint distinction

In Ndengeleko, certain categories of tense-aspect-mood exhibit two distinct
morphological forms. Their distribution depends on their relationship with what
follows the verb. The so-called conjoint form is used when there is a close link
between the verb and what follows, e.g an object, negation word or question word.
The terms conjoint and disjoint stem from Meeussen (1959) in his description
of Kirundi. Other possible terms are conjunctive vs. disjunctive, or post-verbal vs.
verb focus (Nurse 2008:205; Güldemann 2003). Odden (1996) uses the labels verb
focal and noun focal. It is not always a noun which follows the conjoint form,
however. It might also be a question word, as shown in example (435).
In Ndengeleko, as seen in Table 54, the conjoint/disjoint distinction is
relevant for the present, the habitual, the imperfective and the past imperfective.
This distinction will be discussed below.
The conjoint/disjoint distinction also appears to be relevant in the perfective,
but here the situation is much less clear. Moreover, the use of the completive in teresembles that of a disjoint form, but it is not clearly paired with a conjoint form.
We will come back to the possible distinction in these TAM categories in 10.9.

10.2.1

Form

The conjoint/disjoint distinction is made through morphological marking in
Ndengeleko. There is no indication that tonal distinctions play a role, as in some
other P-languages like Mahkhuwa (van der Wal 2006).
Conjoint is the unmarked form. To illustrate the formal difference between
conjoint and disjoint, consider the following two examples. In (431), we see the
conjoint present form with a zero morpheme in the formative TAM slot. (432)
illustrates the disjoint present form with ando- in the formative slot.
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431. nzóga máásɪ
niøyog
-a masɪ
1sSM- PRES.CJ- take.bath -FV 6.water
‘I take a bath/wash myself.’ (AK-E)

432. naandóyóga
niandoyog
-a
1sSM- PRES.DJ- take.bath -FV
‘I take a bath/wash myself.’ (AK-E)

There is reason to assume a disjoint morpheme and-/end- (see section 10.9).

10.2.2

Function

The distribution of conjoint and disjoint verb forms in other Bantu languages has
been shown to depend on the information structure of the sentence, and
specifically on the position of focus (van der Wal 2006; Nurse 2006). When the
conjoint form is used, the following constituent is in focus109 to some extent. The
disjoint form, on the other hand, is used when there is no specific relationship with
what follows, if anything does follow. The use of the disjoint form implies a
certain level of focus on the verbal action, rather than on what follows. Therefore,
the disjoint form can appear phrase-finally, and the conjoint can not.
I propose that this is also the case in Ndengeleko, where a focal element in
the Immediately After Verb (IAV) position (Watters 1979) coincides with the use
of the conjoint form.
The conjoint form can be used when the whole verb phrase is in focus and
there is an object.
433. aándíkaga balúa
aandik -aga
balua
1SM- write -IPFV.FV 9/10.letter (Sw)
‘He usually writes letters.’ (AK-E, Dahl 18 & 19110)

Only the disjoint form can occur phrase-finally.

109

Focus is here understood as the most important or salient information given the speaker’s
estimation of the pragmatic information available to the addressee (Dik 1997:68)
110
[Q: ‘What your brother usually DO after breakfast?’ A:] He WRITE (a) letter(s)
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434. nandagálɪ́ma
niandagalɪm
-a
1sSM- IPFV.DJ- cultivate -FV
‘I use to cultivate.’ (AK-E)

Inherently focussed material such as question words (Rochemont 1986) and
negation markers (Hyman and Watters 1984) only follow the conjoint form, not
the disjoint.
We see this in (435), where the conjoint present is followed by a question
word. It cannot be substituted by the present disjoint form (436).
435. apúla ɲaái?
apul
-a ɲaai
1SM- wash (clothes) -FV who
‘Who is washing?’ (AK-E)

436. *andopula ɲaai
‘Who is washing?’

In (437), the habitual conjoint is followed by the negator. This is not possible with
the habitual disjoint (438).
437. alɪmaa kwáákʊ
alɪm
-aa
kwakʊ
1SM- cultivate -HAB NEG
‘S/he does not (habitually) cultivate.’ (AK-E)

438. *andaalɪma kwakʊ
‘S/he does not cultivate.’

An adverb can be in the focussed IAV position, necessarily preceded by the
conjoint form:
439. aándikáge kandéende
aandik -age
kandende
1SM- write -PST.IPFV slowly
‘S/he wrote (it) slowly.’ (AK-E, Dahl 29111)

111

[Q: Did your brother finish the letter quickly? A:] (No,) he WRITE the letter slowly
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The disjoint form is not always phrase-final. It can be used when the whole verb
phrase is in focus, as in (440), even if there is an object. The IAV is analysed as
being empty, as opposed to example (433) where the object is in IAV.
440. andóandíka balúa
aandoandik -a balua
1SM- PRES.DJ- write -FV 9/10.letter (Sw)
‘He writes letters.’ (AK-E, Dahl 5-8112)

In the presentation of the various TAM categories, the conjoint form will be given
first, followed by the disjoint form. Thereafter, the function of the TAM will be
discussed for the two forms together. Throughout this work, conjoint forms are
unmarked in the glossing of examples, and disjoint forms are marked with (DJ).

10.3

Infinitive

The infinitive represents the nominalisation of the verb. These verbal nouns
constitute noun class 15, following Bantuist tradition. For more on noun class 15,
see section 5.4. In this section, the infinitive is segmented. Elsewhere in the thesis
such detail will be left out.
Form: NCP15-VB-a
The infinitive has a nominal prefix (k)u- in the initial slot (Meeussen 1967:108).
The object marker (OM) may be included in the infinitive.
441. kuulóla wɪɪtɪ
kuulol -a
15NCP- 3OM- look -FV
‘to look at it (rice, cl.3) first’ (HN-D)

There is alternation between the CV- and the V- form of the infinitive prefix.
When the infinitive is used as a verbal noun, in citation form or as a subject, the
prefix is usually ku-. In the periphrastic construction with -pala, the prefix is u-.

112

Dahl 5 & 6: [Q: What your brother DO right now? (=What activity is he engaged in?) A: by
someone who can see him] He WRITE (a) letter(s) and also 7 & 8: [A: I just talked to my brother
on the phone. B: What he do right now? A answers:] He WRITE (a) letter(s)
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The reconstructed PB prefix for class 15 is *ku, with a possible pre-prefix *u
(Nurse 2008:143). The Ndengeleko form u- is possibly a remnant of the pre-prefix,
or a reduction of the ku- prefix. The periphrastic constructions which use the
shorter form of the prefix are analysed as being on the path to grammaticalisation.
Function
The infinitive is used in a number of different ways in Ndengeleko. As a verbal
noun, it can be modified in the same way as other nouns. In the following example,
the question word -akʊ ‘which’ takes agreement in class 15.
442. kwiína kwáakʊ?
kuin
-a ku15NCP- dance -FV 15Cd‘Which dancing?’ (AK-E)

akʊ
which

As a verbal noun, the infinitive can also be the subject of a verb phrase.
443. kulɪ́ma kwandótótokeya
kulɪm
-a
kuandototokey -a
15NCP- cultivate -FV 15SM- PRES.DJ- tire
-FV
‘To cultivate makes one tired.’ (AK-E)

When modified in an associative construction, the prefix is either u- or ku-.
444. kibɪ́ga sa utélékya
kibɪga sia utelekɪ -a
7.pot
7Cd- of 15NCP- cook.for -FV
‘cooking pot’ (HK-E)

When used as infinitival complements, ku- or u- are used.
445. ywaa mwáana amáɲi kwíína ngóma
yʊ- aa mwana amaɲi
kuin -a ngoma
1Cd- that 1.child 1SM- know.PFV 15NCP-dance -FV 9/10.dance
‘That child knows how to dance.’ (HK-E)

446. Mana níyómwí ukóloga..
mana niyomo -i
ukolog -a
after 1sSM- finish -FV 15NCP- stir
-FV
‘When I have finished stirring..’ (HN-D)
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The verbal nouns can be used in non-verbal predicates to express adjectival
concepts. The ‘value’ semantic type proposed by Dixon (1982:16), see section
6.3.1, is in most cases expressed verbally in Ndengeleko. One example is the verb
-nóga ‘be beautiful’, which can be used in the infinitive. It can also be inflected in
the perfective (see section 10.8).
447. kutoola nnwáwa kunóga
kutoola nnwawa kunog
-a
to.take 1.woman 15NCP- be.good -FV
‘Marrying a wife is good.’ (PK-E)

See also Chapter 12 on non-verbal predication. The infinitive is frequently used in
narratives:
448. Kuyeénda kʊ́lyʊ ammákiye ʊyo mwana nsíní, ukannéété ywɪngɪ́né..
kuyend -a kʊlyʊ
15NCP- go
-FV 17.there

amu- bakiye
ʊyo
mwaana
1SM- 1OM- tell .PFV 1.that(ref) 1.child

musini uka- mu- let
-e
yuɪngɪne
1NCP- small 2sSM- IT- 1OM- bring -SUBJ 1Cd- another
‘When they went there he told him: that small child, (go and) bring another one..’
(TO-S)

10.4

Imperative

Form: VB-a
The imperative is the structurally most simple verb form in Ndengeleko and
consists of the verb stem alone, without prefixes.
Function
The imperative is used to issue a direct command to a second person (Rose et al.
2002:39). In requests and orders, the subjunctive (see section 10.5) is much more
common than the imperative, which is considered impolite when used with adults.
It is mostly used as a command to children.
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449. ísa!
is
-a
come -FV
‘Come here!’ (AK-E)

450. lóka!
lok -a
cross -FV
‘Cross! (road, river)’ (AK-E)

451. yúgwá ɲɲáango
yugw -a ɲɲango
open -FV 3.door
‘Open the door.’ (AK-E)

For a command including an object marker, the subjunctive form has to be used,
but the function is imperative.
452. gabʊ́lage makʊle ága
gabʊlag -e
makʊle
6OM- kill -SUBJ 6.rats
‘Kill these rats!’ (AK-E)

10.5

aga
6.these

Subjunctive

Form: SM/OM-VB-e
The subjunctive has the final vowel -e. A subject marker or an object marker, or
both, precede the verbal base. The formative slot is empty. The subjunctive can cooccur with the itive (see example (456) and section 10.11.1).
In the case of an applicative extension, as with the verb -télékya /-telekɪ-a/,
the subjunctive suffix is -i and vowel assimilation takes place (see 4.5.3).
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453. ntéléki munséembe ugáli
mu- telekɪ
-i
munsembe ugali
1OM- cook.for -SUBJ 1.boy
14.porridge
‘Cook porridge for the boy!’ (SM-E)

Function
The subjunctive mood is used in polite commands, and in expressing wishes. It can
also be used in the hortative sense (456).
454. ulóke
ulok
-e
2sSM- cross -SUBJ
‘You should cross.’ (AK)

455. wííse!
uis
-e
2sSM- come -SUBJ
‘Come here!’ (AK)

456. tukalóle
tuka- lol -e
1pSM- IT- look -SUBJ
‘Let's (go and) have a look.’ (TO-S)

457. nigʊ́lwé kɪɪlɪ́?
nigʊlʊ -e
kɪɪlɪ
1sSM- wash -SUBJ what
‘What should I clean/wash?’ (SM-E)

Subjunctive forms can be used in subordinate clauses.
458. ufúté kibée saafi
ufut
-e
kiba -e
saafi
2sSM- sweep -SUBJ 7SM- be -SUBJ clean
‘Sweep so that it is clean.’ (HK-E)
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459. nyoondópʊmʊʊnda simu nílóngelé na manáangʊ113
niondopʊmʊnd -a simu
1sSM- PRES.DJ- hit
-FV 9/10.telephone(Sw)
nilongeel -e
na
mwan angʊ
1sSM- talk
-SUBJ with 1.child 1sPOSS
‘I’m calling on the phone so that I can speak to my child.’ (SM-E)

The subjunctive form is also used in negative commands and ‘should not’. See
Chapter 11 on negation.

10.6

Indicative non-past

10.6.1

Present

The following example illustrates the present: -sʊ́ka ‘wash’ in the conjoint
followed by an object in IAV, and -bɪ́ɪ́ka ‘put’ in the disjoint.
460. Nisʊ́ka kitéléko sɪ́ɪ́ngɪ nondóbɪ́ka pamoóto.
nisʊk -a kiteleeko
sɪngɪ
niondobɪɪk -a
1sSM- wash -FV 7.frying.pan 7Cd- another 1sSM- PRES.DJ- put -FV
pamooto
16NCP- 3.fire
‘I (then) wash another pot and put it on the fire.’ (HN-D)

Conjoint form: SM-Ø-VB-a
The conjoint present has a zero morph, as seen with -sʊ́ka ‘wash’ in (460).
Disjoint form: SM-endo/ando/ondo-VB-a
The present disjoint prefix shows formal variation. The different forms of the
prefix, as presented below, are apparently in individual variation. There are
instances where the speaker uses two different forms in the same recording, when
the same phrase is pronounced twice.

113

mwáana /mu-ana/ ‘child’ (cl.1) is here contracted with the first person possessive stem angʊ,
see section 6.5.2.
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Table 55

Examples with endo-/ando-114

Form of
prefix
endo-

Example

Underlying form

Translation

nendómpʊ́mʊʊnda
mbwáa
nyeendóyɪɪya
kendólɪ́la
bandólɪ́ma
lwandóyuguya
naandóbíɲa
máásɪ gondóbɪ́la

/ni-endo-mupʊmʊnd-a mbwaa/
/ni-endo-yɪɪya/
/ka-endo-lɪl-a/
/ba-ando-lɪm-a/
/lu-ando-yuguy-a/
/ni-ando-biɲ-a/
/ga-ondo-bɪl-a/

‘I am hitting the dog.’

HK
HN
PK
PK
HK
AK
SM

woondóbiɲa

/u-ondo-biɲ-a/

nondópeeta
nandakúmmona

/ni-ondo-peet-a/
/ni-anda-ku-mubon-a/

‘I am adding (it).’
‘S/he (cl.12) is crying.’
‘They are cultivating.’
‘It (cl.11) is itching.’
‘I am sick/ill.’
‘The water (cl.6) is
boiling.’
‘It (cl.14) hurts, is
bothering (i.e. the
sickness)’
‘I am winnowing.’
‘I see/meet him (often).’

ando-

ondo-

anda-

PK

HN
AK

In 10.9, I will argue for a disjoint morpheme. In the present, it combines with a
vowel to form endo- or ando-, but is also heard with a final -a as enda-.
Concatenation of the disjoint morpheme with the vowel of the preceding
subject marker optionally leads to shortening of the resulting vowel (see section
4.7.1). Therefore, the result of a- 1SM followed by ando- PRES.DJ is mostly
ando-, and not aando-. A long vowel is only heard in slow speech.
An alternate form of the present disjoint is ano(o)-. The same shortening rule
applies. According to AK, ano- is not used by many people.
461. naanóyóga
nianoyog
-a
1sSM- PRES.DJ- take.bath -FV
‘I take a bath/wash myself’

462. aanóólyaa
aanolɪ -a
1SM- PRES.DJ- eat -FV
‘He is eating.’ (AK-E)

114

Translations are here mostly in the progressive, although this is slightly misleading.
Ndengeleko does not distinguish between progressive and simple present.
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463. baána banóóbeela
baana
baanoobeel -a
2.children 2SM- PRES.DJ- play -FV
‘The children are playing.’ (AK-E)

In a language like Kete (L21) (Nurse 2008) there is a prefix nó-, which is claimed
to result from the progressive prefix ná plus ú, supposedly the pre-prefix to *ku.
For the present disjoint TAM ando-/endo-/ondo-, I propose that the final vowel -a
has merged with the u- prefix of the infinitive, much as the prefix nó- does in Kete.
As seen in section 10.3 on the infinitive, the u- prefix is used when the infinitive is
in a close auxiliary construction, as with -pala ‘want’.
It is likely that -pala is on its way to being grammaticalised as a future TAM
(see section 10.7). It is assumed here that ando-/endo-/ondo- has gone further in
the grammaticalisation process, and is now a TAM.
Function
Following Bybee et al. (1994:126), the present is regarded as covering various
types of imperfective situations, and does not primarily have to do with deictic
temporal reference. The following are some examples in the present.
464. kene undáábise niandika balúa
kene unitaabis -e
niandik -a balua
NEG 2sSM- 1sOM- disturb -SUBJ 1sSM- write -FV 9/10.letter(Sw)
‘Don't disturb me, I'm writing (a) letter(s)’ (AK-E, Dahl 83115)

465. abíɲa óma
abiɲ
-a oma
1SM- be.sick -FV 9/10.fever (Sw)
‘He has a fever.’ (AK-E)

466. naandóbíɲa
niandobiɲ
-a
1sSM- PRES.DJ- be.sick -FV
‘I am ill.’ (AK-E)

115

[Father to child:] (Please do not disturb me), I WRITE a letter
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467. kindʊʊ́lɪ abʊ́tʊ́ka kulóka balabáála
kindʊʊlɪ
abʊtʊk -a kuloka balabaala
7.squirrel 1SM- run
-FV to.cross 9/10.road(Sw)
‘The squirrel runs across the road.’ (HK-E)

468. apɪti úúngo páno, mána pandónúunga
apɪt -i
ungo
pano
mana paandonung -a
1SM- pass -PFV 9/10.genet 16.here after
16SM- PRES.DJ- stink -FV
‘A genet has passed here, that’s why it stinks.’ (HK-E)

469. iláályo yandónúungya
ilaalyo iandonungɪ
-a
8.food 8SM- PRES.DJ- smell.nicely -FV
‘The food smells nice.’ (HK-E)

470. twandakwáalekeleya makáando
tuandakualekeley -a makando
1pSM- PRES.DJ- 15NCP- 2OM- throw.at -FV 6.pebbles
‘We are throwing pebbles at them.’ (AK-E)

The present includes habitual and gnomic situations (Bybee et al. 1994:126).
471. ʊʊ́bɪ batáma kupʊ́ngʊtɪ
ʊʊbɪ
batam -a kupʊngʊtɪ
9/10.leopard 2SM- sit -FV 17NCP- 9/10.bush
‘Leopards live in the bush.’ (HK-E)

472. nandakúmmona
niandakumu- bon -a
1sSM- PRES.DJ- 15NCP- 1OM- see -FV
‘I see/meet him (often).’ (AK-E, Dahl 40116)

This TAM can also have future reference when used with an adverbial such as
maláabʊ ‘tomorrow’.

116

[Q: Do you know my brother?] (Yes,) I MEET him often (up to now)
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473. tubónagana maláabʊ
tubonagan -a malaabʊ
1pSM- meet
-FV tomorrow
‘We will meet tomorrow.’ (HK-E)

The following example is indicated by the speaker as having the same meaning as
the sentence with the verb form in the future (see example (503)).
474. agéni ábɪlɪ baisa maláabʊ
ageni
abɪlɪ bais
-a malaabʊ
2.guests 2Cd- two 2SM- come -FV tomorrow
‘Two guests will come tomorrow.’ (AK-E)

The present is frequently used in descriptive narratives, wherein the speaker is
explaining a certain procedure, e.g. how to cook a dish. The perfective is used in
the first sentence of a series, mostly preceded by mana ‘after’. The following
sentences are all in the present (conjoint or disjoint), as this small piece of such a
narrative shows.
475. Maná nibwíi nondópʊlwa waa mpʊ́ʊnga. Mana níyómwiile kupʊ́lwa
nondópeeta.
mana nibʊʊi
niondopʊlʊ -a u- aa mpʊnga
after 1sSM- return.PFV 1sSM- PRES.DJ- thresh -FV 3Cd- that 3.rice
mana niyomo-iile kupʊlʊa niondopet
-a
after 1sSM- finish-PFV to.thresh 1sSM- PRES.DJ- winnow -FV
‘When I have returned I thresh the rice. When I’m finished threshing I winnow.’
(HN-D)

This is a different strategy from narratives such as stories, told about the past,
whereby the present is only used in direct speech (quotes).
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476. Polisi batekwábakiya: aga mayɪ́gɪ́yo twénga, tugáwésa kwáakʊ
muyende mahakamááni.
polisi batekuabakiy -a aga
mayɪgɪyo
police 2SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 2OM- tell
-FV 6.these 6.words
twenga tugawes -a kwakʊ mu- yend -e
mahakamani
we
1pSM- 6OM- can -FV NEG 2pSM- go -SUBJ in.the.court
‘The police told them: this argument, we we can't deal with it, you have to go to
court.’ (TO-S)

The adjectival semantic value ‘bad’ is expressed with a verb in Ndengeleko, as
well as ‘bitter’ and ‘heavy’. These verbs can be inflected in the present disjoint.
477. nnwáwa ʊyʊ aandoákala
nnwawa ʊyʊ aandoakal
-a
1.woman 1.this 1SM- PRES.DJ- be.bad -FV
‘This woman is bad.’ (HK-E)

478. wandóákala
uandoakal
-a
3SM- PRES.DJ- be.bad -FV
‘You are bad.’ (HK-E)

479. lawa yɪ́no yandóbaba
lawa
yɪno iandobab
-a
9/10.medicine 9/10Cd- this 9/10SM- PRES.DJ- be.bitter -FV
‘This medicine is bitter.’ (AK-E)

480. múúndu aandótopa
mundu aandotop
-a
1.person 1SM- PRES.DJ- be.heavy -FV
‘This person is heavy.’ (AK-E)

10.6.2

Habitual

In the habitual the situation is characteristic of an extended period of time (Comrie
1976:27). The habitual occurs in a conjoint and a disjoint form.
Conjoint form: SM-VB-aa
In the conjoint, the verbal base is followed by the habitual suffix -a in the pre-final
slot, and the final vowel -a.
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Disjoint form: SM-andaa-VB-FV
This TAM is built up of several morphemes: the disjoint and- (see 10.9), followed
by habitual -a, and the final vowel -a. Further investigation will need to show if a
form endaa- is possible, in analogy with other disjoint forms. There is no such
example in the data.
Function
The suffix is used when it is necessary to indicate that a situation is habitual, or is
something that carries on and on. It is not frequently occurring in the data. AK
thinks it is ‘more Matuumbi’ to use this TAM. It is, however, not found in Odden
(1996).
481. andaálɪ́ma
aandaalɪm
-a
1SM- HAB.DJ- cultivate -FV
‘He cultivates (habitually).’ (AK-E)

482. Uténdekáa mpaka lɪ́ɪno,
utendek -aa
mpaka lɪɪno
2sSM- let.do -HAB until
today
‘You didn’t bother until today,’ (TO-S)

The difference between the present and the habitual is illustrated with the
following examples:
483. alɪma kwáákʊ
alɪm
-a kwakʊ
1SM- cultivate -FV NEG
‘He does not cultivate (now).’ (AK-E)
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484. alɪmaa kwáákʊ
alɪm
-aa
kwakʊ
1SM- cultivate -HAB NEG
‘He does not cultivate (habitually).’ (AK-E)

10.6.3

Imperfective

Conjoint form: SM-VB-aga
This TAM consists of the suffix -ag, followed by the final vowel -a, together in the
IFS. The suffix -ag is a reflex of *-a(n)g-, which is often the source of what is
called imperfectives in Bantu (Rose et al. 2002:41).
Disjoint form: SM-endaga/andaga-VB
This TAM is built up of two morphemes: the disjoint end-/and-, followed by
imperfective -ag in the pre-final slot, and the final vowel -a. The form is
grammaticalised and used in combination with the verb stem.
485. wandagátyaanga
uandagatyang -a
2sSM- IPFV.DJ- walk -FV
‘You usually walk.’ (AK-E)

It is, however, also possible to use the infinitive with this form, with the prefix u-.
486. nandagá ulɪ́ma
niandaga- ulɪma
1sSM- HABto.cultivate
‘I usually cultivate.’ (AK-E)

Function
The imperfective represents any situation that the speaker wants to show as lasting
over a period of time, a situation that is typically unbounded, where neither
beginning nor end are mentioned, relevant, or known. (Nurse 2008:136). It
expresses both ongoing progressive action and habitual occurrence.
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487. aándíkaga balúa
aandik -aga balua
1SM- write -IPFV 9/10.letter(Sw)
‘He usually writes letters.’ (AK-E, Dahl 18 & 19117)

488. uyéndaga ní magʊlʊ
uyend -aga
ni
magʊlʊ
2sSM- go
-IPFV with 6.legs
‘You often walk/tend to walk.’ (AK-E)

10.7

Indicative Future

Future time reference is expressed in a number of ways in Ndengeleko. The most
commonly heard form, at least with younger speakers, is with the auxiliary -pala
‘want’, a common strategy for forming the future in the world’s languages (Heine
and Kuteva 2002:310). This construction appears to be on its way to being
grammaticalised (see 10.9).
The future can also be expressed by using the present followed by a temporal
adverb, e.g. maláabʊ ‘tomorrow’ in (474)
In the current study, some differences between the uses of the future TAMs
have become apparent (see below), but more research is needed in order to
corroborate these hypotheses. Moreover, for some speakers at least, it is plausible
that the future with -pala is replacing the older TAM a-/e-.

10.7.1

The future with -pala

Form: SM-pala Infinitive
The future with -pala ‘want’ is a periphrastic construction (see section 10.9).
489. apala utɪ́ɪ́kwa
apal
-a utɪɪkwa
1SM- want -FV to.break
‘He is going to/wants to break it.’ (HK-E)

117

[Q: ‘What your brother usually DO after breakfast?’ A: He WRITE (a) letter(s)
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With an object, the OM precedes the infinitival verb stem. In these cases, the
infinitive prefix is u- or ku-.
490. apala ukitɪ́ɪkwa
apal -a ukitɪɪkw -a
1SM- want -FV 15NCP- 7OM- break(tr) -FV
‘He wants to break it.’ (HK-E)

491. Upala kumpátá kwáakʊ?
upal
-a kumu- pat -a kwakʊ
2sSM- want -FV 15NCP- 1OM- get -FV where
‘Where are you going to get him?’ (TO-S)

Function
As Dahl (1985:140) points out, a periphrastic construction may belong to the core
categories of a TAM system if it is used in an obligatory or systematic way. This is
the case with the Ndengeleko future with -pala. At least for some speakers, this
construction is the only means of expressing future.
The verb -pala can also be used together with an infinitive to express
intention and wish, rather than future.
492. nipála upɪ́ma lubánja ibɪ́ɪlɪ
nipal
-a upɪma lubanza ibɪlɪ
1sSM- want -FV to.buy 11.plot 8Cd- two
‘I want to buy two plots.’ (HK-E)

In its function as a TAM, the semantic range of this future form is wide. Apart
from intention, it also expresses predictions about the future.
493. umánde upala uyóngekeka
umande upal
-a uyongekeka
14.cold 14SM- want -FV to.be(come).increased
‘It will become colder.’ (AK-E)

The language consultant indicates that a future with e- (umánde weyóngekeka) has
the same meaning as example (493).
In Dahl’s prototypical sentence for the prospective future, given in example
(494), only the example with -pala is mentioned by the consultant. The prospective
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corresponds to English ‘going to’ (Dahl 1985:111). We might also consider this
construction to be intentional, or a form of immediate future.
494. mbala kwáandika balúa
nipal
-a kuandika balua
1sSM- want -FV to.write 9/10.letter(Sw)

‘I want/will write a letter.’ (AK-E, Dahl 22 & 23118)
The following is another example of the verb -pala ‘want, look for’, when not used
as a future:
495. banipála née au bakupála wée?
banipal -a nee au bakupal
-a wee
2SM- 1sOM- want -FV me or 2SM- 2sOM- want -FV you
‘Are they looking for me or for you?’(HK-E)

The -pala construction can be used in combination with the future prefix a-/e-. A
prototypical sentence for predicted events, question 81 (Dahl 1985:201) can be
translated using the future in -epala.
496. weepála uwáa
uepal
-a uwa
2sSM- FUT- want -FV to.die
‘You will die.’ (AK-E, Dahl 81119)

This sentence can also be translated with the future prefix e-: weewáa (see
example (505)).

10.7.2

Future with a-/e-

Form: SM-a-VB-a
A vowel a- follows the subject marker in the post-initial slot and precedes the
verbal base. The vowel of the SM ni- coalesces with the future TAM.

118
119

[Q: What are you planning to do right now? A:] I WRITE (a) letter(s)
[Q: What HAPPEN if I eat this mushroom?] You DIE
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497. nakááliya
niakaaliy
-a
1sSM- FUT- be.angry -FV
‘I will be angry.’ (AK-E)

This is optional and appears to be down to individual variation. In the speech of
language consultant SM, there is no coalescence.
498. nyakéketa ni kyɪ́ɪ́mbe
niakeket
-a ni kiɪmbe
1sSM- FUT- cut.around -FV with 7.knife
‘I will cut (it) with knife.’ (SM-E)

Form: SM-e-VB-a
In the third person singular, the SM a- assimilates to the future e- with a resulting
long ee- (see example (500)).
Function
This TAM is used for intention, possibility, and events which are planned by the
agent and supposed to occur at any time in the future.
499. nebapáya nkéka béembe
niaapaɪ
-a nkeka bembe
1sSM- FUT- 2OM- give.to -FV 3.mat they
‘I will give them a mat.’ (AK-E)

There is no known distinction between the form a- and the form e-, for example
distance in time. According to language consultant AK, the future with a- indicates
a lower degree of certainty than with the prefix e-. This has not been
systematically tested, however.
500. eeándíka balúa
aeandik -a balua
1SM- FUT- write -FV 9/10.letter(Sw)
‘He writes/will write a letter.’ (AK-E, Dahl 81 & 82120)

120 [Q: What your brother DO when we arrive, do you think? (=What activity will he be engaged in?)] He
WRITE (a) letter(s)
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501. aándikya balúa
aaandikɪ -a balua
1SM- FUT- write.to -FV 9/10.letter(Sw)
‘He will write a letter (to me).’ (AK-E, Dahl 15121)

In the context of Dahl’s question 15, the speaker is unsure of what the brother will
do, and is indicating a possibility. This is also evidenced by the preferred inclusion
of pɪngɪ ‘maybe’ preceding the verb, by language consultant AK.
The form with a- is used in what Dahl calls ‘scheduling’ (Dahl 1985:110):
502. twaténda kwáákʊ kási maláabʊ
tuatend -a kwakʊ kasi malaabʊ
1pSM- FUT- do
-FV NEG work tomorrow
‘We will not work tomorrow.’ (AK-E, Dahl 82122)

The intended time can be specified with an adverb. Compare the following
example with (474).
503. agéni ábɪlɪ baáísa maláabʊ
ageni abɪlɪ baais
-a malaabʊ
2.guests 2Cd- two 2SM- FUT- come -FV tomorrow
‘Two guests will come tomorrow.’ (AK-E)

504. malábʊ twakwéla kitʊ́ʊmbɪ
malaabʊ tuakwel -a kitʊmbɪ
tomorrow 1pSM- FUT- climb -FV 7.hill
‘Tomorrow we will climb the mountain.’ (SM-E)

A prototypical sentence for predicted events, question 81 (Dahl 1985:201) is
answered with the future prefix e- by the language consultant.
505. weewáa
uew -a
2sSM- FUT- die -FV
‘You will die.’ (AK-E, Dahl 81123

121 [Q: What your brother DO if you don't go to see him today, do you think? A:] He WRITE a letter (to
me)
122
(According to the contract) we not WORK tomorrow
123
[Q: What HAPPEN if I eat this mushroom?] You DIE
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10.8

Indicative Past/perfective

10.8.1

Completive

Form: SM-te-VB-a
The completive is formed with the TAM marker -te. This marker occurs in the
formative slot.
Function
This TAM is analysed as a completive, as there is an element of completeness in
many examples in the data (i.e., the object of the action is totally affected,
consumed or destroyed (Bybee et al. 1994:57)). Another sense which appears to be
relevant for Ndengeleko, also described by Bybee et al. (1994), is that the action is
reported with some emphasis or surprise value. See also 10.9 for a discussion of
the origin of this TAM.
In elicitation, speakers often indicate that this verbal form is freely
interchangeable with the perfective. The two forms do not occur in exactly the
same contexts, however. In many examples with te-, we find the sense of being
totally affected.
506. langi yééne itébʊʊka
langi
iene itebʊʊk -a
9/10.colour(Sw) 9/10Cd- self 9/10SM- COMPL- go
-FV
‘The colour is gone.’ (HK-E)

507. Nnwáwa, nnálʊʊme, atékúɲɲaa.
nnwawa nnalʊʊme atekumu- lɪ -a
1.woman 1.man
1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- eat -FV
‘Woman, man, he ate them.’ (TO-S)

508. kutépéngiile
kutepengile
17SM- COMPL- get.wet.PFV
‘It has become wet.’ (AK-E, Dahl 59124 )

124

[Looking out of the window, seeing that the ground is wet] It RAIN (not long ago)
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An adverb can be added for emphasis.
509. atégʊlwa múno
ategʊlʊ -a muno
1SM- COMP- wash -FV very
‘He has cleaned much.’ (SM-E)

Some further evidence for the completive sense comes from the following pair:
510. ndélɪa
nitelɪ -a
1sSM- COMPL- eat -FV
‘I have eaten.’ (AK-E)

511. ndííle
niliile
1sSM- eat.PFV
‘I have eaten.’ (AK-E)

The perfective form ndííle ‘I have eaten’ can, according to language consultant
AK, be given as the answer to ‘come and eat’, meaning ‘I’m not hungry, I have
eaten’. On the other hand, the completive ndélɪa ‘I have eaten’, can be the answer
to ‘where are the cashews?’, meaning ‘I have eaten, they are finished’. Focus is on
the completeness of the action. More systematic testing is needed to properly
establish this correspondence, however.
In narratives, te- is found in stories, where it often seems to occur at the
completion of events, as in the following example, where the person in question
has been looking for a healer in many villages.
512. kwíka kʊ́lyʊ, atékúmpata ŋŋánga.
kuika
kʊlyʊ atekumu- pat -a ŋŋanga
to.arrive 17Cd- that 1SM- COMPL- 15NCP- 1OM- get -FV 1.healer
‘When he arrived there, he found a healer.’ (TO-S)

10.8.2

Past Completive

Form: SM-a-/e-te-VB-a
The prefix a- or e- precedes the completive prefix, followed in turn by the verbal
base.
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Function
This TAM is used for past completive reference. It has the same areas of use as the
completive, which is also often translated in the past. Adding the a- or e- for
deictic distance gives greater emphasis to the past reference.
513. moóto wetéimiywa
mooto ueteimiyw
-a
3.fire 3SM- PST- COMPL- be.put.out -FV
‘The fire was put out.’ (AK-E)

514. aatépʊmʊʊnda kwa makákála
aatepʊmʊnd -a kua makakala
1SM- PST- COMPL- hit
-FV 15Cd- of hard
‘He hit hard.’ (SM-E)

10.8.3

Perfective

Ndengeleko has a number of perfective suffixes. Table 56 gives an overview of all
the different forms of the perfective TAM in Ndengeleko. The suffixes are selected
on phonological grounds. For some verbs, however, there is a short form -i and a
longer form in one of the other suffixes.
The different forms are treated separately in what follows. The function of
the perfective is discussed following the presentation of all the different forms.
Furthermore, the interaction of these different forms and the conjoint/disjoint
distinction is analysed in 10.9.
Table 56

Overview of Ndengeleko perfective affixes

Form of affix
SM-VB-i

Used with bases
all bases125

SM-VB-ike

CV(N)(V)C
- canonical bases
extended bases, including
the applicative

SM-VB-iile

SM-VB-iiCe,
imbrication

125

extended bases, including
causative and passive

Example
-yʊ́w-a ‘hear’ >
-yʊ́w-i
-sʊ́k-a ‘wash’
> sʊ́k-ike
-yípʊ-a ‘take off
from fire’ >
-yípw-iile
-téléka ‘cook’ >tél-ii-k-e

Certain bases become modified in this form (see below).
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There is no vowel harmony affecting the perfective suffixes in Ndengeleko, and
also no nasal assimilation (which would in that case affect the -iile suffix).
Form: SM-VB-i
The following table presents verbs which add -i to the verbal base without any
stem modification. Certain verbs appear to have a distinction between a conjoint
and a disjoint form (see 10.9). If there is more than one perfective form in the data,
this will be given in the fourth column.
Table 57

Perfective suffix -i

Verb stem
-kóm-a
-kém-a
-tám-a
-yáák-a
-yʊ́ʊw-a
-ís-a
-kalang-a
-lɪ́ngaan-a
-páya /-paɪ-a/
-pʊ́twa /-pʊtʊ-a/
-yʊ́kwa /-yʊkʊ-a/

English

Perfective
in -i
‘rain (heavily)’
-kóm-i
‘call’
-kém-i
‘stay, sit’
-tám-i
‘burn’ (intr)
-yáák-i
‘hear’
-yʊ́ʊw-i
‘arrive’
-ís-i
‘fry’
-káláng-i
‘be(come) enough’ -lɪ́ngaan-i
‘give to’
-páy-i
‘carry’
-pʊ́tw-i
‘be(come) satisfied’ -yʊ́kw-i

Longer
form
-kóm-ike
-kém-ike
-yák-ike
-yʊ́wiine

-páy-iile
-pʊ́tw-iile

The following table presents verb forms in which the addition of the suffix -i
causes consonant loss. The result is a synchronic alternation between C, in the
present, and ø in the perfective, as for example with -póla ‘cool down’ with the
consonant l, which has the perfective -póoi without the consonant. For further
discussion of spirantisation and consonant loss in Ndengeleko, see 3.4. It can be
noticed that these forms are mostly intransitive, and that they all result in a long
vowel.
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Table 58

Perfective suffix -i with consonant loss

Verb stem
-ból-a
-pól-a
-lʊ́l-a
-bɪ́l-a
-bɪ́ɪ́k-a
-kwél-a
-lék-a
-bʊ́ʊ́k-a
-níl-a
-yéenda /-yend-a/

English
‘rot’
‘cool down’
‘rise (of bread)’
‘boil’ (intr)
‘put’ (intr)
‘climb’
‘leave (s.o)’
‘go (away)’
‘rain’
‘go’

Perfective -i
-bóói/-bóli126
-póoi
-lʊ́ʊ́i
-bɪ́ɪ́i
-bɪ́ɪ́i
-kwéei
-lééi
-bʊ́ʊ́i
-níi
-yééi

Longer form

-bɪ́k-ike

515. nzátɪ abʊ́ʊi
nzatɪ
abʊʊi
9/10.buffalo 1SM- go(away).PFV
‘The buffalo is gone.’ (HK-E)

Monosyllabic stems replace the final vowel -a with -i in the perfective. The vowel
is long. 127 All of the following verbs also occur with the perfective form -iile.
Table 59

Verb stem
-báa /-b-a/
-páa /-p-a/
-wáa /-w-a/
-lyáa /-lɪ-a/

Monosyllabic perfective stems

English
‘be’
‘give’
‘die,fall’
‘eat’

Perfective –i
-b-íi
-p-íi
-w-íi
-l-íi

Perfective -iile
-b-íile
-p-íile
-w-íile
-l-íile

Finally, there are two frequently used verbs which undergo stem modification
when the perfective suffix -i is attached. They only have one form.
Table 60

Stem modification in the perfective

Verb stem English
take
-tól-a
see
-bón-a

126
127

Perfective
-twéeti
-bwéeni

Both forms are possible.
For the length of monosyllabic stems, see 4.2.
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Form: SM-VB-ike
CV(V)C bases take the suffix -ike.
Table 61

Perfective suffix -ike

Verb stem

English

Perfective form

-ʊ́m-a
-yáák-a
-kém-a
-sʊ́k-a
-pɪ́t-a
-lʊ́m-a
-kún-a
-pém-a
-péenda
/-pend-a/
-káanza
/-kanz-a/
-góonza
/-gonz-a/
-léenga
/-leng-a/
-bɪ́ɪ́k-a
-sʊ́ʊ́y-a
-pʊ́mʊʊnda
/-pʊmʊnd-a/

‘gather’
‘burn’
‘call’ (s.o)
‘wash’
‘pass’
‘bite’
‘grate’
‘buy’
‘wish, like’

-ʊ́m-ike
-yák-ike
-kém-ike
-sʊ́k-ike
-pɪ́t-ike
-lʊ́m-ike
-kún-ike
-pém-ike
-pend-ike

‘break’ (tr)

-kanz-ike

‘sleep’

-gonz-ike

‘peel’

-leng-ike

‘put’
‘strain’
‘beat’

-bɪ́k-ike
-sʊ́ʊy-ike
-pʊ́mʊ́nd-ike

Short form when
present in data
-yáák-i
-kém-i

-bɪ́ɪ́i

Form: SM-VB-iile
Certain verbal bases ending in a vowel take the suffix -iile. These are mostly
extended verbs, with, for example, the applicative extension. Monosyllabic stems
also take the suffix -iile.
Table 62

Perfective suffix -iile

Verb stem

English

Perfective form

-pʊ́twa
/-pʊtʊ-a/
-gʊ́mʊkwa
/-gʊmʊkʊ-a/
-yɪ́ɪ́y-a
-yípwa
/-yipʊ-a/
-pákwa /-pakʊ-a/

‘carry’

-pʊ́tw-iile

‘uncover’

-gʊ́mʊkw-iile

‘put into’
‘take off’

-yɪ́y-iile
-yípw-iile

‘serve’

-pákw-iile
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Short form when
present in data
-pʊ́tw-i

-yɪ́ɪ́y-i

-yómwa
/-yomo-a/
-yʊ́mɪlya
/-yʊmɪlɪ-a/
-páa /-p-a/
-báa /-b-a/
-wáa /-w-a/
-lyáa /-lɪ-a/

‘finish’

-yómw-iile

‘dry up’

- yʊ́mɪl-iile

‘give’
‘be’
‘die’
‘eat’

-p-ííle
-b-ííle
-w-ííle
-l-íile

-yómw-i

-p-íi
-b-íi
-w-íi
-l-íi

Form: SM-VB-iiCe: Imbrication
This suffix fuses with the verb base so that the vowel ii is infixed before the last
consonant of the verbal base. The consonant in -iiCe is capitalised in the following
example:
516. -yomoK-a ‘be finished’

>

-yomo-ii-K-e

>

-yomwiiKe

517. ugɪ́ɪ́mbɪ gʊ́lyʊ uyómwiike
ugɪmbɪ gʊ- lyʊ uyomwiike
14.beer 14Cd- that 14SM- be.finished.PFV
‘That beer is finished.’ (AK-E)

This morpho-phonological process is commonly referred to as imbrication in
Bantu linguistics, following Bastin (1983). Imbrication takes place with
polysyllabic verbal bases CV(N)(CV)CVC, wherein the last vowel is short. These
bases are mostly extended, with the extension -ɪk- for example (see section 8.6).
Moreover, verbal bases with the causative or passive extension use the imbricated
form of the perfective, e.g. -tɪ́níy-a /-tin-ɪ-i-a/ ‘burn’ > -tɪn-ii-y-e, and -bélékwa
/-belek-ʊ-a/ ‘be(come) born’ > -bél-ii-kw-e.
An exception to the polysyllabic requirement is the verb -ik-a ‘arrive’ with
the imbricated perfective form -iike ‘has arrived’. The following examples from
Ndengeleko show this regular base modification:
Table 63

Verb stem
-kúngaɲ-a
-kómbal-a
-bónágan-a
-kólog-a
-bʊ́lag-a
-ík-a

Imbricated perfective verb forms

English
‘light’ (fire)
‘be thin’
‘meet’
‘stir’
‘kill’
‘arrive’

Imbricated form
-kúng-ii-ɲ-e
-kómb-ii-l-e
-bónag-ii-n-e
-kólw-ii-g-e
-bʊ́l-ii-g-e
-íí-k-e
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-tʊ́mbʊk-a
-kʊ́mbʊk-a
-tʊ́lɪk-a
-tɪ́nɪk-a
-kúsánɪk-a
-gʊ́bɪk-a
-yánik-a
-bélek-a
-télek-a
-nének-a
-álibik-a
-andík-a
-bákiy-a
-tɪ́niy-a
-kááliy-a
-bélékw-a
-télekw-a

‘fall’
‘give birth’
‘break’ (intr)
‘become burnt’
‘gather’ (intr)
‘cover’
‘put out to dry’
‘give birth’
‘cook’
‘put on fire’
‘break’ (tr) (Sw)
‘write’ (Sw)
‘tell’
‘singe’
‘be(come) angry’
‘be(come) born’
‘be(come) cooked’

-tʊ́mbw-ii-k-e
-kʊ́mbw-ii-k-e
-tʊ́l-ii-k-e
-tɪ́n-ii-k-e
-kúsán-ii-k-e
-gʊ́b-ii-k-e
-yán-ii-k-e
-bél-ii-k-e
-tél-ii-k-e
-nén-ii-k-e
-álib-ii-k-e
-ánd-ii-k-e
-bák-ii-y-e
-tɪ́n-ii-y-e
-kál-ii-y-e
-bél-ii-kw-e
-tél-ii-kw-e

Two verbs in the Ndengeleko data appear to have a suffix -iine. The perfective
form given for tɪ́kwa ‘break’ (tr) is tɪ́kw-iine. There is also an intransitive form
-tɪ́kʊka ‘break’ (intr).
518. atɪ́kwiine lupaba lwáangʊ
atɪkwine
lupaba
luangʊ
1SM- break.PFV 11.spoon 11Cd- 1sPOSS
‘S/he broke (the stick of) the spoon.’ (HK-E)

The perfective form given for -yʊ́wa ‘hear’ is -yʊ́wine, also heard as -yʊ́gwine.
519. wee mwipwa wáangʊ uyʊ́wiine?
weenga mwipwa uangʊ
uyʊwine
you(sg) 1.nephew 1Cd- 1sPOSS 2sSM- hear.PFV
‘You my nephew have you heard?’ (TO-S)

I propose that these forms are imbricated from longer forms of the verb, which
have for some reason not been recorded or are no longer used in Ndengeleko. In
Matuumbi, there is a verb -tikwana ‘break’, and Matengo has -jowana for ‘hear’128.
In Eastern Bantu languages the reflex of Proto-Bantu *-ide is often -ile, with
or without imbrication. Certain languages have a much wider range of suffixes
which are or seem related and which are used in similar contexts (e.g. Hehe and

128

I thank Gérard Philippson for pointing this out to me.
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Matuumbi) (Bastin 1983:56). In Matuumbi, the basic suffix following a CVC root
is -ite (Odden 1996:51).
The basic form of the suffix in a given Bantu language appears following a
CVC root (Bastin 1983:10). In Ndengeleko, this is -ike or -i. I do not know of any
other Bantu language with a perfective suffix -ike. A possible explanation for the
relatedness of *-ide and -ike is the following: -ile is the suffix originally used for
the perfective in Ndengeleko. This assumption is based on the commonness of -ile
in Bantu. The suffix -ile can be used with imbrication. This is a fairly wide-spread
phenomenon in Bantu languages. Imbrication in Ndengeleko happens with certain
extended verbal bases, as we have seen. As these polysyllabic bases often end in k
(see Table 63), the outcome of imbrication is -ike. I propose that this suffix has
come to be ‘over-used’ in Ndengeleko, so much in fact that it is now added to
canonical bases.
The two forms differ phonologically in that the imbricated suffix -iike has a
long first vowel, and the basic suffix -ike not. Compare the imbricated form,
-téliike (from -téleka ‘cook’), with the perfective -sʊ́k-ike (from -sʊ́ka ‘cook’).
Function
Perfectives signal that the situation is viewed as temporally bounded, and often
refers to situations that occurred in the past (Bybee et al. 1994:54). In examples
with the perfective in Ndengeleko, the results of those situations are mostly of
present relevance, meaning that the perfective TAM also covers anterior aspect.
There is no separate anterior in Ndengeleko.
520. koloóso ikálángiike
koloso
ikalangiike
9/10.cashew 9/10SM- be.fried.PFV
‘The cashew is (ready) roasted.’ (HK-E)

The situations expressed by this TAM are not always relevant at the reference
time. Moreover, they occur with temporal adverbs, which is not commonly so with
anteriors (Bybee et al. 1994:62). See also example (528).
521. niyániike pyáa
niyaniike
pyaa
1sSM- put.out.to.dry.PFV already
‘I already put (it) out to dry.’ (HK-E)

Mostly, this TAM is used for situations which took place rather recently.
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522. nimbʊ́lige ywaa ngʊ́le
nimu- bʊlige
yʊ- aa ngʊle
1sSM- 1OM- kill.PFV 1Cd- that 9/10.rat
‘I killed that rat.’

523. abélíke mwana nnwáwa
abelike
mwaana nnwawa
1SM- give birth.PFV 1.child 1.woman
‘She gave birth to a girl.’

524. anilʊmike mbwáa
anilʊm -ike mbwaa
1SM- 1sOM- bite -PFV 9/10.dog
‘The dog bit me.’ (HK-E)

525. lutéela lwa ŋŋéni lutʊ́mbwiike
luteela
lua ŋŋeni lutʊmbwiike
11.stick 11Cd- of 1.visitor 11SM- fall.PFV
‘The visitor’s tree fell.’

526. nibɪ́i panáani
nibɪi
panaani
1sSM- put.PFV 16.on top
‘I (have) put it on top.’ (AK-E)

A dynamic verb like -bona ‘see’ is also used in the perfective, while the action is
still ongoing. The following example can be the answer to ‘do you see her?’.
527. nimmwéeni
nimu- bweni
1sSM- 1OM- see.PFV
‘I see/have seen him/her.’ (SS-E)

With an adverb, the same phrase can refer to a situation in the past. Compare this
with example (538) with the past TAM.
528. nimmwéeni lííso
nimu- bweni
liso
1sSM- 1OM- see.PFV 5.yesterday
‘I saw him/her yesterday.’ (SS-E)
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The perfective is often used for a state, something which is valid at the present
moment.
529. gapóói
gapooi
6SM- be(come).cool.PFV
‘(The water) is cool.’ (AK-E, Dahl 30 & 31129)

There is no adjective ‘cold’ in Ndengeleko; the perfective form of the verb -pola
‘be(come) cool’ can be used instead. The form in example (529) is used whether
the water is cold only today or whether it is usually cold.
The perfective of -ba ‘be’, which is -bíi or -bííle, is mostly used for present
states. The form a-bííle, for example, means ‘s/he’s here’. The following can mean
‘he is an old man’ or ‘there was an old man’. See also 12.1.
530. abíi múundu ŋŋóoi
abii
mundu ŋŋoi
1SM- be.PFV 1.person 1.old.person
‘He is an old man/there was an old man.’ (HK-E)

531. gabíí mabago mabɪ́ɪ́lɪ
gabii
mabago mabɪlɪ
6SM- be.PFV 6.axes 6.two
‘There are two axes.’ (HK-E)

The perfective is often used in narratives.
532. ŋŋánga ammakíye utéselewaa
ŋŋanga amubakiye
uteselew
-a
1.healer 1SM- 1OM- tell.PFV 2sSM- COMPL- be.late(Sw) -FV
‘The healer told him, you are late.’ (TO-S)

533. Nitwéti niléngike.
nitweti
nileng -ike
1sSM- take.PFV 1sSM- peel -PFV
‘I take (it) and peel (it).’ (HN-D)

129

[Talking of the water in a lake which is visible to the speaker and the hearer:] (The water is usually
warm, but today) it BE COLD, and [Of a visible lake, what the water is usually like] It BE COLD
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Adjectival concepts expressed by verbs in Ndengeleko can be inflected for the
perfective. These verbs can also be used in the infinitive (see section 10.3).
534. kutola nnwáwa kunógike
kutola nnwawa kunogike
to.take 1.woman 15SM- be.beautiful.PFV
‘Marrying a wife is good.’ (SS-E)

535. bana báno banógike
baana
bano banogike
2.children 2Cd- this 2SM- be.beautiful.PFV
‘These small babies are beautiful.’ (SS-E)

10.8.4

Past

Form: SM-a-/e-VB-ile
Past tense in Ndengeleko is expressed by combining the perfective with a prefix aor e-.
Function
The form is used for a state which is no longer valid. Compare the following
example with the perfective example in (529).
536. gepóói
gaepooi
6SM- PST- cool.down.PFV
‘(The water) was cold.’ (AK-E, Dahl 32 & 33130)

The following translation was given for the context ‘yesterday’, as well as ‘many
years ago’:
537. twaakwéi kitʊ́ʊmbɪ
tuakwei
kitʊmbɪ
1pSM- PST- climb.PFV 7.hill
‘We climbed the mountain.’ (SM-E)

130

[Of a visible lake, in which the speaker swam yesterday] (Today the water is warm, but yesterday) it BE
COLD and [Of a visible lake] (The first time I swam in this water many years ago) it BE COLD
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The following phrase refers to earlier in the day, yesterday, or before that,
according to the speaker. Compare with the perfective in examples (527) and
(528).
538. naammwéeni
niamu- bweni
1sSM- PST- 1OM- see.PFV
‘I saw him/her.’ (SS-E)

One language consultant (AK) prefers e- for yesterday, while a- can refer to earlier
today, according to him.
539. mana eepátike pwelá yááke lííso eeyéei kumpɪ́mya sawádi mwɪɪnza
mana aepat -ike pwela
iake
liiso
if
1SM- FUT- get -PFV 9/10.money 9/10Cd- 3sPOSS 5.yesterday
aeyeei
kumu- pɪmɪ
-a sawadi
mwɪnza
1SM- PST- go.PFV 15NCP- 1OM- buy.for -FV 9/10.present(Sw) 1.girl
‘If he had got the money yesterday he would have bought a present for the girl.’
(AK-E, Dahl 105131)

10.8.5

Past imperfective

Conjoint form: SM-VB-age
The IFS -age consists of -ag in the pre-final slot and the vowel -e in the final slot,
and is attached to the verb base.
Disjoint form: SM-andage-VB-a
The disjoint morpheme and/end combines with -age for the past imperfective
disjoint form. It is assumed here that this form is grammaticalised, as the verb is
not used with an infinitive prefix. This TAM is sometimes also heard as anage-,
which might be a further grammaticalisation of the prefix.

131

[The speaker knows the boy was expecting money, but he doesn't know if he got it] If the boy
GET the money (yesterday), he BUY a present for the girl
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Function
This TAM indicates an ongoing action in the past.
540. aándíkage balúa
aandik -age
balua
1SM- write - PAST.IPFV 9/10.letter(Sw)
‘He was writing letters.’ (AK-E, Dahl 9-12132)

541. liíso neendagélɪ́ma
liiso
niendagelɪm
-a
5.yesterday 1sSM- PST.IPFV.DJ- cultivate -FV
‘Yesterday I was (busy) cultivating.’ (AK-E)

In the first line of a story, the perfective can be used to introduce the situation,
while the past imperfective indicates what was going on at the time, as in the
following example.
542. aabi múundu, alɪmage ŋŋʊ́ʊ́nda
aabii
mundu alɪm
-age
ŋŋʊnda
1SM- PST- be.PFV 1.person 1SM- cultivate -PST.IPFV 3.field
‘There was a man who was cultivating his field.’ (TO-S)

As well as action, the TAM can refer to an ongoing state in the past.
543. naaláangiya kʊlyʊ ndámage133
niaalangiy -a kʊ- lyʊ nitam -age
1sSM- FUT- 2OM- show -FV 17Cd- that 1sSM- sit -PST.IPFV
‘I will show them where I lived.’ (AK-E)

In combination with -pala ‘want’, -age indicates the future conditional. This
construction is followed by an infinitive.

132

Q 9 & 10 [A: I went to see my brother yesterday. B: What he DO? (=What activity was he
engaged in?)] He WRITE (a) letter(s) and Q11 & 12 [A: I talked to my brother on the phone
yesterday. B: What he DO? (=What activity was he engaged in?)] He WRITE (a) letter(s)
133
It is rare, but occurs more than once in the data that a conjoint form is phrase-final like in this
example. This needs further investigation.
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544. nikabíi ni pwéela nipalage upɪ́ma ligááli
nikabii
ni
pwela
nipal -age upɪma
1sSM- COND- be.PFV with 9/10.money 1sSM- want -IPFV to.buy
‘If I had money I would buy a car.’ (HK-E)

ligali
5.car

Further examples are the following:
545. yɪ́ɪga yandágéyuguya
yɪɪga
iandageyuguy -a
9/10.body 9/10SM- PST.IPFV.DJ- itch -FV
‘The body was itching.’ (HK-E)

546. aandagekúnkema
aandagekumu- kem -a
1SM- PST.IPFV.DJ- 15NCP- 1OM- call -FV
‘S/he was calling him/her.’ (HK-E)

The past imperfective is often used for a situation in process while something else
is happening, which is viewed as bounded temporally (‘I returned’, in example
(547)). For this purpose, the perfective or completive is used in the second clause.
547. yaa nibʊ́ʊi, nibwéni indagébóla
yaa nibwii
nibweni iandagebol -a
when 1sSM- return.PFV 1sSM- see.PFV 8SM- PST.IPFV.DJ- rot -FV
‘When I returned I found it rotting.’ (HK-E)

548. nilɪ́mage ŋŋʊnda wáangʊ ʊgʊ aísi
nilɪm
-age
ŋŋʊnda u- angʊ
ʊgʊ aisi
1sSM- cultivate -PST.IPFV 3.field 3Cd- 1sPOSS 3.this 1SM- come.PFV
‘I was cultivating my farm when he arrived.’

549. nendagelɪma kigembe kitetɪkʊka
niendagelɪm
-a kigembe kitetɪkʊk
-a
1sSM- PST.IPFV.DJ- cultivate -FV 7.hoe 7SM- COMPL- break(intr) -FV
‘The hoe broke when I was cultivating.’
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550. nendagelɪma ŋŋʊnda wangʊ apaiike
niendagelɪm
-a ŋŋʊnda
1sSM- PST.IPFV.DJ- cultivate -FV 3.cultivated ground
uangʊ
apaiike
3Cd- 1sPOSS 1SM- 16NCP- arrive.PFV
‘I was cultivating my farm when he arrived.’

10.9

The TAM system and the conjoint/disjoint distinction

The aim of this section is to give an overview of the different categories of
indicative TAM in Ndengeleko in terms of their function and their relationship to
each other. For some TAM categories, we will also discuss their possible origins,
and we will come back to the conjoint/disjoint distinction.
Tense is associated with the sequence of events in real time, and aspect with
the internal temporal ‘structure’ of a situation, while mood relates the speaker’s
attitude toward the situation or the speaker’s commitment to the probability that
the situation is true (Payne 1997:234). In certain cases, it might be difficult to tell
these three apart. It is not uncommon, for instance, for categories that are usually
regarded as aspectual to be constrained as to temporal reference (Dahl 1985:23).
The semantics of the Ndengeleko TAM system needs further study. For
example, a habitual interpretation is found with the present (see example (472)),
the habitual (see example (481)) and the imperfective (see example (487)).
Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the interviews have been held in Swahili,
and my understanding of the Ndengeleko phrases come from the translations by
the language consultants. Interference is always a possibility. The questionnaire by
Dahl (1985) is designed to avoid this problem by using the infinitive form of the
verb. This, however, also poses a challenge.
A few general traits of the the Ndengeleko TAM can be noted. The following
figure aims at illustrating the system, and will be dicussed below.
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COMPL te-

a-/-e +
COMPL or
PFV

PFV -i,
-ike, -iile,
a-/e- +
PRESENT

PRESENT
cjt
PST.IPFV
cjt -age

PRESENT
djt endo-,
ando-, ondo-

-pala + INF

IPFV djt
IPFV cjt

andage-

-aga
IPFV djt
andaga-

HAB cjt
-aa

HAB djt
andaa-

Figure 18

Overview of the Ndengeleko TAM categories

This figure implies a timeline, with past to the left and future to the right.
However, the Ndengeleko TAM system appears largely aspectual and past as well
as future is expressed by combinations of morphemes. It is built around the
perfective and imperfective, as well as the present, which also expresses many
aspectual senses.
It is common for prefixes and the IFS to combine to show tense-aspect in
Bantu langauges (Nurse 2003:93). The prefixes a- and e- signal deictic distance in
Ndengeleko, and occur in the post-initial slot in combination with a pre-root or
post-root TAM. In combination with the completive te- or the perfective, the
meaning is past. When used together with a present, the meaning is future.
The future form with a- or e- in the TAM slot occurs much less in the data
than the future in -pala. It is mainly recorded with older speakers. Due to this, and
to the non-transparency of this morpheme, it is considered to be an older form of
the future. Interestingly, a-/e- can also combine with -pala to form a future, as seen
in section 10.7.1.
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Speakers indicate that there is no difference in meaning between the different
future forms (AK). As pointed out in Bybee et al. (1994:243), it is not uncommon
for a language to have more than one TAM which has the future as a function. The
independent development of TAM from different sources and at different periods
of time results in layers of relatively old markers underlying layers of more
recently evolved ones. If these multiple forms continue to be used in the language,
there could come to be differences in the range of uses to which each may be put,
such as immediate and far future, definite and indefinite.
It is assumed here that the future with -pala is on its way to being
grammaticalised into a future TAM. The auxiliary and the main verb are tightly
knit together prosodically, and one might consider analysing the construction as
involving a TAM -palau. An argument for this is that the tone on -pala as a future
auxiliary is LL, and as a verb it is HL, as seen in the following example where
-pala ‘want/look for’ is used as a regular verb with the sense ‘look for’:
551. bapála kibɪ́ga sáabe
bapal
-a kibɪga
siabe
2SM- look.for -FV 7.cooking.pot 7Cd- 3pPOSS
‘They are looking for their pot.’ (HK-E)

The future form -pala is still considered an auxiliary here, however, followed by
the infinitive. The reason for this is that -pala has a final vowel (FV) and the main
verb has an infinitive prefix, although it is the shorter form of this prefix.
Moreover, if grammaticalisation to a future TAM was complete, we might expect
the vowel sequence au to coalesce and the TAM to be *-palo, in analogy with the
grammaticalisation of the present DJ prefix -endo/-ando/-ondo (see below). Also,
-pala ku-is occasionally heard, instead of -pala u-:
552. mbala kwáandika balúa
nipal
-a kuandika balua
1sSM- want -FV to.write 9/10.letter(Sw)

‘I want/will write a letter.’ (AK-E, Dahl 22 & 23134)
The fact that -pala as a future auxiliary can be used together with the verb -pala
‘want, look for’ is another indication of its grammaticalisation.

134

[Q: What are you planning to do right now? A:] I WRITE (a) letter(s)
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553. Upala upála ŋŋánga?
upal
-a kupala
ŋŋanga
2sSM- want -FV to.look.for 1.healer
‘Are you going to look for a healer?’ (TO-S)

The Ndengeleko language does not make any distinction between recent and
remote pasts, as in many Bantu languages (Nurse 2008:88). Remoteness in time
has to be indicated by adverbials, e.g. lííso ‘yesterday’.
Disjoint morpheme
The disjoint forms presented in this chapter, namely the present, the habitual, the
imperfective and the past imperfective, share a common morpheme end- or and-.
In these forms, the morpheme is followed by the final vowel -a (in the
present also -o) or the imperfective -ag-. This disjoint morpheme is analysed as
being grammaticalised from a periphrastic construction with a semantically
generic verb followed by a non-finite content verb (Güldemann 2003). It possibly
has its origin in the PB verb *gènd ‘walk; travel; go; go away’, or in *tend ‘act,
make’. The following arguments point to this:
1. The imperfective -ag- is added to this morpheme to form the imperfective
disjoint andag-. In the conjoint form, -ag- is added at the end of the verb
root. Therefore, I assume that end/and was originally a verb root, to which
-ag- has been added.
2. The present disjoint form ends in -o, which is argued in 10.6.1 to be a
merger of the final vowel -a in -enda and the infinitive u- in a former
auxiliary construction.
3. The disjoint forms with end/and insert the infinitive prefix ku- preceding
vowel initial object markers and optionally preceding consonant initial
object markers, see for examples section 9.2. This is evidence that the
constructions with end-/and- are likely to have developed from auxiliary
constructions with the infinitive form including the prefix ku-.
4. The occasional occurrence of such forms (see the imperfective in 10.6.3,
example (486)) with the infinitive form of the verb rather than the verb stem,
even when there is no object marker, is further evidence for this.
The reason for the variation in the first vowel is still unclear. Moreover, it remains
to be explained why this variation is greater in the present TAM, which is
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pronounced [endo], [ando] or [ondo], than with the other disjoint forms with this
morpheme, where the variation is limited to [and] or [end].
Conjoint/disjoint in the completive and perfective?
In the completive and perfective TAMs, the distinction between conjoint and
disjoint is an area which needs further research. There is evidence that the
completive is a disjoint form, but it does not clearly pattern with a conjoint
counterpart.
The completive TAM is proposed to have derived from PB *tɪ̀ ‘say, quote’.
In Matuumbi, there is a prefix ti-135, which is a verb-focal (i.e. disjoint) past nonprogressive, in the analysis of Odden (1996:64). An example is nitítuumbuká ‘I
just fell’ (Odden 1996:58). It is likely that te- in Ndengeleko is disjoint as well, as
the verb form cannot be negated or followed by a question word. Moreover, it
behaves like other disjoint forms in taking the infinitive prefix ku- preceding object
markers (see section 9.2).
In the perfective, it appears that a distinction between conjoint and disjoint is
sometimes made. When there is such a distinction, the conjoint form has the suffix
-i, and the disjoint form is any of the suffixes -ike, -iile or -iiCe.
554. niyíngii ɲɲʊ́mba
niyingɪ -i
muNyʊmba
1sSM- enter -PFV 18NCP- 9/10NCP- house
‘I have entered the house’ (HN-D)

555. ayíngiile
ayingɪ -iile
1SM- enter -PFV
‘He went in.’ (AK-E)

556. uyʊ́wiine?
uyʊwine
2sSM- hear.PFV
‘Have you heard?’ (HK-D)

135

With a variant te- for some speakers.
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557. weyúú! Niyʊwi kwáa.
weyuu niyʊwi kwakʊ
no!
1sSM- hear.PFV NEG
‘No! I haven't heard.’ (HK-D)

Not all verbs pattern this neatly, however. The verb -teliike ‘have cooked’, for
example, occurs phrase-finally in (558). It also occurs in phrases where there is a
focussed element in IAV, such as the question word in example (559). In fact, the
suffix -ike is never involved in the pairs of perfective forms which appear to make
a distinction between conjoint and disjoint. I propose that this perfective form is
neutral as to the conjoint/disjoint distinction, following terminology by Odden
(1996).
558. ngítwee tutéliike
ngi= twe tutelike
and- we 1pSM- cook.PFV
It’s indeed us who have cooked.’ (AK-E)

559. atelike ɲáái bókobóko?
atelike
ɲaai bokoboko
1SM- cook.PFV who 9/10.banana stew
‘Who cooked the banana stew?’ (SM-E)

In what follows, some examples are given of verbs where the distinction is
apparently made between a conjoint and a disjoint form:
560. atúmbwi líníki kasi ɪ́yo?
atumbu -i
liniki kasi
ɪyo
1SM- start -PFV when 9/10.work(Sw) 9/10.that(ref)
‘When did he start that work?’ (AK-E)

561. atúmbwiile
atumbu -iile
1SM- begin -PFV
‘He has started.’ (AK-E)

This disjoint form cannot be followed by a question-word:
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562. *atumbwile liniki kasi ɪyo?
atumbu -iile liniki kasi ɪyo
1SM- start -PFV when work 9/10.that(ref)
‘When did he start that work?’

In the following two examples, the disjoint form -iile is phrase-final, and the
conjoint form -i is followed by a question-word, inherently focussed in the IAV.
563. ŋŋóói awííle
ŋŋoi
aw -iile
1.old .person 1SM- die -PFV
‘The old person died.’ (SM-E)

564. awí

lííni?

aw -ii
liini
1SM- die -PFV when
‘When did he die?’ (SM-E)

The IAV can also contain an object, which is the logical subject in a sentence with
locative inversion:
565. pandu páno pawi íímba
pandu pano
pawi
imba
16.place 16.here 16SM- fall/die.PFV 9/10.lion
‘A lion has died at this place.’ (AK-E)136

Other examples with the conjoint form in the question, and the disjoint form in the
answer, include the following:
566. Stéfani abii kwáakʊ?
Stefani abii
kwakʊ
Stephanie 1SM- be.PFV where
‘Where is Stephanie?’ (TN-E)

567. ywéembe abíile
ywembe abiile
s/he
1SM- be.PFV
‘She is here.’ (TN-E)

136

According to the language consultant, the lion is still there. This can be compared with the past
in example 370, where the lion is gone.
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However, short forms are often phrase-final, which is not expected for conjoint
forms. The verbs in such phrases are always intransitive.
568. mwéei ukwéei
mwei ukwei
3.moon 3SM- climb.PFV
‘The moon has climbed (is high in the sky).’ (AK-E)

569. Aasha, bwémbe ulʊʊ́i?
Aasha bwembe ulʊʊi
Aisha 14.flour 14SM- rise.PFV
‘Aisha, has the flour risen?’ (AK-E)

The interaction between the different perfective forms and the conjoint/disjoint
distinction is an interesting area for further research.

10.10

Conditional

A verbal prefix ka- in the formative TAM-slot can be used to construct sentences
with the conditional meaning ‘if’ (570) or the temporal meaning ‘when’ (571). In
the present corpus, conditional ka- occurs in subordinate clauses, preceded or
followed by another verb clause.
570. nikabíi ni pwéela nipalage upɪ́ma ligááli
nika1sSM- COND-

bii
ni
be.PFV with

pwela
nipal
-age
9/10.money 1sSM- want -PST.IPFV

upɪma ligaali
to.buy 5.car(Sw)
‘If I had money I would buy a car.’ (HK-E)

571. twandágélongeela kilwíi nikabíi mwana nsimáána
tuandagelongeel -a kilwii
1pSM- PST.IPFV.DJ- talk
-FV 7.vernacular
nikabii
mwana nsimaana
1sSM- COND- be.PFV 1.child 1.small.one
‘We spoke Ndengeleko when I was a small child.’ (HK-E)
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572. Ukalíisagé lyaa lísiku, ikalɪngááni, léelo, wisi lɪ́ɪno…
ukaliis
-age
lɪaa lisiku
2sSM- COND- 5OM- come -PAST.IPFV 5Cd- that 5.day(Sw)
ikalɪngaan -i
lelo uis -i
lɪɪno
9/10SM- COND- be.enough -PFV now 2sSM- come-PFV today
‘If you had come that day, it would have been good, but now you came today..’
(TO-S)

Matuumbi has a similar conditional ka- (Odden 1996:67), as do several other
Bantu languages (Nurse 2008:243). The conditional ka- is unrelated to the
past/future/itive/distal ka- in Bantu languages (J. Maho, p.c. 2008). I presume this
is also the case in Ndengeleko.
Condition can also be expressed by other means in Ndengeleko, for example
by using mana ‘when’, together with the perfective. According to the speaker HK,
there is more certainty that the condition will be fulfilled in this construction
compared with example (570).
573. mana nibíi ni pwéela nipala upɪ́ma baisikééli
mana nibii
ni pwela
nipal -a upɪma
when 1sSM- be.PFV with 9/10.money 1sSM- want -FV to.buy
‘When I get enough money I will buy a bicycle.’

baisikeeli
9/10.bicycle(Sw)

Temporal ‘when’ is also expressed with the perfective or the completive (see
examples (547)-(550)). The conditional ka- can in fact also occur in the pre-initial
slot, just like the distal ka- discussed below. However, it occurs in a periphrastic
construction and not independently, as distal ka- does. This has not been
systematically tested and needs further study.
574. kigeémbe kitétɪkʊka kanílɪ́ma
kigembe kitetɪkʊk
-a kanilɪm
-a
7.hoe
7SM- COMPL- break(intr)-FV COND- 1sSM- cultivate -FV
‘The hoe broke when I was farming.’ (AK-E)

10.11

Itive/distal ka-

There are two additional morphemes with the form ka- in Ndengeleko, supposedly
unrelated to the conditional.
These two, analysed as an itive and as a distal prefix, have similar functions,
but differ in morphological and syntactic distribution. In languages in general, itive
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and distal markers are diachronically related, as distal markers tend to develop
from itive markers (‘to go’ > itive ‘go and’ > distal ‘there’) (J.Maho, p.c. 2008).
Distal ka- has moreover extended its function further, to include a temporal
reference.

10.11.1

Itive

Form: SM-ka-VB-e
This morpheme co-occurs only with the subjunctive. It occurs in the formative
TAM slot. Itive ka- is the most widespread of the ka- forms across Bantu
languages, according to Nurse and Philippson’s (2006) study, occurring in at least
33% of their sample of 100 languages from all Guthrie’s zones.
Function
The function of this morpheme is to indicate motion away from the deictic centre,
which is the meaning added by an itive marker (Schadeberg 1990). The itive verb
form with ka- in Ndengeleko is either preceded by a verb of motion, or itself
contains a verb of motion such as ‘bring’, ‘take (somewhere)’.
It should be noted that this is the same as what Botne (1999) calls a distal
marker, although strictly speaking, itive and distal markers are different. Itive
involves movement away, and distal does not. Distal refers to the location (not
close to the deictic centre) where the ‘action’ of the verb takes place.
The subjunctive forms with ka- can occur independently, or be preceded by
imperative, subjunctive and simple present forms. The following examples are
from different narratives. However, the form is not frequent in such narratives, and
is therefore not assumed to be a consecutive.
575. Lɪnda weété, tukalólé, lidungu lyááke libíi kʊ́lyʊ́!
lɪnd -a weete tuka- lol -e
lidungu liake
wait -FV you 1pSM- IT- look -SUBJ 5.house 5Cd- 3sPOSS
libii
kʊlyʊ
5SM- be.PFV 17.there
‘Wait a moment, let’s (go and) have a look, his house was over there.’ (TO-S)
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576. maná uyómwi kupʊ́ʊla ukátéke maasɪ
mana kuyomo -i
kupʊl
-a
after 15NCP- finish -PFV 15NCP- pound -FV
ukatek
-e
maasɪ
2sSM- COND- take.a.bit -SUBJ 6.water
‘When you have finished pounding, go and fetch water.’ (AK-E)

In the following example, the distal (initial) ka-, which will be discussed in section
10.11.2, co-occurs with the itive ka-, which is bolded in the example.
577. Kaammakíya, maná upála ʊyo nkʊ́lʊ́ngwa nimmʊlagé, ubuyé ukááya,
ukampále mwáána, unnééte páno.
kaamu- bakiy -a mana upal -a ʊyo
nkʊlʊngwa
DST- 1SM- 1OM- tell
-FV if
2sSM- want -FV 1.that(ref) 1.man
nimu- bʊlag -e
ubuy -e
ukaya
1sSM- 1OM- kill -SUBJ 2sSM- return -SUBJ 14.home
uka- mu- pal
-e
mwana umu- let -e
pano
2sSM- IT- 1OM- look.for -SUBJ 1.child 2sSM- 1OM- bring-SUBJ 16.here
‘He told him, if you want me to kill that man, go back home, (go and) look for a
child and bring it here.’ (TO-S)

Some other examples are the following:
578. ʊ́yo alɪngana kwáákʊ! Ukantólé mwipwaagó!
ʊyo
alɪngaan
-a kwakʊ
1.that(ref) 1SM- be enough -FV NEG
uka- mu- tool -e
mwipwa -go
2sSM- IT- 1OM- take -SUBJ 1.nephew -your
‘That one is not enough! Go and take your nephew!’ (TO-S)
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579. Niyénda kúmigʊʊnda ngákáté ngobo.
niyend -a kumigʊnda nika- kat -e
ngobo
1sSM- go -FV 17NCP- 4.field
1SM- IT- cut -SUBJ 9/10.banana
‘I go to the field and cut the banana.’ (HN-D)

10.11.2

Distal

Form: ka-SM-VB-a
This TAM morpheme precedes the subject marker in the pre-initial slot. It occurs
in the indicative only.
Function
The verb form is in most cases the only verb form in an utterance and does not cooccur with other clauses, often involving verbs of motion, as with itive ka-. The
initial ka- appears to have a distal function. That is, the situation expressed by the
verb takes place at a distance from the deictic centre, ‘there’. The distal meaning in
Ndengeleko has been further extended to involve a temporal reference when
appropriate: ‘then’. It mostly refers to past situations. The meaning and function of
this morpheme needs further analysis.
One option is that initial ka- is a consecutive. Because the verb form with kais often the only one in a clause, and verb forms with ka- only exceptionally follow
each other directly, this is not the position taken here. On the other hand, the verb
form does occur a lot in narratives, so far only in traditional stories and not for
example in explanations (‘how to...’). It is, however, not remarkable that a distal
ka- occurs in narratives, when we consider the extended temporal meaning.
It is possible that consecutive ka- in Bantu languages has developed from
itive markers. The itive meaning ‘go and’ extends via distal ‘there/then’ to a
function involving ‘and then’.
The morpheme often co-occurs with verbs of motion.
580. Ywaa nkʊ́lʊ́ngwa kaabʊ́ya ukááya,
yʊ- aa nkʊlʊngwa kaabʊy -a ukaaya
1Cd- that 1.man
DST- 1SM- return -FV 14.home
‘The man returned home.’ (TO-S)
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581. Kaánnéétya ywaa nkʊ́lʊngwa.
kaamuleetɪ
-a yʊ- aa nkʊlʊngwa
DST- 1SM- 1OM- bring.for -FV 1Cd- that 1.man
‘He had the other guy brought to him.’ (TO-S)

Even when the morpheme does not occur with a verb of motion, reference is made
to place, as to the field in the following example.
582. ʊgo ŋŋʊ́ʊnda, kuna nkʊ́lʊngwa ywɪ́ngɪ́ne abíi, ngiywémbe kaalɪ́ma páápaapó
ʊgo
ŋŋʊnda kuna
nkʊlʊngwa yuɪngɪne abii
3.that(ref) 3.field there.is(Sw) 1.man
1Cd- another 1SM- be.PFV
ngi= ywembe kaalɪm
-a paapaapo
and s/he
DST- 1SM- cultivate -FV right.there
‘There was another man in that field, and he was also cultivating right there.’
(TO-S)

Moreover, a temporal sense is sometimes covered by ka-, as in the following
example ‘now you tell me’.
583. Uténdékáa mpaka lɪ́ɪno, kaúmbakíya, mwalo wa kɪ́lɪ́?
utendek -aa
mpaka lɪɪno
2sSM- let.do -HAB until
today
kaunibakiy -a mwalo
ua kɪɪlɪ
DST- 2sSM- 1sOM- tell
-FV 3.reason 3Cd- of what
‘You didn't bother until today,why do you tell me now?’ (TO-S)

10.12

Summary

This chapter has presented the many different inflectional verbal morphemes
which indicate the TAM of a certain verb phrase. The TAM system appears largely
aspectual, with a prefix a-/e- which signals deictic distance; together with a verb
stem with the final vowel -a it forms the future, and together with a perfective stem
it forms the past. The Ndengeleko language distinguishes between conjoint and
disjoint forms of certain TAMs, namely the present, the habitual and the
imperfective, as well as the past imperfective.
In the perfective, there are different forms of the suffix depending on the
structure of the verb stem in question. Canonical verb stems select -ike, which is an
unusual form of the perfective suffix in a Bantu comparative perspective. This
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form is proposed to have developed through overuse of the imbricated suffix with
verbs ending in k. Also in the perfective, there appears to be a distinction between
conjoint and disjoint. However, the picture is not yet clear and needs further
research.
The TAM system relies on inflection, and periphrastic constructions are not
commonplace, apart from the future, which is mostly expressed by an auxiliary
construction.
There is much variation in TAM-markers between Bantu languages due to
the ‘constant rebuilding of the inflectional system’ (Schadeberg 2003b:151). We
see traces of this rebuilding in Ndengeleko as well, where different TAM forms
appear to be on the path to grammaticalisation. The auxiliary future form -pala, for
example, is used with a reduced form of the infinitive, and the disjoint forms
and-/end- are proposed to have derived from an auxiliary construction.
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11.

Negation

Negation in Ndengeleko is symmetrical. In the terminology of Miestamo
(2005:52), this means there is a one-to-one correspondence between the members
of affirmative and negative paradigms, much as in German, for example. There are
no structural changes to the negative form, apart from the addition of a negative
marker.
This is not unusual in a Bantu comparative perspective, although similar
constructions are mostly found in other zones of the Bantu speaking area.
However, Matuumbi (Odden 1996) also has a symmetrical negative construction
as a standard sentential negator. Many other Bantu languages have asymmetric
paradigms with complex series of negative verbal inflections (see for instance
Kagulu (Petzell 2008:123)).
In Ndengeleko, a negative word is used immediately preceding or following
the verb. Moreover, there is a very limited set of negative markers. In what
follows, standard (section 11.1) as well as non-standard negation (section 11.2)
will be discussed and the different negators presented. The etymology of the
standard negator is reflected upon. There is no historical data for Ndengeleko.
However, based on language-internal evidence and comparisons with other Bantu
languages, it is hypothesised that the negative marker is grammaticalised from a
locative interrogative.

11.1

Standard negation

Standard negation refers to the basic strategy(s) a language has for negating
declarative verbal main clauses (Miestamo 2005:1). In Ndengeleko, there are two
strategies for this. The most commonly used strategy is the addition, directly
following the verb, of the negator kwáakʊ, alternatively kwáa. The phrase in (584),
in the perfective, is negated in (585).
584. lɪ́ɪno nzɪ́bwike kitáábu
lɪɪno niyɪbwike kitaabu
today 1sSM- forget.PFV 7.book
‘Today I have forgotten the book.’ (AK-E)
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585. lɪ́ɪno nzɪ́bwike kwáakʊ kitáábu
lɪno
niyɪbwike
kwakʊ kitabu
today 1sSM- forget.PFV NEG 7.book
‘Today I have not forgotten the book.’ (AK-E)

All indicative verbal forms, as presented in Table 54, can be negated this way.
However, because a negation marker is inherently focused, normally only the
conjoint form of a particular TAM can be used (cf. 10.2.2).
586. ngʊlwi kwáakʊ
nigʊlʊ -ii
kwakʊ
1sSM- clean -PFV NEG
‘I didn’t clean.’ (SM-E)

587. *ngʊlwile kwakʊ
nigʊlʊ -iile kwakʊ
1sSM- clean-PFV NEG
‘I didn’t clean.’ (SM-E)

The perfective suffix -ike in examples (584) and (585) is neutral when it comes to
the conjoint/disjoint distinction, and therefore occurs in affirmative as well as
negated phrases. Below, negated forms of some of the TAMs are given as
examples.
Present:
588. alɪma kwáakʊ
alɪm
-a kwakʊ
1SM- cultivate -FV NEG
‘He does not cultivate.’ (AK-E)

Perfective:
589. utyáangi kwáakʊ?
utyang -i
kwakʊ
2sSM- walk -PFV NEG
‘Didn’t you walk?’ (SM-E)

Past Imperfective:
590. abʊ́lagage kwáakʊ?
abʊlag -age
kwakʊ
1SM- kill
-PST.IPFV NEG
‘S/he was not killing (someone)?’ (SM-E)
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Past:
591. mwaagónsike kwáakʊ?
muagonz
-ike kwakʊ
2pSM- PST- lie.down -PFV NEG
‘Didn’t you (pl) sleep?’ (SM-E)

Habitual:
592. alɪmaa kwáakʊ
alɪm
-aa
kwakʊ
1SM- cultivate -HAB NEG
‘He does not cultivate.’ (AK-E)

11.1.1

Form and origin of the negative marker kwakʊ

The negative marker kwáakʊ is identical in form to the interrogative kwáakʊ,
meaning ‘where’. This interrogative consists of the class 17 locative concord ku-,
followed by the stem akʊ ‘which’. Literally, kwáakʊ therefore means ‘which
place’.
593. Stéfani abii kwáakʊ?
Stéfani
abii
kwakʊ
Stephanie 1SM- be.PFV where
‘Where is Stephanie?’ (SS-E)

The stem ‘which’ can be used in all other noun classes as well (594), including
class 15 (595), where the form is identical to class 17:
594. ywáakʊ
yu- akʊ
1Cd- which
‘Which one (person)?’ (AK-E)

595. kwíina kwáakʊ
kuina
kuakʊ
to.dance 15Cd- which
‘Which dancing?’ (AK-E)

The proposal here is that the interrogative ‘which place’ in class 17 has become
grammaticalised as a negative marker. This extension of the function of the
locative interrogative kwákʊ is not as far-fetched as it might seem. Locatives are
sources of negative markers in other Bantu languages, such as Kanincin (Devos et
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al. 2010). The grammaticalisation of class 16 and class 17 locative pronouns as
post-verbal negative markers occurs in several Bantu languages (Devos et al.
2010:164). The motivation for this can be found in the non-locative semantics of
originally locative morphemes - a partitive/minimising meaning in Kanincin, for
example (Devos et al. 2010:165).
596. dááŋ-âp
eat.IMP-16OC137
‘eat a little’
(Kanincin, Devos et al. 2010:165)

These morphemes can be used with inherently negative verbs for an emphatic
reading: ‘(not) even a little’ leads to ‘completely’.
597. lík-âp
refuse.IMP-16OC
‘refuse completely!’
(Kanincin, Devos et al. 2010:165)

In Ndengeleko, the stem ‘which’ can, of course, also be used in the other
locative classes: páakʊ cl.16 ‘where’ (specific location) and mwáakʊ cl.18 ‘where’
(inside). But the class 17 interrogative is the form which has developed into a
negative marker. How did such a grammaticalisation process take place?
It is hypothesised here that the locative ‘which place’ has, at a certain point in
time, been added to another existing strategy, in order to strengthen negation. As
Miestamo (2005:209) explains, negatives often need extra emphasis as they
typically contradict propositions whose content is supposed in the context. Now,
this other strategy has been abandoned and the negative emphatic marker with
locative origin is the only strategy left – it has become conventionalised and no
longer has an emphatic meaning.
This means that Ndengeleko standard negation has reached the third stage of
the ‘Jespersen Cycle’138, which in short ‘describes how a negator may collocate
with a strengthener, which may later become an additional exponent of negation
and possibly the only one’ (van der Auwera 2009). This is comparable with the use
of the French strengthener pas ‘step’ on its own in modern French, possibly
leaving the doubling stage with ne...pas behind. In Ndengeleko, the only exponent

137
138

OC stands for Object Concord.
The term was coined by Dahl (1979).
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of negation left is the strengthener kwáakʊ, now ‘bleached’ (Devos and van der
Auwera forthcoming) to be the neutral negator in the language. In Ndengeleko, no
trace of a former preverbal negative marker has been found. In Kanincin, a
previous stage of the Jespersen Cycle is evident in proverbs (Devos et al.
2010:173).
Ndengeleko might have reached this third stage relatively recently, as the
marker is still intact: it has exactly the same form as the locative interrogative, and
it has not been cliticised. However, there are signs of further grammaticalisation.
Nothing can intervene between the verb and the negator. The negator can be
shortened to kwáa. Interestingly, the interrogative ‘where’ can also be shortened to
kwáa.
Another possible indication of cliticisation is the influence on prosody. For at
least some speakers, or possibly in some contexts, the addition of the negative
marker lowers a preceding H tone on the verb base.
598. Niyʊwi kwáa.
niyʊwi
kwakʊ
1sSM- hear.PFV NEG
‘I haven’t heard.’ (HK-E)

599. maíílo gabʊka kwáa aííma
maiilo gabʊk -a kwakʊ aiima
6.soot 6SM- go -FV NEG easily
‘Soot is not easily removed.’ (HK-E)

600. ammweni kwáakʊ mwɪ́ɪnja
amu- bweni
kwakʊ mwɪnza
1SM- 1OM- see.PFV NEG 1.girl
‘He does not see the girl.’ (SS-E)

This influence on prosody is just an observation at this point, and needs to be
corroborated by further analysis of the speech of different language consultants.
Because of the homophony with the interrogative, the semantics of clauses
with kwáakʊ or kwáa are often ambiguous in meaning. Context will usually
provide clues to the intended reading.
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601. ubɪ́i kwáakʊ́
ubɪɪi kwakʊ
2sSM- put.PFV where
‘You didn’t put it?/Where did you put it?’ (AK-E)

602. apɪta kwáa
apit -a kwakʊ
1SM- pass -FV NEG/17Cd.that
‘S/he is not passing./She is passing over there.’ (HK-E)

The cross-linguistic tendency is for negative markers to occur before the verb
(Dryer 1988). The marker kwákʊ/kwáa always follows directly after the verb,
preceding any object.
603. báantángike kwáakʊ ʊyʊ nnwáawa
bamu- tang -ike kwakʊ ʊyʊ
2SM- 1OM- know -PFV NEG this
‘They do not know the woman.’ (SS-E)

11.2

nnwawa
1.woman

Other negation strategies

The negative marker kwáakʊ/kwáa is also used in non-verbal (examples (604) and
(605)) and existential clauses (606) in Ndengeleko, as is also the case in
Kaninchin, for example (Devos et al. 2010:160).
604. Ywáa mundu kwáa!
yʊ- aa mundu kwakʊ
1Cd- that 1.person NEG
‘That’s not a person!’ (HK-E)

605. beembe kwáakʊ
bembe kwakʊ
they
NEG
‘It’s not them.’ (AK-E)

606. kundu kʊ́lyʊ kunogike kwáa
kundu
kʊlyʊ kunog
-ike kwakʊ
17.place 17Cd- that 17SM- be.beautiful -PFV NEG
‘That place is not nice.’ (AK-E)

Negation of interrogatives can be expressed with the verb -kana, ‘to refuse’. In the
following example, ‘you refuse (for) what’ translates as ‘why didn’t you’:
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607. ukáni kɪ́lɪ kumbákíya, kanítúmbwa kulɪ́ma?
ukan -i
kɪɪlɪ kunibakiy -a
2sSM- refuse -PFV what 15NCP- 1sOM-tell
-FV
ka- nitumbu -a
IT- 1sSM- begin -FV

kulɪma
to.cultivate

‘Why didn’t you tell me before I started cultivating?’ (TO-S)

The infinitive is also used in negative constructions with the auxiliary -kana
‘refuse’.
608. ngááni uyéenda Bandalísalaam
nikan -i
uyenda Bandalisalaam
1sSM- refuse -PFV to.go
Dar es Salaam
‘I don’t want to go to Dar es Salaam.’ (AK-E)

In negated commands, the negative marker kene is used together with the
subjunctive. It always precedes the verb.
609. tenda bwísʊ kené ungóyógwe
tend -a bwiisʊ
kene unikoyogo
do -FV carefully NEG 2sSM- 1sOM- poke
‘Be careful not to poke my eye.’ (HK-E)

-e
-SUBJ

610. kené uyigalé
kene uyigal -e
NEG 2sSM- close -SUBJ
‘Don’t close.’ (AK-E)

This construction is also used for ‘should not’.
611. kené mbʊ́ʊ́ke
kene nibʊk -e
NEG 1sSM- go
-SUBJ
‘Let me not go/I had better not go.’ (AK-E)

It seems likely that -kana ‘refuse’ and kene are related in some way in
Ndengeleko. Further indication for this comes from Matuumbi, where kana is used
for negated commands, as in kaná upíme ‘don’t buy’ (lit. ‘refuse that you buy’)
(Odden 1996).
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11.3

Summary

Negation in Ndengeleko is symmetrical and is expressed by negative markers.
Declarative verbal main clauses are negated by means of kwáa or kwáákʊ, directly
following the verb in the IAV. The verb form is necessarily conjoint, or neutral as
to the conjoint/disjoint distinction.
This negator is proposed to have derived from the locative interrogative with
the same form, and to have originally been a strengthener of negation, but is now
the only exponent of negation.
In negated commands, the negator is kene and precedes the subjunctive form.
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12.

Copula constructions and non-verbal predication

This section concerns a number of constructions whose main predicate is not a
verb. In 12.1, copula constructions are discussed, together with other means of
forming non-verbal predicates in Ndengeleko. This is followed by a discussion of
existential clauses in 12.2 and the negated existential in 12.3.

12.1

Copula constructions

In order to link a subject to the predicate, the verb -ba ‘be’ is used in Ndengeleko,
as it is many other Bantu languages (Rose et al. 2002). This verb is sometimes
combined with ni ‘with’ (613).
612. mwéenga mubi yɪ́ɪka
mwenga mubii
yɪka
you(pl) 2pSM- be.PFV alone
‘You (pl) are alone.’ (AK-E)

613. mundu yʊ́lyʊ abíi ni nnáka
mundu yʊ- lyʊ abii
ni nnaka
1.person 1Cd- that 1SM- be.PFV with 3.anger
‘That man is angry/has anger.’ (AK-E)

Another example with the verb ‘to be’ is (614). The link between subject and
predicate can be expressed without the verbal copula: with ni only (615); and with
a juxtaposition of two nouns (616). The three constructions basically express the
same meaning ‘he is an old person’.
614. abíi mundu ŋŋóoi
abii
mundu ŋŋooi
1SM- be.PFV 1.person 1.old.person
‘He is an old person.’ (HK-E)139

615. ywéembe ni ŋŋóoi
ywembe ni nng’ooi
s/he
and 1.old.person
‘He is an old person.’ (HK-E)

139

This type of phrase often introduces narratives, and in that case means ‘there was an old man’.
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616. mundu ŋŋóoi
mundu ŋŋooi
1.person 1.old.person
‘He is an old person.’ (HK-E)

When no copula is used, non-verbal predication can also be expressed by using the
associative.
617. baa mbúsi ba amáŋaatɪ
baaa mbusi
baa amaŋaatɪ
2Cd- that 9/10.goat 2Cd- of 2.Barabaigs
‘Those goats belong to the Barabaig people.’ (HK-E)

As mentioned in 10.3, the infinitive can be used in non-verbal predication to
express certain adjectival concepts, such as ‘bad’. In such phrases, the infinitive
can be used in an associative construction or preceded by a demonstrative (see
4.7.2 for illustration of the shortening processes at work here):
618. miséengo ya kwákála
misengo ia kuakala
4.houses 4Cd- of to.be.bad
‘bad houses’ (HK-E)

619. misengo yaa kwákála
misengo yɪaa kuakala
4.houses 4Cd- that to.be.bad
‘Those houses are bad.’ (HK-E)

Concepts such as ‘bitter’ and ‘heavy’ can also be expressed in this way.
620. lawa yɪ́no kubába
lawa
yɪno kubaba
9/10.medicine 9/10Cd- this to.be.bitter
‘This medicine is bitter.’ (AK-E)

621. mundu yʊ́no kutópa
mundu yʊ- no kutopa
1.person 1Cd- this to.be.heavy
‘This person is heavy.’ (AK-E)

In Ndengeleko there is no difference, whether segmental or prosodic, between the
attributive and predicative usage of adjectives. Hence, there is no distinction
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between ‘the big house’ and ‘the house is big’. Both translate as ɲʊ́ʊmba ngʊ́lʊ.
Examples are given in Table 64.
Table 64

Adjectives in attributive/predicative use

Example
ywaa múundu mpíili píi
báándu akʊ́lʊ
nkebe ʊ́wʊ nsʊ́nʊ
mikongo yɪ́no miláásʊ
liikʊ́tʊ́ lisápu
másɪ mapóou
masúngwa mabóóu
kiti sɪ́no kisíni
pwéla ndóondwa
mbáá mbɪ́ɪ
mbáá ngéele
lukílí lupána
kapésa kaúu
pandu páípi
kukóto
Kibɪ́tɪ kutálu

Translation
‘that very black person/that person is very black’
‘big people/the people are big’
‘this small cup/this cup is small’
‘these tall trees/these trees are tall’
‘dirty ear/the ear is dirty’
‘cool water/the water is cool’
‘rotten oranges/the oranges are rotten’
‘this small chair/this chair is small’
‘found money/the money is found’
‘uncooked rice/the rice is uncooked’
‘red rice/the rice is red’
‘broad ‘lukili’ (length of mat)/the lukili is broad’
‘small white hare/the small hare is white’
‘a short space’
‘a nice place/the place is nice’
‘Kibiti is far’

To express a property of a person, a commonly used construction in Ndengeleko
involves the subject marker followed by the vowel a, in turn followed by the
adjective inflected for singular or plural. This construction is used for all persons,
and is not possible in other classes than 1 and 2. Note that the a becomes
lengthened preceding NC and following a glide.
Table 65

person
1SG
2SG
class 1

The adjective -sini used for persons

‘small’
naansíni
waánsni
nsíni

Underlying
/ni- a sini/
/u- a sini/
/mu- sini/

person
1PL
2PL
class 2

‘small’
twaasíni
mwaasíni
asíni

Underlying
/tu- a sini/
/mu- a sini/
/a- sini/

The element a is analysed here as a verbal morpheme used in a copular sense.
These constructions translate as ‘I am small’, ‘you are small’ etc. and can be used
with any adjective, if appropriate in the context. Other examples include naankʊ́lʊ
/ni-a-mu-kʊlʊ/ ‘I am big’, twalaásʊ ‘we are tall’, naankéle ‘I am red (= a white
person)’. This construction is also the basis of the greeting system, where you ask
waankóto? ‘are you fine?’ and answer naankóto ‘I am fine’.
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12.2

Existential constructions

Existential constructions are introduced by the locative prefixes. The verb ‘to be’
is used in such constructions. Example (622) has the same meaning as the copular
construction in (623).
622. kubíí ni múundu kuyééto
kubii
ni
mundu kuyeeto
17SM- be.PFV with 1.person 17.toilet
‘There’s someone in the toilet.’ (hK-E)

623. muúndu abi kuyééto
mundu abii
kuyeeto
1.person 1SM- be.PFV 17.toilet
‘Someone is in the toilet.’ (HK-E)

624. kulwíi kubii ni miséengo ya ɲánsima
kului
kubii
ni
17NCP- Rufiji.area 17SM- be.PFV with
misengo ia ɲansima
4.villages 4Cd- of a.lot
‘In Rufiji there are many villages.’ (AK-E)

12.3

Negative non-verbal constructions

The versatile adjective ntʊ́pʊ /mu-tʊpʊ/ ‘empty’, preceding or following the noun,
can be used to express the negative existential ‘there is no’. This adjective is
inflected for singular and plural, or can be used with any of the locative prefixes
(629). For PB, there is a reconstruction *tʊ́pʊ́ ‘only, empty, vain’.
625. ntʊ́pʊ́ ndoondwa
ntʊpʊ
ndondwa
there.is.no 10.stars
‘there are no stars’ (AK-E)

626. ndoóndwa ntʊ́pʊ́
ndondwa ntʊpʊ
10.stars
there.is.no
‘there are no stars’ (AK-E)
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627. oómba kulwii ntʊ́pʊ́
omba
kulwii
ntʊpʊ
9/10.fish 17NCP- 11.river there.is.no
‘There is no fish in the river.’ (AK-E)

628. ntʊ́pʊ́ oomba kulwíi
ntʊpʊ
omba
kulwii
there.is.no 9/10.fish 17NCP- 11.river
‘There is no fish in the river.’ (AK-E)

629. kutʊ́pʊ́ kilɪbe
kutʊpʊ kilɪbe
17NCP- without 7.thing
‘there is nothing (there)’ (AK-E)

The adjective -tʊpʊ can also be used as a negative copula for persons, to express
‘not have’, in line with the construction used with other adjectives (section 12.1).
The subject marker is followed by a vowel a, followed in turn by the adjective,
inflected for number.
Table 66

The use of -tʊpʊ to express ‘not have’

person
1SG

‘without’
naa ntʊ́pʊ

2SG

waa ntʊ́pʊ

class 1

ntʊ́pʊ

Underlying
/ni- a
mu-tʊpʊ/
/u- a
mu-tʊpʊ/
/mu-tʊpʊ/

person
1PL

‘without’
twa atʊ́pʊ

2PL

mwa atʊ́pʊ

class 2

atʊ́pʊ

Underlying
/tu- a
a-tʊpʊ/
/mu- a
a-tʊpʊ/
/a-tʊpʊ/

630. atʊ́pʊ́ kilɪbe
atʊpʊ
kilɪbe
2NCP- without 7.thing
‘They don’t have anything.’ (AK-E)

12.4

Summary

This chapter has shown how copular and existential constructions are formed in
Ndengeleko. Such constructions are often expressed by means of the verb ‘to be’.
The Ndengeleko language exhibits interesting negated non-verbal
constructions formed with the adjective -tʊpʊ, sometimes preceded by a copulalike morpheme a.
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13.

Summary and directions for further research

The aim of this thesis has been to contribute to the knowledge of
Ndengeleko, a Bantu language of the Rufiji region of Tanzania. The fact that the
language was previously undescribed, that it is being influenced by the dominant
language Swahili, and that most speakers use the language in limited domains, has
contributed to the challenges of fieldwork and analysis. Within the limits of time,
the thesis therefore focusses on the basic building blocks of language: the
phonology and morphology.
I have argued in Chapter 1 that there is no distinct language variety ‘Rufiji’;
rather, Ndengeleko and Rufiji are two names for the same language. The most
closely related language variety is Matuumbi. Chapter 2 showed that, although
there is still a considerable number of speakers, the fact that the language has low
status and that it is not being transmitted to the next generation gives us reason to
conclude that the Ndengeleko language is endangered.
The phonology is characterised by a relatively modest phoneme inventory,
with 12 consonant and 7 vowel phonemes. The Ndengeleko phoneme inventory
closely resembles the system reconstructed for Proto-Bantu. Moreover, as in the
reconstructed proto-language, Ndengeleko distinguishes between short and long
vowels. In this agglutinating Bantu language, morpho-phonological processes are
important and blur the morpheme boundaries, especially where the various muand ni- prefixes are concerned. The resulting nasal and consonant combinations are
analysed as sequences in this work, not as unit segments. The phonotactics of the
language have been affected by the historical processes of spirantisation and
consonant loss. This has resulted in many vowel-initial stems, and here again
morpho-phonology plays a role when vowels meet across morpheme boundaries.
Depending on the quality of the vowels involved, the outcomes are long vowels,
vowel sequences and gliding, as well as assimilation in some cases. Long vowels
can also be shortened, depending on the context. The interplay of underlying long
vowels, lengthening and shortening is a fascinating area for further study.
In the nominal morphology, we find such typical Bantu traits as an elaborate
noun class system, with 18 noun classes, and the possibility of deriving meanings
by using noun stems in different classes. Apart from the regular system of pairing
such noun classes into singular-plural combinations, alternative plurals are
accepted for many nouns, leading to a striking flexibility in the pairings of singular
and plural classes.
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Modifying adnominals follow the noun, apart from the demonstrative which
can also precede the noun. Further research is needed in order to understand the
semantic and pragmatic properties of the numerous demonstratives in Ndengeleko.
Adjectives are few and are mainly from the semantic types ‘dimension’ and
‘physical property’. There are three adjectives for colour: black, white and red.
The different modifiers, as well as the predicate, are in agreement with the noun
class of the head noun. Apart from this grammatical agreement, there is a second
classification in Ndengeleko, whereby animacy plays a role. In general, all animate
nouns take agreement in classes 1 and 2, unless these animate nouns are derived
diminutives or augmentatives. Interestingly, plural nouns with animal referents in
classes 4 and 6 vary between formal and semantic agreement.
Adnominals do not show agreement with the class of a locative, but with the
noun class of the noun to which the locative prefix is added. Locatives can be the
preposed subject of the phrase; this is called locative inversion.
The Ndengeleko verb has a complex structure, whereby a verb root can be
extended by means of suffixes to form new verbs. Such extensions derive, for
instance, causative and applicative verbs, and alter the argument structure of the
verb. Inflection concerns, for example, the marking of the subject – obligatorily on
all inflected verb forms – on the verb. As a pro-drop language, subject and object
NPs and pronouns are mostly omitted. The object is optionally marked. Object
marking is an area of Ndengeleko grammar which needs further study.
In the inflectional verbal morphology we also find an abundance of tenseaspect-mood categories, which appear to be largely aspectual. There is a prefix
a-/e- which signals deictic distance; together with a verb stem and the final vowel
-a it forms the future, and together with a perfective stem it forms the past. The
language distinguishes between conjoint and disjoint forms in certain of the TAM
categories. The conjoint form implies that the following element is focussed to
some extent, as opposed to the disjoint form where the verbal action itself is in
focus. The present, the (past) imperfective and the habitual categories share a
disjoint morpheme with the form and-/end-. The semantics of the TAM-system in
combination with the conjoint/disjoint distinction is an interesting topic for further
investigation. In the perfective, there are different forms of the suffix depending on
the structure of the verb stem in question. Canonical verb stems select -ike, which
is an unusual form of the perfective suffix in a Bantu comparative perspective.
Also in the perfective, there appears to be a distinction between conjoint and
disjoint, but a conclusive picture has so far not been obtained.
Ndengeleko speakers frequently borrow words from Swahili, and also codeswitch to that language. The Swahili influence is noticeable in many aspects of the
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language. For instance, several speakers do not make a distinction between the first
degree and the second degree high vowels, or are inconsistent in their use of the
vowels. It is expected that this will lead to a five vowel system much like that of
Swahili. Moreover, we note interference from Swahili in the noun class system,
where the Swahili class 8 vi- prefix replaces the Ndengeleko prefix i- in a number
of examples in the data, and where the ‘wrong’ class is sometimes used for
diminutive derivation. TAM prefixes from Swahili are also heard in the language,
especially the present progressive na-. The Ndengeleko speakers have been
bilingual in Ndengeleko and Swahili for decades. An analysis of the language
contact situation and the influence of the Swahili language on Ndengeleko would
be an interesting project to embark on.
Although there is clearly a language shift going on in the Ndengeleko
speaking area, many speakers are interested in using the language and in
preserving it for future generations. It is my hope that this thesis will increase their
pride in their language and will contribute towards the use and further
documentation of Ndengeleko.
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Summary in Swedish
Denna avhandling beskriver Ndengelekospråkets fonologi samt morfologi i
substantivfrasen och verbfrasen. Ndengeleko är ett bantuspråk som talas av ca
72 000 personer i sydöstra Tanzania. Det har inte tidigare varit föremål för någon
grundlig språklig studie. Analysen är baserad på författarens egna inspelningar
som transkriberats och översatts till Swahili. Arbetet med intervjuerna
genomfördes under flera perioder i Rufijiregionen, med olika talare av språket.
Dessutom redovisas en sociolingvistisk undersökning av Ndengelekospråkets
status och utbredning. Undersökningen bygger på en enkät som fyllts i av skolbarn
samt på intervjuer med personer på olika platser. Resultatet visar att
Ndengelekospråket uppfyller många av UNESCOs kriterier på att vara ett hotat
språk. Särskilt oroväckande är att språket bara förs över till nästa generation i
mycket begränsad omfattning.
Ndengelekospråket använder sig av sju vokaler, som kan vara korta eller
långa, och har ett relativt begränsat antal konsonanter. Ndengelekos olika fonem
liknar i hög grad de som har rekonstruerats för proto-Bantu. Språkets fonotaktiska
struktur har påverkats av en historisk ljudändring som kallas spirantisation och
som har lett till en riklig förekomst av vokalinledda stavelser. Dessa
sammansmälter ofta med vokalfinala prefix med olika realisering beroende på
vilka vokaler som är inblandade. Morfo-fonologiska processer ligger även bakom
de frekventa nasal-obstruent- och nasal-nasal-kombinationerna i Ndengeleko.
Nasal-obstruent kombinationerna analyseras som sekvenser snarare än segment i
denna avhandling.
Substantiven i Ndengeleko delas in i nominalklasser, vilket är typiskt för
bantuspråk. I Ndengeleko finns 18 sådana klasser, varav åtta används för referenter
i singularis, fem för referenter i pluralis, en innefattar abstrakta substantiv och en
infinitiv. Dessutom finns tre lokativa klasser som refererar till platser. Vissa
klasser används till att avleda ord, till exempel diminutiv.
Klasserna paras ihop i singular-plural-kombinationer enligt ett regelbundet
mönster. Dessutom kan man konstatera att vissa pluralklasser i Ndengeleko kan
användas som plural till nästan vilken singularklass som helst. Detta gör att antalet
singular-plural-kombinationer i språket är ovanligt högt. Klassen som ett
substantiv tillhör styr valet av kongruensmarkör i nominalfrasen samt i predikatet.
Viktigare än denna princip är dock indelningen i animata och icke-animata
substantiv. Substantiv som refererar till människor finns framförallt i klasserna 1
och 2. Sådana substantiv kan även finnas i andra klasser, men tar då ändå
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kongruensmarkörer från klass 1 och 2. Detta gäller även substantiv som refererar
till djur, men där finns fler undantag. För båda kategorierna gäller att avledda
diminutiva och augmentativa ord är undantagna denna regel. För dessa avledda ord
tar kongruensen bara hänsyn till grammatiken, inte till semantiken.
I nominalfrasen står bestämningar normalt efter substantivet, förutom vissa
demonstrativa pronomen som har en friare placering. Ndengeko har ett komplext
system för att markera var referenterna befinner sig med två uttryck som refererar
till en plats nära och två som refererar till en plats längre bort. De semantiska
skillnaderna mellan dessa uttryck behöver utredas vidare. Ndengeleko har få
adjektiv; mindre än 20 har påträffats i materialet. Egenskaper uttrycks snarare med
verb eller med andra substantiv. Språket har bara tre adjektiv som anger färg; svart
(mörkt), vitt (ljust) och rött.
Den agglutinerande morfologin spelar en stor roll i språkets verbfras och
morfemen följer varandra i en viss fast ordning. Verb kan avledas från andra verb
genom suffix som läggs till verbstammen. Många av dessa suffix är lexikaliserade;
andra är produktiva och kan användas på ett stort antal verb. Subjektet markeras
alltid på verbet genom ett prefix, förutom i imperativ. Ndengeleko är ett pro-dropspråk så det behövs inget substantiv eller pronomen som refererar till subjektet.
Även objektet kan markeras på verbet genom ett prefix som följer subjektprefixet.
Detta är inte obligatoriskt, inte heller för animata objekt vilket annars är vanligt i
bantuspråk.
Verbet böjs efter tempus och aspekt. Ndengelekospråket analyseras i denna
avhandling som huvudsakligen aspektuellt, eftersom det inte finns separata
morfem som uttrycker dåtid och framtid. I stället används ett morfem som
signalerar avstånd i tid. Det morfemet, i kombination med den korta
presensformen, indikerar framtid. Samma morfem tillsammans med en perfektiv
verbform indikerar dåtid.
I presens och imperfektiv skiljer språket mellan två olika former. Den ena
används när det som följer verbet är i fokus, till exempel ett objekt. Den andra
formen, som lägger till ett morfem och därigenom är längre, används när själva
verbet är i fokus. Samspelet mellan tempus, aspekt och fokus är komplicerat och är
ett område som lämpar sig väl för vidare analys av Ndengelekospråket.
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